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foreword

educating citizens is a new book inspired by an old and honorable
tradition of American educational and political thought. It exemplifies
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching’s commitment
to a vision of education that integrates intellectual with moral virtues and
connects the values of civic responsibility to the classic academic mission
of higher education.

In his masterful biography of John Adams, the historian David McCul-
lough gives special attention to one of Adams’ most impressive accom-
plishments, his single-handed authorship of the Constitution of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. McCullough (2001) characterizes this
work as “one of the great, enduring documents of the American Revolu-
tion” and “the oldest functioning written constitution in the world”
(p. 225). Perhaps the most remarkable passage in this work is Section Two
of Chapter Six, which puts forward a conception of the state’s obligations
to educate its citizens.

Wisdom and knowledge, as well as virtue, diffused generally among
the body of people being necessary for the preservation of their rights
and liberties; and as these depend on spreading the opportunities and
advantages of education in various parts of the country, and among
the different orders of the people, it shall be the duty of legislators and
magistrates in all future periods of this commonwealth to cherish the
interests of literature and the sciences, and all seminaries of them,
especially the university at Cambridge, public schools, and grammar
schools in the towns; to encourage private societies and public insti-
tutions, rewards and immunities, for the promotion of agriculture,
arts, sciences, commerce, trades, manufactures, and a natural history
of the country; to countenance and inculcate the principles of human-
ity and general benevolence, public and private charity, industry and
frugality, honesty and punctuality in their dealings, sincerity, good
humor, and all social affections, and generous sentiments among the
people [McCullough, p. 223].
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How refreshing and surprising to see one of our founding fathers call
for an educational mission that not only seeks to inculcate the practical
and theoretical arts, literature and the sciences, commerce and our na-
tional history; he also sees education as a process that must nurture “the
principles of humanity and general benevolence,” including such virtues
as honesty, charity, sincerity, and even good humor! The wise John Adams
understood that if a democratic society were to function as intended, as
“a social compact, by which the whole people covenants with each citi-
zen, and each citizen with the whole people,” such covenants can only be
entered into by an educated citizenry blessed with virtue as well as wis-
dom and knowledge. Absent such intentionally sought accomplishments,
a functioning democracy might well become a shattered dream (McCul-
lough, p. 221).

Colby, Ehrlich, Beaumont, and Stephens assert that achieving this com-
bination of moral and civic virtue accompanied by the development of
understanding occurs best when fostered by our institutions of higher edu-
cation. It does not occur by accident, or strictly through early experience.
Indeed, I would argue that there may well be a critical period for the de-
velopment of these virtues, and that period could be the college years.
During this developmental period, defined as much by educational oppor-
tunity as by age, students of all ages develop the tools and resources needed
for their continuing journeys through adult life.

In an analogy that I find particularly provocative, the authors liken the
college years to the planning and supply phase of a long and complex
expedition. Those who embark on an expedition, like Lewis and Clark,
must spend a considerable amount of time and energy to ensure that they
have gathered the most useful material goods for the journey. Even more
important, they must prepare themselves with the knowledge and skills
needed to cope with a wide range of contingencies. In some ways, the
preparations directly shape the trajectory of the subsequent journey. Maps
direct the travelers toward one set of paths rather than another. Available
tools dispose the explorers to seek out particular kinds of terrain. Their
choice of comrades also opens up some options while foreclosing others.
And the knowledge and values they acquire equip them to respond effec-
tively to the unpredictable challenges and opportunities that will inevitably
confront them in their travels.

Our authors present us with a striking array of institutional cases—colleges
and universities that creatively provide settings for the moral and civic de-
velopment of their students. At first glance, the institutions differ greatly
from one another. Some are public, others private. Some are faith-based,
others secular. Some are research and doctoral institutions, others liberal
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arts or community colleges. Yet, from the Air Force Academy to Portland
State University, from Messiah College to Turtle Mountain Community
College, from Duke University to Tusculum College, they share a com-
mitment to integrating the highest of academic and civic commitments.

Educating Citizens stands as a carefully crafted set of “existence proofs”
that this sort of integration is both possible and desirable. It highlights
both the general principles that characterize moral and civic education in
all these institutions and the local contexts and missions that give each
program its unique and special quality. Taken together, this book offers
its readers a vision of the possible, an inspiring and instructive vision of
how such work can be undertaken.

What are the essential elements of moral and civic character for Amer-
icans? How can higher education contribute to developing these qualities
in sustained and effective ways? What problems do institutions face when
they seriously and intentionally undertake moral and civic education?
What strategies do they employ to overcome them? As the authors state,
“These are the questions we have wrestled with in writing this book. They
are the issues at the heart of democracy’s future in America.”

When the research team began their studies in 1998, they could not have
foreseen the intellectual, moral, and civic challenges that lay ahead for this
nation after the events of September 11, 2001. How well have we as a na-
tion been prepared for the challenges of this expedition? How well are we
preparing the next generation for the opportunities they will encounter?
The essence of moral and civic education is imparting the understanding
that it is important to be generous and responsible to our family, friends,
and neighbors, but that is not sufficient. It is critical that we are responsi-
ble, responsive, patriotic, and loyal to our nation and society, but that, too,
is insufficient. Educated citizens must understand and accept their obliga-
tions to all humanity, to making this a nation worth defending in a world
safe and promising for all its inhabitants. By combining attention to both
moral and civic virtue, our authors remind us of how inextricably our
duties to family, nation, community, and world are bound together.

Writing of the Massachusetts constitution, McCullough observes, “It
was, in all, a declaration of Adams’ faith in education as the bulwark of
the good society. . . . The survival of the rights and liberties of the people
depended on the spread of wisdom, knowledge and virtue among all the
people, the common people, of whom he, as a farmer’s son, was one”
(p. 223). This book carries forward those dreams, those visions of the role
of education in fostering a learned civic society.

As the first book in a new Carnegie Foundation series, Educating Citi-
zens also continues the Foundation’s historic journey to explore, inform,
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and even redefine important issues in education. It follows the same path
begun by publications such as the Flexner Report on Medical Education,
the Carnegie Commission reports under the leadership of Clark Kerr, and
the many superb works of Ernest Boyer.

I am delighted to present this work as a striking exemplar of the Carnegie
Foundation’s century-long commitment to the support and improvement
of education in America and the world.

Menlo Park, California LEE S. SHULMAN

September 2002
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preface

long before they began the project on which Educating Citizens is
based, the two senior authors on our team, Tom Ehrlich and Anne Colby,
had been asking questions about the ways education can contribute to
preparing people for lives of moral and civic responsibility—Tom from
the perspective of higher education, Anne from the perspective of life-span
developmental psychology, especially the psychology of moral develop-
ment. In the course Altruism, Philanthropy, and Public Service, which Tom
taught while president of Indiana University, he used a book about excep-
tional moral commitment that Anne had coauthored with William
Damon, and wrote her a note of appreciation. Fortuitously, some years
later both Tom and Anne moved to California and had the opportunity
to work at The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
which had also just moved to California, from Princeton, New Jersey.
They were delighted to join forces to think about the contributions under-
graduate education might make to educating responsible citizens. Tom
and Anne were joined in 1998 by Elizabeth Beaumont and Jason Stephens,
who brought to the team the perspectives of political science and educa-
tional psychology.

The four of us share the conviction that moral and civic learning should
be a central goal for both liberal and professional education. We also believe
that moral and civic messages are unavoidable in higher education and that
it is better to pay explicit attention to the content of these messages and how
they are conveyed than to leave students’ moral and civic socialization to
chance. At the time we began the Project on Higher Education and the
Development of Moral and Civic Responsibility, dismay over excessive indi-
vidualism in U.S. culture and growing civic disengagement was very much
a part of public discourse, and many individuals were writing persuasively
about the need for moral and civic renewal if the citizens of this country were
to move toward a more cohesive and humane society. A number of national
reports had been issued proposing steps to promote these goals and diag-
nosing the barriers to achieving them. We were struck, however, by the fact
that many of these reports (see, for example, National Commission on Civic
Renewal, 1998; Council on Civil Society, 1998) paid minimal attention to
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the role of higher education in shaping the moral and civic lives of students
and U.S. culture more generally. In contrast, we believe that higher educa-
tion has a critical role to play in shaping character and a sense of social
responsibility in the U.S. citizenry because such a large share of the popula-
tion attends college for at least some period of time.

Responses to early publications and conference presentations on our
project, along with others’ writing, particularly in the publications of
Campus Compact and the Association of American Colleges and Univer-
sities, on the need for and importance of education for citizenship at the
college level, have made it clear that many others share our conviction
and are eager for opportunities to learn more about high-quality efforts
to integrate moral and civic learning into undergraduate education. There
has been significant attention for the past decade or two to moral and
civic education at the elementary and secondary levels, where such edu-
cation usually has two quite separate parts, with moral education framed
in terms of character and civic education framed in terms of democratic
maxims and political institutions. There are also a number of very useful
books about service learning at the college level and many research papers
exploring and documenting its impact (for example, Eyler & Giles, 1999).
Recently Marcia Mentkowski and her associates (2000) have written
about moral and civic development in college in the context of Alverno
College’s abilities-based approach to undergraduate education. But no
studies had set out to describe in detail the broader efforts that some col-
leges and universities are making to support the moral and civic develop-
ment of their students, nor were there any studies that spell out how
educators can best understand the nature of that development, to outline
the impediments institutions face when they do this work, and to offer
guiding principles that can effectively shape such endeavors. Those, then,
are the aims of this book.

At the heart of this book are a number of assumptions. First, we as-
sume that although college is only one phase in any individual’s lifelong
process of moral and civic development, it can be pivotal, leading to new
ways of understanding the world and one’s place in the world, providing
new frameworks through which later experiences are interpreted, and
equipping the individual with a wide array of capacities for moral and
civic engagement. Even for the many students who come back to college
after years in the workforce, it is not too late to develop new modes of
moral and civic understanding; new values, interests, and self-definitions;
and new intellectual, social, and practical skills. We also argue that if it is
to be most effective, moral and civic learning should be integrated into
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both curricular and extracurricular programs and that it does not require
a trade-off with more narrowly academic goals. In fact we are convinced
that the two strands of undergraduate education—disciplinary, or aca-
demic, on one hand and moral and civic on the other—can be mutually
enhancing. Our fieldwork has also made it clear to us that moral and civic
education can be implemented successfully in all kinds of institutions and
can be shaped to fit a wide array of educational missions. Also central to
our approach is the assumption that the moral and civic strands of edu-
cation for citizenship cannot be separated. We discuss this key assump-
tion in the first chapter. Our central conclusions and recommendations
are summarized in the final chapter.

Audiences for This Book

In writing this book we have in mind three main audiences, who may read
it for different purposes and from somewhat different, though interrelated,
vantage points. One audience consists of those people who are interested
in contemporary higher education broadly, including policymakers, schol-
ars, and representatives of organizations concerned with the purposes and
practices of U.S. higher education.

Both of the other two intended audiences involve those responsible for
the education provided by a college or university. In any institution some
people are in a strong position to take action at the level of the institution
and are responsible for thinking about student learning from an institu-
tion-wide perspective. We hope this book will be helpful to these individ-
uals, our second audience, who include not only the administrative
leadership, such as presidents, vice presidents, and deans but also faculty
who participate in curriculum reform, act as advisers and partners to the
administrative leaders, and establish systems for cross-campus integra-
tion. This second group also includes staff members who work in campus
centers of various kinds or in the office of institutional research and who
play important roles in coordinating programs across the institution.
Moreover, when any faculty members or program directors think care-
fully about the impact of their courses or programs on students, it is very
helpful for them to pay attention to the broader context in which students
are experiencing the course or program. And when faculty and student
affairs personnel habitually take the institutional view, that can build a
more unified sense of purpose and community on campus.

The primary responsibilities of some people in a university or college are
grounded more in particular courses, programs, and departments than in
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the planning and implementation carried out by the institution as a whole,
and most of their efforts will be concentrated at that level. In order to make
the book useful for these readers, our third audience, we have included
many examples drawn from our observations and fairly detailed informa-
tion about courses in various fields, pedagogical approaches, and programs
and practices in the domain of student life, with the idea that some readers
may be most interested in learning how they might develop and implement
programs and courses that promote moral and civic learning.

Organization of This Book

In Chapter One we discuss why explicit efforts to include moral and civic
learning in undergraduate education are necessary, and we lay out the
goals and rationale of that endeavor, with particular attention to the ques-
tion of how higher education institutions in a pluralistic society can find
some common values in which to ground these efforts. This chapter also
describes the project that gave rise to this book, including our visits to
twelve colleges and universities that take their students’ moral and civic
development very seriously.

Chapter Two addresses the broader higher education context in which
contemporary efforts to support students’ moral and civic development
are taking place. A brief look at the history of these efforts makes it clear
that moral and civic education for undergraduates is not new but has been
pushed to the margins in most institutions. Moreover, some aspects of
contemporary higher education are impeding efforts to bring it back from
the margins. Allies of this work, including especially those who are call-
ing for more searching attention to student learning and those who draw
on the traditions of liberal education, are working to change some of these
inhospitable conditions. Given the strong countervailing forces, the insti-
tutional impediments to this work will not be dramatically altered in the
short run. Fortunately, our fieldwork convinces us that moral and civic
education need not wait until all impediments have been removed.

Chapter Three describes twelve colleges and universities that take holis-
tic and intentional approaches to undergraduate moral and civic education.
Each has developed a distinctive definition of moral and civic maturity, one
that grows out of the institution’s own mission and history, along with
multiple intersecting means for fostering that maturity. Three themes for
moral and civic education emerge from an exploration of those twelve dis-
tinctive definitions: connections with communities of various sorts; moral
and civic virtue, variously defined; and concerns for systemic social respon-
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sibility, or social justice. All of the twelve campuses place at least one or
two of these themes at the center of their approach, and most incorporate
all three in their moral and civic education to some extent. This chapter
then turns to some key features in the ways these institutions accomplish
their holistic, intentional approach. Leadership from administrators, fac-
ulty, and campus centers is central to their success, as is establishing a cam-
pus culture that supports positive moral and civic values.

In Chapter Four we review research and theory about moral and civic
development and use that work to articulate a framework for thinking
about the many dimensions that make up moral and civic maturity, the
significance of those dimensions, and their potential for development dur-
ing college. The multiple dimensions are heuristically clustered into three
categories, even though the categories intersect and the dimensions inter-
act. The clusters are moral and civic understanding, motivation, and skills.

We claim that moral and civic learning in the curriculum can touch not
only the most obviously cognitive aspects of moral and civic understand-
ing but also such motivational dimensions as identity and efficacy and
such skills as negotiation and collaboration. In Chapter Five, we describe
some pedagogical approaches that are especially well suited to supporting
moral and civic growth and discuss why we consider them essential to a
full palette of teaching methods and why we believe they will strengthen
the broad range of academic learning as well as moral and civic learning.
We explore the teaching of ethics as one example of how challenging the
teaching of moral and civic understanding, motivation, and skills can be
and the kinds of dilemmas faculty confront when they do this kind of
teaching. In order to illustrate what teaching for moral and civic learning
looks like in the context of an actual course, we describe four quite dif-
ferent courses in some detail.

Chapter Six begins with the assumption that institutions concerned
with moral and civic education wish to reach the widest number of stu-
dents and to reach them in sufficient depth to have a lasting impact. We
argue that they are best able to accomplish this when moral and civic edu-
cation is incorporated into the curriculum, both in general education and
in academic majors. We describe a number of ways to structure general
education programs to suit different institutional needs and constraints
yet also provide a powerful developmental experience. We also review
briefly some examples of approaches to moral and civic education in the
arts and sciences, undergraduate professional education, and the fine arts.
Finally, this chapter describes some efforts to help students integrate moral
and civic learning across different courses and across disciplines.
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This kind of teaching is difficult and demanding, and faculty are ex-
tremely busy even without taking on this additional set of goals. In Chapter
Seven we ask what motivates those faculty who make this commitment,
what they find rewarding in the work, and what kind of support they need
to sustain this commitment.

As important as moral and civic learning in the curriculum is, it is at least
as important for experiences outside the classroom to contribute to edu-
cating citizens. Chapter Eight addresses the question of how to provide
guidance for and take advantage of extracurricular opportunities. Much of
student life is outside the direct control of the administration; nevertheless
these activities can be extremely powerful, and there is much colleges and
universities can do to take best advantage of them—setting the stage before
incoming students arrive on campus; establishing a climate through honor
codes, residence hall experiences, and informal teachable moments; and
drawing on the wide array of existing clubs and activities, especially ser-
vice, religious, and political clubs and leadership development programs.
Chapter Eight also discusses the ways some colleges help students maintain
their moral and civic commitment at graduation time and beyond through
graduation pledges, job placement services, and alumni programs.

After commenting on the assessment of student learning in courses that
incorporate moral and civic goals, Chapter Nine addresses the question
of how faculty and program leaders can assess the quality of curricular
and extracurricular programs of moral and civic education in ways that
will contribute to program improvement. Assessment of moral and civic
education has a long way to go before it is fully developed, so we offer
general directions, caveats, and descriptions of some ongoing assessment
efforts rather than prescriptions.

Chapter Ten lays out in summary form some basic principles for under-
graduate moral and civic education that have emerged from our observations
and analyses. These principles address the questions of how institutions can
be sure to support the full range of developmental dimensions—moral and
civic understanding, motivation, and skills; how they can take advantage of
the most useful sites for moral and civic education—the curriculum,
extracurricular programs, and other aspects of student life outside the class-
room; and how they can be sure to touch on the three basic themes of moral
and civic virtue, systemic social responsibility, and community connections.
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1

EDUCATING CITIZENS 
IN A PLURALISTIC SOCIETY

we begin with the story of Virginia Foster Durr, who was a friend of
the two senior authors of this book. Mrs. Durr, who died in 1999 at the
age of ninety-six, was a remarkable woman not only in her contributions
to racial justice and civil liberties but in the surprising direction her life
took, given the culture in which she grew up. Virginia Durr was a white
woman from a genteel (and racist) Alabama family, yet she became a
major figure in the black civil rights movement. She helped integrate
Washington, D.C., and Birmingham, Alabama, and fought for years to
end the poll tax, which was used to prevent blacks, women, and poor peo-
ple from voting in the South until 1964, when the Voting Rights Act was
passed. We begin with this story not because Virginia was dramatically
transformed in college but because experiences she had in college played
a pivotal role in a longer process that began before her college years and
continued much beyond them. Four things stand out in Virginia’s account
of her undergraduate years at Wellesley College in the early 1920s. They
reflect the importance of the courses and faculty; the college’s mission, cul-
tural climate, and rules; and the connections students can make through
clubs and interest groups.

First, as she studied history, political theory, and economics, Virginia
became aware of dimensions of life that she had not known existed, devel-
oping an intellectual framework that persisted beyond her college years
and affected the way she interpreted her later experiences. Some of her
teachers deliberately connected their course material with social issues of
the day and with the lives and concerns of their students. As she later
recalled:



We had some excellent teachers at Wellesley. I had a marvelous teacher
in economics, Professor Muzzy. . . . There were all kinds of tables and
statistics that I had difficulty following. But I did get the impression
that the great majority of people in the world had a pretty hard time.
Once Muzzy gave me a paper to write. He knew that I came from
Birmingham, so he said, “Mrs. Smith is the wife of a steelworker and
her husband makes three dollars a day. Now tell me how Mrs. Smith
with three children is going to arrange her budget so that they can
live.” Well, I tried to do it. I had to look up the price of food and rent
and doctors. It was an active lesson in economics. I soon realized that
Mrs. Smith couldn’t possibly live on that amount of money. She just
couldn’t do it. When I handed in my paper, I had written at the end,
“I’ve come to the conclusion that Mrs. Smith’s husband doesn’t get
enough money, because they can’t possibly live on what he is paid as
a steelworker in Birmingham, Alabama.” . . . These incidents at
Wellesley had a delayed effect, but the main thing I learned was to use
my mind and to get pleasure out of it. So my Wellesley education was
quite liberating [Durr & Barnard, 1985, pp. 62–63].

When Virginia returned to Alabama and began the kind of charity
work that was expected of young married women, the intellectual frame-
work she had developed through this and other college courses led her to
see the plight of the poor as a reflection of deep injustices in the U.S. eco-
nomic and political systems rather than as a character defect of the poor
themselves. This perspective later propelled her interest in the develop-
ment of unions and her work in forging connections between the cam-
paigns for civil rights and for workers’ rights.

Second, a dramatic incident early in Virginia’s sophomore year reveals
the impact colleges can have when they set clear moral expectations for
their students and rigorously enforce those expectations. One evening Vir-
ginia went down to the dining room for dinner and was shocked to see a
black girl seated at the table to which she had been assigned. She imme-
diately told the head of the house that she “could not possibly eat at the
table with a Negro girl” (Colby & Damon, 1992, p. 99). The head of the
house calmly explained that the rules of the college required her to eat at
that table for a month, and if she did not comply she would have to with-
draw from college. When Virginia explained that her father would “have
a fit” if she ate at that table, the head of the house responded, “He’s not
our problem. He’s your problem. You either abide by the rules or you go
home” (Durr & Barnard, 1985, p. 57). Mrs. Durr later reflected that that
was the first time her values regarding race had ever been challenged, and
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it made a big impression on her. As she said: “The incident may not have
been crucial at the time, but it was the origin of a doubt. It hurt my faith,
my solid conviction of what I had been raised to believe” (p. 59). This
experience did not immediately lead to a new perspective on race relations
and civil rights, but it did move Virginia a perceptible step in that direc-
tion. The college had forced her to interact with an educated, middle-class
black girl for the first time, and she realized that the girl was intelligent
and cultured. She became aware that her views on segregation were not
shared by the community she had joined, a community she prized very
highly. Although she remained racist until many years later, the incident
lodged in Virginia’s memory, creating a fracture in her convictions about
race that contributed to their later destruction.

Virginia’s mind was more thoroughly opened to issues of gender equal-
ity during college—the third important experience college offered her.
Through a combination of coursework, admiration for strong women fac-
ulty, and the ethos and mission of Wellesley, she came to see gender roles
in an entirely new way, questioning the norms and assumptions that so
severely constrained women in the early twentieth century, especially in
the Deep South. She learned to care passionately about women’s rights,
including their rights as citizens: “I realized for the first time that women
could be something. This was the real liberation that I got at Wellesley”
(Durr & Barnard, 1985, p. 59).

After Virginia returned to Alabama, she eagerly went to the polls and was
shocked to learn that she had to pay a tax in order to vote. Virginia was out-
raged by the tax and the way the entrenched political establishment used the
tax to maintain its control. When she moved to Washington, D.C., with her
husband a few years later, she joined the Women’s Division of the Demo-
cratic National Committee in a bitter, extended, and ultimately successful
campaign to abolish the poll tax. She initially joined that struggle solely for
the sake of women’s rights; her action was a direct result of her college ex-
periences. Although she much admired Eleanor Roosevelt and the other
women on the committee, she was still a self-described racist and initially
disagreed with them about race. Because of the coalitions that formed
around the voting rights issues, however, Virginia soon found herself work-
ing closely with black organizations and distinguished black women such
as Mary McLeod Bethune and Mary Church Terrell. Over time these work-
ing relationships led her to change dramatically her perspective on race and
to look back on her earlier views with a sense of shame.

A fourth critical college influence resulted from Virginia’s participation
in an extracurricular activity, the Southern Club, through which she
formed relationships with other southern students who had come north
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to college. This might have insulated her from the benefits of encounter-
ing a new culture, but almost by chance, it led to further growth. In the
Southern Club, Virginia came to know and admire a Harvard student,
Clark Foreman, who later became an activist for racial equality, after hav-
ing studied abroad and then having witnessed a lynching upon his return
to the United States. He and Virginia renewed their friendship some years
later while they were both living in Washington, D.C. Just at the time that
Virginia began her work with the Democratic National Committee, Fore-
man also confronted and seriously challenged her segregationist views on
race, opening her mind still further and helping to draw her into the strug-
gle for racial justice.

Some of the important developmental experiences Virginia had while
a student at Wellesley no doubt resulted from intentional efforts faculty,
residence hall staff, and others at the college made to awaken intellectual
excitement, challenge assumptions, and foster new ways of understand-
ing the world, both by structuring academic study and by establishing a
climate and conveying a set of expectations. Other influences, particularly
those connected with the Southern Club, seem to have been fortuitous.
Had Clark Foreman not made a personal transformation of his own in
the years following college, he could not have played a catalytic role in
Virginia Durr’s awakening.

This book takes up the question of what kinds of influence undergrad-
uate education can have on students’ development as ethical, committed,
and engaged human beings and citizens. The undergraduate years are just
one part of a lifelong developmental process, but especially if efforts are
intentionally designed with these developmental outcomes in mind, col-
leges can establish some groundwork that students can later build on,
shape the intellectual frameworks and habits of mind they bring to their
adult experiences, change the way they understand the responsibilities that
are central to their sense of self, and teach them to offer and demand evi-
dence and justification for their moral and political positions and to
develop wiser judgment in approaching situations and questions that rep-
resent potential turning points in their lives.

In a loose sense, undergraduate education at its best can resemble the
preparations explorers make when preparing for expeditions into un-
charted territories. Meriwether Lewis, for example, prior to his explora-
tion of the North American continent with William Clark, collected a wide
array of tools and learned how to use many that were new to him (chro-
nometers, sextants, and other scientific instruments; medical equipment;
and so on). With the help of some extraordinary teachers and mentors,
including Thomas Jefferson, Albert Gallatin, Benjamin Rush, and others,
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he mastered knowledge that he would need (in geography, botany, natural
history, astronomy, commerce, and American Indian culture) and learned
scientific techniques that would allow him to use his explorations to ex-
pand the boundaries of that knowledge. Before assembling a team, he
thought hard about what kind of men he needed and how he could main-
tain a cohesive corps. Lewis also collected the best existing maps, however
incomplete they were, and out of his experience with those maps and inte-
gration of the disparate bodies of knowledge he had studied, his plans took
shape (Ambrose, 1996). These preparations shifted somewhat the course
of Lewis’s journey and the route adjustments he would make in response
to unexpected barriers and events. When he finished the preparations and
set out, his direction was perhaps only slightly different than it would have
been with less groundwork, but over many months of travel the slight ini-
tial shift in trajectory and the continuing, responsive alterations no doubt
led to a route distinctly different from the one he would have taken with-
out such extensive preparations. Moreover, the viability and scientific pro-
ductivity of the expedition was critically dependent on what he had learned
during the preparation phase.

Similarly, students may leave college with the trajectories of their lives
shifted only slightly but with ways of approaching and responding to their
subsequent experiences that magnify the shift over time, until much later
it becomes clear that the gap between where they are and where they
would have been without those influences is dramatic. The undergradu-
ate experience has the potential to be this kind of preexpedition for mil-
lions of Americans, and we believe colleges will be most effective in this
preparation if their efforts are self-conscious and intentional, not simply
dependent on the fortuitous impact of the kind that Clark Foreman had
on Virginia Durr.

College is the last stage of formal education for most Americans and
the last formal education outside their field of specialization for those who
pursue further study. Although informal education can continue through-
out life—at work and through engagement with the media, the arts, and
books—to a great extent experiences in college determine how inclined
individuals will be to pursue this kind of ongoing learning and what intel-
lectual and personal capacities they will bring to those engagements.

The Need for Undergraduate Moral and Civic Education

Although acknowledging the exceptional vitality of U.S. higher education,
Ernest Boyer’s report (1987) on the college experience also points to a
number of things that diminish the quality of undergraduate education,
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preventing colleges from serving their students as well as they might. One
issue that stands out in Boyer’s investigation is the question of what the
goals and purposes of higher education should be. Boyer’s calls for greater
attention to the moral and civic purposes of college have been widely
quoted in the intervening fifteen years. In a chapter titled “From Compe-
tence to Commitment,” he said:

Throughout our study we were impressed that what today’s college is
teaching most successfully is competence—competence in meeting
schedules, in gathering information, in responding well on tests, in mas-
tering the details of a special field. . . . But technical skill, of whatever
kind, leaves open essential questions: Education for what purpose?
Competence to what end? At a time in life when values should be
shaped and personal priorities sharply probed, what a tragedy it would
be if the most deeply felt issues, the most haunting questions, the most
creative moments were pushed to the fringes of our institutional life.
What a monumental mistake it would be if students, during the under-
graduate years, remained trapped within the organizational grooves
and narrow routines to which the academic world sometimes seems
excessively devoted [p. 283].

Through large-scale surveys of faculty and students and extended site
visits at twenty-nine colleges and universities, Boyer and his colleagues
concluded that by and large undergraduate education is not meeting the
challenge of going beyond competence to commitment. The research team
encountered a picture that seems quite at odds with our opening portrait
of Virginia Durr’s experience at a small, liberal arts college for women in
the 1920s. The report points to conflicting priorities and competing inter-
ests, confusion about mission and goals, disciplinary fragmentation, a nar-
row vocationalism, a great separation between academic and social life
on campus, and a disturbing gap between the college and the larger world.
These trends and several others impede the efforts of faculty and admin-
istrative leaders who see the importance of higher education’s civic mis-
sion and want to make the undergraduate years a pivotal time for moral
and civic development.

It is a good time to revisit this question of the public purposes of higher
education. The need is perhaps even greater now than it was at the time of
the Boyer report a decade and a half ago. Global interdependence is ever
more striking and insistent. Old social problems persist, and new ones are
emerging. The country’s increasing racial and ethnic diversity has brought
tensions and raised dilemmas as well as enriched its already kaleidoscopic
culture. And the complexity of the contemporary social, economic, and
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political worlds is accelerating at an alarming pace. If today’s college grad-
uates are to be positive forces in this world, they need not only to possess
knowledge and intellectual capacities but also to see themselves as mem-
bers of a community, as individuals with a responsibility to contribute to
their communities. They must be willing to act for the common good and
capable of doing so effectively. If a college education is to support the kind
of learning graduates need to be involved and responsible citizens, its goals
must go beyond the development of intellectual and technical skills and
beginning mastery of a scholarly domain. They should include the com-
petence to act in the world and the judgment to do so wisely. A full ac-
count of competence, including occupational competence, must include the
abilities to exercise considered judgment, appreciate ends as well as means,
and understand the broad implications and consequences of one’s actions
and choices. Education is not complete until students not only have ac-
quired knowledge but can act on that knowledge in the world.

There is evidence that this kind of civic commitment has waned in
recent decades. A number of social commentators have documented the
excessive individualism of contemporary U.S. culture and its negative
implications for this society (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton,
1991; Putnam, 1995). The consequences of this cultural climate include
a growing sense that Americans are not responsible for or accountable to
each other; a decline in civility, mutual respect, and tolerance; and the pre-
eminence of self-interest and individual preference over concern for the
common good. Goals of personal advancement and gratification too often
take precedence over social, moral, or spiritual meaning. Although this
emphasis on individual success has some social benefits, it can also entail
high social costs by promoting a worldview in which there is no basis for
enduring commitment beyond the self. Currently, the most visible alter-
native to this focus on self-interest is a kind of orthodox and intolerant
moralism. Ironically, each of these opposing perspectives contributes to
the same result: a polarized and fragmented society, whose members have
little sense of being united by participation in a common enterprise.

Many commentators have also chronicled a widespread lack of trust in
and respect for U.S. democratic processes and an overall decline in civic
and political participation (Putnam, 2000). Demographic data indicate
that political disaffection is especially pronounced among youths and
young adults, including college students. Americans growing up in recent
decades vote less often than their elders and show lower levels of social
trust and knowledge of politics (Bennett & Rademacher, 1997; Putnam,
1995). In fact, voting among young people in the 2000 presidential elec-
tion was at a record low even though overall turnout was up slightly from
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1996. This mounting political apathy bodes ill for the future of U.S.
democracy unless these generations of young people come to see both the
value of and necessity for civic engagement and political participation.

Tempering somewhat this pronounced decline in young people’s polit-
ical engagement is their high level of participation in community service
and other volunteer work. A study by the Panetta Institute (2000), for ex-
ample, indicates that nearly three-quarters of college students (73 percent)
have done volunteer work in the past two years, and most (62 percent) more
than once. These students understand that their communities face real
needs that they can help meet. But although undergraduates are increas-
ingly involved in direct service activities, this involvement does not seem to
foster broader or deeper forms of civic or political engagement among
them (Gray et al., 1999; Mason & Nelson, 2000; Sax, Astin, Korn, &
Mahoney, 1999). Too often students fail to understand that if they want
not only to help a community kitchen feed people but also to help elimi-
nate the need for that kitchen, they must work to change public policy
and that strong engagement in one’s community and in politics in one
form or another is the means for affecting public policy.

Higher education has the potential to be a powerful influence in rein-
vigorating the democratic spirit in America. Virtually all civic, political,
and professional leaders are graduates of higher education institutions,
and the general public is attending college in ever higher numbers. Over
fifteen million students are now enrolled in higher education. About 40
percent are in community colleges, and unlike students in earlier eras,
most are commuting students, many with jobs and families. This exten-
sive reach places colleges and universities in a strong position to help re-
shape broader culture. Although higher education reflects the values of
the larger society in many ways, colleges and universities are not simply
extensions of society, nor are they helpless in the face of social constraints.
Rather they have the potential to act intentionally in fostering the moral
and civic learning of their students, as we have frequently observed dur-
ing the course of our work on this book.

Explorations in Undergraduate Moral 
and Civic Education Today

Although we see many of the same problems in colleges and universities
today that Boyer reported in his study conducted more than fifteen years
ago, we also see something that Boyer did not report: a number of insti-
tutions that have made their students’ moral and civic development a high
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priority and have created a wealth of curricular and extracurricular pro-
grams to stimulate and support that development. This is a good time to
revisit the issue of higher education’s role in educating citizens not only
because the problems in the world are great but also because educators
and policymakers can now learn some important lessons from a close look
at the efforts of those committed institutions.

In conducting the research for this book, we reviewed the practices of
moral and civic education at many colleges and universities around the
country and made in-depth visits to twelve: Alverno College; the College
of St. Catherine; California State University, Monterey Bay; Duke Uni-
versity; Kapi‘olani Community College; Messiah College; Portland State
University; Spelman College; Turtle Mountain Community College; Tus-
culum College; the United States Air Force Academy; and the University
of Notre Dame. These explorations have shown us that an extraordinarily
diverse range of colleges and universities take the moral and civic educa-
tion of their students very seriously. These schools include every category
of higher education institution—community colleges, four-year colleges,
comprehensive universities, and universities with graduate and profes-
sional programs. Some are residential, others are nonresidential; some are
public, others are private; some are large, others are small; some are reli-
giously affiliated; some are military academies; some are single sex; and
some are primarily for members of a minority group. These and others
are represented among the institutions that treat their students’ moral and
civic development as central to their mission, although each one under-
stands its specific goals somewhat differently and concerns itself with dif-
ferent aspects of this broad domain.

For a few U.S. colleges and universities, this commitment manifests it-
self as an intentional and holistic approach to moral and civic as well as
academic education, an approach that shapes many or most aspects of stu-
dents’ college experience. In calling this approach intentional, we mean
that these institutions are explicit about their goals and actively plan strate-
gies to achieve them. By holistic, we mean that the approach addresses
many different aspects of students’ moral and civic development, and it
does so through many different sites in the academic and nonacademic life
of the campus, with significant efforts to connect those sites. These holistic,
intentional efforts are of special interest because they illustrate the power of
a serious institutional commitment to moral and civic education. A close
look at these committed campuses shows that if an institution and its lead-
ership adopt a comprehensive approach to moral and civic learning and
seek to implement it with a high degree of intentionality, the results can be
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transformative for students and for the institution. We highlight institutions
that take these intentional and holistic approaches not because this is the
only or most prevalent option for campuses interested in these issues but
because we believe that supporting students’ moral and civic development is
best achieved through the cumulative, interactive effects of numerous cur-
ricular and extracurricular programs in an environment of sustained in-
stitutional commitment to a set of overarching goals. The insights and
approaches of these institutions are portfolios of good practices from which
other campuses can draw, even if they begin by adopting just one or two
courses or programs.

In the following chapters we describe the twelve schools we visited in
greater detail than the many others whose work we reviewed in less depth.
We spent several days at each of these twelve case study schools, inter-
viewing administrators, faculty, and students; conducting focus groups;
sitting in on classes; and observing a wide range of programs. Following
the visits, we prepared a detailed case write-up on each institution, which
was reviewed for accuracy by individuals at that campus. Campus repre-
sentatives later reviewed descriptions of their programs in a manuscript
draft of this book, suggesting corrections where needed. (Of course pro-
grams do change over time, so these reviews cannot guarantee that our
accounts are completely up to date at the present time.) These twelve insti-
tutions are not flawless, and we will point out not only their successes but
also some of the areas in which they are still struggling to find the right
approach. They are also not necessarily the best exemplars of moral and
civic education in the country. We did not conduct an exhaustive review
of all possible candidates. Certainly they are not the only institutions do-
ing notable work in this area. We chose these particular institutions in
part because of the valuable work they are doing and also because we
wanted a group that was diverse in mission and type, covering a broad
geographical range.

In addition to institutions that implement moral and civic education
holistically, there are many others with a few courses or specific programs
that address students’ moral and civic development. These colleges and
universities focus their efforts on programs or activities that are powerful
experiences for some students but do not reach all undergraduates. These
targeted programs may take such forms as academic centers and institutes,
freshman seminars, and senior capstone courses. Throughout this book
our emphasis is on good practices in both the comprehensive and the tar-
geted approaches to moral and civic learning in higher education and the
challenges that must be overcome to succeed in those practices.
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Ideals and Goals of Moral and Civic Education

Before going further we need to address the question: What do we mean by
moral and civic education? What is it that we are calling for? Our answer
takes us immediately into the perennially thorny issue of whether colleges
ought to stand for particular moral values or ideals or call only for clarity
and consistency of moral beliefs. We have taken the former position, that
colleges and universities ought to educate for substantive values, ideals, and
standards, at least in broad terms, and should not be content with what is
sometimes referred to as values clarification. We are convinced that it is not
possible to create a value-neutral environment, so it is preferable for colleges
and universities to examine the values they stand for and make conscious
and deliberate choices about what they convey to students. More important,
we believe that there are some basic moral principles, ideals, and virtues that
can form a common ground to guide institutions of higher education in their
work, including the work of educating citizens in a democracy.

On the first point, educational institutions have never been and cannot
be value neutral. For decades educators have recognized the power of the
“hidden curriculum” in schools and the moral messages it carries. The hid-
den curriculum consists of the (largely unexamined) practices with which
the school and its teachers operate, assigning grades and other rewards and
managing their relationships with their students and the students’ rela-
tionships with each other (Fenstermacher, 1990; Jackson, 1968; Kohlberg,
1971). Although much of the research on the hidden curriculum has exam-
ined elementary and secondary education, the concept applies equally to
higher education. If college students see faculty rewarded for pursuing their
own professional prestige rather than for caring for others or the institu-
tion, if they are subjected to competitive, zero-sum climates in which one
student’s success contributes to another’s failure, if they are confronted
with institutional hypocrisy, those practices convey moral messages that
can contribute to students’ cynicism and self-interestedness. Conversely,
students can learn positive moral lessons when they see faculty who ap-
proach their scholarship with integrity and who are scrupulously honest
and fair, caring with students and respectful of colleagues, and committed
to the institution or the larger community.

Academic disciplines also embody values that shape students’ perspec-
tives and frames of reference, even though these assumptions are often
unexamined and thus invisible. The preponderance of recent research in
economics and in political science, for example, builds on a model of ratio-
nal choice, which is seldom subjected to critical analysis in the teaching of
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these disciplines. This model of human behavior assumes that individuals
will always seek to maximize their perceived interests and that social phe-
nomena represent the aggregate of individuals employing this self-interested
strategy. A similar perspective is fostered by research and theory in other
fields, such as sociobiology and some approaches in psychology, which also
assume a self-interested or mechanistic view of human nature. An unques-
tioning reliance on these models of human behavior can result in the nor-
malization of self-interestedness, contributing to a belief that individuals are
always fundamentally motivated by self-interest, that altruism and genuine
concern for others’ welfare are illusory, and that failing to act strategically
to achieve one’s own self-interested goals would be foolish.

In addition to values expressed through teaching, student-faculty rela-
tionships, and institutional norms and practices, values from the outside
world permeate college campuses. Messages of instrumental individualism
and materialism are becoming more and more prevalent in the broader
institutional and peer cultures on many campuses. The commercialization
of higher education, including corporate sponsorship of faculty and student
research, corporate underwriting of programs, advertising on Web sites,
and exclusive “pouring rights” given to soda companies at sports and other
events, can provide important financial benefits but also reinforces themes
of materialism pervasive in the general culture. By default, some powerful
values are thrust on young people by outside sources, particularly adver-
tising. Few would deny the influence of commercial interests represented by
television, film, music, and other media on the peer culture and informal
learning contexts of the campus. To the extent that higher education is influ-
enced by broader cultural trends, it is influenced by those values as well.

In these and many other ways, educational institutions convey values
and moral messages to their students. This is unavoidable. Given this real-
ity, we believe it is preferable for colleges and universities to stand for val-
ues that are fundamental to their highest sense of purpose, rather than
taking “a default position of instrumental individualism in which expertise
and skill appear as simply neutral tools to be appropriated by successful
competitors in the service of their particular ends,” as William Sullivan
(1999, p. 11) has described the prevailing ethos in higher education.

The Issue of Determining Goals and Means

How can we identify common values that constitute a foundation for moral
and civic learning in U.S. institutions of higher education while still rec-
ognizing that those shared values often come into conflict with each other
and that different individuals and subcultures may create different hier-
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archies among these values? Few would dispute that colleges’ educational
and scholarly missions entail a core set of values, such as intellectual
integrity, concern for truth, and academic freedom. By colleges’ very na-
ture it is also important for them to foster values such as mutual respect,
open-mindedness, the willingness to listen to and take seriously the ideas
of others, procedural fairness, and public discussion of contested issues.
The academic enterprise would be seriously compromised if these values
ceased to guide scholarship, teaching, and learning, however imperfect
that guidance may be in practice.

Principles and ideals that have a place in a common core of values can
also be derived from educational institutions’ obligation to educate stu-
dents for responsible democratic citizenship. Most mission statements of
both public and private colleges and universities explicitly refer to an insti-
tution’s responsibility to educate for leadership and contributions to soci-
ety. We show in the next chapter that this conception of higher education
dates back to the founding of this country. Even institutions that do not
make this part of their mission a central priority acknowledge some
responsibility for it. Recognition of the obligation to prepare citizens for
participation in a democratic system implies that certain values, both
moral and civic, ought to be represented in these institutions’ educational
goals and practices. Some of these values are the same as those entailed
in the academic enterprise itself; some go beyond that sphere. These values
include mutual respect and tolerance, concern for both the rights and the
welfare of individuals and the community, recognition that each individ-
ual is part of the larger social fabric, critical self-reflectiveness, and a com-
mitment to civil and rational discourse and procedural impartiality
(Galston, 1991; Gutmann, 1987; Macedo, 2000).

Educational philosopher Eamonn Callan (1997) argues that a liberal
democracy based on free and equal citizenship requires not only certain
social rules and political institutions, such as legal protections for free
speech, but also moral and civic education grounded in democratic ideals.
These ideals include “a lively interest in the question of what life is truly
and not just seemingly good, as well as a willingness both to share one’s
answer with others and to heed the many opposing answers they might
give; an active commitment to the good of the polity, as well as . . . com-
petence in judgment regarding how that good should be advanced; a
respect for fellow citizens and a sense of common fate with them that goes
beyond the tribalisms of ethnicity and religion yet is alive to the signifi-
cance these will have in many people’s lives” (p. 3).

Beyond this generic set of core values that derive from the intellectual
and civic purposes of higher education, some private colleges and even a
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few public ones stand for more specific moral, cultural, or religious values.
Such institutions’ particular missions—and the implications of these mis-
sions for the educational programs—should be made clear to prospective
students and faculty. The most obvious examples of these highly specific
values are found in religiously affiliated schools that offer faith-based edu-
cation. Among public institutions, military academies are mandated to edu-
cate military officers, so their values are defined with reference to this goal.
Other public colleges established to serve particular populations, such as
American Indian colleges, also often explicitly acknowledge special values,
such as traditional tribal values, in their curricula and programs.

When the values on which there is broad consensus within an institu-
tion are taken seriously, they constitute strong guiding principles for pro-
grams of moral and civic development in higher education. Even so, they
leave open to debate the principles that should be given priority when val-
ues conflict as well as the ways in which individuals might apply the prin-
ciples to particular situations. Especially in institutions that stand for a
commitment to rational public discourse, as higher education must, the
most difficult questions of conflicting values can and should be left to pub-
lic debate and individual discernment. Moral and civic education provides
the tools for these discussions and judgments. This means that institutions
do not need to begin with agreement on the most difficult and controver-
sial cases of conflict between values. And this openness is what makes it
possible to reach a consensus on an initial set of core values. Because a
willingness to engage in reasoned discourse and commitments to honesty,
fairness, and respect for persons are among the ideals all colleges and uni-
versities should uphold, these values should help guide the community
toward resolution of the more difficult questions. Colleges and universi-
ties should encourage and facilitate the development of students’ capaci-
ties to examine complex situations in which competing values are at stake,
to employ both substantive knowledge and moral reasoning to evaluate
the problems and values involved, to develop their own judgments about
these issues in respectful dialogue with others, and then to act on their
judgments.

We recognize the difficulties and potential pitfalls educators face when
discussing moral and civic values in a society as strongly pluralist as this
one, in which tolerance and respect for differences are themselves held as
fundamental values. Within any given cultural tradition and certainly
across traditions, there are deep disagreements about many moral, civic,
political, and religious issues. But even as educators appreciate the depths
of these differences, it is important that they distinguish between moral
pluralism and moral relativism. A pluralistic view of morality assumes
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there are two or more incommensurable moral frameworks that are jus-
tifiable. This does not mean that any possible moral framework is justifi-
able, however, only that there are multiple valid moral frameworks that
cannot be reduced to a single system. In contrast, moral relativism holds
that there is no basis for distinguishing among moral positions at all, that
no position can be considered any more or less valid than another.

Even in anthropological research that documents striking cultural dif-
ferences in moral values, there are boundaries around the range of what
is seen to count as an ultimate moral good, and even very different moral
perspectives include (though they do not stress) each other’s values
(Shweder, 1996). Differences in moral frames of reference are best under-
stood as variations in the ways widely shared base values, such as free-
dom and loyalty, are ordered when they conflict and variations in the
salience of values in practice. Even anthropologists who believe there is
fundamental moral heterogeneity across cultures generally do not believe
in extreme and unqualified cultural relativism. Very different and even
fundamentally incommensurate moral perspectives still build on a base
set of moral goods or virtues that human beings have in common. Presum-
ably these commonalities will be stronger within a single country, even a
culturally heterogeneous and pluralistic country such as the United States.

Educational institutions can respect diversity of opinion on particular
ethical questions and avoid both illegitimate indoctrination and moral rel-
ativism if they are explicit about their commitment to the moral and civic
values that are fundamental to a democracy, at the same time being care-
ful not to foreclose open-minded consideration of multiple solutions to
moral dilemmas in which fundamental values conflict.

The Salience of the Moral: Integrity and Engagement

Throughout this discussion we have referred to both moral and civic val-
ues, development, and education. We do so to underscore the point that
the moral and the civic are inseparable. Because we understand the term
morality to describe prescriptive judgments about how one ought to act
in relation to other people, it follows that many core democratic princi-
ples, including tolerance and respect, impartiality, and concern for both
the rights of the individual and the welfare of the group, are grounded in
moral principles. Just political systems require citizens with “the capacity
for moral reciprocity—the predisposition to create and abide by fair rules
of cooperation” (Callan, 1997, p. 21). The problems that confront civi-
cally engaged citizens always include strong moral themes. These include
fair access to resources such as housing, the obligation to consider future
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generations in making environmental policy, and the need to take into
account the conflicting claims of multiple stakeholders in community deci-
sion making. No issue involving these themes can be adequately resolved
without a consideration of moral questions and values. A person can be-
come civically and politically active without good judgment and a strong
moral compass, but it is hardly wise to promote that kind of involvement.
Because civic responsibility is inescapably threaded with moral values, we
believe that higher education should aspire to foster both moral and civic
maturity and should confront educationally the many links between them.

If civic responsibility implies and includes moral responsibility, as we
believe, then why not make our language in this book simpler by drop-
ping the term moral because it is in some sense redundant? We were urged
to do this by a distinguished philosopher of education and seriously con-
sidered it. In the end, though, we decided to retain the dual term moral
and civic, along with whatever redundancy it may carry, in order to em-
phasize throughout this book the necessary connection between the moral
and the civic. This is also our response to some quite visible civic educa-
tors who attempt to segregate civic from moral education, hoping to avoid
controversy by doing so.

One key to legitimacy for moral and civic education is that it not indoc-
trinate. It must not “restrict rational deliberation of competing concep-
tions of the good life and the good society” (Gutmann, 1987, p. 44). We
believe that colleges can foster core academic and democratic values and
at the same time avoid indoctrination. But some skeptics have expressed
the concern that however laudable its goals, moral and civic education is
bound to indoctrinate in practice and therefore cannot be justified.

Although the institutions we studied take very different approaches to
moral and civic learning, every one shares a central concern for develop-
ing student inclinations and capacities related to open inquiry and gen-
uine debate. These include openness to reason, effective communication,
tolerance of perspectives different from one’s own, clarity of thought, criti-
cal thinking, and the capacity to conduct moral discourse across points
of view. In these institutions the central pedagogies and other programs
intended to foster moral and civic responsibility are consciously nonco-
ercive (with the exception of honor codes, which require adherence to
standards of honesty). In part because students are encouraged to think
independently, those we observed did not appear reluctant to resist if they
thought a faculty member or another student was trying to impose his or
her views. In our visits to even the most specialized institutions, we were
surprised by the consistency with which faculty took care to ensure that
multiple points of view were heard, and encouraged students to question
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and think through the assumptions in the dominant institutional culture.
Of course there may be abuses of these principles of noncoercion and
open discussion by individual faculty or institutions, but this kind of abuse
can occur whether or not the development of students’ moral and civic
responsibility is an explicit institutional goal. Urging institutions of higher
education to be explicit and reflective in these efforts, to open their edu-
cational practices to public view, and to join national conversations about
these practices with a diverse range of other institutions is more likely to
minimize the abuses of power critics fear than is attempting to run a
“value-free” institution. If pursued thoughtfully, an approach that brings
civic and moral issues into public debate and discussion should make it
possible to use words such as morality, character, patriotism, and social
justice in ways that are not hidden codes for any particular agenda or ide-
ology. This should open up communication about what these words mean
and what their implications are for difficult contemporary social issues.

The irony in the well-intentioned fear that moral and civic education
might impose arbitrary values on students is that achieving the values-
based goals of liberal education is students’ best protection against in-
doctrination, and it can continue to protect them throughout their lives.
Helping students develop the capacity for critical thinking and the habit
of using it, teaching them to be open-minded and interested in pursuing
ideas, requiring them to back up their claims and to expect others to do
the same, and encouraging them to be knowledgeable and accustomed to
thinking about moral, civic, and political issues will put them in a strong
posture to think independently about their positions and commitments.
The more they have thought about these issues and learned to argue them
through, the less susceptible they will be to indoctrination.

Goals for Student Learning

If moral and civic education is based in the kinds of fundamental values
we have discussed here, what does that imply about its goals for students?
In general terms, we believe that a morally and civically responsible indi-
vidual recognizes himself or herself as a member of a larger social fabric
and therefore considers social problems to be at least partly his or her
own; such an individual is willing to see the moral and civic dimensions
of issues, to make and justify informed moral and civic judgments, and to
take action when appropriate. A fully developed individual must have the
ability to think clearly and in an appropriately complex and sophisticated
way about moral and civic issues; he or she must possess the moral com-
mitment and sense of personal responsibility to act, which may include
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having moral emotions such as empathy and concern for others; moral and
civic values, interests, and habits; and knowledge and experience in the rel-
evant domains of life. We are concerned with the development of the whole
person, as an accountable individual and engaged participant in society—
local, state, national, and global. Responsibility includes viewing oneself
as a member of a shared social structure and as a fair target of evaluative
attitudes, such as praise and blame. Virtues such as honesty, trustworthi-
ness, fairness, and respect are essential to personal integrity, fostering fair
dealing and concern for the ways one’s actions affect others. Social con-
science, compassion and commitment to the welfare of those outside one’s
immediate sphere, is an important component of moral and civic devel-
opment that goes beyond the level of personal integrity. Partially over-
lapping these two dimensions of personal integrity and social conscience
is a specifically civic component: coming to understand how a community
operates, the problems it faces, and the richness of its diversity and also
developing a willingness to commit time and energy to enhance commu-
nity life and work collectively to resolve community concerns. Finally,
constructive political engagement, defined in terms of democratic pro-
cesses, is a particular subset of civic responsibility that has been the focus
of substantial concern in recent years. Although there is overlap, we be-
lieve it is important to distinguish the political domain from the non-
political civic domain, because they can be independent of one another in
terms of both motivation for and modes of involvement.

Political engagement cannot always be sharply distinguished from other
forms of civic participation because it exists on a continuum with apolit-
ical forms of civic engagement. But making this distinction is important
for understanding what it means to educate citizens. It is also important for
identifying some of the strengths and weaknesses in moral and civic en-
gagement in U.S. undergraduate education. We do not want to define po-
litical engagement as simply voting in national elections or joining political
parties, because that excludes forms of participation that may have ap-
peal for today’s college students, particularly activities related to direct
participation rather than electoral politics. In an effort to find a middle
ground between an overly narrow and an overly inclusive conception, we
define political engagement as including activities intended to influence
social and political institutions, beliefs, and practices and to affect
processes and policies relating to community welfare, whether that com-
munity is local, state, national, or international. Political engagement may
include working informally with others to solve a community problem;
serving in neighborhood organizations, political interest groups, or po-
litical organizations; participating in public forums on social issues, dis-
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cussing political issues with family and friends, and trying to influence
others’ political opinions; working on a campaign for a candidate or issue;
writing letters, signing petitions, and participating in other forms of pol-
icy advocacy and lobbying; raising public awareness about social issues
and mobilizing others to get involved or take action; attending rallies and
protests and participating in boycotts; and of course voting in local or
national elections.

Even in this relatively broad definition of political engagement, not all
forms of civic involvement count as political. Political involvement does
not include some kinds of direct service volunteer work, such as tutoring
in after-school programs, and it does not include social activities such as
bowling leagues or book clubs, personal commitments such as recycling,
and other endeavors not connected to concerns for policy questions (re-
garding animal treatment or environmental health, for example) or root
causes of social problems (such as educational inequity) and not intended
to result in broad social or institutional change.

Encouraging political engagement directly related to public policy is
particularly important, because some of the most acute concerns for U.S.
democracy relate to distrust of government and lack of interest in gov-
ernmental affairs, especially among young people. To reconnect college
students with political affairs and traditional forms of political involve-
ment, faculty and program advisers need to help students see the links
between their direct service activities, personal commitments, and lifestyle
choices on the one hand and related institutional and policy questions on
the other. In doing so, it is important that they build bridges to students’
own conceptions of appropriate political analysis and action, which for
many students are focused on grassroots activities and related activities
rather than mainstream electoral politics, about which they remain skep-
tical. Although some institutions of higher education are seeking ways to
stimulate political engagement as well as other kinds of civic participa-
tion and leadership, we have found that this aspect of civic responsibility
is least attended to in higher education, even among schools with strong
commitments to moral and civic learning.

The kind of moral and civic maturity we have outlined here entails a
wide array of capacities. We have found it useful to group these capacities
into three broad categories. The first is moral and civic understanding,
which includes dimensions such as interpretation, judgment, and knowl-
edge. The second category is moral and civic motivation and includes val-
ues, interests, emotions such as empathy and hope, sense of efficacy, and
moral and civic identity. Finally, some core skills are essential for carrying
out moral and civic responsibility by applying core knowledge and virtues
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and transforming informed judgments into action. Given these necessary
capacities, moral and civic maturity requires competence in a wide range
of practical areas, including moral and political discourse and other forms
of communication, interpersonal relationships, and civic and political
engagement. Among the skills needed for the latter, for example, are the
ability to lead, to build a consensus, and to move a group forward under
conditions of mutual respect. Through a diversity of strategies, under-
graduate moral and civic education can support the development of capaci-
ties and skills in all the essential areas.

The Integration of Moral and Civic 
Learning with Academic Learning

We are convinced that taking moral and civic outcomes seriously has the
potential to simultaneously strengthen and enrich nearly all other educa-
tional goals. In fact, there is considerable evidence that both moral and
civic learning and academic learning more generally are at their most pow-
erful when creatively combined. The civic education pedagogy that has
been most subjected to empirical research is service learning (which links
disciplinary study and community service with structured reflection), and
the results of that research make it clear that service learning does enhance
academic performance. In an evaluation of a large number of service
learning programs, Alexander Astin and his colleagues found significant
positive effects on grade point average, writing skills, and critical think-
ing skills, as well as on commitment to community service, self-efficacy,
and leadership ability (Astin, Sax, Ikeda, & Yee, 2000). There is also a
body of research indicating that students’ academic performance and their
self-assessment of their own learning and motivation are increased
through participation in high-quality service-learning programs, especially
those that involve challenging service work that is well-integrated with
the course material and is accompanied by opportunities for structured
reflection on their service experience (Eyler & Giles, 1999).

Another part of the value of broadening the goals of higher education
is that linking academic material to students’ lives and personal concerns
and passions will lead to deeper understanding and more memorable
learning. Both cognitive scientists (Bransford & Stein, 1993) and schol-
ars in the experiential learning tradition, going all the way back to Dewey
(1916) and Whitehead (1929), have pointed out that much of the knowl-
edge acquired through decontextualized classroom instruction may be use-
less because students are likely to be unable to transfer the knowledge and
principles to new problems. Most contemporary educational theorists
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agree that the “active construction of knowledge” is essential in order to
achieve the kind of deep understanding that is required for application
and transfer of knowledge (Shulman, 1997). In order to address this chal-
lenge directly, many curricular programs designed to foster moral and
civic responsibility incorporate problem-based learning, service learning,
and other pedagogies of engagement in their efforts to involve students
more deeply and fully with the issues and support more lasting student
learning. In doing so, they enhance academic learning as well as moral
and civic responsibility.

Translating the Vision into Action

We have laid out in this chapter our ideals for the responsible and engaged
citizen and will go on in later chapters to show how undergraduate edu-
cation at some colleges and universities aspires toward these ideals. We
know that despite the best efforts of these institutions and their commit-
ted administrators, faculty, and staff most students will not emerge trans-
formed and complete. But this is not really the goal of moral and civic
learning in college. Rather, the goal is to start students on, or move them
further along on, a route that provides them with the understanding, moti-
vation, and skills they will need to meet the challenges of engaged citizen-
ship. We have seen that it is possible for an undergraduate education to act
as a powerful preexpedition, equipping students with critical tools and
skills, clearing away some of their central confusions, shifting them toward
more constructive habits of heart and mind, providing them with new
lenses for refracting the many problems and dilemmas they will confront,
raising questions about their unexamined assumptions, and connecting
them with others who can inspire them and become indelible images of the
kind of person they want to become. The full outcome may not be evident
until many years later, but their college years may shift these students’
direction just enough to make a dramatic difference over the course of their
lives as experiences accumulate and the individual approaches each one
just a little bit differently than he or she would have otherwise. This is what
happened for Virginia Durr. The potential is there for a similar impact on
both those who are older, part-time, working students—now about half of
all undergraduates—and those who enter college directly after high school.

To translate this vision for moral and civic learning into effective edu-
cational programs, educators must attend to many questions. What are the
essential elements of moral and civic character for Americans in the
twenty-first century? What specific dimensions of understanding, motiva-
tion, and skills contribute to those elements (recognizing that there may be
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a range of ways to be a good citizen)? What contribution can higher educa-
tion make toward developing these qualities in sustained and effective ways?
What are the problems confronting colleges and universities that make
moral and civic education a priority, and what are the best strategies to help
overcome these problems? These are the questions we have wrestled with
in writing this book. They are issues at the heart of democracy’s future in
America, and we encourage others to join this conversation.
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2

THE BROADER 
UNDERGRADUATE CONTEXT

in chapter one we articulated what we understand to be the moral and
civic goals of undergraduate education and some reasons for pursuing
them. This chapter puts those goals in a broader perspective, both his-
torically and with reference to the wider context of contemporary under-
graduate education. Framing the endeavor this way brings into focus a
number of challenges confronting those who wish to strengthen moral
and civic education for today’s undergraduates. A scan of the historical
and contemporary issues in higher education also points to important
allies, whose ongoing work, to the extent that it succeeds, will help miti-
gate these impediments and improve the conditions for undergraduate
moral and civic education. These allies are the faculty and administrators
who are pressing for more searching and systematic attention to under-
graduate student learning, especially those who conceive the goals of that
learning in terms of a contemporary understanding of the traditions of
liberal education. Moral and civic development has always been central
to the goals of liberal education. In fact we believe that the movement to
strengthen undergraduate moral and civic education is best understood
as an important part of broader efforts to revitalize liberal education,
which many commentators have suggested has lost its way in the era since
World War II (Orrill, 1997).

We say this recognizing fully that no single definition of liberal educa-
tion will satisfy all. There is widespread agreement, however, about the
general goal of this education: the preparation of students for lives that
provide personal satisfaction and promote the common good. A liberal
education aspires to expand students’ horizons, developing their intellec-
tual and moral capacities and judgments. As Louis Menand (1997) has



written, “curiosity, sympathy, a sense of principle, and independence of
mind are the qualities we want liberally educated people to have” (p. 2).

The educational means to this goal, in terms of both content and ped-
agogy, have been variously interpreted. A major split in perspective is re-
flected in the work of Robert Hutchins, who focused on structured
discussions of Western canonical texts, and John Dewey, who emphasized
collaborative processes of problem solving (Ehrlich, 1997). Those shar-
ing Dewey’s view generally believe that liberal education means de-
velopment of a broad set of skills and habits of mind, and they usually
support distribution requirements (which require students to take a requi-
site number of courses in a number of disciplinary categories) together
with in-depth exposure in one field as the way to gain those skills and
habits. Those who adhere to Hutchins’s view urge that liberal education
should involve a core of content and precepts that transcends any par-
ticular discipline and is best reflected in great books. Hutchins and Dewey
crossed swords half a century ago, but the debates in which they engaged
continue.

There are many variations on their analyses and prescriptions, and the
institutional boundaries of what counts as liberal education have also been
subject to debate and significant revision over time. We will sidestep these
controversies and use the term liberal education to refer to the full range
of efforts that pursue some version of the overarching goal of preparing
students for lives that provide personal satisfaction and promote the com-
mon good, regardless of particular approaches or institutional arrange-
ments. Therefore our definition embraces the education offered not only
by colleges or schools of liberal arts but also by community colleges and
even programs of undergraduate professional or vocational education
when they embody this aspiration.

Despite this broad conception of liberal education, the iconic image the
term calls up is the small, residential college, as we reflected in the way we
began this book, with a story drawn from a liberal arts college in the
1920s. Since that time, however, the United States has seen both dramatic
changes and important continuities in undergraduate education and in the
world for which that education is meant to prepare students. The goals of
liberal education have been reconceived in contemporary terms, taking the
needs of present—and expected future—realities into account. New for-
mulations stress the abilities to function in a culturally diverse, globally
interdependent, technologically sophisticated, and rapidly changing world.
But there are important continuities as well, and twenty-first-century
visions for liberal education share much with earlier formulations. The
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contemporary world still requires of individuals the time-honored abilities
to bring multiple perspectives to bear on any given issue; to exercise sound
judgment in professional, personal, and civic contexts; to be faithful to
strong ethical principles; and to contribute to one’s community and the
world. And even some goals that may sound like relatively new ideas—
such as the development of intellectual skills as well as mastery of subject
matter and the improvement of capacities to frame and deal with unstruc-
tured problems that require insights drawn from several disciplines—have
a long history in the espoused purposes of liberal education.

By the time Virginia Durr (whom we introduced in Chapter One) at-
tended Wellesley College in the 1920s, higher education had already
changed in profound ways since the previous century, and it has continued
to change. Many of these changes have made the specific goals of liberal
education, including moral and civic goals, harder to achieve. As Ameri-
can higher education has evolved from the eighteenth century to the pres-
ent, moral and civic concerns have moved from its center, inherent in the
very concept of a college education, to its margins, segregated from the rest
of academic life. If these trends prevail, education for responsible citizen-
ship could be squeezed out altogether, at least in some kinds of institu-
tions. At the very least these shifts in the landscape of higher education
have resulted in a contemporary context that presents serious impediments
to advancing both moral and civic education and liberal education more
broadly. These impediments include many of the characteristics of under-
graduate education the Boyer (1987) report pointed out, as well as some
others: the strong departmental focus of colleges and universities, faculty
reward systems that place relatively little emphasis on teaching relative to
research, the structure of the undergraduate curriculum, the separation
between academic and student life, and accommodations to market forces
resulting in the commodification of higher education.

In later chapters we concentrate on strategies that are being developed
to reclaim the moral and civic agenda. In some sense these strategies can
be seen as adaptations of or challenges to the barriers presented by wide-
spread institutional arrangements shaping undergraduate teaching and
learning. At least in some kinds of institutions, the faculty and adminis-
trators who do this kind of reclamation work are swimming against the
tide. This is one reason that a holistic approach to moral and civic edu-
cation, grounded in an institution’s broader educational stance, is so bene-
ficial to these efforts. It provides an institutional context in which many
forces are pulling in the same direction rather than exerting resistance that
has to be overcome.
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The institutions whose approach we have called holistic and intentional
reflect more congenial developments in higher education, ones that
strengthen and support the agenda of liberal education, including its
moral and civic goals. Educational reformers and innovators have con-
tinued to refine, adapt, and affirm the goals of undergraduate education
and to create new ways to put them into practice. These include innova-
tions in such areas as curriculum design, pedagogy, assessment, faculty
roles, and faculty development. But these reformers swim against a pow-
erful tide, so we consider now, in very broad terms, the origins and shape
of that tide.

Moral and Civic Learning in Nineteenth-Century 
American Higher Education

The belief that there are essential moral and civic dimensions to knowl-
edge and learning is deeply rooted in American intellectual and educa-
tional traditions. Educators of earlier periods considered knowledge,
morality, and civic action to be thoroughly interconnected and believed
that higher education should promote them as mutually reinforcing
aspects of preparation for life. This is evident in the calls of prominent
Revolutionary figures for education that would foster republican ideals
and virtues necessary for supporting the new democratic experiment.
Noah Webster (1788/1965) noted that education holds a special place in
a republic and should be designed to teach young people “the principles
of virtue and liberty; and inspire them with just and liberal ideas of gov-
ernment” (p. 45).

In the nineteenth century, moral and civic learning was closely con-
nected to the religious concerns and assumptions that then dominated
higher education. Many of the earliest U.S. colleges were designed as sem-
inaries for training ministers. Most were tied to a religious denomination,
and educational structure, culture, and curriculum were all threaded with
moral and civic learning premised on religion. During this time most col-
leges prescribed for all students a uniform course of liberal arts studies
that emphasized classical languages and literature and religious faith and
instruction. Until the late 1800s, education in the liberal arts generally
meant a fixed course of study in Latin, Greek, mathematics, elocution and
rhetoric, the sciences (known as natural philosophy), and moral philoso-
phy. Physical education was also an integral part of the curriculum (Ben-
nett, 1997). Neither students nor faculty specialized, and few campuses
had distinct departments. Typically, a single tutor or professor might teach
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Latin and Greek literature, plus ethics, history, and moral philosophy. Ped-
agogical methods were also limited: lectures and recitation were the chief
methods of instruction, with students frequently reciting texts from mem-
ory at the front of the class (Lucas, 1994).

A primary purpose of this standard liberal arts curriculum was to shape
character, including moral and intellectual virtues. The classics that dom-
inated the curriculum were understood not as ends in themselves but
rather, following the convictions of ancient Rome and Athens, as means
of moral and civic instruction as well as intellectual learning and mental
discipline (Graff, 1987). A strong presumption prevailed that ethical train-
ing, often strongly religious, should be a major component of students’
experience within and outside the classroom (Reuben, 1996). In contrast
to the espoused democratic aspirations of higher education, U.S. colleges
were designed for and limited to a relatively small number of white, male
students who were members of an economic and social elite. Both educa-
tion in the liberal arts and moral and civic education were widely under-
stood as crucial preparation for the positions of social, economic, and
political power and leadership that graduates would assume.

At the same time, it is important to acknowledge that from its begin-
nings higher education was distinctly more democratic in the United States
than it was in England or elsewhere in Europe, where higher education
remained a preserve of the wealthy and aristocratic for much longer. In
the early 1800s, England, for example, had four institutions of higher edu-
cation for a population of twenty-three million, whereas the state of Ohio
alone, with a population of just three million, boasted more than thirty-
five colleges and universities (Lucas, 1994). By 1910, the United States
had nearly a thousand colleges and universities enrolling 300,000 stu-
dents, whereas France had just sixteen universities with 40,000 students
(Bok, 1986).

The powerful expansion of higher education in this country was driven
partly by the moral and civic values embedded in the American under-
standing of higher education, including egalitarianism and a belief in the
vital role of colleges in shaping citizens and leaders of the republic. These
values, coupled with a variety of social and economic forces, pushed higher
education to expand rapidly after the Civil War. Among these forces were
greater industrialization, an influx of immigrants at every level of educa-
tion, and the Morrill Federal Land Grant Act of 1862, which turned some
17,430,000 acres of public lands over to secular, state-run colleges “to pro-
mote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the sev-
eral pursuits and professions of life” (Rudolph, 1990, p. 249).
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Moral and Civic Learning in the Modern University

By the early 1900s, the focus and structure of higher education had under-
gone a wholesale shift that involved opening opportunities to a much
larger and more diverse audience, gradual secularization, greater empha-
sis on practical and vocational education, scientific instruction and inves-
tigation, and widespread adoption of the German university model, which
stressed specialization, scholarly research, and academic freedom. This
turn-of-the-century transformation entailed dramatic changes in faculty
roles and qualifications, curriculum, educational goals, and epistemologi-
cal or ideological assumptions. These changes have had profound and last-
ing effects on undergraduate education, including its capacity to educate
for moral and civic development. A great deal has been written about the
rise of the research university model of higher education in the twentieth-
century United States and the eventual adoption of many of its key forms,
conventions, and assumptions across the full range of institutional types
(see, for example, Kimball, 1997; Lagemann, 1997). We will not attempt
more than a brief reference to a few key points from that voluminous liter-
ature. But an understanding of the constraints on and opportunities for
undergraduate moral and civic education today requires at least a glance
at some of the critical changes that occurred and their power in the con-
temporary context.

Faculty

As the goals and systems of the modern university took hold in the early
twentieth century, faculty were no longer understood to be preserving and
transmitting received wisdom in a broad array of classical fields but rather
were perceived to be creating new knowledge through research and schol-
arship in specialized domains and training students toward expertise in
those domains. Research distinction and productivity became the most im-
portant criteria for evaluating faculty, greatly outweighing considerations
such as teaching excellence in decisions about faculty hiring, advancement,
and compensation (Cuban, 1999). Over the course of the twentieth cen-
tury the central place of research productivity in faculty evaluation spread
from research universities to master’s level universities and undergraduate
colleges.

From the German universities the U.S. system adopted an emphasis on
not only the preeminence of specialized research but also the atmosphere
of academic freedom, which was seen as essential to scientific progress.
American faculty visiting German universities were impressed by the
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Lehrfreiheit (freedom to teach what one wishes) and Lernfreiheit (free-
dom to study what one wishes), and both came to be deeply held values
in U.S. higher education (Kimball, 1986, pp. 161–162). Disciplinary spe-
cialization was accompanied by a shift in faculty attention and loyalty
from the educational enterprise and the institution to academic disciplines
and departments. As Ellen Lagemann (1997) has pointed out, historical
scholarship (Haskell, 1996) links strong disciplines with professional auton-
omy and academic freedom. Peer evaluations and critiques from within the
discipline provide standards for evaluation and accountability and thus help
justify the exemption from institutional regulation that comes with aca-
demic freedom (Lagemann, 1997).

The Curriculum

Over time, leaders of the new universities replaced the old standardized
core curriculum that concentrated on classical learning and religious
themes with a new model that combined specialization in a major field
with breadth obtained through a sampling of courses in other disciplines.
At the end of the nineteenth century, Harvard president Charles William
Eliot championed the new elective, or open inquiry, model on civic grounds
of a sort: he believed that students allowed earlier and more intense spe-
cialization would develop their particular talents to a high level, support-
ing a meritocracy in which the most able and best-trained men would rise
to positions of power, responsibility, and wealth (Lagemann, 1997, pp. 30–
31). Eliot also argued that introducing students to new fields of learning
and allowing them greater flexibility would make the curriculum more
exciting and engaging to them (Bennett, 1997). The efforts of leaders like
Eliot, combined with student demand for more scientific and practical sub-
ject matter (Kimball, 1986, p. 154), led to great expansion of the fields
considered to be worthy of study and to what Douglas Bennett (1997) has
called the “disciplining of the curriculum” (p. 135).

Critics of the new curriculum argued for the maintenance of the clas-
sics as the only way to ensure the achievement of liberal education’s goals
(including prominently its moral and civic goals). The counterargument
advanced on behalf of the new curriculum stressed the concept of mental
discipline, which had become popular in the nineteenth-century under-
standing of the value of studying the classics but was now extended to the
new subject matter areas as they were introduced. According to this view,
learning in one subject trains the mind to learn in other areas, so it pro-
vided a rationale for specialization because one subject could serve as well
as another for acquiring mental discipline. At the same time, leaders in
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the modern university continued to speak of moral and civic goals, and the
new scientific focus of college education, particularly the creation of social
science disciplines, was frequently supported by moral and civic justifica-
tions. Drawing on prevalent utopian ideas about science, educational reform-
ers claimed that open inquiry and scientific methods not only were superior
forms of intellectual training but also, when infused into teaching and learn-
ing, would promote personal ethics and habits of moral behavior and would
serve as engines of social progress and civic improvement (Reuben, 1996).
In conjunction with these changes, science and scientific inquiry emerged as
the dominant model for learning in college, including moral and civic learn-
ing. Free, open, and scientific inquiry would promote intellectual and social
progress. Many educators, like Harvard’s Francis Peabody, used the mental
discipline concept to argue that scientific pursuits were associated with per-
sonal virtue and had strong moral benefits for students: “The scientific habit
of mind calls for perfect fidelity, transparent sincerity, and instinct for truth,
an unflagging self-control; and these are quite as much moral qualities as
intellectual gifts” (quoted in Reuben, 1996, p. 75).

Despite the considerable advantages of the new arrangements, the inter-
nal dynamics of specialized academic disciplines unintentionally created
deep divisions in campuses, often isolating students and faculty into
groups based on discipline, major, or school, with little opportunity for
cross-disciplinary conversations. The elective system raised the question
of how to achieve the broader, more integrative educational goals, includ-
ing moral and civic goals, and how to ensure that some learning would
be common to all students, which many educators still considered impor-
tant. The shared core curriculum and distribution requirements became
the two main strategies for ensuring common learning or breadth, and
they represent alternative visions of the “general education” that is meant
to balance specialization in the major. These two curricular approaches
are still the primary answers to the perennial question of how to balance
breadth and depth of learning, and each has important implications for
moral and civic education.

The general education movement sought to strengthen the integrative
and potentially interdisciplinary core of learning in the face of speciali-
zation. Among other things, it led to the widespread creation of required
courses focused on Western civilization and on the great books of that civ-
ilization. An important milestone in the general education movement was
the publication of Harvard’s influential “Red Book,” General Education
in a Free Society (Harvard University, Committee on the Objectives of a
General Education in a Free Society, 1945), which called for common aca-
demic experiences for undergraduates in response to increasing special-
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ization and fractionation of the curriculum. The basic idea underlying the
development of a strong core curriculum was that all students should be
required to complete courses in each of the three main academic spheres—
humanities, sciences, and social sciences. But the initial premise of gen-
eral education also had strong moral and civic features. The Red Book
(Harvard University, 1945) made the case for studying science and the
texts of the Western humanist tradition in part by associating them with
freedom and democracy. It suggested that philosophy courses, for exam-
ple, should assume a civic role, with professors researching and teaching
the place of human aspirations and ideals in the total scheme of things.

During the same period, many campuses began to create humanities-
oriented interdisciplinary core courses, particularly Western civilization
and great books courses. A primary goal of these courses, which were of-
ten required of all students, was to expose students to a common body of
knowledge and set of skills designed around the great ideas of Western
heritage, nourishing a common culture and sense of citizenship. An
equally important purpose was to introduce students to the study and
discussion of moral, social, and political issues related to American cul-
ture and ideals. U.S. engagement in war created a strong sense of the need
for higher education to introduce students to principles and traditions
considered crucial for a healthy democracy. Following models developed
at Columbia, Stanford, and Harvard Universities and the University of
Chicago, hundreds of campuses adopted similar great books and Western
civilization core courses in the post–World War II period. The important
benefits of this approach were that all students shared a common learn-
ing experience and brought the perspectives of several disciplines to bear
on broad questions and issues. Most of these courses included some form
of explicit attention to moral and civic issues.

The creation of these core courses also represented a problematic divi-
sion of educational labor, however, one that exists at many institutions to
this day. Because most of these courses were interdisciplinary, they typi-
cally remained outside the boundaries of departmental disciplines. In this
division, the “real” intellectual work of college learning occurred in indi-
vidual disciplines, whereas moral and civic learning took place in rela-
tively marginalized Western civilization or comparable courses. These
courses were also hard to sustain across new generations of teachers be-
cause they fell outside the expertise of discipline-based faculty and thus
required faculty with a special interest in or commitment to this kind of
integrative teaching (Bennett, 1997).

During roughly the same period that these courses were being adopted
at many college campuses, a new model of science as morally neutral was
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contributing to intellectual divisions, including divisions between aca-
demic learning and moral and civic learning. This understanding of sci-
ence emerged together with the logical positivist and emotivist movements
in philosophy in the 1930s and 1940s. It led to a set of influential asser-
tions that science is value free, morality is outside the realm of scientific
knowledge, and ethical judgments are a matter of emotion, not intellect
(Reuben, 1996).

This intellectual shift marked a crucial change for the work of Ameri-
can colleges and universities, and many disciplines in the social sciences
and humanities as well as the natural sciences were essentially redefined
in the postwar period. Knowledge and morality, which had been consid-
ered inextricable from the earliest days of U.S. higher education, came to
be viewed as separate spheres consisting of research and objective knowl-
edge on the one hand and character and ethics on the other. Both arenas
remained important for higher education, but they were increasingly pur-
sued as independent goals. Formalism emerged in many disciplines, such
as philosophy, sociology, and political science, as they fostered a separa-
tion of method from substantive ethics; sought distance from civics as a
sign of professional maturity; and increasingly became ends in themselves,
focused on their own internal logic rather than the social usefulness of the
knowledge imparted (Bender, 1997).

The segregation of moral and civic education from the main concerns of
the disciplines put this aspect of undergraduate education very much at risk
as curricular flexibility and specialization among both students and faculty
continued to grow, as it did throughout the twentieth century. Eventually
most general education programs that were not simply a loose collection of
departmentally based courses were drastically cut back or dismantled.
Required Western civilization and great books courses lost popularity, and
those that remained were often remade into more standard history or liter-
ature courses. In the process, even those that added a multicultural dimen-
sion, as many did, often lost their explicit concern with civic education.

As intellectual learning and moral learning came more and more to be
seen as separate spheres, college and university administrators began to
turn to extracurricular programs and activities as the primary institutional
locus for moral and civic education. In the process the connections that
had existed between academic learning and moral and civic learning
frayed even more. The site of moral and civic learning shifted away from
coursework and the curriculum as colleges and universities designed spe-
cial student life efforts, such as freshman orientation programs and the
establishment of residence halls as a means for creating a moral and civic
community for students (Reuben, 1996). As a result, much of the explicit
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attention to moral and civic learning on today’s campuses is provided in
extracurricular programs rather than in classrooms.

This arrangement makes it very difficult for students to integrate their
intellectual and personal development, because student life and academic
affairs are on opposite sides of an administrative divide. This divide has
become increasingly deep since its first emergence when liberal education
was redefined in the late nineteenth century, separating elements of under-
graduate education that had previously been integrated. As it moved away
from a holistic approach to liberal education, the new definition system-
atically excluded pursuits that are physical rather than mental, practical
rather than speculative, oral rather than written, and sacred rather than
secular (Bennett, 1997, pp. 139–140). Clearly some of these pursuits, such
as debate, religious observance, and sports are now represented in student
life rather than in the academic sphere.

Currents and Pressure Points in 
Contemporary Undergraduate Education

The history of U.S. higher education reveals the roots of a number of pow-
erful challenges and barriers to undergraduate moral and civic education.
Many of the characteristics of higher education that developed over the
past fifty or sixty years are still firmly in place, and emerging trends are
adding further complexity to the work of educating citizens even as they
present new opportunities. These structural and institutional features of
higher education help explain why it is so difficult to revive the centrality
of moral and civic learning for undergraduates, and they point to contex-
tual realities that need to be taken into account by those who are working
to bring moral and civic educational goals back from the margins.

Educational Legacies and Their Implications 
for Moral and Civic Education

The existing patterns of faculty specialization, autonomy, and rewards
continue to have strong impact on moral and civic learning in higher edu-
cation, as does the relatively marginal and isolated place of this learning in
modern curricula.

FACULTY SPECIALIZATION. In contemporary higher education, faculty
interests and expertise are as specialized as ever, with many faculty hav-
ing become specialists not only in a discipline but also in a particular sub-
discipline or substantive research area. Institutional structures and reward
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systems continue to reinforce the strong allegiances faculty have to their
disciplines and departments, and there is little incentive to invest in insti-
tution-wide activities such as curriculum reform or community building.
Because their primary institutional loyalty is to their department and to
students majoring in that department, faculty are generally less interested
in teaching introductory and other general education courses that draw
mostly nonmajors than they are in taking on upper-level courses. More-
over, general education courses offer faculty little intrinsic motivation,
since those are usually broad survey courses and thus do not correspond
with faculty members’ interests and expertise.

In most institutions general education is still expected to be the pri-
mary means of achieving many of the learning goals of liberal education,
including moral and civic development. That education is most often
assumed to be provided by requiring students to take a designated num-
ber of courses in the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences—
or in some other set of disciplinary groupings—and introductory courses
usually fulfill these requirements. However, the lack of faculty interest
and investment in these courses makes the achievement of liberal educa-
tion goals especially problematic. Special attention even to some subset
of general education courses would contribute a great deal to these
efforts, because some of these courses reach very large numbers of stu-
dents. A recent study estimated that about 80 percent of total enrollments
in undergraduate core curricula are concentrated in just twenty-five
courses, such as introductory courses in history, political science, and
sociology (Weigel, 2000).

FACULTY AUTONOMY. One of the defining features of American higher
education, again a legacy of the research university model, is the extreme
autonomy of faculty, who are generally considered to be the sole owners
of the courses they teach. Although faculty may be asked to teach intro-
ductory or other general education courses by their departments, these
courses are often assigned to the faculty in the department with the least
clout or to adjuncts. Other than being required to teach some of these “ser-
vice courses,” faculty are usually free to teach whatever and however they
like once a course is approved for inclusion in the curriculum.

The norm in most institutions of almost complete faculty autonomy
with regard to teaching makes it very difficult to structure undergraduate
education to embody cross-cutting learning goals or to ensure that courses
connect with and build on each other systematically, supporting cumula-
tive advancement in the development of complex intellectual capacities.
If institutions want to ensure that students achieve specific skills and
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capacities, including those integral to their moral and civic development,
it is important that faculty plan the kinds of assignments students will
undertake to foster those skills and capacities. In order for this planning to
happen, faculty need to take into account not only their own interests but
also the stake the institution has in each course and in the student out-
comes it is intended to produce (Schneider & Shoenberg, 1998).

FACULTY REWARDS. It is difficult for institutions to make this kind of
demand on faculty. At most four-year institutions, research distinction and
productivity continue to be seen as more important than teaching excel-
lence, and mobility both within and across institutions depends largely on
scholarly reputation. This means there is little incentive to invest heavily
in learning new pedagogies or in teaching that is labor intensive, as moral
and civic education often is. In recent decades the importance of research
productivity for faculty advancement has grown even at liberal arts col-
leges and other institutions that used to place greater emphasis on teach-
ing (Huber, 2002). The absence of commensurate rewards for time spent
on innovative teaching is a problem even for faculty at institutions that ac-
knowledge heavy teaching loads by imposing lower expectations for pub-
lishing. The course loads in these institutions make it very hard for faculty
to give concentrated attention to creative teaching. In regional colleges and
comprehensive universities such as the twenty-two campuses of the Cali-
fornia State University, for example, faculty generally teach four or even
five courses per semester.

Further compounding this problem is the fact that credit for teaching
is calculated solely through the number of course units taught, and these
units are defined simply as the hours per week the class meets. A course
that meets three hours per week is counted as a three-unit course, regard-
less of the time a faculty member spends designing it, preparing for
classes, working with students on special projects, facilitating service
placements, or providing feedback on student work. Faculty are seldom
given additional credit when they teach courses that use demanding ped-
agogies such as problem-based learning or service learning, no matter how
important the course is thought to be or how well it is taught.

The troubling result is that faculty may have no institutional incentive to
do more than the minimum in any course, no external motivation to im-
prove their courses, to use labor-intensive teaching techniques, or to in-
troduce creative student projects. As a result, teaching that requires taking
additional time to prepare classes or projects or to work with students, as
courses that include a focus on moral and civic learning frequently do, is
too often seen as an “extra” that faculty simply cannot afford. The relative
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lack of attention to teaching begins early in the careers of faculty members.
Regardless of where they will later teach, most are trained at research uni-
versities. Their graduate training focuses primarily on research expertise
and depth of knowledge in their chosen field, and most graduate students
receive little or no instruction in how to be an effective teacher. Doctoral
candidates may teach sections of large courses, or occasionally separate
courses, but usually with no prior instruction, little faculty guidance, and
no study of either the way students learn or of teaching practices that foster
more complex modes of thought. This problem is exacerbated by the nar-
row range of professional development they are most likely to pursue once
they begin their careers—reading in their field and attending scholarly meet-
ings around their areas of interest.

These problems are serious because curricular and pedagogical inno-
vation requires significant faculty investment. In fact, given the formidable
barriers, it is amazing that so many faculty at many different kinds of
institutions do invest a great deal of time and energy in crafting powerful
learning opportunities for their undergraduate students. In Chapter Seven
we look at some of the things that motivate these dedicated teachers.

THE PLACE OF MORAL AND CIVIC LEARNING IN THE CURRICULUM.

One of the most striking patterns in the history of undergraduate moral
and civic education is its progressive segregation into narrower parts of
the curriculum, and its near removal to the extracurricular sphere in some
kinds of institutions. The results of these historical shifts are institutional
structures and practices that are not well suited to the goals of liberal edu-
cation, including moral and civic learning. In many colleges and univer-
sities, complex forms of learning that cut across disciplines, if they are
intentionally pursued at all, are separated from the rest of the curriculum
and located in general education. Because general education is most often
structured as a set of distribution requirements, with a wide range of
choices that can be used to fulfill each requirement, it seldom represents
a common or coherent educational core, and the courses that meet the
requirements are rarely designed to ensure the development of cross-
disciplinary capacities such as complex problem solving, integrative think-
ing, or a sense of social responsibility.

Even when general education courses are well tailored to the goals of
liberal education, including the moral and civic goals, an important op-
portunity is lost if study in the major does not also contribute to these
goals. Most students focus almost exclusively on their major fields for a
third to a half or more of their time as undergraduates. Because the major
often represents preparation for students’ future careers, it is especially
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important that students be well grounded in the moral and civic issues
likely to arise in their chosen fields.

The disciplinary focus of the undergraduate curriculum also presents
an obstacle to moral and civic education. Both distribution requirements
and majors are defined in terms of discrete disciplinary categories, despite
the interdisciplinary interests of many faculty, and few institutions pro-
vide structured ways for students to connect their learning across disci-
plines or even across courses within the same discipline. Because civic
issues and moral questions in real-life contexts are inherently interdisci-
plinary, the disciplinary structure of the curriculum is not well suited to
facilitate the kind of integrative thinking these complex problems require
(Schneider & Shoenberg, 1998).

New Challenges

In addition to the ongoing challenges to effective moral and civic learn-
ing presented by the entrenched roles and practices of faculty and the
placement of this learning in the curriculum, new challenges are arising
as the demographics of the student body shift and as higher education
institutions respond to market forces.

THE CHANGING STUDENT BODY. Growth in the size and diversity of
the undergraduate population has been continuous since the nineteenth
century, with several periods of rapid change due to external conditions
or influential government policies such as the Morrill Act. During and
after World War II, the expansion was dramatically accelerated by the
passage of the GI Bill, which doubled the number of students attending
college between 1938 and 1948. It was at this time that college students
began to be representative of the nation as a whole. As the middle class
expanded and college enrollments tripled between 1960 and 1980, under-
graduate majors in professional and preprofessional fields such as busi-
ness, education, journalism, and nursing were more likely to be offered,
and in some cases, such as business, became very popular.

The challenge of educating a larger and more diverse student body is not
really new; it has been going on in one form or another for two centuries.
But the degree to which the current population of students differs from the
populations of the past represents a new kind of challenge. The inclusive-
ness of contemporary higher education has increased higher education’s op-
portunity to have a significant impact on the preparation of responsible and
engaged citizens yet has also made the task more complicated. At the pres-
ent time about four thousand colleges and universities serve some fifteen
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million undergraduate students across the country.1 The diversity of this
group is reflected in the diversity of institutions they attend. The largest
share, some 40 percent, attend community colleges, almost all of which are
public, and another 39 percent attend universities, many of which are pub-
lic. Small baccalaureate colleges still have an important role in higher edu-
cation, but only about 7 percent of students attend these colleges. The
remaining 4 percent of students study at specialized institutions, most of
which provide professional training (for these and related statistics, see The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 2000).

Not only have the numbers of college students greatly increased and
the kinds of institutions they attend changed but student demographics
have undergone dramatic shifts as well. Compared with students of any
prior generation, undergraduates today are much more diverse in every
dimension—age, race, ethnic background, and economic status. As just
one example, in the year 2002, for the first time, more than half the stu-
dents offered admission to Stanford University’s incoming freshman class
were minorities (“Most Admissions Letters Go to Minority Students,”
2002). Today nearly two-thirds of all undergraduates are women (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2000), compared to one-third in 1940 (U.S. Census
Bureau, 1975). And less than 20 percent of undergraduates fit the tradi-
tional pattern of earlier eras, in which undergraduates were most likely
to be full-time students, just graduated from high school, and attending
private, residential institutions.

A near majority of undergraduates today do not come to college or uni-
versity directly from high school, more than three out of four attend a
public institution, and almost the same share are commuter students (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2000). College students today tend to be older than their
predecessors, many work part-time and are part-time students, many are
married, and many are parents. Their first obligation is often to families
and jobs, and their college education—including the campus that provides
it—is necessarily a lower priority. Their educational goals are also differ-
ent. Many do not view themselves primarily as members of a “commu-
nity of learners” but rather as consumers who wish to get their training
and credentials as easily, quickly, and cheaply as possible. This may mean
attending two or three different institutions in the course of an under-
graduate career, often over a six- or eight-year period.

The new profile of the undergraduate student body makes moral and
civic education even more challenging than it used to be. It is much eas-
ier to design multifaceted, holistic programs of moral and civic education
for a residential, four-year institution than for a student body that is com-
muting, attending school part-time, and connected with the institution for
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a shorter duration. Creating a palpable culture and some sense of com-
munity on campus for the latter group requires special attention, and we
describe in later chapters some creative efforts to do this. A student pro-
file of this sort also underscores the importance of integrating moral and
civic concerns into the curriculum, because many of these students find it
extremely difficult to make time for extracurricular activities. The chal-
lenge of serving transfer students is particularly difficult. These students
make up an increasing share of the student body on many four-year cam-
puses and merit special attention, including a coordination of effort
between community colleges and four-year campuses.

Another change is the growing number of returning adults in the under-
graduate population. Their presence contributes to some educators’ reluc-
tance to endorse goals of moral and civic development because they
question whether it is possible to foster moral and civic growth in adult-
hood. As we discuss in Chapter Four, however, social science research does
not support the common belief that moral character is fully established at
a young age, let alone civic maturity. For individuals engaged in chal-
lenging experiences, development can continue throughout adulthood.

Some in the academy also believe that it is presumptuous to try to affect
the moral and civic development of adults even if it is possible. This belief
may be based on an image of moral and civic education that is closer to
the nineteenth-century practice of didactic training in a specific set of rules
or guidelines rather than on a clear understanding of contemporary moral
and civic education, which consists of activities and goals that most peo-
ple would consider appropriate for all adults, including adult college stu-
dents: thinking clearly about challenging moral dilemmas, engaging in an
intellectually serious way the moral issues that arise in academic disci-
plines, participating in service to the community, adhering to high ethical
standards of honesty and mutual respect, and becoming knowledgeable
about contemporary social, policy, and political issues.

The increased racial, ethnic, and religious diversity of the contempo-
rary college population presents both opportunities and challenges for
moral and civic education. The opportunities lie in the reality that learn-
ing to understand and respect people of different backgrounds and beliefs
is a central dimension of being a responsible citizen, and a diverse stu-
dent body provides a training ground for that understanding and respect.
Mutual respect and the willingness to take others’ ideas seriously become
much more than abstract ideals when fellow students bring very differ-
ent perspectives from one’s own. We say more about these opportunities
later in this chapter. At the same time, members of diverse student popu-
lations may exhibit deep cultural differences, and those differences may
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lead to clashes. Whether these occasions also become teachable moments
in the moral and civic lives of students or are treated as dangerous or sim-
ply troublesome diversions from the educational enterprise often depends
on institutional leadership, as we discuss in Chapter Eight. Either way,
these clashes underscore the challenge of finding some basic common val-
ues around which to build educational programs and a cohesive campus
culture.

A trend that has contributed to the decrease in attention to education’s
moral and civic goals is the widespread sense among students that they
are in college solely to gain career skills and credentials. This phenome-
non is not new. In fact the call for more practical subjects by students and
state governments was a key factor in the expansion of the curriculum as
far back as the second quarter of the nineteenth century (Kimball, 1986,
p. 154). But as in the case of the changing demographics, the current pre-
eminence of vocational aims seems to represent a real qualitative shift in
that it characterizes not only returning adults and relatively low-income
students at public universities but also undergraduates of traditional age
who enroll at private institutions. The data are clear that the expectation
of acquiring marketable skills is the overwhelming reason why students
and their parents are willing to pay the escalating undergraduate tuition,
even at small liberal arts colleges (Hersh, 1997). The great majority of
undergraduates today select a major because they believe it will provide
their surest route to high-paid employment, a practice that has made busi-
ness the number one major in the country (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1996). As a result, many undergraduates view general educa-
tion requirements—the courses most often associated with moral and civic
learning—as hurdles to get over on the way to preparing for that career.

Students’ impatience to complete their professional or vocational train-
ing with as few distractions as possible can make it difficult to interest
them in broader goals of intellectual and personal development. But we
have seen that vocational preparation need not be in competition with or
disconnected from other goals, including moral and civic learning. Insti-
tutions of higher education are well situated to encourage students to
think about a vocation as something larger and potentially far richer than
simple careerism. The special nature of colleges and universities as intel-
lectual communities gives them the opportunity to embed the occupa-
tional goals of students in a broad and socially meaningful framework.
Students can be encouraged to see that their preparation for a career is in-
complete if it does not include the development of ethical and socially re-
sponsible professional practices and an understanding of the larger social
and intellectual context that gives work deeper meaning.
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HIGHER EDUCATION AS A COMPETITIVE MARKET. Unfortunately, col-
leges and universities too often respond to students’ consumerist orienta-
tion not by helping them explore the deeper significance of work but by
structuring curricula to meet market pressures. Fractionating forces in
higher education are pressing campuses to cater to narrowly defined career
needs with all the individualized attention of a boutique and all the mass
delivery capability of an ATM machine. We spoke in Chapter One about
the atmosphere of commercialization that characterizes many campuses.
This commercialization is part of a broader phenomenon that represents
yet another challenge for those wishing to revitalize higher education’s pub-
lic mission. Louis Menand (2001) has called the postwar decades, roughly
from 1945 to 1975, the academy’s Golden Age. Enrollments, public fund-
ing, and research support were expanding, and the distinction and value
of higher education was largely unquestioned. In more recent decades the
climate has shifted. The academy has faced tightening resources, escalat-
ing costs, and pressure to justify its utility, show results, and keep costs
down. This has led to what some commentators have called the audit cul-
ture, which parallels movements in other domains to use market-based eco-
nomic principles to reshape spheres of life that have long been the province
of noneconomic institutions (Sullivan, 2001, p. 2). Higher education has
become a competitive “industry,” and it has adopted the strategies and lan-
guage of the market to deal with this change.

One strategy adopted by virtually all institutions in the face of this pres-
sure to control costs has been the employment of ever higher numbers of
adjunct faculty. Nearly 40 percent of undergraduate credit hours are now
taught by adjunct faculty (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). Because they are
often hired on a part-time or year-to-year contract, typically without bene-
fits and frequently with little departmental support or interaction, many
adjuncts find it difficult to devote extensive time to the courses they teach,
to develop relationships with their students, or to influence them outside
the classroom, or to develop relationships with colleagues. It is not sur-
prising, then, that faculty in this category often see themselves as entre-
preneurial individual contractors with only weak connections to particular
institutions. These changes in faculty roles and faculty loyalties make it
more difficult to create a sense of campus community around moral and
civic learning.

Even aside from this externally driven audit culture, higher education
has become more and more a competitive market. Competition for re-
sources, including faculty with distinguished scholarly records, grants and
other funding, and high-achieving students, has produced a climate in
which resource enhancement and reputation building are treated as ends
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in themselves. Colleges and universities increasingly define their worth
with reference to their relative position in status hierarchies that are most
starkly embodied in the U.S. News and World Report rankings. Although
there is a growing awareness of the incongruity between this stance and
the fundamental educational and service missions of U.S. higher educa-
tion (Astin, 1997, 2000; Sullivan, 2001), it is almost impossible for any
institution to “disarm” unilaterally; so survival or at least maintenance of
one’s position in the pecking order is believed to depend on participation
in this competitive, zero-sum game. Of course this competition for pres-
tige is most acute at research universities and other selective institutions,
but competition for resources is equally important at every level of the
status hierarchy. When strategies for competing successfully are framed
in terms of “satisfying the customer,” they too contribute to the com-
modification of higher education.

This competition for resources is not an unmitigated ill. Raw, market-
based strategies are not the only alternative for attracting enough students
to survive economically, and we describe in later chapters how the strug-
gle to survive has led some colleges to redefine themselves through dis-
tinctive approaches that make students’ moral and civic development
prominent among their educational goals. And competition for students
has been one source of motivation for some institutions, such as Trinity
College, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of Southern
California, to contribute to their local communities in an effort to make
their locations in relatively low-income areas safer and thus more palat-
able to students and parents.

On the whole, however, the dual dangers of the audit culture and the
competition for academic prestige are serious threats to higher education’s
capacity to educate citizens. Institutions built on gain rather than respon-
sibility are not well aligned with the goals of liberal education, including
its moral and civic goals (Sullivan, 2001). These threats undermine the
motivation for innovative teaching, the creation of strong moral commu-
nity and culture, and concerns with integration, meaning, and moral pur-
pose. The extreme of this market-based approach can be seen in the many
for-profit institutions that have sprung up to offer higher education focused
exclusively on career goals, narrowly defined. Like those of other for-profit
companies, their sponsors are focused on the bottom line and concerned
with students’ learning only to the extent that it contributes to that bot-
tom line. Moral and civic learning usually has no place in this equation.
Yet these commercial institutions are increasingly aggressive competitors
to nonprofit colleges and universities. Their argument is that they can bet-
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ter offer what students want: an education that emphasizes career, voca-
tional, and technical skills and excludes “extraneous” learning.

The growth of distance learning and courses on the Internet has accel-
erated this trend, and there is every reason to believe that “education.com”
will expand rapidly in the decade ahead. That explosion could have sig-
nificant effects on moral and civic learning at campuses throughout the
country in ways that are difficult to predict. There is no inherent reason
why that learning cannot occur via the Internet, but at this point it does
not seem to be among the goals of the distance learning programs at for-
profit universities.

Hopeful Developments

So far we have painted a rather gloomy and daunting picture of the broad
institutional contexts of undergraduate moral and civic education. But
this sketch is not yet complete, because it leaves out important develop-
ments that are much more congenial to that work. The problems that
existing institutional arrangements present for liberal education are well
known, and proponents of the liberal education tradition have not been
passive in the face of these barriers.

We began this chapter by pointing out that the move to redefine and revi-
talize moral and civic education for undergraduates is not a discrete, isolated
element of the higher education landscape. Rather it is an integral part of an
emerging vision for liberal education that asks what abilities college gradu-
ates will need for successful, meaningful lives in the twenty-first century and
how higher education institutions can best equip students with those criti-
cal abilities. As educators grapple with the question of how best to prepare
students to engage productively with complex and changing realities, a rough
consensus has emerged that students need not only knowledge and techni-
cal skills but also facility with many forms of communication and modes of
inquiry, integrative capacities, reflective judgment, and cross-cultural com-
petencies. This consensus includes a recognition that graduates need “the
capacity and resolve to exercise leadership and responsibility in multiple
spheres of life, both societal and vocational” (Schneider & Shoenberg, 1998,
p. 7). That is, colleges and universities need to be educating citizens.

An important theme in this consensus is the belief that the growing
racial, ethnic, and religious diversity of the United States and its college
students and the increasingly evident globalism of the world present impor-
tant opportunities, indeed imperatives, for undergraduate education. Edu-
cators in all kinds of institutions stress that in a world of multiple and
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conflicting perspectives, experiencing and learning from differences is a
crucial part of the educational process. The movement toward incorpo-
rating a focus on cultural diversity has grown quickly, creating new impe-
tus for engagement with moral and civic questions. In a recent Association
of American Colleges and Universities study, 60 percent of four-year cam-
puses reported that they require courses providing experience with cul-
tural diversity, and another 8 percent reported working to develop these
requirements. Many of these courses inevitably raise values questions and
conflicts by addressing such topics as identity, cultural encounters and
conflicts, pluralism, systemic bias, and the like (American Commitments
Program, 1995). The University of Michigan, for example, now offers a
course titled Intergroup Relations, Conflict, and Community that exposes
students to the ways different groups have experienced American democ-
racy. Olivet College, a small liberal arts campus in Michigan, has estab-
lished the required course Self and Community, which helps students think
and talk about issues of diversity. Olivet students report that taking the
course makes it easier than before to reach out to students whose back-
grounds differ from their own and to discuss issues of racial conflict
(Humphreys, 2000).

Of course the racial and ethnic diversity in higher education as a whole
is unevenly distributed. For various reasons having to do with location,
cost, and religious affiliation, some institutions are extremely homogene-
ous, while others are very diverse. In fact many of the institutions that stress
the importance of celebrating diversity and learning to communicate across
cultural differences are colleges whose student bodies are not very diverse
at all, and it can be difficult to teach about the values associated with diver-
sity when there is little actual diversity on the campus. These colleges often
use a wide range of cultural exchange and community service programs to
help students gain experience working with people from backgrounds dif-
ferent from their own. These institutions also use affirmative action admis-
sions policies to try to increase the diversity of their student bodies, in the
conviction that a more diverse environment will benefit all the students.
There is a great deal of empirical evidence to support this belief that devel-
opmental benefits accrue to students when they attend institutions with
diverse student bodies, especially when those institutions highlight multi-
culturalism and encourage students from different ethnic groups to study
and pursue extracurricular activities together (Antonio, 1998a, 1998b;
Astin, 1993; Bowen & Bok, 1998; Hurtado, 2001).

Along with the redefinition (or reaffirmation) of the central goals of un-
dergraduate education has come a strong sense that the traditional peda-
gogies of lecture and discussion are not sufficient to accomplish deep and
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lasting achievement of these goals. Despite the relative lack of institutional
rewards for teaching innovation, faculty from all kinds of institutions have
been developing teaching strategies that engage students actively in their
own learning and provide experiences with complex capacities that go
well beyond the absorption of new information. These strategies include
project-based and problem-based learning, collaborative learning, service
learning, and other forms of experiential learning. We explore the poten-
tial of these pedagogies of engagement for moral and civic development
in Chapter Five. In part as an accompaniment to community-based ped-
agogies, many institutions are building stronger relationships with their
local communities. For example, in 1999 the more than fifty college and
university presidents attending a Campus Compact–sponsored Aspen
Institute invitational conference issued a bold declaration of responsibility
for enhancing their campuses’ civic engagement and offered an assessment
tool to measure success in this endeavor. More than 700 college and uni-
versity presidents have endorsed this declaration. Efforts to recommit to
the public purposes of higher education are beginning to press back
against the strong forces of the market-based approach and commodifi-
cation of higher education.

One of the most daunting challenges of this emerging vision of under-
graduate education is the dual need to evaluate whether students are
achieving the array of intellectual, moral, and civic understandings and
abilities that represent the purposes and values of that education and to
conduct this evaluation in ways that help students consolidate what they
have achieved, correct misconceptions, and see clearly what remains to be
accomplished. Creative efforts to meet this challenge are underway, but a
great deal of work remains before assessment is successfully reshaped to
be well aligned with a variety of learning goals and rich in the insights it
yields to teachers and students yet also practical and efficient enough to
be adopted on a large scale. We talk about some of the special challenges
entailed in assessment of moral and civic learning in Chapter Nine.

It is obvious that the more engaging pedagogies and more authentic
assessments being advocated require a greater investment of faculty time
and attention. Educational leaders are well aware that these efforts are
hampered by some of the traditions surrounding faculty roles and by
higher education’s reluctance to recognize, assess, and reward the con-
siderable intellectual work entailed in curricular and pedagogical reform
(Schneider & Shoenberg, 1998). National organizations such as the Asso-
ciation of American Colleges and Universities, the American Association
for Higher Education, and others have mounted systematic efforts to con-
front these barriers. AAHE, for example, has worked for more than a
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decade to help campuses rethink faculty roles and rewards and to align
reward systems with new developments in teaching and assessment. Many
philanthropies, including the Hewlett Foundation, the Pew Charitable
Trusts, the Mellon Foundation, the Atlantic Philanthropies, the Surdna
Foundation, and the Walter and Elise Haas Foundation, have supported
many reform initiatives. These have included experiments in the scholar-
ship of teaching and learning, interdisciplinary faculty development, and
programming around diversity.

Prominent among the public voices offering new frameworks and strate-
gies for reordering faculty and institutional priorities have been the former
president of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching,
Ernest Boyer, and his successor, Lee Shulman. Boyer’s Scholarship Recon-
sidered (1990), which formulated a powerful rationale for broadening
what counts as scholarship, has been widely read and influential, stimu-
lating a national conversation about the “scholarships of teaching, appli-
cation, and integration” in addition to the more familiar “scholarship of
discovery.” The follow-up to that report, Glassick, Huber, and Maeroff’s
Scholarship Assessed (1997), takes up the thorny question of evaluating
excellence in the full range of scholarly modes, in the recognition that they
cannot be appropriately rewarded if they are not assessed. These books
have spawned a great deal of work further elaborating the implications of
their ideas for the scholarships of teaching, application, and integration
and for particular disciplines (Berberet, 1999; Diamond & Adam, 1995,
2000; Hutchings, 1998; Lynton, 1995). The impact on colleges and uni-
versities has been significant, and many have redefined faculty roles around
a broader definition of scholarship (Glassick et al., 1997; O’Meara, 2000).

Current Carnegie Foundation president Lee Shulman and his colleagues
have taken the conception of teaching as a form of scholarship a step fur-
ther. Shulman has been concerned not only with the lack of recognition
of the scholarly nature of good teaching but also with the absence of
structures and practices that make it possible for faculty to build on each
other’s work, so that teaching becomes cumulative, as other forms of
scholarship are. In this view the scholarship of teaching includes more
than scholarly teaching that is steeped in knowledge, intellectually
engaged, carefully planned, creatively interactive, and inspiring, as Boyer
(1990) so eloquently described it. It also entails documenting, investigat-
ing, publicly sharing, and critiquing teaching practices and reflections on
them. Programs to elaborate, operationalize, and institutionalize this ap-
proach are at the heart of the Carnegie Foundation’s current mission.

Finally, we see a growing recognition that graduate students and fac-
ulty need expert help to develop as teachers. In response, teaching and
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learning centers have been established on many campuses, providing pro-
grams and individual feedback to help faculty and graduate teaching as-
sistants improve their teaching. Many of these centers encourage and
support modes of active learning, including problem-based, collaborative,
and service learning, which are especially well suited to promoting moral
and civic development. Although teaching and learning centers are a wel-
come step toward the enhancement of teaching, like faculty they too are
hampered by their institutional contexts. Use of their services is almost
always discretionary, and most institutions offer no incentives for taking
advantage of them.

Important initiatives such as the Preparing Future Faculty Program,
sponsored by the Council of Graduate Schools and the Association of
American Colleges and Universities, have also begun to redefine the prepa-
ration of academic professionals to place more emphasis on their roles as
teachers. Many are hopeful that over time these and related efforts, such
as the Carnegie Foundation’s new Initiative on the Doctorate, will have a
significant impact on graduate education. In the meantime, however, uni-
versities are a long way from providing their graduate students and fac-
ulty with adequate preparation for teaching. The new initiatives are still
operating on a small scale relative to the magnitude of the task. And so
far these programs have focused primarily on helping faculty and gradu-
ate students learn how to be better teachers of a particular discipline. If
they are to support broad as well as specialized learning goals, they will
need to incorporate experience with curriculum design, multidisciplinary
courses, teaching for complex outcomes that cut across disciplines, and
integrating moral and civic learning into discipline-based courses.

Despite these limitations and powerful opposing forces, there is an ac-
tive movement underway to place greater emphasis on and offer greater
rewards for teaching and to add to the academic agenda a strong focus
on learning as well as teaching. Surveys indicate that many faculty, espe-
cially those at doctoral universities, do perceive an increased emphasis on
teaching at their institutions (Diamond & Adam, 1998). Similarly, in a
1997 Carnegie Foundation survey, almost half the faculty at research uni-
versities said that teaching counted more toward faculty advancement
than it had five years earlier, and large minorities at virtually all other types
of institutions said the same thing. However, even larger numbers reported
that research demands have been rising (Huber, in press). It seems clear
that policies for faculty advancement are being rewritten, new guidelines
are making integrative and applied scholarship more acceptable, teaching
is being given greater weight, and the scholarship of teaching and learn-
ing is beginning to gain credibility (Huber, in press). These are indeed
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hopeful developments for liberal education, including its moral and civic
goals. However, these developments coexist with the impediments we out-
lined earlier in this chapter, and many faculty still perceive a disconnect
between the new policies and the actual practices of tenure, promotion,
and compensation. Furthermore, when emphasis on teaching is increased
as the importance of scholarly productivity is also going up, the pressures
on faculty can become overwhelming.

The efforts to slowly shift some of the entrenched practices and struc-
tures that work against the new vision of what is possible for undergrad-
uate education are a hopeful backdrop to the grassroots work on moral
and civic education chronicled in this book. At this point, however, inhos-
pitable structures and practices are still visible at most institutions. We
believe it is important for those who care about the goals and value of lib-
eral education (presumably a very large group when liberal education is
broadly defined) to join with those who are paying special attention to
the moral and civic components of those goals, so all can collectively
throw their weight behind these hopeful developments. The new devel-
opments are gathering strength but so are the opposing trends of com-
modification, specialization, and institutional competition, so it is not a
time to be complacent.

Despite the long-term importance of institutional change, we do not
believe that the advancement of moral and civic education requires radi-
cal changes in these structural barriers before it can proceed. Clearly this
work is viable even in the current conditions. But a full flourishing of stu-
dent learning that will truly serve both graduates and their society requires
attention to these patterns, which Carol Schneider, president of the Asso-
ciation of American Colleges and Universities, calls “habits hard to break”
(Schneider & Shoenberg, 1998). With key educational leaders and orga-
nizations attacking some of the habits and barriers directly and committed
teachers and visionary administrators personally taking up the charge at
the campus level, it should be possible to progress toward more effective
education for the citizens of the future.

Note

1. Only a subset of small baccalaureate colleges focuses primarily on liberal
arts education. Such liberal arts institutions used to be a dominant force in
U.S. culture as well as U.S. higher education, but today less than 2.5 per-
cent of all undergraduates attend them.
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3

WHEN EDUCATING 
CITIZENS IS A PRIORITY

undergraduate moral and civic education is not an institutional pri-
ority on most campuses. This is hardly surprising, given the dominant
patterns of U.S. higher education, which we sketched in Chapter Two.
However, a few colleges and universities are building moral and civic edu-
cation into the heart of their undergraduates’ learning. They make a con-
scious effort to reach all of their students and use multifaceted approaches
to address the full range of dimensions that constitute moral and civic
development. Institutions that do this can be found in every category of
higher education, from small religious colleges to public urban universities
and colleges, elite private universities, military academies, and commu-
nity colleges. We have documented the work of twelve such institutions:
Alverno College; California State University, Monterey Bay; the College
of St. Catherine; Duke University; Kapi‘olani Community College; Mes-
siah College; Portland State University; Spelman College; Turtle Moun-
tain Community College; Tusculum College; the United States Air Force
Academy; and the University of Notre Dame.

These colleges and universities differ from each other along many di-
mensions. We selected them for precisely this reason. We wanted to ex-
plore a wide variety of institutions that bring a high degree of institutional
intentionality to enhancing the moral and civic responsibility of their stu-
dents. Taken as a group, these twelve institutions convince us that it is
possible to create powerful programs of moral and civic education for the
diverse student population of U.S. college students in the twenty-first
century.

The holistic approach these twelve campuses share is in each case an
intentional effort by campus leaders, including the president and other top



administrators and key faculty and staff. The upper levels of the admin-
istration in both academic and student affairs explicitly endorse the im-
portance of moral and civic educational goals and allocate resources to
programs designed to promote them. This commitment is part of a
broader set of institutional priorities at these institutions, exemplifying
the whole range of what we have called hopeful developments (Chapter
Two). These institutions’ attention to clarity of learning outcomes, the
importance of teaching, curricular reform, and new approaches to assess-
ment has created environments that are especially conducive to the devel-
opment of holistic and intentional programs of undergraduate moral and
civic education.1

The moral and civic education programs on these twelve campuses
share a number of general features despite the diversity of institutional
types:

1. In Chapters One and Two we stressed the importance of integrating
moral and civic education into the curriculum rather than allowing it to
be distanced from the academic mission of the college. This integration,
which was a criterion for selection as one of our case study schools,
acknowledges the central place of the intellectual dimensions of moral and
civic development and connects general capacities for sophisticated and
analytical judgment with substantive issues of real moral and social sig-
nificance. At most of the twelve case study campuses, this integration
takes place in both interdisciplinary general education courses and courses
in a large cross section of disciplines. The consideration of moral or civic
issues in coursework is often tied to efforts to foster critical thinking and
effective communication, because these abilities are widely recognized as
important features of civil discourse.

2. All the programs provide ways to go beyond the intellectual realm
to action, both inside and outside the curriculum. They understand the
importance of students’ grappling with complex and messy real-life con-
texts and recognize that the skills of persuasion, negotiation, compromise,
and interpersonal and cultural sensitivity can be learned differently in
these settings than in the classroom. The institutions see that this work,
if well designed, can heighten students’ sense of efficacy and lead them to
redefine their personal identity, making a sense of themselves as citizens
and ethically responsible individuals central to that identity.

3. Issues of diversity and multiculturalism are closely linked to moral
and civic education on these campuses. Most of the twelve institutions
face challenges in this area, either with attracting a diverse student body or
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faculty or with promoting full integration of the student body, and a few
are notable for their lack of racial, religious, or socioeconomic diversity.
Even so, they are committed to educating their students to function well
in a diverse society, and they recognize the implications of this endeavor
for the strength of the society’s civic and democratic ideals. Developing in
students an increased understanding of cultural traditions other than their
own and promoting respectful engagement across differences are central
goals for both academic programs and student affairs. Often these goals
are incorporated into the core curriculum, and they are almost always cen-
tral to community service and service learning experiences. In many cases,
efforts to foster mutual respect across racial, ethnic, religious, and other
differences are joined with efforts to develop a global perspective on social
issues. The conviction that students must be educated for participation in
a pluralist and multicultural society and a world that extends beyond the
boundaries of the United States was present on every campus.

4. Finally, these institutions attempt to create a campuswide culture
that calls attention to and validates certain shared values, providing a uni-
fying and reinforcing context for the programs. They use a fascinating
array of tools to accomplish this, some of which we describe later in this
chapter.

These campuses also face some common dilemmas and challenges.
Some are strategic: how to reach the largest number of students, how to
integrate moral and civic education with academic learning in a way that
enriches both, and how to know whether a program is working. Some
challenges are practical. Developing, funding, staffing, and maintaining
such ambitious programs is very demanding. Mounting programs of this
sort is institutionally difficult, given the many other pressures colleges and
universities are facing. Limited resources make it hard for most places to
support the team teaching that interdisciplinary courses require, and fac-
ulty often see an elaborated core curriculum as draining resources from
the disciplinary departments. Generally, this kind of work is labor inten-
sive, and faculty time is a scarce resource on all campuses. And some of
the challenges are philosophical, requiring institutions to answer ques-
tions like these: To what extent should we stand for particular values, and
to what extent should we simply help students think through their own
values and beliefs? How do we distinguish between those values we can
endorse as an institution and those that must be left to individual judg-
ment? How should we balance our institutional responsibilities to our
local community with our responsibilities to our students’ learning?
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Definitions of Moral and Civic Responsibility

A close look at the campuses where this work is taking place reveals both
strong commonalities and striking differences in what moral and civic
development and education means at each one. We also briefly introduce
each of the case study schools as we indicate its place in the mosaic of
shared and distinctive definitions.

On almost all twelve of the campuses, moral and civic development is
defined to include students’ understanding of ethical and social issues, con-
sideration of multiple perspectives on these issues, willingness to take
responsibility for their own actions, commitment to contribute to society,
and appreciation of cultural pluralism and global interdependence. Yet the
case study institutions also bring a distinctive quality to their vision of these
goals. These special “takes” on moral and civic education are in some ways
unique to each campus, but they can also be characterized by some cross-
cutting themes. For some institutions, connections with and service to par-
ticular communities are central to institutional identity. For others, a
special focus on distinctive core values or virtues is essential. For yet others,
the pursuit of social justice is a defining feature.

Most of the twelve institutions reflect two or all three of these themes,
and the complex mix on virtually every campus makes grouping institutions
by theme somewhat arbitrary. For example, California State University,
Monterey Bay, is particularly concerned with social justice, but it is also
closely linked with its surrounding community, and community engagement
is central to its conception of moral and civic learning. Similar caveats could
be expressed about each of the thematic identifications that follow. Even
so, for many of these schools one theme is especially salient. These themes
do not capture any school’s approach perfectly, but they help illustrate the
range of approaches that can be taken to the same broad goal of enhanc-
ing the moral and civic responsibility of undergraduates.

Our thumbnail sketches of the case study schools begin with three that
show some commonalities in moral and civic learning outcomes that cut
across most of the twelve. Alverno College, Tusculum College, and Duke
University illustrate the ways these widely shared learning outcomes or
competencies are operationalized on three very different campuses. Next
we turn to illustrations of the thematic approaches, beginning with three
campuses that represent the salience of community connections, though in
distinct ways: Portland State University, Spelman College, and Kapi‘olani
Community College. The United States Air Force Academy, Turtle Moun-
tain Community College, and Messiah College are equally diverse in the
ways they illustrate the moral and civic virtue approach. Finally, Califor-
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nia State University, Monterey Bay; the University of Notre Dame; and the
College of St. Catherine represent different instantiations of the social jus-
tice, or systemic social responsibility, approach.

Moral and Civic Competencies

At least half of the twelve schools are very explicit about what they mean
by moral and civic development, and these definitions have a lot in com-
mon. Many of these campuses have adopted some version of an out-
comes-based approach to undergraduate education, so the moral and civic
competencies they expect students to master are well known to both fac-
ulty and students. Although far from identical from one campus to the
next, the lists of requisite competencies share a number of elements. Not
surprisingly, they always include some student learning outcomes that are
central to higher education in general and also play an important role in
moral and civic maturity, such as critical and integrative thinking, com-
munication, and problem solving. Other common elements include vari-
ous versions of these capacities:

• Self-understanding or self-knowledge; understanding of the
relationship between the self and the community

• Awareness of and willingness to take responsibility for the
consequences of one’s actions for others and society

• Informed and responsible involvement with relevant communities

• Pluralism; cultural awareness and respect; ability to understand the
values of one’s own and other cultures

• Appreciation of the global dimensions of many issues

Alverno College

Alverno College is a small Roman Catholic college for women in Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin. Founded in 1887, it has been a leader since the 1960s
in spelling out the competencies that its students should have when they
graduate and in defining and assessing those competencies. Alverno draws
both traditional aged and older students from a variety of backgrounds—
about 1,000 in its Weekday College and 800 in its Weekend College. It ex-
pects its graduates to be engaged and responsible citizens, and much of its
education is explicitly focused on those goals. Alverno’s abilities-based ap-
proach “makes explicit the expectation that students should be able to do
something with what they know.”
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The curriculum is constantly being reshaped and refined, and Alverno
has been unique in publishing an extensive literature on that curriculum
(see, for example, Mentkowski & Associates, 2000). The curriculum is
designed to foster mastery of eight abilities, titled Valuing in Decision
Making, Social Interaction, Global Perspective, and Effective Citizenship.
All eight abilities are introduced during the first year, and each ability is
divided into six levels. All students must demonstrate mastery at the
fourth level or higher on all eight before graduation; an additional two
levels are set for abilities relating to a student’s major. Many of the aca-
demic programs have a strong focus on moral and civic responsibility.
One major, for example, is community leadership and development and
another is experiential learning and community development.

No less important than the articulation of competencies is the attention
to assessment at Alverno. In both individual course assessments and inte-
grative assessments, the latter focusing on learning from multiple courses,
the college elicits samples of performance representing expected learning
outcomes. A large cadre of trained community volunteers serve as exter-
nal assessors along with the faculty and staff, and Alverno seeks a virtu-
ally continuous process of feedback for its students. It has developed a
diagnostic digital portfolio, which maintains a record of the outcomes of
each student’s assessments and other examples of their learning to be used
by the student, the faculty, and prospective employers.

Tusculum College

Tusculum College, a small liberal arts college in Tennessee, was on the
brink of closing when, in 1989, its president and faculty decided to cre-
ate an educational model that is centrally concerned with building better
citizens. A key element of the college’s new identity is a competency pro-
gram quite similar to Alverno’s. Students must demonstrate nine compe-
tencies, titled, for example, Self-Knowledge: The Examined Life, Civility,
and Ethics of Social Responsibility.

Along with the competency program, Tusculum has instituted a re-
quired Commons Curriculum, which includes courses like Our Lives in
Community and Citizenship and Social Change: Theory and Practice, and
has put in place a strong program of service learning, along with a com-
munity governance structure in which students and faculty participate in
decisions that previously were made by the administration. Tusculum’s
mission statement speaks of graduating young men and women who pos-
sess “a spirit of civic-mindedness” and who are “actively committed to
responsible participation in the communities in which they live.” An un-
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usual feature of Tusculum’s curriculum is its exclusive focus on one course
at a time. Each course in this focused calendar meets every day for three
and a half weeks. Each academic year contains eight of these blocks.

Both similarities and subtle differences are revealed when we compare
the ways Alverno and Tusculum articulate what counts as achievement of
the competencies each requires. To take one example, Alverno’s definition
of Effective Citizenship proceeds through six levels, moving from, at the
first two levels, students’ abilities to assess their knowledge and skills for
dealing with local issues and analyze community issues and develop strate-
gies for informed response to, at the fourth level, their abilities actually
to apply their developing citizenship skills in a community setting to, at
the highest levels, students’ more advanced leadership capacities in their
majors or areas of specialization.

Tusculum’s Ethics of Social Responsibility competency is divided into four
subcategories: Individual and Community, Public and Private Life, Diversity
and the Common Good, and Civic Responsibility and Social Change. Al-
though these do not correspond directly to Alverno’s abilities, they bear a
strong family resemblance. The Civic Responsibility competency, for ex-
ample, is defined for three levels, moving from understanding the basic
processes of social change in a democratic system through understanding the
complexity of social change and the responsibility of citizens as agents of
change to actual participation in the community as a citizen, recognizing and
addressing ethical issues that may arise in connection with that participa-
tion. Almost all the campuses we visited shared some version of this goal of
educating students to take responsibility for improving their communities
and even contribute to social change more broadly in an informed, thought-
ful, and effective way.

Another goal of moral and civic education at most of the schools we vis-
ited concerns moral or ethical values. Alverno lays out levels that describe
students’ increasing capacity to infer, analyze, and apply moral values; Tus-
culum describes a similar sequence in which students become better able
to articulate their own ethical values and to use ethical values different
from their own to gain perspective on and possibly transform their beliefs.

Duke University

Duke University also makes explicit its goals for students’ development,
but it does so through the articulation of goals for its general education
curriculum rather than through an outcomes-based approach. Duke is a
private research university located in Durham, North Carolina, with 6,300
undergraduates. Under the leadership of its president, Nannerl Keohane,
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the university recently completed a major revision of its entire general edu-
cation program. The new Curriculum 2000 includes two required Ethical
Inquiry courses as well as a first-year writing program that has a strong
emphasis on ethics. An important institutional spark plug for the focus on
moral and civic concerns is the Kenan Institute for Ethics, which has as an
affiliate a national organization promoting honor codes on campuses
throughout the country—the Center for Academic Integrity. Not surpris-
ingly, Duke itself has an honor code that is taken very seriously.

The rationale for the Ethical Inquiry requirement reveals Duke’s con-
ception of moral and civic development: “Undergraduate education is a for-
mative period for engaging in critical analysis of ethical questions arising
from the world in which we live. Students need to be able to assess criti-
cally the consequences of actions, both individual and social, and to sharpen
their understanding of the ethical and political implications of public and
personal decision-making. Thus, students need to develop and apply skills
in ethical reasoning and to gain an understanding of a variety of ways in
which ethical and political issues and values frame and shape human con-
duct and ways of life.” The objectives of Ethical Inquiry include enabling
students to develop the capacity for discernment and for making choices
about diverse systems of values and competing courses of action; a critical
understanding of diverse meanings of justice, goodness, and virtue; and the
capacity to articulate ethical questions, to assess competing claims and
approaches to ethical thought, and to engage in careful and critical reflec-
tion about individual and social behavior, institutions, and ways of life.

As different as Duke is from Alverno and Tusculum and other small
colleges we visited, this understanding of moral growth is not radically
different from the understandings we saw at the other schools. We also
found that almost all the case study schools share most of the same con-
cerns, even though some spell them out more and some less explicitly and
even though emphases and specific meanings differ from one campus to
the next and the various goals are often organized differently by each
school when they are presented and operationalized. Having looked at
these common features of moral and civic education, we turn now to the
three thematic approaches, which weave in various configurations through
all twelve of the case study schools.

Community Connections Approach

Connections with and service to particular communities are integral to
education at some of the case study institutions. The very different char-
acters of these communities underscore the distinctiveness of each cam-
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pus’s definition of moral and civic education even within the same the-
matic cluster. Mission and location are often linked in these distinctive
understandings of community connections.

Portland State University

Portland State University (PSU) is a large, urban public university, with
more than 20,000 students. Most of its students come from the Portland
area and expect to remain there after graduation. As we entered the cam-
pus, we were struck by the motto on a bridge connecting two buildings:
“Let Knowledge Serve the City.” The university has many programs in
place that make that motto (which was initiated by students) a reality for
faculty, administration, staff, and students. Service to the community and
community partnerships are key elements of curricular and extracurricu-
lar activities and also provide the focus for much faculty research. Under
the leadership of former president Judith Ramaley and former provost
Michael Reardon, the university recast its entire general education pro-
gram to emphasize four goals, including ethical issues and social respon-
sibility. That program, called University Studies, is structured to emphasize
civic involvement, starting with freshman seminars and continuing through
senior capstone experiences.

Most colleges and universities maintain ties with their surrounding com-
munities, if only to minimize the tensions that inevitably arise between
town and gown. Portland State University goes further than most cam-
puses, in that community involvement is inherent in its very definition of
undergraduate learning. More important than the symbolism of the motto
on the bridge, the standards for evaluating faculty members for tenure,
promotion, and compensation explicitly include “the scholarship of com-
munity outreach.” The term community does not mean only the Portland
area, but the standards for faculty advancement state that “[t]he setting
of Portland State University affords faculty many opportunities to make
their expertise useful to the community outside the University.” The stan-
dards make clear that community outreach is relevant only to the extent
that it involves scholarly activities, as defined by the broad conception of
scholarship that Ernest Boyer (1990) urged in Scholarship Reconsidered.
PSU is also a leader in promoting teaching and research that relates
directly to the Greater Portland Metropolitan Region. Community service
learning courses are part of the civic involvement emphasized in the Uni-
versity Studies curriculum.

The goals of the freshman-level segment of University Studies reveal
PSU’s distinctive emphasis on connecting with the community, and at the
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same time they map quite closely onto the goals and outcomes evident on
the other campuses: for example, “The student will understand the impact
of individual and collective choices in society, e.g., through awareness of
political and social phenomena.” “The student will become aware of the
consequences of his or her actions on others.” “The student will realize
the value and importance of service to the community.” “The student will
participate in a learning community . . . through group projects and col-
laborative work in both peer mentor sessions and large classes. The stu-
dent will also develop connections with faculty, the university community,
and the surrounding metropolitan area.”

Spelman College

The mission statement of Spelman College articulates goals that reflect the
same general understanding of moral and civic development that we saw
on most other campuses. The college purposes to “develop the intellectual,
ethical, and leadership potential of all its students” and to “empower the
total person, who appreciates the many cultures of the world and commits
to positive social change.” At Spelman, just as at Portland State, the dis-
tinctive understanding of these goals features community connections.

Spelman College connects primarily with two communities. One is the
relatively poor, black section of Atlanta in which the college is located,
which includes the neighborhood in which Martin Luther King Jr. was
born and grew up and in which the famous Ebenezer Baptist Church,
which played such a critical role in the civil rights movement, is located.
The other, perhaps even more central to Spelman’s special understanding
of moral and civic responsibility, is the broader community of African
Americans, especially African American women.

As one of only two historically black colleges for women (the other is
Bennett College, in Greensboro, North Carolina), Spelman’s sense of mis-
sion is closely linked to its history, the student population it serves, and
its role as a prominent institution in black society. Although in many ways
Spelman (with 2,065 students) is quite similar to other small liberal arts
colleges, its identity as an institution dedicated to preparing African Amer-
ican women for excellence and leadership distinguishes it from virtually
every other educational institution in the country. As students and visitors
enter the campus gates, they see a small commemorative plaque that reads
“Spelman College, Women Who Serve,” a phrase that acts as an unoffi-
cial motto for the college. Spelman’s mission statement echoes the same
theme. Leadership, service, and commitment to the improvement of the
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local community, the larger black community, and the country have been
at the core of Spelman’s educational mission since the college’s inception,
although students’ service and leadership have taken different shapes in
different eras. Spelman has worked in recent years to translate its larger
mission and purpose into a set of institutional goals and a list of skills and
areas of knowledge that Spelman students should be able to demonstrate
by the time they leave. These goals are explained in the student handbook,
which every student receives at the beginning of her studies. The institu-
tional goals include educating black women leaders; promoting intel-
lectual, cultural, ethical, and spiritual development; and nurturing pride,
hope, and strength of character. In the personal development area, goals
include the abilities to apply ethical values as a guide to behavior, demon-
strate cultural sensitivity and understanding, serve the community to bring
about positive social change, and exercise leadership in community and
other organizations.

Spelman works to accomplish these goals through many different
means, including a yearlong freshman orientation program, a required
multidisciplinary course in the first year, a required sophomore assembly
program, courses in many academic departments that incorporate moral
and civic goals, and many clubs and other extracurricular programs,
which are coordinated through the Johnetta B. Cole Center for Commu-
nity Service and Community Building. The center’s name honors a charis-
matic former (1987–1997) president of Spelman who brought to the
college a heightened concern for moral and civic issues. The dual defini-
tion of community is evident in both the required and elective courses. All
students must take The African Diaspora and the World, a two-semester,
writing-intensive course that explores the relationship of the African dia-
spora to other cultures and to major historical, philosophical, artistic, and
scientific developments in the world. The course Urban Education, which
is required of all education majors, includes field placements in which stu-
dents work to revitalize the local community and its schools. As one fac-
ulty member told us, “when the community’s problems are right there
across the street from you, you can’t just turn a blind eye to them [but
must confront them in the classroom].” About 75 percent of the depart-
ment’s graduates remain in the Atlanta community to teach, which helps
cement strong ties between Spelman and the local schools.

The artificiality of identifying each of the twelve campuses with one
prototypical approach to conceptualizing moral and civic development is
evident on many campuses, and it takes an interesting form at Spelman
College. We have characterized community service and engagement as the
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central thrust of Spelman’s distinctive definition of moral and civic devel-
opment, but social justice forms a strong subtheme. These approaches are
not mutually exclusive, but there is some tension between the two at Spel-
man, with faculty who favor a more thoroughgoing social justice ap-
proach challenging what they see as the more traditional service emphasis
on campus. Social and racial justice are central commitments for many
Spelman faculty, and many of them bring those issues explicitly into their
courses. Some of the more politically oriented faculty are critical of Spel-
man’s “fairly predictable nineteenth-century notion of race-based self-
help,” with a strong emphasis on the idea of “lift as you climb.” They
argue that Spelman should work harder to help students understand the
root causes of the social problems they are engaged with, become active
in addressing those causes on a policy and political level, and question
some of the assumptions about the importance of individual advancement
that are implicit in Spelman’s goal of preparing students for leadership
positions in business and other private sector careers.

Kapi‘olani Community College

Like the missions of virtually all community colleges, the mission of
Kapi‘olani Community College is built around strong connections with
the local community. In this case the local community is Honolulu, which
gives Kapi‘olani a distinctive character. This two-year college serves a stu-
dent population of 7,200 in which there is no single ethnic majority, and
many of these students are recent immigrants for whom English is a sec-
ond language. The campus uses an outcomes-based approach to educa-
tion that articulates some of the same goals that other campuses promote.
Among several goals that represent moral and civic learning are these two:
graduates should be able to “examine critically and appreciate the values
and beliefs of their own cultures as well as those of other cultures; and
demonstrate an understanding of ethical, civic, and social issues relevant
to Hawaii’s and the world’s past, present, and future.”

Kapi‘olani’s approach to education is revealed in two of the college’s
six across the curriculum emphases, which help shape many courses at the
college. The first is an emphasis on service learning, through which a great
many faculty and students develop sustained involvement with the local
community. As at Portland State, faculty involvement in the local com-
munity is an important criterion of promotion and tenure, and service
learning is very well developed. The second is a focus on Hawaiian and
Asian-Pacific values, which underscores the complexity of the area’s inter-
secting traditions. Nearly half of the Kapi‘olani faculty incorporate a
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Hawaiian and Asian-Pacific emphasis into their teaching, and the campus
as a whole is infused with a strong Hawaiian identity.

Campus leaders see the incorporation of values, ethics, and service into
the curriculum as an organic, bottom-up process triggered and fostered
to a large extent by the involvement of the institution with the commu-
nity. Carole Hoshiko, dean of Business, Food Service and Hospitality Edu-
cation, and Community Programs, said that many of the faculty in these
areas consider it natural to incorporate various aspects of moral and civic
learning into their courses, including service learning. This was evident,
for example, in the food services program, where many faculty had al-
ready established close community partnerships and often encouraged
students to volunteer and help coordinate events with these community
partners. Faculty are enthusiastic about the strong presence of Hawaiian
values in the food service curriculum, partly because they recognize that
what sets Kapi‘olani apart from similar programs in other parts of the coun-
try is the rich heritage of cultural traditions found in Hawaii. As a result,
placing greater emphasis on these values and traditions, such as the “aloha
spirit” of welcoming and generosity, was a win-win decision for students
and faculty: not only is it a powerful teaching tool and a means of helping
students reflect more meaningfully on their studies and work but it makes
students more marketable when they look for jobs. Kapi‘olani’s culinary
program often provides food services free of charge for events put on by
local service organizations, so the connections with the community are
strong.

Moral and Civic Virtue Approach

Of course all twelve of the case study campuses concern themselves with
virtues in that academic integrity, respectfulness and concern for others,
responsible citizenship, and willingness to be held accountable are virtues,
but on some campuses an emphasis on personal virtues and values, rather
than community involvement or social justice, plays an especially central
role in the institution’s understanding of moral and civic education. This
emphasis takes very different forms at the Air Force Academy, Turtle
Mountain Community College, and Messiah College.

United States Air Force Academy

The virtues approach is most clearly illustrated by the United States Air Force
Academy, a coeducational public institution for the education of future Air
Force officers. The academy, located in Colorado Springs, Colorado, is one
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of only a small handful of colleges and universities that refer to the goal
of their moral education as character development. The institutional com-
mitment to character is well articulated, broadly infuses the campus cul-
ture, and has significant resources behind it.

With the support of the academy superintendent (president), the acad-
emy’s Center for Character Development coordinates a number of pro-
grams that reach all the cadets. The center uses the language of virtues to
define the character development outcomes these programs are meant to
foster: forthright integrity, selflessness, commitment to excellence, respect
for human dignity, decisiveness, responsibility, self-discipline and courage,
and appreciation of spirituality.

An explicit focus on developing good moral habits underlies the acad-
emy’s strict honor code: “We will not lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate
among us anyone who does.” Absolute honesty is seen as indispensable
for military officers, so there is little tolerance of infractions. Cadets are
held strictly accountable not only for their own compliance but for con-
fronting and, if necessary, reporting the violations of others. Although
there is some resistance to what is known as the “toleration clause,” many
cadets see a purpose in it, commenting that the requirement to report oth-
ers makes them press their friends to behave so they will not be put in the
awkward position of having to choose between turning in their friends or
violating the code themselves. Both cadets and faculty justify the require-
ment to report others by suggesting that in combat it would create a seri-
ous problem if officers covered up unlawful behavior of their peers,
placing their loyalty with their friends rather than with the combat unit
and the Air Force as a whole.

Also central to the academy’s understanding of character and honor are
three core values: “Integrity first, service before self, and excellence in all
we do.” Like the academy honor code, these values are understood with
reference to the responsibilities of military officers. Service before self
implies, for example, that an honorable officer will not create advantages
for himself at the expense of his troops or save himself while leaving them
in harm’s way. Along with the honor code, these values are enshrined on
many campus walls, and awareness of their importance is woven into the
daily lives of cadets, faculty, and staff.

Many cadets participate in community service, including tutoring and
serving as mentors for at-risk local youth, and there are some service-
learning courses at the academy, but community involvement is much less
central to the academy’s definition of moral and civic development than
it is to most other campuses’ definitions. At the Air Force Academy, ser-
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vice is more likely to be understood as military service to the country and
its citizens. Questions of social justice are notably absent from most dis-
cussions of ethics and social responsibility at the academy. This was not
true of the other campuses where a focus on personal virtues was primary.

Turtle Mountain Community College

The core values of Turtle Mountain Community College are drawn from
teachings of the Chippewa tribe. The explicit focus is ethnic, as at Kapi‘olani
Community College, although what this means differs dramatically at the
two campuses. Instead of overlooking Oahu’s Diamond Head beach, Turtle
Mountain Community College (with 650 students) is huddled up against the
Canadian border, two hours’ drive from the nearest city (Minot, North
Dakota, with a population of about 36,500) and sited on the Chippewa
Indian reservation that bears its name. The entire campus is housed in a new
building that is a physical representation of tribal culture in both its overall
design and its details. The college mission statement stipulates that the cul-
ture of the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa be brought to bear through-
out the curriculum. Faculty are asked to infuse the culture into every course
offered, and this has been achieved in most courses.

The core values of Turtle Mountain College are written on columns at
the building’s entrance: humility is to know yourself as a sacred part of cre-
ation; to know love is to know knowledge; to know creation is to have
respect; bravery is to face the foe with integrity; honesty in facing a situa-
tion is to be honorable; to cherish knowledge is to know wisdom; and
truth is to know all these things. These teachings cannot be traced to a sin-
gle source and are not found together in sacred texts. Rather they are dis-
tillations of core tribal values as interpreted by the college. The teachings
are not as sharp edged as those in the Air Force Academy’s Honor Code,
and members of the faculty and administration disagree about details of
tribal culture and the application of the teachings in specific circumstances.
But they are united in a commitment to the common good of the tribal
community and to helping students search for meaning in their personal
and professional lives that is related to the well-being of the community.
Because only fragmented sources are available for re-creating tribal cul-
ture, the whole college is engaged in multiple searches for that culture, and
in that process students, faculty, and staff significantly enhance the culture
as well. Further, because there are many strands to tribal culture, and many
more strands to Native American culture generally, recognition and cele-
bration of diversity are key parts of Turtle Mountain’s approach.
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Messiah College

Messiah is a small college in rural Western Pennsylvania founded by the
Brethren in Christ, a Protestant denomination closely related to the Men-
nonites. Its mission is “to educate men and women toward maturity of
intellect, character, and Christian faith in preparation for lives of service,
leadership, and reconciliation in church and society.” Many aspects of
institutional policy, classroom practice, and campus life support this mis-
sion, and it is key to Messiah’s particular inflection of education for moral
and civic responsibility. Christian moral and spiritual dimensions are inte-
grated into the curriculum, and general education requirements include
an ethics course, several courses focused on Christian faith, and several
more courses in the area of social responsibility. Students are also required
to complete a capstone course that integrates faith, values, and service in
their major area of study. Messiah’s core values are woven into much of
the extracurricular lives of students as well.

Messiah’s foundational values help specify what lives of service, leader-
ship, and reconciliation are all about. They refer to a worldview that joins
revelation with rational inquiry and that emphasizes the importance of valu-
ing each person and protecting each other’s freedom while encouraging
responsible living; the significance of community and the community’s need
for humane rules; the importance of joining discipline and creativity; the love
of God in service to others; and the imperative to work for justice wherever
injustice prevails. To help students develop lives that express these values,
Messiah College has formulated seven educational objectives, each with sev-
eral parts. These objectives include a reasoned, mature Christian faith and
self-understanding; the expression of Christian values in responsible deci-
sions and actions; participation in organizations that are working for the
common good; and good stewardship of economic and natural resources.

All members of the community are expected to abide by the Commu-
nity Covenant, pledging to work together to create the conditions in
which the mission, foundational values, and educational objectives can
be achieved. The covenant would no doubt seem unacceptably constrain-
ing to faculty and students in secular institutions, but members of the
Messiah community enter with full knowledge of these guidelines, and
only a few consider them an intrusion on their privacy or autonomy. Even
these few are willing to accept the constraints for the sake of maintaining
a strong community. The covenant includes four pledges, two of which il-
lustrate especially well the institution’s focus on virtues as the core of
moral and civic development. The first refers to the community’s com-
mitment to express Christian values in responsible decisions and actions
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in many aspects of life, including use of language, leisure time and enter-
tainment options, and personal appearance. The second refers to the be-
lief, based in scripture, that the community members’ lives should be
characterized by love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithful-
ness, gentleness, and self-control. This pledge goes on to say: “We are to
use our gifts in doing such things as serving, teaching, encouraging, giv-
ing, leading, and showing mercy. Although wrong attitudes such as greed,
jealousy, pride, lust, prejudice, and fractiousness are harder to detect than
wrong behaviors, both are prohibited as sinful and destructive of com-
munity life and of the body of Christ.”

Unlike the approach of the Air Force Academy, Messiah’s approach to
moral and civic education places significant emphasis on both community
service and justice. But unlike secular and even some Roman Catholic
campuses where these concerns were central, Messiah understands both
service and justice in distinctly Christian terms and frames them with ref-
erence to personal virtues of generosity and goodness. Service at Messiah
is seen in “a faith light,” informed by the Brethren in Christ tradition, and
places strong emphasis on the question, “What would Jesus do?”

Social Justice Approach

Faculty on many of the case study campuses spoke of their desire to pro-
mote greater social justice in the United States and the world and their
hope that they could educate their students to understand, care about, and
work toward social justice. By “promoting social justice” they generally
mean contributing to social change and public policies that will increase
gender and racial equality, end discrimination of various kinds, and reduce
the stark income inequalities that characterize this country and most of
the world. The term social justice has left-of-center political connotations
for many people. On some campuses this perception was borne out, but
on other campuses it was less true. We believe that the theme of social jus-
tice can be consistent with a wide range of political perspectives. How-
ever, because of the associations many people have with the language of
social justice, a term such as systemic social responsibility may carry less
ideological baggage. We will use these terms interchangeably.

On the twelve campuses we studied, as on virtually all college campuses
in this country, the administration avoids taking stands on questions of pub-
lic policy or social justice except in the broadest terms. Most presidents and
administrative leaders worry that if they comment on matters of public pol-
icy that do not directly affect their campuses, their comments may be viewed
as representing institutional rather than personal views and that this could
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jeopardize their schools’ nonprofit status and support for their efforts to gain
legislative or other action on matters that do affect them directly. Leaders of
public institutions, responsible to state governors and legislatures, are espe-
cially wary in this realm, but presidents of private colleges and universities
also work hard to maintain a neutral stance on most issues out of respect
for the diverse views of their faculty, students, alumni and alumnae, trustees,
and key benefactors. Despite this reticence among upper-level administra-
tors, social justice is a concern for faculty and students at many colleges and
universities. On some of our case study campuses it was a strongly unifying
theme, well integrated into the students’ learning experiences.

California State University, Monterey Bay

California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), is a new campus of
the California State University system, having opened its doors to students
in 1995. Unlike most other CSU campuses, CSUMB is residential and
quite small, at least for now, with about 2,000 students but expected to
grow to 20,000. Built on a former Army base, the campus is located in a
beautiful section of the mid-California coast, notable for its agriculture
as well as tourism.

A concern for social justice has been a central part of CSUMB’s iden-
tity since its founding. The founding administration and faculty began by
creating a vision statement, which remains a powerful guiding force in
everything the university does, serving as a touchstone for decision mak-
ing and a template for shaping curricular and cocurricular life. The state-
ment declares that “the campus will be distinctive in serving the diverse
people of California, especially the working class and historically under-
educated and low income population.” The vision statement is posted on
walls throughout the campus and signed by all new faculty and staff. Fac-
ulty discussions of curricular and other matters frequently refer to it as
the central and guiding text. We sat in on a number of curricular reviews
and often heard such remarks as, “Is this approach consistent with the
vision statement?” “Does that requirement further a goal of the vision
statement?” Faculty are passionate about their personal commitments to
social justice, and despite their heavy workloads, they are delighted to be
working in an institution that encourages such zeal.

Like the curricula of a number of the case study campuses, CSUMB’s
curriculum uses an outcomes-based approach, and the abilities students
must develop, known as university learning requirements (ULRs), are rem-
iniscent of those at the other campuses. The university-wide requirements
related to moral and civic learning are titled Ethics, Democratic Participa-
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tion, Community Participation, Culture and Equity, and U.S. Histories.
Additional requirements are Language, Math Communication, Science,
Technology and Information, English Communication, Literature and Pop-
ular Culture, Creative and Artistic Expression, and Vibrancy. Departments
structure the requirements for majors around additional competencies,
many of which obviously reflect moral and civic concerns. A closer look
at the requirements reveals the particular social justice slant that charac-
terizes CSUMB’s approach to moral and civic education. The guidelines
for the culture and equity requirement, for example, state that along with
achieving two other outcomes, students should be able to “analyze and
describe the concepts of power relations, equity, and social justice and find
examples of each concept in the U.S. society and other societies”; “analyze
historical and contemporary crosscultural scenarios of discrimination,
inequity, and social injustice”; and “describe and plan personal and insti-
tutional strategies/processes to promote equity and social justice.” A review
of this and other ULRs also reveals a liberal bent, but the students at
CSUMB are a diverse lot politically, and faculty say that they are careful
to respect that diversity. In addition, the risk that the strong focus on a
politically liberal or progressive conception of social justice might suppress
dissenting opinions is mitigated by the central role played by the concept
of ethical communication, another strong norm on campus.

Due to the influential work of Josina Makau, a faculty member and
dean who played a leadership role in developing CSUMB’s approach to
moral and civic education, the concept of ethical communication has wide-
spread currency on campus, both as a goal and as a mechanism for devel-
opment. Ethical communication describes exchanges characterized by
individuals’ cooperative, responsible attempts to understand each other’s
points of view, with “open-heartedness” and with a nonmanipulative in-
tent, as opposed to efforts to win the argument or gain control over oth-
ers, subjugating alternative points of view. Though recognizing that ethical
communication is an ideal that real behavior can only approximate, fac-
ulty and staff are conscious of their responsibility to model compassionate
and respectful communication, even during disagreements. Conscious ef-
forts to practice ethical communication are evident in classroom discus-
sions, administrative meetings, and public discourse on the campus.

University of Notre Dame

An interesting variant of the social justice (or systemic social responsibil-
ity) approach deriving from the Catholic social justice tradition was evi-
dent on several Roman Catholic campuses we visited. The University of
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Notre Dame is a large Catholic university in South Bend, Indiana, with
7,800 undergraduates, about 85 percent of whom are Catholic. The mis-
sion statement is one of many documents that reveal Notre Dame’s con-
cern for social justice: “[The university] seeks to cultivate in its students
not only an appreciation for the great achievements of human beings but
also a disciplined sensibility to the poverty, injustice, and oppression that
burden the lives of so many. The aim is to create a sense of human soli-
darity and concern for the common good that will bear fruit as learning
becomes service to justice.”

Notre Dame is very much a residential campus, and the residence halls
are important sites for moral and civic education. Residence hall leaders,
known as rectors, create programming as well as informal exchanges
around the themes of social justice and service. For example, it is not un-
usual for over a thousand students in a given year to participate through
their residences in the Christmas in April program.

Notre Dame also has a number of programs that help its students pre-
pare for the tensions they will face between their desire for career success
and their concern for social change. At graduation many students wear
green ribbons to signify that they have signed a pledge, sponsored by the
Peace Studies Department, to “investigate and take into account the social
and environmental consequences of any job [they] consider, thereby striv-
ing to create a just, peaceful, and nonviolent world.” Notre Dame’s Al-
liance for Catholic Education places about eighty graduates a year in
teaching positions in low-income schools in the South. The teachers live
in community with one another and have mentors and regular seminars,
participating in an intensive program over two summers that leads to a
master’s degree in education. Notre Dame’s Center for Social Concerns is
the organizational embodiment of the concern for social justice. Father
Don McNeill, director of the center from its founding, views Catholic doc-
trine as requiring a deep commitment to social justice through active
engagement in moral and civic concerns. The center has been an impor-
tant catalyst for stimulating and sustaining that commitment at Notre
Dame, as we will describe later in this chapter.

The College of St. Catherine

The College of St. Catherine, informally known as St. Kate’s, is the largest
Catholic women’s college in the country. It comprises two campuses, one
located in St. Paul, Minnesota, the other in Minneapolis. The missions,
structures, and student bodies of the two are quite different, but both are
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committed to preparing students for lives of personal and civic responsi-
bility. The Minneapolis campus offers two-year associate of arts degrees
as well as two-year degrees and several graduate programs in a number of
health care and human services fields. Although this campus is coeduca-
tional, the majority of its students are women. The St. Paul campus is a
four-year, primarily residential, college for women that offers a bachelor’s
degree in liberal arts as well as professional programs in business, health
care, and human services. Although neither campus has a predominantly
Catholic student body, the college is influenced by its Roman Catholic her-
itage, especially the special heritage of the founding order of nuns, the Sis-
ters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. The sisters of this order are known for
their strength, independence, concern for the disadvantaged, and social
activism, and these qualities set the tone for both campuses of the college.

The college works hard to balance its desire to honor its origins while
also ensuring religious and intellectual openness. This commitment is
expressed in its “Roman Catholic Identity Statement,” which stresses crit-
ical inquiry about religious questions, the nondogmatic and ecumenical
nature of the college’s approach to spirituality, and the Roman Catholic
Church’s long tradition of commitment to the poor. It goes on: “Drawing
on these traditions, we seek to promote, through our student services, cam-
pus ministry, administration, faculty and staff, a common search for wis-
dom and the integration of our daily lives and work with our spirituality.
Without being exclusive of other ecclesiastical and spiritual traditions, we
will continue to ask ourselves how this Catholic heritage enhances the peo-
ple we serve and the well being of the planet.”

A passion for social justice and community activism is evident in the
curriculum, the campus culture, and the relationship of both St. Kate’s
campuses to their local communities. For example, the Minneapolis cam-
pus program Access and Success encourages low-income women, includ-
ing those on welfare, to train in nursing, physical therapy, and other health
care fields. Each year this program provides three hundred single-parent
students with a wide range of financial and academic support, including
help with child care, low-cost housing, and mentoring programs to make
sure they succeed in their studies. One of the programs that Access and
Success sponsors is Mother to Mother, in which single mothers in the col-
lege reach out to single mothers in local high schools, urging them to con-
tinue their education as a way out of poverty and dependence on public
assistance. Several years ago the Minneapolis campus adopted a new cur-
riculum that emphasizes not only academic preparedness but also diver-
sity, ethics, and spirituality. Many faculty members at St. Kate’s, including
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those teaching preprofessional courses and those teaching general educa-
tion courses, have incorporated these three elements into their courses.

On the St. Paul campus the centerpiece of the core curriculum is a pair
of interdisciplinary bookend courses, one taken in the first year (The
Reflective Woman), the other a senior capstone (The Global Search for Jus-
tice). The Reflective Woman is intended to help students develop frame-
works for thinking about the way their values and lives can be informed
by a range of moral, spiritual, and intellectual traditions. The Global Search
for Justice is a multidisciplinary seminar that addresses global issues of
peace, meaningful work, and social justice, with the intention of helping
students to “develop the discipline and consciousness needed to change op-
pressive systemic conditions and reshape their world.”

Integrating the Three Thematic Approaches

In order to create approaches to moral and civic education that are well
suited to the institution’s particular mission, history, constituencies, and
institutional strengths, it is appropriate for colleges and universities to spe-
cialize to some extent in the relative emphasis they place on these three ways
of framing moral and civic education. Naturally, each of the three will not
be equally salient in most cases. Even so, the three emphases can also be
understood to represent different aspects of a full picture of what moral
and civic education should be. Despite the value of unique adaptations,
we believe that moral and civic education is incomplete if it does not
somehow take account of all three: virtues and character, systemic social
responsibility, and engagement with and response to communities of vari-
ous sorts.

An overly strong focus on building students’ character or virtues runs
the risk of limiting students’ development to private, personal domains of
interaction and failing to prepare them adequately for their roles as active
and engaged citizens. It may also miss opportunities to build on the
strengths of the community and systemic approaches to deepen some as-
pects of students’ character development, such as open-mindedness or
moral courage.

An emphasis on systemic social responsibility or social justice that does
not include sufficient attention to moral virtue is especially vulnerable to
the illegitimate imposition of a political party line or to students’ use of
morally questionable means to pursue the ends of social justice about which
they have passionate convictions. Harry Boyte (2001) calls attention to
the fact that many young people first become involved in political action
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by participating in canvassing campaigns. One drawback of this kind of
involvement as an educational experience is that it often involves a delib-
erate polarization of issues and demonization of the opposition. When
these portrayals of issues and members of the opposition are less than
honest, the experience teaches unsavory moral lessons. If the educational
goal is to prepare activists with integrity, explicit attention to virtue is
essential.

Likewise, community involvement without virtue or systemic social re-
sponsibility is subject to a number of problems. If community service does
not include some attention to the systemic implications of the problems it
addresses, it is needlessly limiting students’ learning and the good they can
do as engaged citizens. It was concerns of this kind that impelled some fac-
ulty at Spelman to broaden that college’s approach to emphasize social jus-
tice as well as service to the community. And if community involvement
does not include careful attention to ethical concerns, it can actually do
harm rather than good to both the students and the community partners.
Finally, virtue-based and systemic approaches can both be abstract and dis-
engaged unless they are connected with some kind of community-based
action, whether that community is on the campus, in the surrounding area,
national, or international.

When we recommend that institutions find a way to incorporate some
version of the three approaches—virtue or character, community connec-
tions, and systemic social responsibility, or social justice—we do not mean
that institutions’ approaches to moral and civic education should be homo-
genized. Each school can still have its own special quality. One approach
can still be primary if that makes for the most powerful and natural con-
nections with the institution’s history and mission. These considerations
about breadth of focus are most pertinent when thinking about balance
across programs at the institutional level, but they also apply to some
extent within courses and programs. Some courses or programs will focus
much more intensively on one approach than on the others, but even in
these cases a focus on one should not clash with or undermine the others.
Faculty and program leaders may be called on to put the goals of one ap-
proach into the context of the others if a clash emerges. A faculty mem-
ber at one campus we visited told of a student volunteering at a soup
kitchen who very much enjoyed the experience and felt that it had made
him a better person. Without thinking through the implications of his
statement, he said, “I hope it is still around when my children are in col-
lege, so they can work here too.” This kind of comment provides a teach-
able moment in which to place the community connections perspective in
juxtaposition with a focus on systemic social change.
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How They Do It: Leadership

The twelve colleges and universities we have described here approach the
moral and civic development of their students with an unusual degree of
commitment, perseverance, and creativity. They have also created insti-
tutional structures and climates that support the wider range of under-
graduate learning goals of which moral and civic development is an
integral part. What makes this possible? What led them to make this kind
of sustained commitment? As with any thoroughgoing institutional focus
and commitment, strong leadership is essential to the success of this kind
of effort. Presidential support for the agenda is critical, and in some cases
it has been a visionary president who led the development of a cam-
puswide program of moral and civic education. In other cases the most
powerful impetus has come from faculty who worked together to build
the programs. In yet another model a strong and integrative center for
moral and civic education has taken the lead, developing implementations
in collaboration with interested members of the administration and fac-
ulty. In most cases at least two of these forms of leadership are operating
in a dynamic interaction.

Presidential Leadership

Presidential leadership played a key role in the development of moral and
civic education at many of the case study institutions. The presidents who
play this pivotal role share a belief in the potential for higher education
to shape graduates who will be as interested in what they can contribute
to the common good as in their own personal advancement. These admin-
istrators also believe that making moral and civic education a central part
of the school’s identity is good for the institution itself. In some cases an
expanded program of moral and civic education was initiated as part of
a strategy for dealing with a problem—insufficient sense of community
on campus, low rates of student retention, or even threats to the institu-
tion’s survival. In virtually every case, this program provides a distinctive
character to higher education at that institution relative to its peers, and
that distinctiveness is seen as advantageous for some aspects of institu-
tional advancement.

In each case presidential leadership required enlisting the enthusiastic
participation of others in the administration and enough faculty to ensure
thoughtful development and effective implementation of the program. In
every case in which the president was said to be especially influential in
supporting moral and civic education, the president worked collabora-
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tively with a strong and carefully selected administrative team. Turtle
Mountain, Alverno, Portland State, and Duke are clear illustrations of this
approach. Because all twelve case study institutions determined that moral
and civic issues should be integrated into the curriculum as well as into
cocurricular experiences, all the presidential leaders had to set in motion
a curriculum revision that made moral and civic education an important
goal of student learning. This entailed some specification of what that
learning is, with one notable result of that process being the distinctive
definitions of moral and civic maturity reviewed earlier in this chapter.

TURTLE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE. Gerald “Carty” Monette
has been associated with Turtle Mountain Community College since its
founding in 1972 and its president since 1978. The college’s success is due
in large part to the continuity of his visionary and charismatic leadership.
President Monette was instrumental in establishing the college, which was
a politically complex undertaking. Founding a college on the reservation
required the backing of the Chippewa tribal government, which was skep-
tical about the project from its inception. Carty Monette believed that a
central rationale for establishing a college on the reservation was that this
school could revitalize the cultural heritage of the Turtle Mountain Band
of Chippewa and integrate that heritage into students’ academic and voca-
tional learning. He saw to it that this goal, which is built into the college
mission statement, became a real force in shaping the college’s programs.

From the outset Monette and his colleagues had to deal with almost
overwhelming challenges. The students at Turtle Mountain are underpre-
pared academically and too poor to pay tuition or even buy their own
books, so all revenue must be raised from other sources. The political
complexities of the college’s relationship to the reservation and to the fed-
eral Bureau of Indian Affairs are ongoing and need to be continually man-
aged. And the curriculum must evolve over time to be responsive to the
needs of the reservation. It was not until the mid-1980s that Monette was
able to hire an academic dean. Carol Davis came in that role in 1989, and
subsequently became vice president for academic affairs.

Throughout all this, President Monette and his colleagues have always
maintained the strong focus on Chippewa values and culture and on ser-
vice to the local community, even as the college has evolved to meet the
changing needs of the student body. The collaborative work style that
characterized the founding years continues as well, maintaining what the
president calls “the feeling of doing things together at the college like in
the beginning.” Although the institutional architecture of the college is
very much his doing, he works so collaboratively with his senior staff that
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he says any of the six could take over as president. He also works closely
with presidents of other tribal colleges, playing a leadership role in the
American Indian Higher Education Consortium, of which Turtle Moun-
tain was one of six founding members.

Until 1999, the college was located in a collection of inadequate wooden
buildings. Under President Monette’s leadership, the college raised the $12
million needed to build the handsome new facility in which it is now
housed. In designing the new building, the senior administration of the col-
lege made sure that it dramatically represents the Chippewa values and cul-
ture that are such an integral part of Turtle Mountain’s educational mission.

ALVERNO COLLEGE. Turtle Mountain Community College clearly ben-
efited from the exceptional length of Carty Monette’s presidency, and we
saw the value of continuity in leadership on a few other campuses as well,
most notably Alverno College. Sister Joel Read, who has been president
of Alverno since 1968, has been a major force behind the transformation
of the college from early in her long presidency. In the early 1970s,
Alverno faced a crisis of survival, with declining enrollments and revenue.
The college also struggled with the difficult challenge of educating a wide
range of students, including many first-generation college students. From
the beginning, Read believed that a new kind of institution was possible,
one that would better serve the needs of Alverno’s student body. Toward
this end she and the faculty worked closely to create Alverno’s abilities-
based approach, in which the curriculum is structured to ensure the devel-
opment of key abilities and students receive a great deal of feedback on
their developmental progress instead of grades. Alverno’s abilities-based
program reflects the fact that Read and the faculty consider moral and
civic capacities to be as important as the more strictly academic outcomes.
As Read told us, all students need to think about “who they are and what
roles they are going to play in the world.” Read notes that Alverno was
a lone pioneer when it first started the abilities-based program but is now
a beacon for educators interested in outcomes-based approaches and crea-
tive modes of assessment. (For more on the history of the change process
at Alverno College, see Read & Sharkey, 1985.)

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY. Of course, relatively few colleges and
universities benefit from the kind of continuity in leadership that Alverno
and Turtle Mountain have enjoyed, so if programs of moral and civic edu-
cation are going to remain in place long term, they must be able to weather
changes in administrations. Portland State University is a case in point.
Judith Ramaley, the powerful and creative leader who spurred the cre-
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ation of University Studies at PSU, left the university after eight years to
become president of the University of Vermont. Although the changes she
and her colleagues had put in motion were well underway by that time,
they were by no means complete and could have been vulnerable to a
presidential transition. The current president, Daniel Bernstine, is main-
taining most of the changes President Ramaley put in place and appears
to share her vision of PSU as integrally connected with the local commu-
nity. As he said, “My vision is of a university so thoroughly engaged with
its community that people throughout the region refer to it as ‘our uni-
versity.’” Nevertheless, President Bernstine seemed to us less personally
interested in undergraduate moral and civic education than Ramaley was.
University Studies, community-based learning, and related initiatives are
moving forward in part because Ramaley engaged the faculty so deeply
in shaping these initiatives. The work of these committed faculty gives the
efforts continuity despite the shift in administrative leadership.

Following a pattern we saw at several of the case study institutions, the
transformation envisioned by President Ramaley was in part a response
to a serious challenge facing the university. In the early 1990s, Oregon
severely cut public funding for higher education, and PSU’s student reten-
tion and graduation rates were low, even relative to other nonresidential,
urban universities. These pressures added urgency to the question of how
PSU could best serve its students and ensure their success and better grad-
uation rates. A comprehensive, new educational approach for PSU would
also have the advantage of giving it a clear and distinctive identity rela-
tive to the University of Oregon and Oregon State University.

Ramaley’s vision for PSU drew on the civic mission of the university
that had been present from its founding as a campus that catered to
returning veterans and other adults at the end of World War II. Ramaley
believed that the university could draw on its history even as it rewrote
its mission statement and rethought its relationships with the community,
its curriculum, the nature of faculty work, and the criteria for faculty
advancement. Her conception of the new general education curriculum
was inspired by her conviction that key educational experiences concern
not only the content students learn, which is important, but also their
reflection on what they learn and their integration, interpretation, and
application of what they learn—that is, not only what they do but how
they think about what they do, how they explore its impact and implica-
tions. She worked closely with then-provost Michael Reardon on this
effort and got the faculty deeply involved so that it became very much an
“authentically faculty-guided effort.” In addition to investing financial re-
sources in the work, President Ramaley’s role in the transformation consisted
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largely of “giving voice and expression to the ideas, telling stories, recog-
nizing the people who were doing the work, and holding them up as mod-
els to be admired—‘loving the stuffin’ out of them,’ as I used to say.”

DUKE UNIVERSITY. Research universities are notoriously difficult to lead
with the integrative force that Presidents Monette, Read, and Ramaley
brought to their institutions, and one might argue that a research-intensive
environment works best without that kind of direction. Highly selective,
research-oriented universities are almost always characterized by the pat-
terns we identified as impediments to moral and civic education in Chap-
ter Two: a specialized and extremely autonomous faculty, an emphasis on
research productivity at the expense of teaching, and the absence of a cur-
riculum that supports the development of integrative capacities and other
cross-cutting learning goals. It is therefore not surprising that we identified
very few institutions of this type that pursue undergraduate moral and civic
education with real cohesion and intentionality.

Nan Keohane, president of Duke University since 1994, is exceptional
among her peers in that she has been able to establish this cohesion and
intentionality in a secular, research-oriented university. Keohane came to
Duke from the presidency of Wellesley College, bringing with her a long-
standing interest in and commitment to gender equality and other aspects of
social justice, a great deal of experience with liberal arts education, and a
deep appreciation of the importance of building a strong campus commu-
nity. She began by creating a strong senior administrative team that shared
her commitment to moral and civic development as an important part of
undergraduate education. Over the next few years the administrative team
worked with faculty committees and others to write the mission statement
for the Ethical Inquiry requirement that we quoted from earlier in this chap-
ter, completely revamp the general education curriculum to create Curricu-
lum 2000, strengthen the university’s relationship with the local community,
make important changes in student life, establish the Kenan Institute for
Ethics, and bring the Center for Academic Integrity to the Duke campus.

Provost Peter Lange and dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences William
Chafe, together with Robert Thompson, the dean of Trinity College of
Arts and Sciences (the undergraduate school), took the lead in reshaping
the curriculum. According to Lange, the discussions of the Curriculum
Review Committee were “shaped by a vision of what a Duke graduate in
the next century should carry into life beyond college.” Ethics came up
early in these discussions, and although there was general agreement that
ethics must somehow be a part of Curriculum 2000, the committee strug-
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gled with a number of difficult questions before settling on the Ethical
Inquiry approach. The members talked at length about how to avoid
imposing particular ethical views, why ethics should take priority over
some alternative emphases that seemed important, and whether they were
overemphasizing personal ethics or individual morality at the expense of
a more social or political perspective. After a series of extended discus-
sions and numerous revisions, they put forth the rationale that we quoted
earlier, which refers to the undergraduate years as a “formative period for
engaging in critical analysis of ethical questions” and students’ need to
“assess critically the consequences of actions, both individual and social,
and to sharpen their understanding of the ethical and political implica-
tions of public and personal decision-making.”

In their thinking about how the new curriculum could best support
moral and civic engagement, the committee members felt it was impor-
tant to link the curriculum and the campus culture by establishing multi-
ple sites through which students would engage in service and think about
their civic responsibilities. They wanted to provide numerous opportuni-
ties for students to develop their own moral values and to assume leader-
ship positions through which they could test, refine, and extend those
values. Committee members saw the two-course Ethical Inquiry require-
ment as a “moral primer,” complementing cocurricular programs and en-
abling students to think about their own ethical systems and choices,
rather than inculcating a specific ethical code.

A number of steps were also taken to accomplish the important goal of
increasing the sense of community on campus, thus creating on this large
campus a “community of communities,” as Nan Keohane describes it.
One key change was to bring all the freshmen together into one group of
dorms to give them a stronger sense of community with each other at the
outset of their college lives.

Leadership from Centers and Institutes

Centers and institutes play critical roles for moral and civic education at
several of the twelve case study schools. Three that stand out are the
Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke University, the Center for Character
Development at the U.S. Air Force Academy, and the Center for Social
Concerns at the University of Notre Dame. These entities are well sup-
ported by the campuses’ upper administration, have significant resources
to work with, and perhaps most importantly have had especially strong,
creative, and dedicated leadership over a sustained period of time.
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KENAN INSTITUTE FOR ETHICS, DUKE UNIVERSITY. The establishment
of the Kenan Institute for Ethics was another very important step in cre-
ating an institution-wide commitment to moral and civic education at
Duke University. The institute was begun in 1995 as a five-year, grant-
funded program and was endowed as a center in 2000 with a $10 million
gift from the William R. Kenan Jr. Fund for Ethics. The institute not only
became a central catalyst and energy source for continuing development
of the moral and civic focus at Duke but also made the university a na-
tional leader on these dimensions of education.

Professor Elizabeth Kiss, the institute’s first director, explains that its
mandate is to “reach broadly through the university and beyond, provid-
ing not only formal teaching but occasions for ethical practice, not only
reasonable intellectual constructs but opportunities for commitment, not
only the transmission of received principles but also the encouragement
of ethical innovation in the face of new moral challenges posed by a
rapidly changing environment.” To a remarkable degree this mandate is
being met, in large measure because of Kiss’s leadership, the support of
the administration and faculty, and the enthusiasm of students.

The institute has significantly expanded the infusion of ethics across the
curriculum through course development and evaluation; support for ser-
vice learning; incorporation of ethical discourse into Duke’s First-Year
Writing Program; and provision of the Kenan Instructorship in Ethics, a
fellowship awarded to a graduate student to develop and teach an under-
graduate course with substantial ethical focus. The institute also works
to bring a focus on ethics to campus life through its affiliation with the
Center for Academic Integrity and workshops for campus groups. The
institute has become visible on the national level due in part to its bien-
nial conference, Moral Education in a Diverse Society, which has been
cosponsored by North Carolina Central University, Shaw University, and
North Carolina State University. This conference brings together educa-
tors and researchers from schools, colleges, and universities across the
country to discuss the means and ends of K–12 and postsecondary moral
education.

CENTER FOR CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

ACADEMY. One challenge for the Center for Character Development at
the Air Force Academy is the frequent turnover in professional staff that
results from the Air Force policy of transferring officers to new posts every
few years. Center director Mark Hyatt must live with this reality, provid-
ing strong leadership and training for new staff members. When it came
time for him to move on after his initial term as director, Colonel Hyatt
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chose instead to stay on as director, passing up any possibility of advance-
ment in rank in order to provide more sustained leadership for the center.
The Center for Character Development was created in 1993 and is per-
haps even more critical to moral education at the academy than the Kenan
Institute is at Duke, because virtually all of the institution’s moral educa-
tion is operationally coordinated through the center. An autonomous
Character Development Commission, appointed by the academy super-
intendent, is concerned with policy in this matter, but the commission does
not operate any programs directly. Instead, the superintendent and his
appointed commission in essence delegate responsibility for the cadets’
moral education to the center. This contrasts with the practice at both
Duke and Notre Dame, where the centers are important parts of a
broader set of strategies and where the presidents and others in the admin-
istration are themselves directly involved in shaping the institutions’
approaches to moral and civic education.

The critical leadership role of the Center for Character Development
gives it a broad mandate, and its work encompasses several programs.
The Honor Program educates cadets about the meaning of honor and
administers the honor code. The Human Relations Program deals with
issues of diversity, “promoting the understanding of how cultural, ethnic,
gender, racial, and religious differences affect the quality of life for vari-
ous cadet groups.” The Character/Ethics Program runs workshops for fac-
ulty, coaches, staff, and cadet leaders to help them learn how to foster
cadets’ character development, especially outside of class; brings to cam-
pus Air Force leaders who are carefully chosen to represent honor,
integrity, and moral courage; organizes an annual national conference on
character and leadership; and oversees community service activities. The
Curriculum and Research Program develops curriculum materials, con-
ducts program assessments, and oversees the development of ethics across
the curriculum. In all these areas the center provides leadership, oversight,
and support.

CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERNS, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME. With
much of the impetus coming from students, the Center for Social Concerns
was established in 1983 at the University of Notre Dame to integrate a
number of disparate campus programs that promoted experiential learning
and volunteer service. The center is at the heart of service and social aware-
ness at Notre Dame, especially for students but for many faculty and staff as
well. Although it reports directly to the Office of the Provost, the center is
affiliated with the Institute for Church Life, and spiritual development is a
key mission, along with moral and civic development.
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The center works with about fifty faculty members who teach service-
learning courses. Among other things, it funds nine staff members to work
full time in local social service agencies, acting as support for the students
who volunteer there in connection with their service-learning courses. In
recent years the number of service-learning courses sponsored through the
center has increased substantially, and now about 40 percent of all grad-
uates (about 75 percent of arts and letters graduates) have taken at least
one service-learning course, most of which are sponsored through the cen-
ter or in collaboration with it. In addition about forty student groups are
linked to the center.

Even with its growth over the past several years the center is still strug-
gling to maintain an adequate level of support for its work. Unlike the
Kenan Institute it is only partially endowed (covering only about a third of
its overall budget in this way), and unlike the Air Force Academy’s Cen-
ter for Character Development, the Center for Social Concerns is not
linked to all of its school’s life. Yet the “public television syndrome” is
nevertheless at work in the minds of some on campus. Some faculty say,
in effect, “The center takes care of community service, so I don’t need to
think about it.” The university’s research-focused reward structure for fac-
ulty still makes it a challenge to involve faculty in the center’s work, and
departments often actively discourage nontenured faculty from such
involvement.

Despite these obstacles the center plays a critical leadership role in moral
and civic education at Notre Dame, shaping the meaning of that education
by grounding it in the Catholic social justice tradition and forever prod-
ding the campus to move forward on this important agenda. Especially in
the absence of an endowment, the powerful, long-term leadership of Father
McNeill has been important to the center’s vital presence on campus. We
saw in all three of the institutions just discussed that campus leadership
from centers and their directors can be as significant as presidential lead-
ership in sustaining and developing moral and civic education.

Faculty Leadership

On some of the campuses we studied, the critical leadership that placed
moral and civic education squarely on the institution’s agenda came from
faculty. Even when presidential or center leadership played an important
role, faculty leadership was absolutely essential to the implementation of
curricular and even some cocurricular efforts. Faculty leadership was
important on many campuses; we will describe two on which it played an
especially pivotal role.
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KAPI‘OLANI COMMUNITY COLLEGE. The leadership of a small group of
faculty has been instrumental in infusing Kapi‘olani with service learning
and an explicit focus on values. A major force in the development of the
service-learning emphasis has been the strong leadership of Robert Franco.
Franco is a professor of anthropology as well as co-coordinator of service
learning at Kapi‘olani and draws on his background in cultural anthropol-
ogy in his approach to service learning. Early on, he and the academic lead-
ership of the college saw service learning as particularly well suited to the
mission of community colleges, despite the resource challenges these col-
leges face in trying to create and maintain such programs. It is so suitable
partly because of the great diversity of community college students in expe-
rience, interests, social class, race, ethnicity, age, life situation, and religion.

Professor Franco explains the school’s decision to add a strong service
learning emphasis as having been largely the result of a belief in its aca-
demic value. He and others at Kapi‘olani saw service learning as “a pow-
erful new pedagogy to improve the academic performance of an extremely
diverse traditional and nontraditional Native Hawaiian and Pacific, Asian,
and Euro-American student population.” As a pedagogical tool service
learning can help students learn experientially some competencies they
need in order to be successful academically and in their lives. These
include critical-thinking, time management, decision-making, problem-
solving, and communication skills. Franco and others who promoted ser-
vice learning at Kapi‘olani believed that in addition to its academic
benefits, service learning would help students develop civic responsibility
and respect for diversity and would create a more powerful relationship
between the college and the community it serves through the new part-
nerships this learning fostered (Franco, 1999). Franco has become a spokes-
man for service learning throughout the University of Hawaii system and
nationally, bringing visibility to Kapi‘olani and tying it strongly into a na-
tional agenda of pedagogical and curricular reform. His work has been very
much appreciated and supported by members of the senior administration
at Kapi‘olani and the University of Hawaii, and this has been key in ensur-
ing that there is institutional infrastructure underlying the effort. Because
many of the other Kapi‘olani faculty, especially those who are themselves
native Hawaiian, are committed to bringing Hawaiian and Asian-Pacific
values onto the campus in both curricular and extracurricular programs,
Franco has had a wealth of collaborators. It is Franco and these collabo-
rators who have really made the transformation happen.

THE COLLEGE OF ST. CATHERINE. At the College of St. Catherine the
impetus for incorporating a concern for moral and civic development into
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the undergraduate experience also came more from faculty and less from
the administration than at many of the other twelve campuses. Although
the influence of its Catholic heritage, and particularly the heritage of the
Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, has been present since its founding,
some of the faculty have undertaken an “experiment in civic renewal” at
the college over the past ten years, bringing moral and civic concerns into
the classroom in a much more conscious and systematic way. These efforts
at civic renewal on campus were made in response to a perception that the
faculty were fragmented and isolated, notably along disciplinary lines, with
attempts to work together proving unproductive, sometimes even uncivil
(an illustration of the reach to other institutional types of some problem-
atic features of the university model). Nan Kari, who was an associate pro-
fessor in occupational therapy at St. Kate’s for many years, was especially
influential in the shape this work took and saw to it that the initiative had
a strong civic focus. Professor Kari had long been interested in civic
engagement, having worked with Harry Boyte before coming to the Col-
lege of St. Catherine in a program to engage youths in what Kari and Boyte
call public work. The program, Public Achievement, has become a national
model for youths’ civic engagement, and Kari published widely on the pub-
lic work perspective on citizenship throughout her tenure at St. Kate’s. She
continues to work with the college and on civic education more broadly
from her new position as codirector of the Jane Addams School for De-
mocracy and coordinator of the West Side Leadership Institute.

In 1991, with funding from the Bush Foundation, Kari and a number
of other faculty formed a series of faculty study groups. Each faculty study
group was a self-selected collection of faculty representing at least five dis-
ciplines who pursued a topic of mutual intellectual interest for a year and
produced a public product at the end of the year. Over the course of three
years, 60 percent of the college faculty participated in faculty study groups,
which were seen as having a major impact on working relations among
faculty and on the curriculum. One of these groups, the Citizen Politics
Study Group, initiated a number of changes at St. Kate’s, including the es-
tablishment of community meetings to promote the practice of public
deliberation on campus. These meetings have continued into the present,
discussing heated campus issues with broad participation and clear guide-
lines for discussion. The faculty study group process laid the foundation
for a successful effort by a faculty committee to revise the general educa-
tion curriculum in 1993. This resulted in the interdisciplinary bookend
courses, The Reflective Woman and The Global Search for Justice, that we
described earlier in this chapter.
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In 1994, the Bush Foundation awarded the college another grant to
implement a second phase of renewal. This led to the establishment of the
Teaching-Learning Network, which links learning resources on both cam-
puses in an effort to promote collaborative learning throughout the insti-
tution. One function of the network is to develop theory about collaborative
work and learning tied to education for citizenship. At St. Kate’s, as at many
of the case study institutions, the strengthening of moral and civic educa-
tion and the reform of other aspects of pedagogy and the curriculum were
mutually reinforcing.

In all of these efforts—the strategies for building and maintaining a
sense of community, the conscious infusion of social justice into a wide
array of campus programs, and the dramatic revision of the curriculum—
faculty took the lead. Although the administration has been supportive of
the changes that have taken place over the past ten years, the real creative
energy has come from faculty, as it has at Kapi‘olani.

How They Do It: Campus Culture

Whether the leadership comes from the president and others in the upper
levels of administration, from catalytic centers, or from interested faculty,
a full-scale institutional commitment to moral and civic education involves
creating a campus climate or culture that reinforces what students learn in
curricular and extracurricular programs. Academic coursework has less
impact when students walk out of the classroom into a setting that does not
support the new interests and commitments they have begun to develop.
Shaping the right kind of campus culture is a key element in creating an
overarching sense of commitment that goes beyond specific programs and
makes the institution’s commitment to its students’ moral and civic educa-
tion a holistic effort.

Our story in Chapter One about Virginia Durr’s experience at Wellesley
College illustrates how powerful a holistic commitment can be. Welles-
ley’s insistence on racial integration in its dining rooms ultimately had a
life-changing impact on Virginia, making her receptive to later influences
that eventually led her to become a civil rights activist. Rules like this,
along with less formal norms for student behavior and for the multitude
of practices and routines that characterize life at college, are powerful
sources of socialization. By socialization we do not mean simply the in-
ternalization of static cultural messages but rather habitual participation
in practices, routines, and communal events that are the basis of shared
culture (Corsaro, 1997). The habitual, taken-for-granted character of
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routines gives them the power to shape the frameworks through which
future experiences are interpreted.

This is not a simple matter, because culture, even within a single insti-
tution, is seldom homogeneous, integrated, or stable. College students
experience one or more peer cultures, which may intersect to various
degrees with the broader American youth culture and which may be con-
sistent or in conflict with one or more institutional cultures (representing,
for example, the norms of academic life or the norms of sports teams or
of other extracurricular groups or settings). Students may choose among
available residences and student organizations according to their reputa-
tions for embodying a particular subculture (artistic, athletic, hard party-
ing, and so on), and this self-selection contributes to the survival of those
subcultures. Many institutions are also quite demographically heteroge-
neous, and the different ethnic and religious groups form clusters with
their own distinct climates. Students who live off campus experience the
multiple environments of their home neighborhood and of the college
campus and often the environment of a work setting as well. And of
course everyone is subject to the various cultural currents in contempo-
rary U.S. society, because campuses can never be ivory towers.

To add to the complexity, neither students nor faculty are passive recipi-
ents of enculturation—people understand the same cultural artifacts and
practices differently, pay attention to different things, and sometimes take
a critical look at the institutional culture, raising questions about features
that others take for granted. Even when members of a campus commu-
nity participate in a shared cultural practice, that practice can have dif-
ferent, sometimes conflicting, meanings for different people. Students,
faculty, and administrators all have the capacity to reflect on, critique,
take action on, and possibly make a difference in the cultures in which
they participate. Especially for students who come to college directly from
high school, one of the most dramatic experiences of their undergraduate
years is having their eyes opened to the ways in which they have been liv-
ing according to particular cultural assumptions, norms, or scripts without
being aware of it. In college they encounter students, faculty, and staff
who do not share their assumptions, so they begin to notice and question
those assumptions and see them in the context of a wider range of possi-
bilities. Even many older students may not be accustomed to reflecting on
the cultural norms they have taken for granted and may come to see their
various contexts in a new way.

Moral and civic education programs almost always include among their
educational goals an increased awareness of a variety of cultural frame-
works and the place of one’s own values and beliefs in that expanded
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range. At Tusculum College, for example, to demonstrate the competency
of Self-Knowledge: The Examined Life, students must exhibit competence
in five areas, one of which involves possessing an awareness of the roles
their key life events, family backgrounds, and cultural contexts have had
in shaping their values and outlook and having the ability to locate their
own history in a broader cultural context and to use that history as an in-
strument for reciprocal understanding of other individuals, communities,
and cultures. Other campuses echo this goal of helping students develop a
more nuanced perspective on themselves and their own culture as well as
better knowledge of and respect for other cultures. Service-learning courses
are especially well suited to heightening cultural awareness because they
often place students in communities that are very different from any they
have experienced before and follow the service experiences with reflections
on the encounters through structured discussions with professors and fel-
low students.

This growing cultural awareness can build tolerance and understanding,
help free students from constraining assumptions that may not stand up to
scrutiny, and stimulate them to become more consciously active in evaluat-
ing, critiquing, and choosing the values and practices they believe in and
want to live by. That is, it can make them more thoughtful about themselves
and the settings in which they live. At the same time, it may lead them to
jettison some values and beliefs prematurely, leading to alienation, confu-
sion, and unsophisticated versions of cultural and moral relativism. Lack
of a strong sense that their institution really stands for some shared values
may even cause students to cede more power to the consumer culture and
instrumentalism that are such strong themes in contemporary U.S. culture.

The twelve case study institutions each create a vibrant sense of mis-
sion and a palpable and distinctive culture in many ways, some quite con-
scious, others no doubt less so. In visiting these twelve campuses we were
almost always struck by the physical symbols of the mission and culture.
On many campuses we heard the same stories over and over—stories re-
lating to an institution’s founding or transformation, stories about heroes,
and stories of transgression against cherished norms and about areas where
the boundaries of “right behavior” were contested, sometimes along the
fault lines of power relationships. On some campuses a few simple ideas
were a shared focus across levels and groups. Sometimes shared ideolo-
gies or philosophies were part of the cultural fabric. All the institutions
had rituals that carried meaning, and sometimes (though by no means
always) this meaning had become a subject of public discussion. We also
saw many explicit as well as implicit strategies for socializing new stu-
dents and faculty into the campus community.
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Physical Features of the Campus

For some of the institutions we visited, it is almost impossible to describe
their distinctive approaches to moral and civic education without mention-
ing certain features of their architecture, decor, landscaping, or other aspects
of their settings. We have already mentioned that the building in which Tur-
tle Mountain Community College is housed was designed to reflect the col-
lege’s commitment to Native American values. The 105,000-square-foot
building is designed in the abstracted shape of a thunderbird, and an inter-
pretive trail encircles it. All the design elements—even the railings—reflect
the college’s efforts to integrate tribal culture into the education of its stu-
dents. From a distance a large skylight behind the entrance gives the impres-
sion of a turtle’s back. In front of the entrance is a circle of seven columns,
each of which has one of the seven “teachings” of the Chippewa Band that
are central to the Ojibway heritage: Wisdom, Love, Respect, Bravery, Hon-
esty, Humility, and Truth. The brickwork on the exterior represents the hills,
and throughout the entire building the colors and designs are symbols of the
tribe’s heritage. In the main common area inside, the floor incorporates a
medicine wheel in traditional colors: yellow represents the east, white the
south, red and black the west and north. The red tiles that surround the med-
icine wheel and separate the directions symbolize the blood of the Chippewa
that was shed to preserve the homeland for generations to come. The cam-
pus plans an interpretive center—to be used as a teaching and meditation
center—and a number of other features to enhance the campus’s relation to
tribal heritage as well as its beauty.

Almost every point on the campus of Kapi‘olani Community College
provides a view of the historic landmark of Diamond Head Crater at
Mount Le’ahi on the island of Oahu, and of the ocean beyond, under-
scoring that this is an island culture, a fact that has many implications and
ramifications. This facility of twenty buildings was built de novo when
the college moved to its present site from a nondescript urban campus in
the 1980s. The move provided a rare opportunity to plan the complete
facility, weaving Hawaiian themes throughout. With input from students,
the decision was made to name each building for an indigenous plant with
a metaphorical significance connected to the function of the building. For
example, the library is the Lama Building. Lama is the candlenut, once
used by native Hawaiians to light the night sky; on the library the name
refers to the capacity of knowledge to illuminate the darkness. The cam-
pus center building, which houses the cafeteria, clubs, bookstore, and
lounges, is called Olona, after the plant used by native Hawaiians as a
binding cord. The purpose of the building is to bind people together
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through community and mutual understanding. The landscaping for many
of the buildings includes their namesake plant, and a large garden near
the entrance to the campus includes a wide array of native Hawaiian veg-
etation. Developing and caring for the garden is part of a service-learning
project for Kapi‘olani’s ethnobotany students.

We have already mentioned the signs greeting visitors to Portland State
University and Spelman College (“Let Knowledge Serve the City” and
“Women Who Serve”). These are reminders of messages that are rein-
forced in many different ways throughout these institutions’ programs,
and they gain their significance from that reinforcement, because the arti-
facts themselves may not be noticed by students and faculty who pass
them every day. At CSUMB and the Air Force Academy, the values posted
on the walls are impossible to ignore. Both faculty and students refer to
and even point to them often.

Stories

The occasion of researchers visiting a campus in order to understand and
describe some of its practices is bound to call up stories, even when the
visitors do not ask for them directly. Sometimes the same story comes up
over and over from different groups and seems to represent something
iconic about the institution. Stories about Sister Antonia, the founder of
the College of St. Catherine, are told and retold by both faculty and stu-
dents. The two favorite stories concern incidents in which Sister Antonia
defied secular and church authority to realize a more ambitious plan for
the college. One of these stories tells of her resistance to an effort by the
city to build a major road through the center of campus, thus disrupting
the St. Kate’s community. Sister Antonia responded to the threat by siting
a new science building in the path of the proposed road, stopping the road
and maintaining the integrity of the campus. The other story describes the
events after Sister Antonia was given permission by the bishop to build a
modest chapel on campus. While the bishop was abroad for an extended
period, Sister Antonia began construction of a much larger and more
imposing chapel than he had authorized, and the chapel stands today as
a symbol of the founder’s resistance to the male hierarchy of the Roman
Catholic Church. These stories are told with pride and a sense that the
women of the College of St. Catherine today aspire to the same kind of
courage and independence.

Founding stories and hero stories like these are important on several
campuses. Because Turtle Mountain Community College and CSUMB
were established so recently, many people involved in the founding are
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still part of those communities, and their stories are known firsthand,
unlike the stories about Sister Antonia. These stories revolve around what
the founders believed in and were trying to do, highlighting for more
recent arrivals the special missions of these institutions. The Air Force
Academy makes a conscious effort to incorporate heroes into its educa-
tion for character. The Falcon Forum regularly brings Air Force officers
who represent exceptional courage and integrity to the campus as speak-
ers. They tell their own stories and engage with the cadets in discussions
of why they acted as they did. A recent conference sponsored by the Cen-
ter for Character Development was titled Hymns, Heroes, and Hardiness
and explored the inspirational power of both hero stories and music.

At Tusculum College the story told most often is about institutional
transformation and salvation. The story is so well known that it is com-
monly referred to simply as the story of the “side porch conversations.”
In 1989, Robert Knott became president of Tusculum. With a $3.5 mil-
lion deficit and the school’s very survival at stake, the new president “led
the faculty in what some called a ‘Civic Arts Revolution’ by issuing the
challenge that education should be about building better citizens” (“Start
of Art?” 1996, p. 4). Knott and the faculty began to meet weekly on the
side porch of the president’s house to talk about selected readings from
Plato, Cicero, Aristotle, and others and the relevance of their ideas for a
new vision of undergraduate education at the college. These meetings
yielded a set of radical proposals for change, unanimously endorsed by
the faculty, that Knott then took to the board of trustees. The key ele-
ments of the new vision were the interdisciplinary Commons Curriculum,
the focused calendar, the outcomes-based competency program, and a phi-
losophy that “concentrated on the arts of practical wisdom” (“Start of
Art?” p. 4). In the fall of 1991, Tusculum College was reborn, having at
least the initial phases of all these innovations in place. In addition to
enshrining the civic arts focus as the school’s savior, the story reveals the
faculty’s reverence for President Knott’s strong and collaborative leader-
ship and the whole-hearted support for the plan among faculty.

We heard more than one story of transgression against shared values
and collective response to the violation. At California State University,
Monterey Bay, an incident that had happened a year prior to our visit was
the subject of a story that was told often to illustrate some of the tensions
on campus and a response to those tensions that was a source of great
pride. As happens on many college campuses, CSUMB had experienced an
incident in which hate speech was widely disseminated via e-mail. The stu-
dents themselves organized a response, holding a rally that drew most of
the campus, featuring speakers from many races and ethnicities, all speak-
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ing with both passion and civility. The goal was to give the hate speech
perpetrators and any sympathizers they might have a clear message: “We
can’t stop you from saying this kind of thing, but we want you to know
that we don’t think it is funny or cool. It is contrary to everything we
believe in, and you who find this amusing are in the minority here.”

Not every story constitutes a straightforward endorsement of the re-
ceived institutional values. Some represent efforts to shift the institutional
culture. We have already referred to the tension at Spelman College be-
tween the traditional service orientation and a more politically charged
emphasis on education for social justice. A symbol of the former in the
minds of its critics is the newly revised Decorum Guide, which offers both
suggestions and rules to ensure student conduct that is polished, dignified,
and in good taste. The guide suggests, for example, that students wear
dresses with “near the knee” hemlines when attending church and use
“basic, professional” messages on home answering machines. Although
acknowledging that teaching this kind of social convention can be useful,
some faculty and students feel the strong emphasis on decorum is mis-
placed. In an effort to link students with a more activist side of Spelman’s
history and identity, they are creating occasions to tell vivid stories of Spel-
man students’ participation in the civil rights struggles of the 1950s and
1960s. These stories are told in public lectures and films and through stu-
dent and faculty participation in a reenactment of the historic march from
Selma to Montgomery, Alabama.

Shared Ideas, Philosophies, and Ideologies

Of course all these stories embody ideas, but sometimes the ideas them-
selves, in a more abstract form, provide a reference point for institutional
norms. We have mentioned several of these ideas already. One is the con-
cept of honor at the Air Force Academy, which serves as a focus for disci-
plinary structures, formal programming, and “ground-level” conversations
about aspirations and transgressions. The question “What would Jesus
do?” serves a similar guiding role at Messiah College. CSUMB’s concept
of ethical communication is a third.

Josina Makau, through whose leadership the concept of ethical (also
termed invitational) communication has gained currency at CSUMB, is
dean of Communications and Creative Technologies. Professor Makau’s
training is in rhetoric, which informs the way she has shaped the univer-
sity’s approach to the field of communications. Drawing on the work of
Seyla Benhabib, she has written about ethical communication in her own
scholarship and has helped infuse those ideas into the university’s goals
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for student learning. What is more unusual is the degree to which Makau
has used ideas based in her scholarship and teaching to affect the way rou-
tine communication on campus is understood and practiced. As she said
when we met with her: “We believe that . . . to solve problems together,
cross cultural boundaries effectively, be peacemakers and live in harmony,
to be able to do that one needs to have a very strong will and capacity to
understand—meaning that in the fullest sense of the word—so that when
we communicate on this campus, our aspiration is not to win but to truly
understand.” The frequency with which other faculty, administrators, and
students referred to these ideas suggests that they have taken hold and be-
come part of the institution’s understanding of itself.

We were also interested to see the limits of the ethical communication
approach when it came up against CSUMB’s strong norms of multicul-
turalism and social justice for people of color. When the president re-
moved a Mexican American woman from her position as his assistant and
transferred her to another position because he thought that she was
unable to meet the needs of the original position, the action was widely
labeled as racist, and there were calls from within the campus for the pres-
ident to resign. Eventually, most on the campus seem to have decided that
the issue had been beaten to death and that they should move on to other
campus concerns, but it still rankles some. There are differences of opin-
ion regarding the extent to which the discourse that took place around
this volatile issue can be characterized as ethical communication (with sin-
cere efforts on both sides to “respond with a genuinely open heart”), but
at least some members of the community believe that one norm (multi-
culturalism) trumped another (ethical communication), perhaps unneces-
sarily. Of course the fact that two strong norms can come into conflict is
consistent with both operating when they do not conflict, but this inci-
dent does give some indication of the relative power of these two norms
at CSUMB and the challenges of maintaining an ideal under conditions
of great and deeply felt disagreement.

Rituals

We have already described the privileged place of the vision statement at
CSUMB. The statement serves as a guiding idea and a physical reminder
of the institution’s values. It is also the basis for a dramatic ritual in the
community. In a ceremony each fall, new faculty and staff members are
welcomed to the campus on a platform where the backdrop is a giant
blow-up of the vision statement. As new members are introduced they
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actually sign the screen as a symbol of their commitment to support the
values and culture of the campus. This practice may sound potentially
coercive, but we did not encounter anyone who described it as intrusive
or heavy-handed. Whether or not some feel that way, there is no denying
that the practice underscores the continuing importance of the founders’
vision of education at this university.

When we arrived at Kapi‘olani Community College, we were first
greeted with leis in a garden courtyard (a sign of celebration and honor)
and then Kawika Napoleon, one of Kapi‘olani’s native Hawaiian language
faculty, sang an intensely emotional, traditional Hawaiian greeting. The
college has revived this chant, which recounts the genealogy of Hawaiian
leaders, and has it sung as a traditional greeting to important island visi-
tors as an indication of the institution’s special character. When we were
there, the event attracted many students and faculty who happened to be
passing by, and they paused to reflect on the spectacle on their way to
work or class.

The campus’s annual Asian Pacific Festival and Parade of Cultures en-
gages even more of the Kapi‘olani community. The festival is a four-day
celebration of the community’s Hawaiian, Pacific, and Asian past, present,
and future. The festival, which has taken place every year since 1988, has
come to represent the college’s commitment to creating a multicultural
learning environment that extends beyond classroom walls. What began
as a modest, one-day event to promote respect for cultural differences has
become an ambitious program filled with lectures, workshops, dances,
debates, art exhibits, literature readings, and perhaps most important, the
culminating Parade of Cultures. The festival is designed and implemented
almost entirely by student clubs, and the student body chooses a different
theme each year by vote. The festival is open to the wider community, and
many local residents do attend.

Socialization Strategies

Orientation and faculty development materials for new Kapi‘olani faculty
are also filled with references to native Hawaiian phrases and metaphors.
For example, the college’s Teaching Equitably training materials, which
include a video and workbook, connect their lessons to traditional Hawai-
ian sayings. One of these is pa’a’ia iho i ka hoe uli i ‘ole e ikai ke ko’a, or
“hold the steering paddle steady to keep from striking the rock,” which
points to the importance of consistency in teaching. A saying that urges
faculty to make personal connections with students and create a cohesive
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classroom environment is he waiwai nui ka lokahi, or “unity is a precious
possession.” To stress the importance of collaborative learning, the mate-
rials introduce the idea of ma ka hana ka ‘ike, or “in working one learns.”

Faculty and staff at the Air Force Academy are introduced to their roles
as moral educators very explicitly through the Air Force Character Edu-
cation Seminar, a daylong workshop that all attend. The workshop pre-
pares them to be socializers of cadets and provides an opportunity for
them to talk with each other and with the staff of the Center for Charac-
ter Education about what this means.

Of course every higher education institution has strategies for socializ-
ing new students as well as new faculty, and these strategies vary in the
extent to which they invoke moral and civic values. A distinguishing fea-
ture of the twelve case study schools is the extent to which their orienta-
tions for first-year students socialize students into the moral and civic
values of the campus rather than addressing only practical issues such as
study skills and how the library system works. At the case study schools
the explanation of honor codes and the role they play in the institution is
often an important part of students’ introduction to campus. On some
campuses the ritual of signing the honor code is repeated each year, and
all the honor codes are explicit in setting expectations for students. Clear
and frequent endorsement of academic integrity is important because this
central value of higher education is often experienced by students as con-
flicting with other values that are prized on campus, including loyalty
among friends and a culture of individual advancement, and that are re-
flected in peer norms that tolerate cheating. We return to first-year orien-
tation programs and honor codes in Chapter Eight, “Moral and Civic
Learning Beyond the Classroom.”

Perceptions of Hypocrisy

Faculty at several of the case study schools spoke of tensions around the
question of institutional hypocrisy and the educational potential of these
tensions if they are handled well. Students are notoriously sensitive to
hypocrisy, and this can present both challenges and opportunities when
conflicts arise between the institution’s espoused values and its actions. At
the Air Force Academy, for example, perceived discrepancies between
community values and actions emerge because cadets are held to very high
standards of honesty and yet there is sometimes pressure for the academy
to present a “cleaned up” image to the public in order to prevent a local
scandal from becoming public. Because their budgets are based on allo-
cations of tax dollars, military academies are very vulnerable to public
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perception. Those concerned with the character development of cadets are
aware of the corrosive effect of hypocrisy, and faculty are frequently re-
minded of the need for consistency between words and deeds.

The Air Force Academy is by no means alone, however, in experiencing
tensions between institutional pressures and the moral and political stan-
dards held out for the campus community. CSUMB is built on a former
military base, and some of the land on which the campus is built is con-
taminated with toxic wastes such as jet fuel, which are now being removed,
and the campus has been designated a federal Superfund clean-up site.
Because the substances are not considered a health threat, students are not
told the campus is a Superfund site until they arrive. This policy has
aroused significant opposition among students who believe this campus
policy violates the university’s espoused commitments to ethical commu-
nication and community participation. As one faculty member explained:
“We have a community participation requirement and encourage students
to be politically engaged, but we are not totally prepared for the conse-
quences of students’ actions, and that’s challenging. . . . Students wanted
to work on the Superfund issue as their project, and that’s a serious
predicament for the university because there is growing mobilization build-
ing to force the university to take some kind of action to tell prospective
students about it. . . . So some of the university’s goals boomerang back in
their face—it might be a case of ‘be careful what you wish for because you
just might get it.’”

Colleges and universities that take students’ moral and civic develop-
ment seriously must pay close attention to these issues, which can under-
mine the sense of campus community. When students perceive their
institution as preaching one thing and living another, they are likely to
become cynical. But if it is handled well, communication about difficult
institutional issues and conflicts in values can strengthen the community
rather than engendering alienation.

Potential Risks of a Cohesive Campus Culture

Creating a strong moral and civic culture on campus carries both benefits
and risks. On the one hand, when curricular or cocurricular programs are
disconnected from the surrounding campus culture, they can meet powerful
resistance that makes it difficult for students to live out the ideals they may
develop in the context of those programs. On the other hand it is impera-
tive that colleges and universities stand for intellectual and moral open-
mindedness; cultures that are so powerful as to be coercive have no place
in programs of moral and civic education. This issue is complicated by the
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fact that what counts as coercive is itself subject to debate, and what may
appear coercive to an outside observer may not be experienced as coercive
by insiders. The question also arises whether those who experience a culture
as oppressive feel free to voice those concerns, because taboos on voicing
them may be part of the problem. In our view the existence of a cohesive
and powerful culture becomes problematic when students and faculty are
discouraged from questioning the prevailing assumptions.

On many campuses this issue is addressed directly, but as in all com-
munities, there are limits on the extent to which members of the commu-
nity can opt out of the shared norms. At the Air Force Academy, cadets
are encouraged to think about when they must obey the orders of their
superiors and when an order is unlawful and must be disobeyed. At the
same time, there is really no place for questioning the legitimacy of the
honor code and the consequences of violating it. At Messiah College, stu-
dents are encouraged and helped to think through religious doubts and
questions they may have, but both students and faculty are bound by the
Community Covenant whether they agree with all of its assumptions or
not. Likewise, whether they like it or not, students at CSUMB will be ex-
posed to many left-of-center messages, such as analyses of social issues
that rely heavily on concepts such as group privilege and marginalization.

Making explicit and opening for public discussion the whole set of
questions around culture, community, shared norms, and legitimate chal-
lenges to those norms can be extremely useful educationally, so providing
forums in which to address these tensions directly may be the best solu-
tion to these difficult issues. The twelve campuses varied in the extent to
which this happened, and in our view most could benefit by more atten-
tion to these questions. Reflecting on what the institution and its programs
stand for and opening those issues to dissent and new ideas contribute to
reducing hypocrisy and to keeping moral and civic education evolving,
authentic, and alive. Clifford Geertz (1973) has spoken of human beings
as suspended in webs of significance they themselves have spun and of cul-
ture as those webs. In commenting on this conception of culture, Carnegie
Foundation president Lee Shulman (personal communication with A. Colby
and T. Ehrlich, December 1999) said: “The notion that humans are sus-
pended in webs of meaning, of course, suggests the metaphor of the spi-
der, whose webs are both traps and freeways for locomotion. Webs both
imprison and liberate. Thus with culture, it both locks its inhabitants-
creators within its confines and offers them opportunities to transcend it.
This is the paradox of human beings as simultaneously agent and prod-
uct, active and passive, origin and pawn. Its sociological equivalent is
Robert Merton’s observation that we create our organizations and they,
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in turn, create us.” These are important insights for colleges and univer-
sities to keep in mind as they attempt to remain true to their espoused val-
ues while continually rethinking the way these values are made concrete
on campus through both programs and cultures.

Note

1. It is worth noting that five of the twelve schools we chose for this study
(Alverno College, Duke University, Kapi‘olani Community College, Port-
land State University, and the United States Air Force Academy) were also
selected by the Association of American Colleges and Universities as leader-
ship examples for its Greater Expectations initiative. The twenty-two
Greater Expectations campuses were chosen because they illustrated a high
degree of intentionality in articulating goals for students’ overall learning
and in aligning practices and policies with these goals.
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4

THE MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS 
OF MORAL AND 

CIVIC DEVELOPMENT

by the time students arrive at college, a lot has happened to form their
character, values, interests, understanding of moral issues, and attitudes
toward civic life and politics. Some would argue that by the time people
reach college, most important aspects of their moral and civic character
are already permanently established, for better or worse. The research
evidence on human development does not support this view, however.
Studies have consistently shown that under the right circumstances, moral
and civic development continues throughout adolescence and well into
adulthood.

What is known about late adolescent and adult development that will
help educators identify the key areas in which continued development is
likely to occur? What do people at these stages in life still need? What are
the opportunities for higher education to contribute to their further devel-
opment? In this chapter we review research and theory that help to
answer these questions. Because the research on moral and civic develop-
ment is extensive and complex, however, we limit this review to the work
that bears most directly on the question of higher education’s role in fos-
tering this development. Our review also places somewhat more emphasis
on moral than on civic development, because more research has been con-
ducted in the moral domain; nevertheless, many of the findings illuminate
both moral and civic development because the two are related in a num-
ber of ways.

In previous chapters we talked about the value of holistic approaches to
moral and civic education. Part of what we mean when we call an ap-
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proach holistic is that it addresses the full range of important develop-
mental dimensions and uses a full array of strategies to do so. In this chap-
ter we draw on social science research and theory to articulate what we
believe are the key developmental dimensions that higher education ought
to support if students’ moral and civic functioning is to reach its full po-
tential. A clear understanding of these dimensions is critical to formulat-
ing both the goals and the strategies of moral and civic education. A
consideration of the cognitive dimensions clarifies why moral and civic
education works best when it is integrated with the curriculum, rather
than being pursued only in extracurricular activities. Attention to moral
and civic skills and practical expertise along with the motivational dimen-
sions provides a framework for articulating the goals of a wide range of
experiences outside the classroom. Recognizing the centrality of dimen-
sions such as moral and civic identity and habits of moral interpretation
helps explain why the campus cultures we described in Chapter Three are
so important and how they affect students.

As we have discussed, different colleges and universities evolve differ-
ent conceptions of moral and civic education, crafting approaches that are
especially well suited to their missions, histories, and student bodies. This
means that the particular content, shape, or meaning of the various di-
mensions we lay out here will be somewhat different depending upon the
institution’s distinctive approach. So, for example, central to moral and
civic knowledge and understanding at Spelman College is an understand-
ing of the African diaspora and the history of the civil rights movement,
whereas at the United States Air Force Academy it is critical for cadets to
develop an understanding of the principles underlying military law so they
can judge whether or not orders they receive are lawful. But regardless of
an institution’s unique conception of moral and civic maturity or which
of the three thematic approaches it draws on most heavily (community
connections, moral and civic virtue, or systemic social responsibility), every
institution that is intentionally pursuing undergraduate moral and civic
education will benefit by establishing programs that connect with the same
basic developmental opportunities.

Students’ Moral and Civic 
Development on Entering College

Both students who come to college soon after high school and those who
enter college later in their lives bring with them a lot of personal history.
They have been affected by the cultures in which they grew up, many aspects
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of their family environment, the schools they attended, their peer relation-
ships, their participation in religious institutions, jobs they have held, their
community involvements, and their activities such as volunteer work, clubs,
or sports.

Patterns of habitual morality, at least roughly aligned with the norms of
the larger society, develop over time for most people as a result of growth
in understanding, sanctions for noncompliance, and experiences in fami-
lies, schools, and peer groups. Although many are only partially compli-
ant, late adolescents know the rules of the main settings in which they
operate (school, home, peer situations, and the like), and most have devel-
oped habits of basic honesty, civility, and self-regulation. Most late ado-
lescents have also come to understand that it is legitimate for others to hold
them accountable for their actions and choices. In addition to these basic
moral habits, by late adolescence most (though not all) people have the
capacity to think about moral dilemmas from the perspective of a member
of a moral community. They understand, at least in a simple way, the
shared norms and expectations about what it means, from the moral point
of view, to be a good friend, spouse, or parent, and they have an appreci-
ation of the moral significance of interpersonal trust (Colby, Kohlberg,
Gibbs, & Lieberman, 1983). (In other words, as we discuss a little later,
most adolescents have reached at least Stage 3 in Lawrence Kohlberg’s
sequence of moral judgment stages.)

Basic empathy develops very early in life and is reshaped during child-
hood and early adolescence by an increasing capacity to see situations
from another’s point of view (Hoffman, 1981; Selman, 1980). Likewise,
a sense of fairness is present in early childhood, but young children are
unable to appreciate impartial criteria for fair distribution or the legiti-
macy of equity as opposed to strict equality (Damon, 1975). By the time
they reach late adolescence, most people understand basic principles of
impartiality and equity, even if they cannot apply them in complex situa-
tions or do not practice the distributive and procedural justice1 of which
they are capable when impartial fairness conflicts with their self-interest.

In addition to these habits and cognitive capacities that develop in the
course of ordinary life, some high school graduates have achieved a good
basic understanding of U.S. history and government, although studies of
the effectiveness of high school civics courses reveal that all too few sec-
ondary school students achieve this understanding to any significant
degree (Dionne, 1991).2 Many students also participate in volunteer work
in high school or belong to other organizations that have helped them
develop leadership and other civic skills.
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Developmental Issues Entering Students Still Confront

In spite of the dramatic developmental changes that take place in the first
eighteen years of life, many developmental issues remain only partially
resolved for undergraduates, especially for the late adolescents or young
adults who come to college soon after high school. Additional dimensions
of moral and civic character continue to develop throughout life and so
are open to further growth even for adults returning to college after a
longer time out of school.

Although by age eighteen most people know the rules and follow them
much of the time, even many adults are inconsistent in their moral prac-
tices, especially under pressure. (It is known, for example, that cheating
in college is widespread, as is cheating on taxes and some other forms of
dishonesty in adulthood.) Only a minority of adults achieve a deep under-
standing of the social system and a wise and sophisticated grasp of diffi-
cult moral and political issues. Recent years have also seen a decline in
civic engagement, especially among younger cohorts (Putnam, 2000), and
a great deal of evidence exists that younger Americans lack interest and
trust in politics (Astin, Parrott, Korn, & Sax, 1997; Sax, 1999; Sax, Astin,
Korn, & Mahoney, 1999). Although most late adolescents and adults
have the capacity for both empathy and impartiality, few can claim to ex-
hibit these consistently in the most challenging situations. By early adult-
hood most people have a sense of responsibility and accountability, but
this capacity may be compromised by habits of self-deception and ratio-
nalization or may be applied only to immediate family and friends. Virtu-
ally everyone has moral weaknesses as well as strengths, so moral growth
is a work in progress for all but the saintly few.

Research on human development reveals three major clusters of capac-
ities that are critical to fully mature moral and civic functioning, and all
three can continue to develop in adulthood under some circumstances.
The first main area is moral and civic understanding. This includes the
capacity to interpret, judge, acquire knowledge of, and understand com-
plex issues and institutions, and a sophisticated grasp of ethical and demo-
cratic principles. The second major set of capacities has less to do with
understanding what is right than with having the motivation to do the
right thing. This cluster includes the individual’s goals and values, inter-
ests, commitments, and convictions, and the ability to persevere in the
face of challenges. It also includes a sense of efficacy and emotions such
as compassion, hope, and inspiration. Closely related to these dimensions
is the individual’s identity, the sense of who she is and what kind of a per-
son she wants to be. The third broad category is the domain of practice.
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Fully effective citizenship requires a well-developed capacity for effective
communication, including moral and political discourse; skills in politi-
cal participation; the capacity to work effectively with people, including
those who are very different from oneself; and the ability to organize other
people for action. Political action, for example, is rarely a solitary activ-
ity. Both within and across these categories, the various underlying dimen-
sions are only loosely linked together developmentally if they are linked
at all. People may be advanced on some yet quite undeveloped on others.
It is not unusual, for example, for a person to exhibit a sophisticated
capacity for moral judgment without feeling at all politically efficacious.
Likewise, there is no reason to assume that people who are highly caring
and generous will understand the systemic dimensions of the issues they
are dealing with on a person-to-person level.

Even though knowledge, judgment, values, identity, and skills may
develop independently to some extent, at any given time they will operate
as one system, intersecting and interconnecting in many ways. Of course
knowledge and judgment play a critical role in moral and political dis-
course, and interpretation is very much influenced by values and interests
and emotions such as hope and inspiration. For the sake of explication, we
will treat these three clusters as more separate than they are in reality.

First-year college students exhibit a wide range of development in all
three areas, not least because of the ranges of ages and life experiences
that characterize college students in the contemporary United States. Stu-
dents who enter college as adults may be more fully developed on many
of these dimensions than younger students. Yet this is not necessarily true,
because most studies show developmental variables to be more highly cor-
related with educational attainment than with age.

Moral and civic education is no doubt most effective when it addresses
as many of these facets of development as possible; they cannot and should
not be dealt with separately. Any one program or experience is likely to
affect many of these dimensions, and changes in one dimension can con-
tribute to changes in others. For example, the process of structured re-
flection in service-learning courses can be very important in deepening
students’ knowledge of the relevant issues on many levels, especially when
reflection on social problems considers root causes and analyses of poli-
cies and other factors pertinent to the nature and extent of the problem.
Moreover, this process can also enhance students’ awareness of their char-
acteristic habits of interpretation, including defensive strategies such as
distortion and cultural biases and preconceptions. Well-designed reflec-
tion can also stimulate consideration of what kind of person the student
is, wants to be, and fears being and can help him move toward being the
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kind of person he admires and wants to be. Finally, reflection can help stu-
dents develop capacities for effective communication, through discussions
and written assignments. Multiple desirable outcomes can be similarly
traced for many other pedagogies and experiences both within and out-
side the classroom.

Moral Judgment, Moral Interpretation, and Knowledge

Supporting the development of moral and civic understanding lies at the
heart of preparing students for responsible citizenship. Colleges and uni-
versities can help students learn to think more clearly about moral issues
and understand social and political relationships, processes, and institu-
tions in a more sophisticated way. Higher education can also influence the
implicit frameworks of meaning within which students interpret the many
complex and ambiguous situations they will inevitably confront. More
mature moral and civic understanding also entails the acquisition of rich
substantive knowledge, which provides the foundation for wise and effec-
tive judgment.

MORAL JUDGMENT. The ability to think clearly about difficult moral
issues is important not only in the domain of personal morality but also
in civic and political affairs, because the latter domain so often entails
such issues as balancing the rights and welfare of individuals and groups.
Fortunately, quite a lot is known about the development of moral judg-
ment because this has been an active research area for several decades. The
cognitive-developmental theories of moral judgment put forward by Jean
Piaget (1932) and especially Lawrence Kohlberg (1969) were ground-
breaking when they were introduced and have dominated the field ever
since. These theories are based in a conception of the developing individ-
ual and the developmental process very different from the conception
underlying the theories of morality that were most influential previously—
behaviorism and psychoanalytic theory. Kohlberg spoke of “the child as
moral philosopher,” by which he meant that children are not the passive
recipients of socialization but instead, through their social experiences,
actively construct and reconstruct their understanding of moral concepts
like justice, rights, equality, and welfare. This is even more obviously true
for college students. Unlike behaviorist and psychoanalytic theories, this
formulation does not view morality as externally imposed on people in
order to subdue inevitable conflicts between their wants and needs and
the interests of society. Nor is morality based solely on avoiding negative
sanctions or emotions such as guilt and anxiety. Like Kohlberg, we believe
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individuals develop increasingly mature conceptions of morality through
their active and positive participation in relationships with the social
world, including adults, peers, cultural practices, and social institutions
(for further discussion, see Turiel, 1997; Turiel, 2002).

This conception of morality and moral development emphasizes the
importance of individuals’ moral judgments and moral thinking, rather
than viewing moral judgments as mere reflections of emotional dynamics
or derivatives of externally imposed rewards and punishments. One of the
most significant aspects of cognitive-developmental theory for understand-
ing how higher education can promote moral and civic development is the
insight that the way people understand and think about moral issues
makes an important difference in their moral functioning. Clearly, it is not
the only thing that matters, but it does matter.

This may seem obvious to many readers, especially to educators, but it
is still disputed by some psychologists and philosophers (Haidt, 2001;
Kagan, 1984; Noddings, 1984). Jonathan Haidt (2001), for example, refers
to “the emotional dog and the rational tail,” arguing that moral conduct
is driven by moral emotions that are fundamentally nonrational. In his
view (which is linked to biological and ethological theories of human
behavior), what people offer as reasons for their behavior are in fact post
hoc constructions, formulated after the fact to explain or justify automatic,
emotionally based moral intuitions. This is not the place to articulate the
rather complicated theoretical disputes surrounding the relationship
between moral judgment, emotions, intuitions, and conduct. For our pre-
sent purpose, it is sufficient to say that in contemporary theory and re-
search, positions that begin from a cognitive perspective and those that are
more fundamentally intuitionist have converged and that both sets of posi-
tions have begun to acknowledge the importance of both moral intuitions
and moral judgments, although they conceive of the relationship between
them somewhat differently. We say more about moral intuitions later in
this chapter.

In response to research findings and critiques of various kinds, many fea-
tures of cognitive-developmental theory have been questioned and revised,
and moral judgment has been reconceived as only one component in a
complex set of processes. Even so, Kohlberg’s description (1969) of the
increasing sophistication of people’s capacity to think about difficult moral
issues remains a useful tool for operationalizing what we mean by the intel-
lectual side of moral growth. Kohlberg proposed that the underlying logic
or structure of individuals’ thinking about moral issues can be described
independently of the content of their beliefs and that this logic becomes
more sophisticated and functionally adequate as development proceeds.3
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In Kohlberg’s scheme, children begin (at Stage 1) by understanding
morality in very simple terms that essentially label certain actions good
or bad, right or wrong, and that assume that bad acts will be punished,
almost by definition. At Stage 2, children become capable of grasping
moral reciprocity, understanding the fairness of “doing for others if they
have done for you.” But reciprocity as the sole basis for morality, although
an advance over Stage 1, is limited, because it assumes that each person
is acting in his or her own self-interest. At Stage 3, individuals become
capable of understanding the meaning and importance of mutual trust
and the responsibility people have to maintain trust and loyalty. They
begin to approach moral questions from the perspective of a member of
a community rather than only in individual terms and also begin to com-
prehend the idea of shared norms for what it means to be a good friend
or spouse. At Stage 4, this essentially interpersonal conception of moral-
ity is seen to be inadequate, and the idea of a social system that requires
a considerable degree of legal consistency becomes available and impor-
tant. Not until they reach the final stage (Stage 5) do people fully under-
stand the complex interplay of the legal system with a recognition of
fundamental human rights that are in some sense prior to that system in
the social contract.

Although the transition from one moral judgment stage to the next
involves a qualitative reorganization of thinking, later stages build on ear-
lier understandings and incorporate some of the most important advances
achieved at earlier stages. For example, once individuals become capable
of understanding the importance of maintaining interpersonal trust and
contractual agreements (first understood at Stage 3), this understanding
will be incorporated into their evolving conceptions of human society and
relationships as these develop further. Thus, once understood, the impor-
tance of maintaining trust and contractual relationships is not discarded,
although it may later be reconceived in more sophisticated terms and sub-
ordinated to other considerations in some circumstances. Likewise, indi-
viduals at Stage 5 appreciate the importance of a well-functioning social
system, but they also understand that justice sometimes requires consid-
erations of human rights to override the value of social order. In essence,
Stage 5 represents a substantive ideal of democratic constitutionalism, so
it is not really content free even though individuals reasoning at that stage
may disagree in their judgments about many particular moral dilemmas.

As individuals develop through the successive stages, their moral judg-
ment moves from simple conceptions of morality grounded in unilateral au-
thority and individual reciprocity to judgments grounded in shared social
norms to an appreciation of a more complex social system to a perspective
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that is capable of evaluating the existing social system in relation to some
more fundamental principles of justice. These shifts have important impli-
cations for people’s understanding of and judgments about a whole range
of important issues.

For example, when Candee (1975) asked a sample of college students
to think about the Watergate scandal shortly after it took place, he found
that only Stage 5 respondents were consistently clear that it was wrong
for members of Nixon’s Committee to Re-elect the President (CRP) to
cover up their involvement in the Watergate break-in. For many Stage 3
and 4 respondents (as well as for the Watergate defendants themselves),
loyalty to President Nixon and to their colleagues in the CRP or a con-
cern for national security was sufficient to justify the initial violations of
civil rights and the breaking of many laws in the subsequent cover-up.
Only at Stage 5 does a clear understanding emerge that human rights con-
stitute the foundation of a democracy and cannot be overridden by con-
siderations such as those cited by the Watergate defendants. This then is
one way in which achievement of a high level of moral development has
important implications for civic development.

Some critics have argued that the conception of morality at the heart of
Kohlberg’s theory is too narrowly defined around justice and individual
rights and fails to take account of other equally valid conceptions of moral-
ity, including those based on perspectives of divinity, community, or inter-
personal care (Gilligan, 1982; Shweder, Mahapatra, & Miller, 1987).
Cross-cultural research supports the argument that there are several kinds of
broad ethical frameworks, each of which approaches moral questions in a
different way and not all of which are captured by Kohlberg’s scheme.
However, we believe that Kohlberg’s description of development within a
framework of justice is particularly important both for connecting moral
development with civic development and for thinking about the civic goals
of U.S. higher education, because justice and human rights are central to
the way the U.S. systems of politics and law should function. For this rea-
son, Kohlberg’s descriptions of the development of moral judgment and his
emphasis on justice can be a useful way to frame the increasing maturity of
thinking in the intersection of moral with political, civic, and legal issues.

RELATED DIMENSIONS OF SOCIAL COGNITION. Moral judgment is part
of the broader domain of social cognition, which includes a number of
other dimensions that have also been framed in cognitive-developmental
terms. Investigators studying the development of individuals’ understanding
of friendship, interpersonal perspective taking, political understanding, and
religious faith have all described trajectories of increasing maturity, which
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are said to emerge from individuals’ attempts to interpret their experience
as they interact with other people and social institutions. Although an indi-
vidual’s development can proceed at different rates in the different dimen-
sions of social cognition, the basic patterns of developmental change within
these dimensions show striking parallels. For example, James Fowler
(1991a, 1991b, 1994) has described the increasing maturity or sophistica-
tion of religious faith in terms that are reminiscent of the general features
of development in the moral and political arenas.

Studies of political understanding (Adelson & O’Neil, 1966; Helwig,
1995; Jankowski, 1992; Raaijmakers, Verbogt, & Vollebergh, 1998) have
revealed roughly parallel developmental shifts toward increasingly subtle
and complex conceptions of social and political institutions. Concepts
such as civil liberties, methods of social control, and governance show reg-
ular patterns of elaboration as development proceeds. Political thinking
has been described as moving from the personal or authoritarian toward
greater comprehension of social structures and general principles. For
example, younger adolescents are usually insensitive to individual liber-
ties and opt for authoritarian solutions to political problems. At the same
time, they are unable to achieve a differentiated view of the social order,
and thus cannot grasp the legitimate claim of the community upon the cit-
izen (Adelson & O’Neil, 1966).

What does all this mean? First, it is clear that social, moral, political,
and religious development all have an important intellectual core. It is
therefore impossible to divide moral and civic development sharply from
intellectual or academic development because much of moral and civic
development is intellectual. Second, this insight reinforces our central
argument that moral, civic, and political development have important
links. It also points to an essential compatibility between efforts to foster
these intellectual aspects of moral and civic development and the academic
endeavor more broadly.

MORAL INTERPRETATION. Even though the way people think about
moral issues is important, this does not mean that morality is always con-
scious, rational, reflective, and deliberative. Although this is sometimes
the case, often it is not. It is useful to distinguish between two kinds of
moral process, reflective morality and habitual or spontaneous morality
(Davidson & Youniss, 1991; Walker, 2000). In daily life, reflective moral-
ity, which involves careful evaluation and justification, comes into play
relatively infrequently, when the right course of action is not obvious or
when one’s initial moral response is challenged and there is time to reflect.
In contrast, most moral actions—the many unremarkable moral choices
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and actions that characterize daily life—are not preceded by conscious
reflection but instead are immediate, seemingly intuitive responses. For
example, most people do not have to stop and think before paying a blind
newspaper seller. They do not consciously choose between paying and pre-
tending to pay. This kind of routine honesty is taken for granted. As its
name implies, habitual morality is based in repetition over time, not only
behavioral repetition but also repetition of ingrained habits of interpret-
ing, or “reading,” moral situations.

One reason that moral interpretation is so important is that in real life
moral dilemmas do not come neatly packaged like hypothetical dilemmas,
which typically involve a given set of simple facts. Almost any real moral
dilemma or question involves significant ambiguity, and interpretation of
the situation may differ from one person to the next. Thus, in order to find
meaning amid the moral ambiguity of real-life situations, people must
develop habits of moral interpretation and intuition through which they
perceive the everyday world. People with different habits of moral inter-
pretation see the world in very different terms and are therefore presented
with very different opportunities and imperatives for moral action. Through
the aggregate of their moral choices in daily life, they actively shape their
own moral reality (Walker, 2000).

But even habitual morality has important underlying cognitive elements.
People’s thinking processes rely on their capacity to recognize patterns in
the environment, and this pattern recognition depends on cognitive schemas
that derive from many sources. One source is the set of concepts and as-
sumptions accrued through cognitive-moral development. Even though it
seems clear that people do not think or argue through every moral situa-
tion in a way that mirrors the kinds of moral argumentation elicited in re-
search interviews, different cognitive-moral frameworks (like Kohlberg’s
moral judgment stages) represent different sets of assumptions that help
inform and shape individuals’ reactions to the many small moral decisions
of both habitual and reflective morality. In this sense, individuals’ con-
ceptual frameworks, including understandings associated with their devel-
opmental stage, provide patterns, or schemas, that shape moral
interpretations. The way people understand fairness, for example, will be
the grounds on which they react to perceived injustices. Concepts such as
distributive justice, moral authority, trust, and accountability are central to
morality, and the way they are understood plays an important part in
shaping the individual’s understanding of ambiguous moral situations.

However, the developmental aspects of individuals’ implicit assump-
tions are only one source of the schemas that shape moral perceptions,
interpretations, and actions. Individuals also learn what constitutes a
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meaningful pattern through interaction with their social environment. As
they participate in cultural routines, they acquire habits of interpretation
consistent with that culture. The various aspects of campus culture that
we described in Chapter Three contribute to these habits of interpreta-
tion. If students confront daily reminders of the campus honor code, for
example, they are likely to approach their studies with a heightened sen-
sitivity to questions of academic integrity. The impact of the social con-
text on habits and schemas is part of the broader issue of socialization of
values, to which we will return later in this chapter.

Cognitive schemas can influence interpretations, judgments, and behav-
ior without the conscious awareness of the actor, but it is also possible for
individuals to reflect on their moral interpretations and discuss them with
others. These processes can lead to moral growth. In the many brief mo-
ments of moral decision individuals encounter every day, they have the
capacity to reflect, and they have some room to consciously settle on an
interpretation, over time creating new habits of interpretation that can
lead in a new direction. This process may involve considering and resolv-
ing several conflicting interpretations or questioning one’s original inter-
pretation after confronting an uneasy feeling that one’s interpretation may
be self-serving or biased in other ways. The capacity to override or change
personal habits of interpretation is important, because by doing so one
can actively shape future moral habits. In this view of moral development,
people can grow morally by making an effort to become more aware of
their own interpretive habits, acknowledging and trying to overcome their
biases, and working to understand and take seriously others’ interpreta-
tions (Walker, 2000).

DEVELOPMENT OF MORAL JUDGMENT AND INTERPRETATION DUR-

ING COLLEGE. What is known about the development of moral judg-
ment and interpretation during college? First, many college students do
experience moral growth. In part due to the availability of a measure that
is fairly easy to use (James Rest’s Defining Issues Test [DIT], see Rest,
1979), moral judgment as conceived by Kohlberg has been included in
many studies of college student development (for a review of this litera-
ture, see Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, pp. 335–368). Investigators have
found consistently that attending college does increase students’ scores on
this measure, and many studies have found a significant correlation be-
tween years of higher education and scores on Kohlberg’s Moral Judgment
Interview as well as on the DIT.4 This is true regardless of the students’
age. Moral judgment stage is more likely to stop increasing at the end of
formal education than at any particular age. In fact some studies have
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shown a small negative correlation of DIT scores with age (probably a
cohort effect)5 and a larger positive correlation of DIT with educational
attainment (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991).

Given the evidence that higher education contributes to higher levels of
moral judgment, it may seem that colleges and universities do not need
programs aimed specifically at fostering moral development. However, the
research in this area makes it clear that there is significant room for edu-
cational improvement even with regard to moral judgment itself. Despite
the positive impact of higher education on moral judgment stage, most col-
lege educated adults do not achieve the highest level of moral judgment.
Most reason at Stage 4 or some combination of Stages 3 and 4 (Colby
et al., 1983). Because a deep understanding of the U.S. Constitution and
legal system requires a Stage 5 perspective, in which the social system is
understood to be grounded in fundamental human rights, the failure of
many citizens to achieve that developmental level raises questions about
their capacity to fully appreciate the foundations of American democracy.
A large body of research makes it clear that the experience of grappling
with challenging moral issues in classroom discussions or in activities that
require the resolution of conflicting opinions contributes significantly to
the increasing maturity of individuals’ moral judgment. This is especially
true when the teacher draws attention to important distinctions, assump-
tions, and contradictions (see, for example, Blatt & Kohlberg, 1975). If
these kinds of discussions were thoroughly integrated into the college
curriculum, the maturity of students’ thinking about moral issues would
almost certainly be increased.

The college experience can also be a powerful opportunity for students
to develop more reflective and mature habits of moral interpretation. Stu-
dents bring their own characteristic habits of interpretation with them when
they enter college, but their experiences in college have significant potential
to reshape those habits. Much of the positive impact of programs that fos-
ter understanding across the diversity of a campus and its environment may
reside in the power of those programs to make students aware for the first
time of their previously unquestioned interpretive schemes, to bring biases
to light, and to highlight the inherent ambiguity of moral situations that
previously appeared clear-cut. This view of moral change also clarifies the
significance of the reflection component that is known to be critical to the
success of service-learning courses. Reflection on service activities often
involves discussions in which students share with each other their interpre-
tations of the common experience and written assignments in which they
explore the ways in which the service experience changed their under-
standing of the people with whom they worked, the social issues their work
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confronted, and their relationship to those people and issues. This kind of
activity is ideally suited for revealing alternative interpretations of common
experiences and helping students see the personal significance of those alter-
native interpretations through self-examination.

In addition to using programs explicitly designed to foster moral and
civic growth, colleges and universities can also transform students’ inter-
pretive frames, for better or worse, through traditional academic course-
work. Faculty often talk of transforming student understanding through
their teaching. Along with changes arising from substantive and theoret-
ical disciplinary learning, this transformation can entail changes in stu-
dents’ frameworks of interpretation. For example, a powerful course can
open students’ eyes to global economic interdependence or the influence
of opportunity structures on individual achievement. Some of these inter-
pretive shifts may contribute to greater moral and civic responsibility,
whereas others may have a negative effect. For example, some reduction-
ist psychological theories and many economic models can lead students
to see all behavior as motivated by self-interest, ignoring the complex and
ambiguous reality of the economic, political, and moral worlds. Coming
to rely on this kind of narrow frame when interpreting personal expe-
rience may affirm students’ cynicism and lead them to rationalize self-
serving behavior. Likewise an ethics or other moral philosophy course that
does no more than critique one theory after another may lead students to
believe that all ethical perspectives are seriously flawed and that therefore
all ethical questions are matters of personal taste and opinion.

MORAL RELATIVISM. As students begin to question their unexamined
assumptions and appreciate the multiplicity of interpretations inherent in
any situation, they may conclude that there are no grounds for evaluating
the relative validity of different, sometimes conflicting moral or intellec-
tual interpretations. The dualistic thinking that characterizes many enter-
ing college students is familiar to most who have taught undergraduates.
Incoming freshmen tend to want “the facts,” “the answer,” or “what is in
the professor’s head,” not recognizing that there is no simple answer to
most of the questions a course addresses. As they begin to understand the
limits of this perspective, they enter a stage of epistemological relativism,
in which they believe that because there is no one right answer, the vari-
ous alternative solutions must be “just someone’s opinion.”

At least some degree of both epistemological and ethical relativism is part
of the predictable developmental sequence that college students go through
as they begin to grapple with uncertainty and question the simple absolutes
they previously understood as the “right answers” to complex and subtle
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questions. William Perry (1968) and others (for example, Knefelkamp,
1974) trace a developmental pattern in which individuals shift gradually
from seeing the world in polar terms of right versus wrong and good ver-
sus bad to seeing all knowledge and values as contextual and relative and
then eventually to seeing that it is possible to orient oneself in a relativistic
world through the development of commitment, which is experienced as
an ongoing activity through which identity and responsibilities are affirmed.
Empirical studies of college students’ progression through this sequence
reveal that many students move from the initial dualistic stage to the more
relativistic positions during college, but very few reach the most advanced
level—the stage of commitment (Knefelkamp, 1974; Perry, 1968).

In light of consistent findings that college students tend to leave behind
absolutistic thinking but generally do not reach a full understanding of
grounds for intellectual and moral conviction, it is not surprising that fac-
ulty report a great deal of epistemological and ethical relativism among
their students. Although we are not aware of any systematic research on
how widespread moral relativism is among college students (aside from
the studies of Perry’s stages, which do not distinguish between epistemo-
logical and ethical relativism), many faculty and other observers have noted
its pervasiveness.

This relativism can take several forms, often combining elements of
positions that are philosophically distinct. Faculty often report a pattern
that combines a number of different views into a system that is internally
inconsistent but nevertheless apparently quite widely held (see, for exam-
ple, Ricks, 1999; Trosset, 1998). Student moral relativism, as Ricks (1999)
has called it, includes elements of cultural relativism (moral standards are
relative to culture), ethical subjectivism (“right” means “right for me”),
moral skepticism (nothing can ever be proven in ethics, because people
will still disagree), moral nihilism (there are no truths in ethics), and (sur-
prisingly)6 an overriding concern for moral tolerance and respect for oth-
ers’ views. This position may reflect an unwillingness to think hard about
challenging ethical questions or at least a limited understanding of what
should count as convincing evidence and argumentation in the moral do-
main, a related reluctance to have one’s own views and actions subjected
to serious scrutiny by others, and an inability to distinguish between mak-
ing reasoned judgments about the moral legitimacy of actions or views on
the one hand and being judgmental, intolerant, or disrespectful toward
other individuals or cultural groups on the other.

Despite the concerns of some social commentators (Bennett, 1992;
Bloom, 1987) that moral relativism leads to immoral behavior, there is no
evidence that this is the case. The very inconsistency of the most wide-
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spread versions of relativism may protect against this, because students’
normative positions on specific ethical questions often seem to be unaf-
fected by their relativism on the level of meta-ethics. But even so, college
students’ relativism ought to be cause for concern among educators, be-
cause beliefs such as “everyone is entitled to his own opinion and there is
no way to evaluate the validity of those opinions” prevent students from
engaging fully in discussions of ethical issues, learning to articulate and
effectively justify their views, and adopting new perspectives when pre-
sented with high-quality evidence and arguments. In essence, “the stakes
drop out of ethical deliberation,” and students are less likely to take it
seriously (Trosset, 1998).

KNOWLEDGE. Even intellectually sophisticated reasoning and judgment
cannot be powerful forces for effective action if they are abstract or dis-
embodied. Being deeply knowledgeable about the issues is also essential.
In addition to fostering clearer reasoning and more mature judgment, col-
leges can promote students’ moral and civic learning by imparting broad
and deep knowledge bearing on civic, political, and moral issues.

At a minimum, foundational knowledge in a range of fields provides
support for moral and civic effectiveness. The need for an understanding
of basic philosophical concepts, for example, is evident in the phenome-
non of student moral relativism. Students often fail to distinguish between
a moral principle of respect and tolerance and the challenges inherent in
evaluating the relative validity of moral claims. Insofar as these are devel-
opmental issues, it may take time for students to work their way through
them. But coursework and classroom discussions focusing directly on
these issues can contribute a great deal to clarifying the intellectual issues
involved. Developmental research indicates that without foundational
knowledge of basic political concepts, it is difficult for individuals to as-
similate new information about political issues (Stoker, 2000).

Likewise, students need to develop foundational knowledge of demo-
cratic principles and an understanding of complex social, legal, and polit-
ical structures and institutions if they are to be fully prepared as engaged
citizens. Research on the context specificity of expertise suggests that pro-
grams attempting to foster generic analytical capacities are insufficient
preparation for effective action. Skills of critical thinking and problem
solving developed in connection with one field are not readily transferred
to a new field, so it is important for students to begin developing field-
specific expertise.

Research on expertise in such disparate fields as chess (Chase & Simon,
1973), the analysis of business problems (for example, Selnes & Troye,
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1989), and medical diagnosis (for example, Patel, Arocha, & Kaufman,
1994) makes it clear that novices and experts differ dramatically in their
perceptions of and approaches to problems in their field, differences that
are grounded in their experience with and in-depth knowledge of the par-
ticular domain. Expert knowledge is organized into higher-order schemas
that permit the expert to recognize patterns that are invisible to novices,
allowing the expert to approach complex situations in ways qualitatively
different from the approach of the novice.

Students will be more effective at the time they graduate if colleges and
universities have helped them begin developing expertise in their areas of
civic interest, even though recognizing that few students will be true
experts when they graduate. But expertise in the nonacademic world is
not entirely analogous to expertise in the academic world. Advanced
undergraduate study in some academic disciplines is sometimes said to
educate students as if they all intended to become professors (see, for
example, Menand, 1997). To the extent this is true, the knowledge and
skills acquired in mastering even the major may have a fairly loose rela-
tionship to the knowledge and skills graduates will need in their later lives.
This underscores the value of student engagement with well-structured
internships, challenging volunteer programs, and other forms of complex
practice that connect with academic learning but also address some abil-
ities and knowledge grounded in action.

Motivation for Moral and Civic Responsibility

Clearly, understanding and judgment are essential elements of moral and
civic maturity, but they are not sufficient to explain what makes a morally
and civically effective person. Some people with very advanced levels of
understanding fail to act on their understanding. These people may have
the capacity for effective action while lacking the motivation to act. Like
understanding, motivation is multifaceted and includes values and goals;
identity, or sense of self; a sense of efficacy or empowerment; faith; and var-
ious aspects of moral emotion such as hope and optimism, as opposed to
alienation and cynicism. Although the connection of higher education with
moral and civic motivation may be less obvious than its connection with
knowledge and understanding, colleges have great potential to contribute
to students’ development in this area as well.

VALUES AND GOALS. There is a large body of evidence that a college
education alters students’ values, goals, and attitudes. Some of these shifts
clearly support increased moral and civic responsibility. Despite the plu-
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ralism of American values, there are some values that most people would
agree colleges and universities ought to promote and support if they are
committed to graduating engaged and responsible citizens. These values
include respect and tolerance for others, including social minorities; re-
spect for civil liberties and other key elements of U.S. democracy; and an
interest in politics and in contributing to positive social change, however
that is defined. Part of the value of higher education is that it does con-
tribute to the development of these values.

Other attitude changes in college, such as increased tolerance of alter-
native life styles, would be evaluated differently by people with different
views on social and political social issues. Some of these changes in col-
lege students’ values depend on characteristics of the college attended and
on students’ entering characteristics, including gender, religiosity, and
political views (both their own and their parents’). For example, shifts
toward increased political liberalism appear to be greatest in highly selec-
tive institutions (Astin, 1977; Knox, Lindsay, & Kolb, 1988).

Even so, ever since the 1940s, when research on these questions began
to emerge, students in most colleges and universities have shown some
common shifts in their values, including increased sociopolitical tolerance,
greater concern for civil rights and civil liberties, more egalitarian views
of gender roles, declines in authoritarianism and dogmatism, and more
secular religious attitudes. Higher education is also associated with a mod-
est increase in knowledge of and interest in politics (for a review of this
literature, see Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, pp. 269–334). Longitudinal
studies indicate that most of these changes in attitudes and values are
maintained in the years after college (for example, Newcomb, Koenig,
Flacks, & Warwick, 1967). Changes in some civic values and attitudes,
along with documented increases in intellectual dispositions such as inter-
est in and knowledge of cultural and intellectual issues, tolerance for
ambiguity, flexibility of thought, rational and critical approaches to prob-
lem solving, and receptivity to further learning, are at the heart of Amer-
ican higher education’s espoused mission. The importance of higher
education lies as much in these outcomes as in subject matter knowledge
and vocational preparation.

This research raises a question for us: if higher education is already
doing a good job of encouraging these broadly supported values and atti-
tudes, then why are we encouraging colleges and universities to pay spe-
cial attention to moral and civic education? The answer is that despite the
undisputed positive impact of higher education, there is still immense
room for improvement. Some changes, though statistically significant, are
small. For example, the impact of higher education on students’ social
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conscience and humanitarian values appears to be very modest (Pascarella,
Ethington, & Smart, 1988; Pascarella, Smart, & Braxton, 1986). In addi-
tion, some positive shifts during college are not maintained in the post-
college years. Sax (1999) reports, for example, that the percentages of
students who rate as very important helping others in need, participating
in community action, and influencing the political structure show tempo-
rary increases over the four years of college, but almost all of these in-
creases disappear in the five years after college graduation. Finally, as we
noted in Chapter One, the rates of political participation among college
educated Americans are higher than the rates among those without a col-
lege education, but only a third of the college educated follow public
affairs regularly and less than two-thirds vote regularly in both national
and local elections. Participation numbers are significantly lower for the
youngest cohorts of college graduates.

When considering the impact of college on students’ values and polit-
ical participation, it is important to keep in mind that most colleges and
universities have few programs that specifically address the moral and
civic development of their students, and a great many students make it all
the way through college without participating in any of those programs. If
higher education can have positive effects on students’ values and civic
engagement, albeit fairly weak effects, without addressing these values
directly, it is reasonable to believe that the impact will be striking when
more intentional programs are put in place. In fact there is clear evidence
that this is the case with regard to service learning, which we discuss fur-
ther in Chapter Five.

The college environment is an extremely rich source of influences on stu-
dents, and researchers do not yet know exactly what leads to the shifts in
values that have been so consistently documented. Data on the differential
impact of different kinds of institutions (more or less selective, religiously
affiliated or not, and so on) suggest that campus culture plays an impor-
tant role. For example, in Sax’s study (1999) the experience factor that best
predicted college students’ increases in social activism (controlling for
entering level of activism) was the degree of commitment to social activism
among undergraduates overall at the students’ college. In Involving Col-
leges: Successful Approaches to Fostering Student Learning and Devel-
opment Outside the Classroom, George Kuh et al. (1991) point to the
importance on college campuses of both cultural artifacts (history, tradi-
tions, language, heroes, sagas, physical settings, and symbols) that express
unifying assumptions and democratic values, and policies that consistently
follow from the institution’s core mission and philosophy. Just as these
involving colleges make it clear that they stand for particular values, they
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also work to maintain open dialogue with students and sensitivity to stu-
dent concerns. At the twelve case study campuses we highlight in this
book, we saw this same effort to establish a positive and unifying culture
around some core values, balanced with opportunities for reflection on and
critique of that culture. The settings, stories, rituals, and other practices
that we described in Chapter Three are clear parallels to those that Kuh
reports. Students’ values and goals can also change as a result of the ac-
tivities they seek out, the people they encounter in the course of those activ-
ities, and the new demands that are made on them as a consequence, as we
discuss further in Chapter Eight. Among the most important of these activ-
ities for the development of humanitarian social concern and values are
leadership programs (Kuh, Douglas, Lund, & Ramin-Gyurnek, 1994; Kuh,
1993) and community service (Youniss & Yates, 1997). Anne Colby and
William Damon (1992) have discussed how participation in prosocial
activities like these can lead to a gradual transformation in a person’s moral
values and goals.

By transformation of goals we mean a process in which development
occurs as a result of the interaction of the goals, motives, values, and be-
liefs a person brings to a situation and the social influences she experi-
ences once in that situation. People may enter situations in order to meet
a particular set of goals, and then as they engage with the situation and
the people in it, their goals may change. So, for example, students might
initially choose to participate in a leadership training program in order to
learn skills for career advancement but then become unexpectedly engaged
in civic life in the process of cultivating leadership skills through work
with community organizations, especially if they come in contact with
inspiring and engaging moral and civic leaders.

Political scientist Richard Brody (personal communication with E. Beau-
mont, September 2001) has observed the same phenomenon in the devel-
opment of political engagement. In his exploration of the question of how
people become politically active, Brody distinguishes between consum-
matory and instrumental participation in organizations (see Sills, 1972,
for Herbert McClosky’s original discussion of these terms). Consumma-
tory participation refers to organizational members’ involvement in the
activities of the group as an end in itself, for the sake of enjoyment. For
example, many people join the Sierra Club in order to take part in the
hikes and other outdoor activities the club offers. Instrumental participa-
tion in organizations refers to members’ participation in collective polit-
ical action through the organization in order to work toward a shared
political goal. The Sierra Club is not only a recreational organization. It
also pursues a political agenda relating to protection of the environment.
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In an analysis that shows striking parallels with Colby and Damon’s con-
cept (1992) of transformation of goals, Brody describes consummatory
organizational participation as an important opportunity for some par-
ticipants to begin developing an interest in political affairs. When people
participate in an organization like the Sierra Club for the sake of its recre-
ational activities, for example, they are also exposed to the political issues
and debates in which the club engages. At least some of these people will
feel strongly either for or against the positions the club takes on political
and policy matters. These individuals, even though previously politically
inactive, may care enough about some of these issues to become active
participants, trying to shape the club’s positions and goals, helping the
club pursue those goals, or even leaving the club because of disagreement
with its political and policy positions and working against those positions
from within a different forum.

Because of this process of transformation of goals, the undergraduate
experiences that are most powerful are those that connect with and build
on the interests, commitments, and concerns students bring to their col-
lege experience, such as care and concern for family and friends or an
interest in volunteering and helping others on an individual level. These
kinds of values are important and need to be nurtured; indeed, by them-
selves, they are insufficient and can coexist with insularity, lack of partic-
ipation in the democratic process, and an inability to understand social
issues from a broad, system-level perspective. However, effective oppor-
tunities for moral and civic learning in higher education can connect with
the interests, values, and goals students bring to college and then engage
students in experiences that broaden their goals and commitments.

MORAL AND CIVIC IDENTITY. Despite the acknowledged importance of
fostering values such as social responsibility and concern for those less
privileged than oneself, these values are sometimes only marginally evi-
dent in the lives of even those who strongly endorse them. Yet for other
people, moral and political convictions are deep enough to compel action,
and espoused values play powerful roles in their lives. A key to under-
standing the differential impact of values on action is personal identity,
which includes moral, civic, and political identity. The question here is
what place moral and civic values, goals, and feelings have in one’s sense
of self. Psychologists who study moral understanding and judgment are
well aware that taken alone these capacities are inadequate to explain
moral conduct. After describing the development of more mature moral
judgment, theorists are still left with the question, Why do some people
act on their moral understanding while others do not? Most explanations
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of the psychological constructs and processes that mediate moral judg-
ment and action have converged on the important role of an individual’s
sense of moral identity. In this view, moral understanding acquires mo-
tivational power through its integration into the structures of the self
(Bergman, 2002).

Following Erik Erikson (1968), we understand identity to be one’s core
or essential self (those aspects without which the individual would see
himself to be radically different). It follows that people will be motivated
to act in ways that are consistent with this core self, to maintain a sense
of consistency in regard to these essential features of his identity. When
these essential features of the self include moral beliefs and convictions,
there is strong internal pressure to maintain consistency with those beliefs.
Of course sometimes people act morally simply in order to avoid negative
consequences. Yet often people act morally even when sanctions are not
involved. We believe these people behave morally because not to do so
would be a violation of their core self; to do otherwise would be to betray
their true self (Bergman, 2002).

The way that the core self is understood and experienced changes and
develops over time. In fact the integration of moral convictions into one’s
core sense of self is one of the most important challenges of moral de-
velopment. Damon and Hart (1988) traced the development of self-
understanding from childhood through adolescence, finding that younger
children tended to focus on physical characteristics, skills, and interests
when asked to define and describe who they are. Study participants did
not begin to include moral qualities such as honesty or loyalty in their self-
definitions until they reached adolescence. Erikson’s life-span theory
(1968) also focuses on adolescence as a critical time for the development
of identity. For Erikson, the development of a mature identity requires
young people to question some of the fundamental beliefs they have pre-
viously taken for granted and to come to their own resolutions of a num-
ber of important questions about life choices and ideologies—to rethink
what they believe in as well as what they plan to do in life. But like all of
Erikson’s developmental issues, or “crises,” the issue of identity is not
resolved once and for all in adolescence but rather is revisited over and
over throughout life. The college years have long been understood as a
time when students, especially although not exclusively students who
come directly from high school, begin to question and redefine their core
sense of who they are.

Despite some developmental patterns that seem to hold for most peo-
ple, both adolescents and adults vary in the degree to which morality is
central to their sense of self and in the content of that morality. In “The
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Moral Self,” John Dewey (1998) wrote, “The real moral question is what
kind of self is being furthered or formed” (p. 346). The importance of
“what kind of self is formed” may be seen in studies of people who are
especially morally and civically committed. Daniel Hart and Suzanne Feg-
ley (1995), for example, found that moral concerns were more likely to
be central to the sense of self and the ideal self in highly altruistic adoles-
cents than they were in adolescents from a comparison group of normal
but not especially altruistic individuals. Similarly, Colby and Damon
(1992) found that a close integration of self and morality formed the basis
for the unwavering commitment to the common good exhibited by moral
exemplars who had dedicated themselves for decades to fighting against
poverty or for peace, civil rights, and other aspects of social justice. Moral
behavior depends in part on moral understanding and reflection, but it
also depends on how and to what extent individuals’ moral concerns are
important to their sense of themselves as persons.

Others have written about the development of political or civic iden-
tity in a way that parallels this conception of moral identity (for example,
Flanagan & Sherrod, 1998; Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995; Youniss
& Yates, 1997). For example, Youniss and Yates (1997) present data
showing that the long-term impact of youth service experience on later
political and community involvement can best be explained by the con-
tribution these service experiences make to the creation of an enduring
sense of oneself as a politically engaged and socially concerned person. In
their view, civic identity—which entails the establishment of individual
and collective senses of social agency and responsibility for society and
political-moral awareness—links certain kinds of social participation dur-
ing adolescence and young adulthood with civic engagement by these
same people later in adulthood.

This question of the development of a civic or political identity may
help explain why some changes that take place during the college years
last well beyond college whereas others do not. McAdam (1988) studied
adults who as college students had spent a summer taking part in the
1964 Freedom Rides, which sought to integrate interstate bus lines in the
South during the civil rights movement. This powerful and dangerous
experience had a long-term impact on those who took part, and they fol-
lowed quite different life trajectories than did others who had volunteered
to participate but were unable to join the group in the end. The follow-
up data showed that the Freedom Riders’ lives were permanently altered
by the experience, and many went on to be leaders in community organiz-
ing for social justice, the movement against the Vietnam War, the women’s
movement, and other efforts to promote social change. The Freedom Ride
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experience had changed their understanding, beliefs, and values in a num-
ber of ways and also seems to have changed the way they understand their
own identities. McAdam explains one aspect of the difference between
participants and the comparison group this way: “Having defined them-
selves as activist, a good many of the Mississippi veterans had a strong
need to confirm that identity through [further] action” (p. 187). In a 1985
interview, one of the volunteers observed that “you learned too much [in
Mississippi] to go back to what you were doing before . . . part of what
you learned was that you were part of the struggle” (p. 188). In contrast,
Linda Sax’s longitudinal study of college students (1999) revealed that
many who became more civically engaged during college, apparently as
part of a peer culture that supported activism, did not remain engaged in
the years after college. In the same study, Sax reports on one group of stu-
dent volunteers who persisted in their volunteering after college and a
larger group who did not. Although Sax did not report a measure of civic
identity, one might surmise that only those whose increased volunteerism
and activism persisted beyond college had come to view their activism as
an essential part of who they were.

This interpretation that changes in personal identity play a crucial role
in determining behavior is consistent with longitudinal studies of blood
donors by Piliavin and Callero (1991). These authors distinguish between
externally motivated blood donors whose initial donation is determined
by strong social pressure and internally motivated donors who make a
personal decision to give blood, without significant pressure by others.
With repeated donations the internally motivated donors begin to cite
community responsibility and moral obligation when asked to describe
their motives for donating blood. Eventually, what the authors call role-
person mergers begin to occur, in which the blood donor role is viewed
as part of the self. In these cases the values become part of the donor’s
identity or self-concept, and social recognition is less important as a moti-
vator than confirmation of the self and expression of values appropriate
to the self-concept.

Identity is one of a number of psychological mechanisms through which
culture can have a long-term impact on an individual’s behavior. The sto-
ries, images, and routines that constitute the cultural context can be incor-
porated into participating individuals’ sense of self, thus becoming a stable
aspect of their orientation to themselves, other people, and the world
(Newman, 1996). This can work for either good or ill, depending on the
cultural messages that are internalized. A recognition of this process lies
behind the requirement some colleges have adopted that asks students to
trace the various contexts that have affected their sense of identity. On
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some of the campuses we studied, members of the campus community
were also quite aware of the positive potential of this phenomenon. At the
College of St. Catherine, for example, the oft-repeated stories of the
courage and resourcefulness of the founding nuns were commonly trans-
lated into the message that “we here at St. Kate’s are women of unusual
strength and moral courage.” The hope and expectation was that gradu-
ates would take with them a sense of self that includes these virtues.

A large body of research on moral and civic identity makes it clear that
the place of moral and civic values in one’s self-definition or essential self
is a critical element in determining behavior. But this does not mean that
people always behave in accordance with even their most deeply held val-
ues and beliefs. People vary not only in their self-definitions but also in
the psychological strategies they use to protect themselves from internal
contradictions. We have referred to the tendency to maintain a sense of
internal consistency in the elements of the core self and the role this plays
in motivating moral behavior. There is more than one way for individu-
als to achieve this sense of internal consistency around their moral beliefs.
The first is a straightforward pattern of fidelity to one’s beliefs and val-
ues. A consistent pattern of this kind of fidelity is generally what people
are referring to when they describe someone as “a person of integrity.”
Other approaches to maintaining consistency involve strategies that jus-
tify making exceptions when it serves one’s self-interest to do so. Promi-
nent among these strategies are biased interpretations of the situation and
other rationalizations (see, for example, Bandura, 1986). Almost every-
one rationalizes at times, but part of what we mean by moral character is
that a person of character will use this kind of defensive strategy only
infrequently. Differences in the extents to which people live their espoused
moral values lie partly in the extents to which they habitually use various
strategies for avoiding the awareness of inconsistency.

Moral growth involves becoming aware of these self-serving tendencies
in oneself and working toward reducing them. In her studies of moral
interpretation, Janet Walker (2000) documents people’s differential ten-
dencies to become aware of their interpretive habits, to give weight to oth-
ers’ interpretations of conflict situations, and to acknowledge and try to
reduce their own biases. People who make a consistent effort to be open-
minded and take others’ perspectives seriously are facilitating their own
moral development, even though they may not consciously think of them-
selves as pursuing integrity or moral growth.

Usually moral development seems to proceed without a conscious effort
at self-improvement. This does not mean, however, that efforts to be self-
reflective and to grow morally cannot have an effect. Many psychologists
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(Bergman, 2002; Blasi, 1995; Markus & Nurius, 1986; Walker, 2000)
have written about people’s capacity to use self-reflection as a means of
playing an active role in their own development, consciously working to
shape what kind of person they become. For example, Blasi (1995) has
studied children’s growing capacity to “bring their moral understanding
to bear on their already existing motives” (p. 236), thus having desires
about their own desires. This kind of reflexivity can bear on the question
of what kind of person they are and want to be. In this way the concept
of the moral self connects back with the concepts of moral understanding
and interpretation we discussed earlier in this chapter.

What are the implications of this work for moral and civic education?
Identity development takes place in part through identification with ad-
mired others (Bandura, 1977, 1986). Hazel Markus (Markus & Nurius,
1986) has described the interplay between people’s actual and possible
selves; the latter may be both the selves they hope to become and the selves
they are afraid of becoming. Markus and Nurius (1986) argue that the self-
construct is not singular but “a system of affective-cognitive structures
(also called theories or schemas) about the self that lends structure and
coherence to the individual’s experiences” (p. 955). They present data sug-
gesting that individuals can reflect on their possible selves, and they under-
stand development as a process of acquiring and then either achieving or
resisting certain possible selves. Experience with people who provide
either positive or negative models can contribute to the construction of
possible selves and eventually to the individual’s actual self. Exposure to
faculty members, residence life mentors, members of the community, and
other students who represent an inspiring vision of personal ideals can
play an important role in fostering the incorporation of moral and civic
values into students’ sense of who they want to be and eventually who
they feel they are. Likewise, awareness of why they do not want to emu-
late some others with whom they have contact can be a motivating force
as they seek to avoid a feared possible self.

Undergraduate programs that adopt an outcomes-based approach often
have self-understanding and self-reflection among their goals, asking stu-
dents to think about questions like, What kind of self should I aspire to
be? as well as the perennial college student question, Who am I? If reflec-
tions on questions like these are to have a lasting impact on students’ sense
of self, they must be of more than theoretical or academic interest. This
fruitful reflection can happen best when the questions are asked in the
context of engagement with complex moral pursuits such as those pro-
vided by high-quality service learning, when students are engaged in this
work with people who represent inspiring models with whom they can
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identify, and when the campus culture supports the development of habit-
ual moral schemes that are consistent with important moral values. Both
academic and cocurricular activities can contribute to students’ awareness
of and reflection on what is important to them and to their sense that they
can play an active role in determining what kind of people they become.
Pedagogies of active engagement can be especially powerful in making
intellectual work in higher education significant to what kind of person
the student wants to be. We say more about this in Chapter Five, “Peda-
gogical Strategies for Educating Citizens.”

POLITICAL EFFICACY AND MORAL AND CIVIC EMOTIONS. Colleges
and universities can also foster students’ sense of efficacy. In order to be
civically and politically engaged and active, people have to care about the
issues and value this kind of contribution. But socially responsible values
alone are not sufficient to motivate action. People also have to believe that
it matters what they think and do civically and politically and that it is
possible for them to make some difference. This belief is what we mean
by having a sense of political efficacy. Much of the research on sense of
efficacy has focused on personal efficacy or personal control, a sense that
one has active agency in one’s life, a significant degree of control over the
shape and direction of one’s life. Although personal and political efficacy
are not independent of one other, they are only modestly correlated, and
political efficacy is more predictive of political activity and civic engage-
ment than is personal efficacy (see, for example, Bandura, 1997). Many
people feel they have control over their personal lives but do not feel that
anything they might do politically could have an impact. This pattern is
no doubt connected with the cynicism about the political structure and
process that has become more widespread in recent decades.

It also makes sense that political efficacy would be lower in disempow-
ered groups, and research data indicate that this is the case (Bandura,
1997). Both lower socioeconomic groups and racial minorities (even in
comparable socioeconomic groups) score lower on measures of political
efficacy (Lake Snell Perry & Associates, Inc., 2002; Verba et al., 1995).
Given some of the items on the scale (for example, “How much influence
do you think someone like you can have over local government decisions?”
and, “How much influence do you think someone like you can have over
national government decisions?” Verba et al., p. 556), it is not surprising
that many people, especially poor people and groups that have experienced
discrimination, would not exhibit a strong sense of political efficacy. Yet
U.S. and world history shows that ordinary people, including members of
disempowered groups, can make a difference politically when they work
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together and believe there is hope for change. Offering that hope and gal-
vanizing collective action around desired goals is the essence of leadership,
and people can be transformed by inspiring leaders, coming to believe that
they can make a difference. The question for higher education is how to
foster in students a sense that individuals’ civic and political actions matter.

Contemporary American young people are much more likely to do vol-
unteer work in which they help others directly than they are to partici-
pate actively in politics (Youniss & Yates, 1997). Part of the explanation
for this is their feeling that by working in battered women’s shelters and
neighborhood clean-up efforts they can make a noticeable difference, at
least on a small, local scale. Community service of this sort has been
shown to reduce alienation (Calabrese & Schumer, 1986) and increase the
likelihood of further volunteering (Sax, 1999). Social scientists agree that
a sense of political efficacy is a critically important support for political
action. But having a strong sense of efficacy does not mean one believes
that political action will always have an immediate impact. And it does
not mean that one evaluates the likely impact of each act and proceeds
only when chances for success are high. It is clear that politically engaged
people often act even when it is very unlikely their actions will make any
difference. As the author and former Czechoslovakian president Václav
Havel has said: “When a person behaves in keeping with his conscience,
when he tries to speak the truth and when he tries to behave as a citizen
even under conditions where citizenship is degraded, it may not lead to
anything, yet it might. But what surely will not lead to anything is when a
person calculates whether it will lead to something or not” (quoted in
Meadows, 1991, p. 48). Likewise, studies of people who have dedicated
their lives to serving others and improving their communities have found
that these extraordinary individuals rarely asked themselves whether they
were making actual progress toward their goals (Colby & Damon, 1992).
Especially when working to fight poverty, as many were, they would have
become discouraged if they had focused on the question of how much
progress they were making in relation to the magnitude of the remaining
problem. A participant in the Colby and Damon (1992) study, for exam-
ple, said that he knows he will never finish his antipoverty work but that
he tried to put in motion processes that will have some effect over suc-
ceeding generations. He compared himself to the cathedral builders, chip-
ping away at social problems the way stonemasons of the Middle Ages
inched along in building cathedrals, knowing that the massive churches
would not be finished for three or four hundred years.

Others have suggested that promoting students’ political interest also
requires imparting a sense of passion and even playfulness about politics.
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Political scientist Wendy Rahn (2000) argues that what students really need
to learn about politics is “a love of the game and a sense of sportsman-
ship.” If they do that, the question of whether they are making a difference
with each specific act is less central. And yet fostering a love of the game,
which pushes the question of efficacy into the background, is no doubt one
of the most effective ways to foster a sense of political efficacy.

This love of the game, which motivates people to pursue civic and polit-
ical understanding and action for their own sake, is akin to Mihaly Csiks-
zentmihalyi’s concept of flow. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) describes flow as
“the state in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else
seems to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that people will do
it at great cost, for the sheer sake of doing it” (p. 4). This kind of joyful
absorption or unself-conscious immersion in the activity can diminish
one’s anxieties over the immediate results that one is able to achieve, alle-
viating some of the frustrations that inevitably follow from taking on dif-
ficult (sometimes impossible) challenges. Satisfaction is gained as much
from the attempt as from the end results. When one takes on great moral
and political causes such as poverty or political reform, this immersion in
the process of collective action can preserve one’s spirits and determina-
tion. Thus love of the activity for its own sake, passion for the cause, and
solidarity with others working toward the same goals can all sustain
moral and civic commitment in the face of difficulties that would other-
wise be very discouraging. An important question for educators, then, is
how to help students achieve a sense of flow in their moral, political, and
civic discussions and action.

Implicit in Havel’s statement is also the idea that there are things people
believe in deeply enough that they feel they have to act on them whether
it will make an immediate difference or not. This commitment generally
reflects a deep faith in something transcendent, often, though not always,
a religious faith (Colby & Damon, 1992). The motivating power of moral
and spiritual convictions based in religion points to the importance of
campus-based religious organizations in the moral and civic development
of students. Many students move away from organized religion during
college, however; so it is also important to support the development of
deep and transcendent moral convictions of a more secular nature. It is
this kind of strong conviction (whether religious or not), along with the
love of the game, that can sustain individuals in the crucible of life after
college.

Moral emotions play an important role in motivating action (Haidt,
2001; Hoffman, 1981), and many programs of moral and civic education
include efforts to elicit some kind of moral emotion, either negative or
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positive—outrage at injustice, disgust with hypocrisy, compassion for the
poor, hope for peace, and inspiration through solidarity. Research indi-
cates that the motivational impacts of negative emotions and of positive
emotions can be quite different. It is important to be aware of this because
many educators rely heavily on eliciting negative emotions as a means to
rouse students from self-absorption. Out of concern for social justice, fac-
ulty often take a critical stance toward U.S. history, culture, and politics.
The goal is to shock students out of their complacency and motivate them
to act through a sense of outrage. The irony is that in many cases this crit-
ical approach, instead of solving the apathy problem, contributes to the
growing sense of alienation and cynicism that students feel and finally to
a lack of conviction that anything can be done about an injustice that
seems so pervasive as to be unavoidable. The belief that corruption,
exploitation, and greed are rampant (and perhaps even part of the human
condition) can be used to justify a life of self-interest as well as a life dedi-
cated to improving society.

A study of political advertising helps to illuminate this phenomenon.
This experimental study (Rahn & Hirshorn, 1999) looked at the effect of
arousing either positive or negative feelings about the state of the coun-
try and found that both positive and negative feelings can lead to more
involvement in community and political action. That is, feeling either
more outraged or more inspired and hopeful can lead to more engage-
ment. But the investigators also found an interaction between emotion
and sense of efficacy. Positive emotions (hopefulness or inspiration) led to
greater interest and engagement among study participants who began with
either a low or a high sense of political efficacy. In contrast, negative feel-
ings like outrage mobilized those who began with high efficacy, but demo-
bilized even more those who started with low levels of efficacy.

It is likely that the teachers who create a sense of outrage by focusing
very heavily on abuses and injustice have higher political efficacy than their
students, so it makes sense that the teachers would feel mobilized by vivid
critiques of the status quo and would expect students to be mobilized as
well. But students who begin with low levels of efficacy could actually be
further immobilized by the apparent hopelessness of the situation. An
emerging understanding of this dynamic is contributing to a growing con-
sensus that what educators need now is an approach that combines an
appreciation of the ideals of the U.S. democratic system—an understanding
that democracy is unrealized but not unrealizable—with a realistic sense
of where it has fallen short of the ideals (Gutmann, 1996; Rahn, 1992).
Educators need to find ways to avoid naive, uncritical complacency and at
the same time avoid cynicism. In practice this is difficult to achieve. But
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teachers at all levels need to ask themselves which is the greater challenge
(and thus worth the greatest attention and effort)—to make students more
realistic or to make them more idealistic (Gutmann, 1996)?

Civic and Political Skills or Expertise

We have said that if colleges and universities are to educate engaged citi-
zens it is important for students to have a sense of political efficacy. But
what about actually being efficacious as well as feeling efficacious? In
addition to understanding and caring about justice, people need to
develop the skills and expertise of civic and political practice if they are
to be engaged and effective citizens.

Amy Gutmann (1996) offers the reminder that national boundaries
though not morally salient are politically salient and that it is primarily
through their empowerment as citizens of particular nations that individ-
uals can further the cause of justice, either at home or abroad. She points
out that in order to achieve full participation as citizens, people need to be
educated to skills, understandings, and values that are particular to their
own political system. “Our obligations as democratic citizens go beyond
our duties as politically unorganized individuals, because our capacity to
act effectively to further justice increases when we are empowered as cit-
izens, and so therefore does our responsibility to act to further justice.
Democratic citizens have institutional means at their disposal that solitary
individuals or citizens of the world only, do not” (p. 71).

In order to take full advantage of these institutional means, people
need to know a lot about how to negotiate their own political systems,
and they need to learn the particular mechanisms afforded by the vari-
ous political and social structures and institutions of their local and
national communities. This involves knowing how things work, includ-
ing, for example, which issues and actions are appropriate to address at
which level of government. Prominent among the needed civic and polit-
ical capacities are skills of deliberation, communication, and persuasion.
Engaging in compelling moral discourse requires the abilities to make a
strong case for something, ensure that others understand one’s point of
view, understand and evaluate others’ arguments, compromise without
abandoning one’s convictions, and work toward consensus. These capaci-
ties go to the heart of moral and civic functioning because individuals’
moral and political concepts are both developed and applied through dis-
course, communication, and argumentation. Individuals take positions
in the context of social interactions or discourse, and this context helps
to shape the way those positions are played out, modified, and recon-
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structed (Habermas, 1993; Turiel, 1997). Having these political and civic
competencies not only makes effective action possible, it naturally leads
to a greater sense of efficacy or empowerment and also leads people to
see themselves as politically engaged and thus to be further motivated
toward engagement (Lake Snell Perry & Associates, Inc., 2002). That is,
the development of skills contributes to and interacts with the develop-
ment of values, understanding, and self-concept. Kuh and colleagues
(1991) report, for example, that participation in leadership activities dur-
ing college is the single most important predictor of students’ develop-
ment of humanitarian social concern and values. The significance of
developing these practical competencies is also evident in longitudinal
research on civic engagement. In a comprehensive review, Kirlin (2000)
found that involvement with organizations that teach adolescents how
to participate in society by learning how to form and express opinions
and organize people for action is the most powerful predictor of adult
civic engagement.

Relationships Among the Developmental Dimensions

Clearly, moral and civic development is a complex, multifaceted phenom-
enon, implying the need to pay attention to many different aspects of stu-
dent development. We have touched on a number of the key dimensions
here, although by no means all that could have been included. Further-
more, within each broad area—moral, civic, and political understanding,
motivation, and skills—are many layers of further complexity.

The critical role of moral and civic understanding, knowledge, and judg-
ment makes for a very natural fit between moral and civic education and
the academic goals of undergraduate education. Various domains of social
cognition are important for moral and civic responsibility, most notably
moral judgment, moral interpretation, and political understanding. Many
college students are also grappling with issues of epistemology—What is
true and how can you know?—as well as questions of ethical relativism.
Sorting out these questions and reaching some personal resolution of them
is one of many developmental tasks that can be appropriately and fruit-
fully addressed by higher education. In addition to gaining increased matu-
rity in these cognitive capacities, students also need to develop and learn
to apply knowledge in areas of particular concern to them or of critical
importance for responsible citizenship. This is another reason that moral
and civic education must be integrated into the curriculum and academic
understanding must be linked with practical understanding of the issues in
real-life contexts.
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Of course, in order to be morally and civically engaged and responsi-
ble, students must not only achieve a sophisticated understanding of the
issues but also be highly motivated to do something about them. This
means their interests and values must reflect social and moral concerns,
and these concerns and values must be central to their sense of who they
are. It also means they need to be faithful to these moral dimensions of
themselves, rather than achieving a false sense of integration through self-
deception. They must have a sense of political efficacy, a sense that what
they think and do civically and politically matters, and they also need
long-term faith and hope to get them through the inevitable times when
their well-intended actions do not seem to move them toward their goals.

Finally, college graduates need to be competent in their civic and polit-
ical participation. This means they need to develop an understanding of
the particular mechanisms that are likely to be effective in tackling dif-
ferent kinds of issues and to have the practical capacities and skills they
need to use these mechanisms successfully. They need the abilities to com-
municate effectively and to organize and work with other people, both
persuading and leading others and knowing how to compromise when
necessary without abandoning their convictions.

For the purposes of explication we have treated these various dimen-
sions of moral and civic development as more separate than they are. In
reality, there are multiple and dynamic relationships among them such
that they inextricably intersect with and influence each other in multiple
feedback loops. For example, part of what gives a person a sense of effi-
cacy is political knowledge and understanding. This sense of efficacy then
contributes to shaping interests and values, which then serve to increase
the individual’s knowledge, which feeds back to increase the sense of effi-
cacy. Emotions such as hope and cynicism are also connected with the
sense of efficacy and these different feelings can lead to different patterns
of behavior in response to classroom and real-world experiences. These
different responses in turn influence many aspects of the individual’s self-
understanding. Likewise, moral and political understandings are created in
part through discourse and simultaneously shape the discourse itself. At
the same time, effective discourse is a practical skill that is essential to
political and civic action. Values, interests, moral and political beliefs and
convictions, characteristic habits of moral interpretation, and a sense of
one’s own competence and efficacy can all be part of one’s identity or
sense of self. When important aspects of these elements change, as they
often do during college, it can result in a real transformation in the stu-
dent’s sense of who she is and what she stands for.
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Notes

1. Distributive justice refers to fairness in the distribution of goods or
resources and includes concepts such as deservingness and equality or
equity. Procedural justice refers to fairness in the way decisions are made
and includes concepts such as impartiality and consistency.

2. Only 30 percent of twelfth graders, for example, scored at or above the
proficient level on the National Assessment of Educational Progress 
(NAEP) 1998 Civics Assessment (Lutkus, Weiss, Campbell, Mazzeo, &
Lazer, 1999).

3. Kohlberg’s account of the developmental progression was empirically
derived from responses to hypothetical moral dilemmas involving conflicts
among issues such as the value of human life, interpersonal obligations,
trust, law, and authority. The theory originally posited six stages, but 
only five are represented in the stage scoring system (see Colby & 
Kohlberg, 1987).

4. Kohlberg’s Moral Judgment Interview (Colby & Kohlberg, 1987) 
involves asking respondents open-ended questions about a set of hypo-
thetical moral dilemmas. Responses are then scored by comparing them
with prototypical responses at the five moral judgment stages. This process
yields a stage score that represents the respondent’s dominant stage 
and a secondary stage if one is identified in the interview. In contrast, the
Defining Issues Test asks respondents to rate and rank the importance 
of each of a number of considerations that might be taken into account 
in deciding what is right in a hypothetical moral dilemma. The DIT 
(Rest, 1979, 1986) does not yield a stage score but rather a continuous
variable indicating the percentage of endorsed items that reflect Stage 5
thinking.

5. As higher education has become more widespread, each successive genera-
tion or birth cohort attains, on average, a higher level of education than the
previous generation did. Thus, if at any one time a group of forty-year-olds
is compared to a group of sixty-year-olds, for example, and the latter group
is found to be less intellectually advanced, relative age is not the only possi-
ble explanation for the difference. Unless the research follows the same peo-
ple over time, it is impossible to say whether older people score lower on
cognitive tasks such as the DIT presents because their cognitive capacities
are declining over time or because as a group they are less well educated
than the younger group.
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6. We say this is surprising because moral claims like “we must be tolerant of
people who have beliefs different from ours” are inconsistent with the belief
that when individuals or cultures hold different moral views there is no
basis for arguing that one position is better than another. If this relativist
perspective were valid, there would be no grounds for justifying the claim
that one ought to be tolerant.
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5

PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES 
FOR EDUCATING CITIZENS

on the general level the challenges of teaching for moral and civic
development are the same as the challenges of any good teaching—to help
students achieve deep understanding of difficult ideas, impart knowledge
and skills they can really use, and reach them on an emotional level, excit-
ing passion and fostering commitment. More particular challenges arise
from the wide-ranging complexity of moral and civic development, its
multiple dimensions, and the special dilemmas it presents.

The moral domain is full of ideas that are multilayered, subtle, and often
confusing. Many of these ideas conflict with students’ preconceptions,
making them even harder to grasp. Students predictably find it very diffi-
cult to understand moral pluralism, for example, or the grounds for eval-
uating a moral claim. They often ask questions like these: If there is more
than one valid moral framework, how can anyone claim that some prin-
ciples and values are morally preferable to others? How can I be tolerant
of others yet question their moral beliefs? How can a moral claim be any-
thing other than someone’s personal opinion?

Issues of altruism, self-interest, and human nature may also be con-
fusing and raise similarly complex questions: Is there really such a thing
as altruism? If people get personal satisfaction from helping others,
doesn’t that mean they are helping for selfish reasons? Doesn’t social sci-
ence show that all people are really out for themselves and that to pre-
tend otherwise is hypocritical?

And civic life presents puzzles of its own: With rare, heroic exceptions,
how can it matter whether any particular individual is politically active? Isn’t
it better for a few knowledgeable people to run things and for everyone else



to stay out of it? Is it always best to question authority, as some bumper
stickers recommend?

Teachers also confront the challenge of getting students to relinquish
stereotypes and oversimplified explanations that may seem to work for them
in rough and ready ways and so persist in the face of contrary evidence—
poor people don’t have enough drive and ambition; politicians are crooks;
wars and other conflicts are caused by the actions of a few bad people.

Teaching knowledge and skills that students can really use is no easier.
How can teachers help students understand history or democratic or eth-
ical theory in their own terms but also ensure that what they learn is us-
able in practice—that they can bring these theoretical schemes, rooted in
centuries of scholarship, to bear on the messy, emotionally charged, and
immediately pressing ethical and political problems of contemporary life?
How can teachers encourage personal connections with course material
without sacrificing analytical distance? How can teachers ensure that stu-
dents learn to practice reasoned and respectful discourse not only in the
classroom but also in more complicated and heated situations?

If classroom teaching is to support the full range of moral and civic de-
velopment, it must connect with students on the emotional level as well as
the intellectual level. This raises additional challenges and dilemmas: How
can students come to admire and be inspired by moral leaders past and pres-
ent when they are all too aware that everyone has feet of clay? How can
teachers help them become less cynical about politics when their skepticism
so often seems warranted? How can teachers foster both open-mindedness
and conviction? If students do begin to tackle complicated social problems,
what can teachers do to help them maintain resilience and hope in the face
of inevitable setbacks?

These challenges mirror problems for education generally, not just for
moral and civic education. Research clearly shows that students have a
lot of trouble fully understanding difficult concepts, often do not know
how to use what they do learn, and perhaps because they are not using
that learning, tend to forget what they once knew. The experience of re-
calling information for a final exam but being unable to remember it later
is familiar to everyone. In fact many college graduates cannot even re-
member what college courses they took. And sometimes students appear
to remember the concepts they learned, but when asked to explain them,
they reveal fundamental and persistent misconceptions (Clement, 1982;
Perkins & Simmons, 1988). Students are known to hold these naive theo-
ries not only before but also after instruction in every discipline, and these
misconceptions continue to impede consolidated understanding. Students
often learn interpretations that conflict with their naive theories, but they
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learn them in the narrow context of the classroom and on a superficial
level. When they are asked to explain or are confronted with a compara-
ble issue outside that narrow context, their original misconceptions emerge
intact. They have not achieved any real understanding of the ideas they
believe they have learned but instead have learned to use heuristics or
rough strategies that work much of the time in the classroom but that do
not confront and uproot their misconceptions (Perkins & Martin, 1986).

Howard Gardner’s review of this research in The Unschooled Mind
(1991) offers illustrations from virtually every discipline. Some of these
misconceptions are directly relevant to moral and civic development. For
example, students may learn in a history course that wars result from mul-
tiple and complex forces, but they revert to a simplistic “bad man” ex-
planation when asked to explain a contemporary conflict. And college
students who have studied economics offer incorrect explanations of mar-
ket forces that are essentially identical to those of college students who
have never taken an economics course. Many students also continue to
hold internally inconsistent ethical views even after taking courses in
ethics. This persistence of stereotypes, oversimplified explanations, and
erroneous naive theories seriously undermines the value of academic learn-
ing for educating citizens. To make matters worse, students often have
knowledge they can recall when prompted but they do not think to use
it, or do not know how to use it, in new situations where it could be help-
ful (Bransford, Franks, Vye, & Sherwood, 1989; Perkins & Martin, 1986).
In many cases students cannot apply what they know even in a slightly
different context. The research on this lack of transfer of learning is often
startling, calling into question the subsequent usefulness of much aca-
demic learning.

Conventional modes of instruction, especially listening to lectures and
reading textbooks, are especially vulnerable to producing fragile and super-
ficial understanding. As a result students forget much of what they have
learned, are unable to use in a new context what they do remember, and
retain fundamental misconceptions that are inconsistent with what they
seemed to have learned (Bligh, 1972; Gardiner, 1994). This has been shown
in both natural settings and in the laboratory (Bransford et al., 1989). Lec-
ture courses often do not support deep and enduring understandings of
ideas and are even less well suited to developing the range of problem-
solving, communication, and interpersonal skills toward which moral and
civic education (and liberal education more generally) aspire. And the de-
velopment of the motivational dimensions of moral and civic maturity—
dimensions like a sense of identity as a responsible and engaged person; a
passion for social justice; sympathy with others, including those who are
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different from oneself; and an enduring sense of hope and empowerment—
is often beyond even the aspirations of this kind of teaching.

Student-Centered Pedagogies

Although a majority of college and university faculty use primarily lec-
tures and discussion in their teaching (indeed, 74 percent of college
courses rely on lectures, according to a recent survey, Shedd, 2002), a
growing number are adopting an array of other strategies, including ser-
vice learning, experiential education, problem-based learning, and col-
laborative learning (Sax, Astin, Korn, & Gilmartin, 1999). Many of these
strategies represent models for teaching that if used well can support deep
understanding, usable knowledge and skills, and personal connection and
meaning. The pedagogies in this expanded and varied repertoire share a
commitment to student learning as the central criterion of good teaching
and conceive of learning as a more active process than it was once thought
to be.

Faculty using these approaches, which are often called pedagogies of
engagement, typically address a wider range of goals and attempt to
match learning experiences more closely with those goals than do faculty
using traditional approaches. These pedagogies are classified and named
somewhat differently by different writers, so any given list is unavoid-
ably somewhat arbitrary. The pedagogies also tend to intersect with each
other, so the categories are not mutually exclusive. In addition, most exist-
ing lists include a number of approaches that we do not address here,
such as undergraduate research and teaching methods based in informa-
tion technology. For the sake of simplicity and focus, we limit our dis-
cussion to four well-known approaches that are particularly appropriate
to moral and civic education.

Service Learning

In the last decade, service learning, also called community-based learning,
has emerged as the most widespread and closely studied of the various
student-centered, or engaged, pedagogies. It has become one of the most
popular ways to integrate moral and civic learning into academic course-
work. In service learning, students participate in organized, sustained ser-
vice activity that is related to their classroom learning and meets identified
community needs. They then reflect on that experience through activities
such as journal writing and class discussions, connecting the service expe-
rience with the substantive content of the course and with various dimen-
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sions of personal growth, including civic responsibility (Bringle &
Hatcher, 1995). Faculty teaching these courses provide the larger intel-
lectual and ethical context for students’ service work, helping them con-
nect scholarship with practice and articulating grounds for commitment
and action (Zlotkowski, 1999).

Other Experiential Education

Service learning is a subset of the broader category of experiential educa-
tion, which includes many different kinds of direct, hands-on activities
that are meant to help students connect theory with practice and repre-
sent and experience theoretical concepts in practical, behavioral modes
and real-life settings. Experiential education employs a wide range of ped-
agogies, including simulations, role playing, internships and other field-
work, and action research (Moore, 2000). Students often receive direct
supervision and feedback in the field settings, which generally require the
students to address complex and open-ended problems and projects. Fac-
ulty help students put their experiences into practical, theoretical, and eth-
ical contexts and integrate the fieldwork with the course’s academic
content, rethinking theories in light of applied experiences.

Problem-Based Learning

In problem-based learning, students’ work, occurring either individually
or in groups, is organized around studying, evaluating, and often propos-
ing possible solutions for concrete, usually real-world problems (Barrows,
1980). At the college level, students generally work on rich, complex, and
relatively unstructured problems. The teacher serves as a resource and
guide, helping students find and integrate information from many sources
and assisting in their efforts to bridge theory and practice and put knowl-
edge to work in applied situations.

Collaborative Learning

In collaborative learning students work together in teams on projects,
group investigations, and other activities aimed at teaching a wide range
of skills and improving students’ understanding of complex substantive
issues (Kadel & Keehner, 1994). The groups take collective responsibility
for working together on assignments, often creating both joint and indi-
vidual products. Student groups organize their own efforts, negotiating
roles and resolving conflicts themselves. When differences of opinion arise,
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group members have opportunities to compare and evaluate their ideas
and approaches, allowing more complex understandings to emerge. In
collaborative learning the locus of authority is shifted from the teacher to
the group, and the teacher acts as a coach and resource.

Why Engaged Pedagogies Support Complex Learning

The research literature on the effectiveness of pedagogies of engagement
is extensive; it is also complicated because their impact depends on the
quality and conditions of their use and the specific outcomes chosen to be
assessed. A review of that literature is beyond the scope of this book, but
taken as a whole the research indicates that if used well these student-
centered, or active, pedagogies can have a positive impact on many dimen-
sions of moral and civic learning as well as on other aspects of academic
achievement. Teaching methods that actively involve students in the learn-
ing process and provide them with opportunities for interaction with their
peers as well as with faculty enhance students’ content learning, critical
thinking, transfer of learning to new situations, and such aspects of moral
and civic development as a sense of social responsibility, tolerance, and
nonauthoritarianism (McKeachie, Pintrich, Yi-Guang, & Smith, 1986;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; Pederson-Randall, 1999).

Principles of Learning

There are good reasons for these positive learning outcomes—these ped-
agogies embody powerful research and theory about the nature of learn-
ing that has emerged in recent years from the fields of education,
developmental psychology, and cognitive science. This research presents
a picture of the nature of learning that explains why these pedagogies are
so important for promoting deep academic learning and effective moral
and civic education. It also forms the basis for our confidence that includ-
ing moral and civic goals in coursework does not require a trade-off with
other academic goals. As Lee Shulman (1997) has said, if one understands
the implications of this research for resolving the major difficulties peo-
ple experience with liberal learning (forgetting or misunderstanding what
they learn or being unable to use it), it becomes clear that the kinds of
pedagogy we associate with moral and civic education, service learning
for example, are not curricular extravagances but rather ways to strengthen
the very heart of liberal education. Here (necessarily oversimplified) are
some of the central ideas from this research literature:
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1. Learning is an active, constructive process. In order to achieve real
understanding, learners must actively struggle to work through and inter-
pret ideas, look for patterns and meaning, and connect new ideas with what
they already know (Greeno, Collins, & Resnick, 1996; Resnick, 1987).

2. Genuine and enduring learning occurs when students are interested
in, even enthusiastic about, what they are learning, when they see it as
important for their own present and future goals. In life outside the class-
room, knowledge and skills are most often developed through efforts to
make progress on tasks that need doing. Although almost any approach
to teaching will stimulate interest and enthusiasm in some students, rich
and authentic tasks (like those performed in real life) are more likely to
be intrinsically interesting for most. This is important, because intrinsic
motivation tends to support more sustained, self-motivated effort and
therefore greater learning (Lepper & Green, 1978).

3. Thinking and learning are not only active but also social processes.
In most work and other nonacademic settings, people are more likely to
think and remember through interaction with other people than as a result
of what they do alone. Working in a group can facilitate learning as par-
ticipants work through the complexities of a task together, comparing and
critiquing different perspectives and building on each other’s proposed
solutions (Newman, Griffin, & Cole, 1989).

4. Knowledge and skills are shaped in part by the particular contexts
in which they are learned; they are qualitatively different as a result of dif-
ferent learning contexts (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Lave, 1988).
Few skills are truly generic and equally applicable across very different
contexts. For this reason, transfer of knowledge and skills to very differ-
ent contexts is difficult. Despite this difficulty, transfer is essential if knowl-
edge and skills are to be usable.

5. There are two key ways to increase the likelihood that transfer will
be successful. The first is to make the context in which skills and knowl-
edge are learned more similar to the settings in which they will be used.
This can raise problems for traditional modes of instruction, because class-
room learning is in some sense decontextualized (Greeno et al., 1996).
Traditional classrooms are of course contexts in themselves, but in most
cases they are notably artificial, bearing little resemblance to the contexts
in which educators hope the skills and knowledge can be used. The sec-
ond way to support transfer of learning is to consciously, reflectively draw
out principles that can guide and support that transfer, making them
explicit and articulating their implications for the new situation or con-
text (Brown, 1989; Salomon & Perkins, 1989). Therefore, genuine, usable
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learning depends not only on activity but also on carefully guided reflec-
tion on that activity.

6. Thoughtful, aware (reflective) practice, accompanied by informative
feedback, is essential to learning. Because knowledge and skills are con-
text specific, it is not usually sufficient for students to practice a per-
formance that is assumed to be analogous to, though is actually quite
different from, the one they will ultimately need. Too often schools and
colleges do not teach what they want their students to know, instead ask-
ing students to practice distant substitutes. So, for example, if teachers
want students to understand an idea well enough that they can explain it,
represent it in new ways, apply it in new situations, and connect it to their
lives, then students need to practice doing these things and not simply
recall the concept in an abstract form. Students are more likely to develop
understanding when they practice understanding (Perkins, 1992).

7. Students have different profiles of ability. Some are most expert with
language; others are most skilled at logical and quantitative thinking or
spatial representation; still others are especially insightful in understand-
ing themselves or in understanding and managing other people (Gardner,
1983). Broadening the array of skills, tasks, and modes of representation
used in a course increases the likelihood that students with different
strengths will be able to connect productively with the work. It also pro-
vides opportunities for students to progress in areas where they are not
yet strong, expanding the range of their competencies.

8. The development of genuine understanding is supported by the
capacity to represent an idea or skill in more than one modality and to
move back and forth among different forms of knowing (Gardner, 1991).
Thus learning benefits when courses provide experience with a wider
array of modalities than those that usually dominate higher education
(namely the linguistic and logical/mathematical).

Pedagogical Implications

The connections between these principles of learning and student-centered
pedagogies of engagement are clear. All these pedagogies build on the
premise that learning requires students to be active and emotionally
engaged in their work. This can happen in the context of a lecture course
if the lectures are provocative enough to engage students actively in seek-
ing answers to puzzles the readings or lectures raise, stimulating them to
reflect, make connections, and organize and draw conclusions from some
body of knowledge. But too often the active reflection, interpretation, and
connecting are done by the lecturer, not by the students, and being an
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observer to this process does not suffice (Finkel, 2000). The more student-
centered pedagogies ask students to do this work, although they are not
expected to do it alone, and expert guidance from the teacher supports
and shapes productive inquiry.

Recognition of the importance of students’ practicing what it is hoped
they will learn is behind many teachers’ commitment to an expanded ped-
agogical repertoire that includes collaborative learning, simulations,
internships, service learning, and problem-based learning. These all pro-
vide direct (and directed) practice of a wide array of performances. All
attempt to create authentic, intrinsically interesting tasks for students.
Often they allow students to create or choose these tasks themselves, in-
creasing their investment in the work. In addition, these varied pedago-
gies tend to offer many different modes of representation, providing more
entry points to engagement and reinforcing learning through integration
across different modalities. In addition to these shared characteristics of
engaged pedagogies, each approach also capitalizes in particular ways on
some aspects of what is currently known about learning.

Experiential learning, including service learning, centrally acknowledges
the context specificity of learning, providing educational settings that are
less artificial than the classroom and much closer to the contexts in which
students will later perform. When these settings are explicitly civic, as they
are in service learning and many internships and other field experiences,
they provide stronger support for moral and civic development than most
lectures or seminars can. Service learning and other field experiences place
students in contexts that involve social and conceptual complexity and
ambiguity and often elicit emotional responses as well as unexamined
stereotypes and other assumptions. Because the field contexts are so dis-
similar from the classroom, learning to operate in those contexts, con-
fronting the stereotypes and other misconceptions they raise, and being
called on to trace ideas and principles across academic and applied set-
tings can be a very effective means of deepening and extending learning.
Reflective writing and discussions are essential components of high-quality
service learning and other forms of experiential education in part because
they provide opportunities for students and faculty to extract principles
that facilitate the transfer of learning to new contexts.

Of course the essence of problem-based learning is inquiry into rich,
complex, and authentic problems of real concern to the students. This can
have a dramatic impact on their motivation and emotional engagement with
the work. If students need the knowledge and skills they are learning in
order to address or solve some problem with which they are preoccupied,
especially a problem that is closely connected with their own interests and
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concerns, they will not ask the familiar question, Why do I have to learn
this? (Finkel, 2000). Problem-based learning is also invaluable in providing
opportunities for students to practice and receive feedback on intellectual
capacities such as integrative thinking that might otherwise only be hoped
for as a side effect of academic study and not actually taught.

Collaborative learning builds directly on what research has shown
about the facilitative effect of social processes. This is why it is valuable
in supporting students’ learning of the many subtle and difficult concepts
that are inherent in the moral and civic domains. Equally important, col-
laborative learning provides experience with a wide array of interpersonal
skills, many of which are critical to civic participation. Among other
things, students can practice cooperation, persuasion, negotiation, com-
promise, and fair distribution of efforts and rewards. When teams are
composed of students with complementary strengths, participants can
learn how to build on diversity in working toward a common goal. When
students from different backgrounds work together closely over a period
of time, they can achieve the cross-cultural competencies that are best
learned through relationships and practice.

It may seem that the principles of learning we have discussed here are
more relevant for acquiring moral and civic understanding and skills than
for developing the motivational dimensions of moral and civic maturity,
but this is not true. If anything, the development of values and goals,
moral and civic identity, and a sense of efficacy, hope, and compassion is
even more dependent on active engagement, complex and authentic con-
texts, social exchange, regular practice, and informative feedback than is
the development of more traditional dimensions of academic under-
standing. Compassion and outrage become much more intense when stu-
dents develop personal connections with those who have experienced
hardship or injustice. When students work closely with inspiring people,
they can internalize new images of what they want to be like more deeply
and vividly than they are likely to do through reading. Students develop
a love of the game only by playing it. The more students take civic or po-
litical action, especially if they enjoy it, the more they will see themselves
as the kind of people who can and want to act civically and politically. If
they see that their actions can make a difference, their sense of efficacy is
strengthened. Of course they also need ways to maintain their commit-
ment during the many times when their actions do not seem to have much
effect. By weaving service into academic coursework, faculty can help stu-
dents develop lenses for interpreting inevitable obstacles and failures in a
way that will support rather than undermine their stamina. This connec-
tion between ways of understanding and dimensions of motivation is typ-
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ical of the multiple and dynamic connections among understanding, skills,
and motivation that become particularly real and salient through active
educational experiences.

The skill with which these diverse pedagogies are implemented is criti-
cally important because experiential, problem-based, and collaborative
approaches to learning do not automatically inspire interest or provide
the kind of feedback that is required for learning. They are often harder
to do well than traditional lectures precisely because the teacher is not “in
control” of many of the student experiences. Nor do they spontaneously
yield ideas that build cumulatively or principles that can guide transfer of
learning. For this reason teachers must play a very active role in guiding
and facilitating students’ learning even in these student-centered forms of
teaching. Among other things, teachers must make their specific learning
goals clear, not only in their own minds but also to the students.

We have been defining the pedagogies of engagement on a global level,
examining general pedagogical categories. But faculty shape what they do
and ask students to do on a more micro level, and there are wide variations
in what each pedagogy may involve for a given course. In addition, the
broad categories intersect in practice, so it is not unusual for a particular
classroom strategy to employ a combination of collaborative, problem-
based, and service learning and to be interdisciplinary as well.

All teaching, but especially teaching that takes full advantage of these
more complex strategies, begins well before the teacher walks into the
classroom and continues beyond the conclusion of the course. Teachers
have an underlying, often implicit, conception of teaching and learning
that guides the many choices they make. Selecting texts, planning student
activities, designing and implementing assessments, all are important ele-
ments of teaching, as is shaping and guiding the work that students do,
including reading, writing, classroom discussions and projects, simula-
tions or field placements (if they are used), and test taking or other
demonstrations of learning. For this reason, we use the term pedagogy to
refer to all the things teachers do and ask their students to do to support
students’ learning. Teaching in this comprehensive sense can also include
the things that teachers do to assess their own performance and the impact
of their courses—reviews or evaluations of a course while it is ongoing
and after it is over, involving student comments, student work, peer re-
views, and other information. These reflections on course effectiveness
may be quite informal or more systematic. Either way they can support
teachers’ capacity to learn from their own experience and, when they are
shared, make it possible for teachers to learn from each other’s experience.
Writing about the teaching of elementary school mathematics, Maggie
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Lampert (1985) proposed an image of teachers as managers of dilemmas.
In any given course the teacher holds multiple, conflicting aims and must
find ways to balance those aims as the course proceeds. We find this image
equally appropriate to teaching for moral and civic responsibility at the
college level.

Teaching Ethics

In this section, we discuss the many ways faculty grapple with the chal-
lenges and dilemmas of teaching students about ethics and ethical issues,
a key arena of moral and civic learning. Ethics is not the only issue we
could have chosen to consider in detail, though it is among the most im-
portant. Some of the most difficult challenges of teaching ethics include
working to move students beyond moral relativism, supporting deep un-
derstanding of and personal connections with ethical concepts, teaching
the skills of moral discourse, promoting the values and themes that are
central to the institution’s goals for moral and civic education, and sup-
porting transfer of learning to contexts beyond the classroom.

Moving Beyond Moral Relativism

In the area of ethics one of the naive theories, or fundamental miscon-
ceptions, that surfaces over and over in college classrooms is student
moral relativism. As we discussed in Chapter Four, this is the belief that
no moral position is more valid than any other and that therefore (illogi-
cally) one should be tolerant of moral beliefs different from one’s own
(Ricks, 1999). Student moral relativism is connected with another phe-
nomenon that is widely reported by faculty teaching all kinds of student
populations—students’ tendency to avoid engaging with moral disagree-
ment. If any answer is as good as any other, why think hard about these
questions, why make a serious effort to justify your position? A corollary
is many students’ reluctance to subject their own moral beliefs to serious
scrutiny. Ironically, student moral relativism, which reflects humility and
tolerance (as well as intellectual laziness in some cases), can get in the way
of open-minded consideration of others’ views. As Ricks (1999) puts it,
“The phrase ‘Well, it’s all a matter of opinion anyway,’ when uttered dur-
ing a conversation about ethical topics, is usually a clear sign that the dis-
cussion, for all intents and purposes, is over” (p. 3).

A central dilemma for faculty who teach about ethical issues is how to
help students see the problems with this kind of thinking without imply-
ing that there is one clearly right answer to hard ethical questions. This is
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not easy, and many teachers do not succeed in moving students beyond
relativism. In fact, standard approaches to teaching ethics may inadver-
tently contribute to the problem. The two most common approaches to
teaching ethics, which are often combined, are presentation and critique
of the major ethical theories (deontology, utilitarianism, and virtue the-
ory) and discussion of very difficult cases in which moral goods conflict
and there is no consensus on how best to resolve the conflict.

Any responsible introduction to ethics must teach students about the
major ethical theories that frame the field. And the kind of analytical
thinking involved in working out the limitations of these theories lies at
the heart of what it means to engage in philosophy. On the one hand,
teaching this kind of analytical thinking is itself an important aim, because
understanding the modes of inquiry that underlie different disciplines is a
central goal of liberal education (Schneider & Shoenberg, 1998). On the
other hand, if schools are to educate citizens, it is important for students
to develop convictions—a place to stand morally even if only tentative
and subject to change. Too heavy a focus on critical analysis gives stu-
dents the impression that because each theory is flawed, the major ethical
theories are all equally valid (or invalid), and none provides a useful basis
for actual moral decisions.

The second standard approach, discussion of very difficult cases, can
give the impression that ethics concerns only serious and ultimately irre-
solvable disagreements. Sharon Rowe (2001), who teaches introduction to
moral philosophy at Kapi‘olani Community College, points to these and
other unfortunate consequences of this approach. In her experience the
cases typically used are likely to concern issues that are unfamiliar to most
students, making it hard for them to feel connected with the debate. Even
more problematic is the fact that the cases tend to generate conversations
that polarize quickly, with students becoming entrenched and defensive.
Students who are more articulate or passionate dominate these discussions,
and the others retreat. The dynamic is exacerbated by the cultural back-
grounds of the students at Kapi‘olani, because many students of Asian or
Pacific Islander ancestry consider it rude to criticize others publicly.

Making Personal Connections

Like many other faculty perplexed by these dilemmas, Rowe has found it
more useful to focus on issues that are personally relevant for her students,
helping them explore more fully the ethical implications of those issues.
Two topics she has found especially fruitful are lying and sexual behavior.
Exploration of these familiar issues can help students see the relevance of
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the major theoretical perspectives for their lives. For example, Rowe asks
students to engage in small-group discussions to address the potentially
sensitive issue of sexual ethics and asks the groups to develop a “Sexual
Ethic for the 21st Century” and give it a solid conceptual foundation. In
the course of these discussions students are forced to confront the impli-
cations of moral relativism and the merits of a stronger ethical perspective.

Although there are clear advantages in connecting ethics teaching with
students’ personal experience, this strategy presents dilemmas of its own.
Too strong a focus on everyday morality may lead students to conceive of
ethics as concerned primarily with issues of private life and focused on
people with whom they already have a relationship. An understanding of
the moral dimensions of social and political issues will remain beyond
their grasp (Beerbohm, 1999). This argues for using a variety of ap-
proaches, including strategies for extending issues of personal relevance
and concern beyond the immediate, private sphere. One way to do this is
to focus on a complex social problem that is familiar to students, such as
poverty or racial justice, and to draw from multiple disciplines, using eth-
ical analysis as a central theme. These problem-based ethics courses draw
from applied fields of particular interest to the students and often require
them to keep journals or participate in community service. A challenge in
these courses is to ensure that they provide adequate theoretical ground-
ing and require students to treat problems analytically through persuasive
reasoning and argumentation. Otherwise they may teach students to for-
mulate their own beliefs and debate with others but not to ground their
views in reason and principle or to see why this grounding is important.

This kind of academic weakness is not unusual. Surveying the syllabi of
ethics courses at many colleges and universities, we found that too often the
courses ask students to read only brief secondary source summaries of moral
philosophy rather than primary sources. Often these courses, especially those
that aspire toward “values clarification,” fail to provide experience with the
rigorous argumentation that is so critical to ethical problem solving. Stu-
dents are encouraged to clarify what they believe, but little attempt is made
to ground this reflection in larger scholarly debates or to consider and debate
the relative merits of other values and ethical perspectives.

Teaching Skills of Moral Discourse

Recognizing how important it is for students to learn and practice moral
argumentation, many courses and programs focus directly on these skills.
This is a central component of The Reflective Woman, for example, a
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course at the College of St. Catherine. This required, first-year course
includes a lengthy section in which students participate in structured con-
troversies. Collaborating in small groups, they work out both sides of a
controversial topic, conducting research, writing position statements,
debating, and switching positions at various points in the process. Using
the experience of thinking through opposing viewpoints to refine their
arguments, the groups then present their structured controversies to the
class. After the presentations each student in the group writes a paper
from her own viewpoint, supporting her position with a thorough con-
sideration of contrary evidence and viewpoints. Students also reflect on
the experience of conflict, any uncertainties about their own views, and the
experience of being challenged by opposing views. Because all freshmen
are participating in structured controversies at the same time, the resi-
dence halls are able to sponsor dialogues that connect with and support
the process.

Teaching moral argumentation is also a central goal of Stanford Uni-
versity’s Ethics in Society Program. Students practice these skills in intro-
ductory courses in ethics, political philosophy, and “the ethics of social
(including governmental) decisions.” In support of this goal a section on
the program’s Web site (www.stanford.edu/eis) outlines the basics of
moral argumentation. This Web resource, titled Arguing About Ethics,
offers guidelines on how to make a moral case and presents short excerpts
from articles and books by distinguished (often contemporary) moral and
political philosophers. The selections are meant to convey “a sense of the
range and diversity of moral arguments—how they are made and what
makes them compelling.” They include brief excerpts from Ronald
Dworkin, T. M. Scanlon, and Peter Singer on the value and nature of the-
orizing in moral and political philosophy and other respected thinkers
commenting on “the essential tools of moral and political philosophy.”
The Web site also provides examples of different modes of moral argu-
ment, such as employing theory to explain confused intuitions; drawing
upon material from the world, to supply an essay not just with empirical
facts but also with reasons; preempting objections to one’s position; giving
reasons for one’s intuitions that an argument is “implausible”; acknowl-
edging agreement where it exists; considering alternative positions to com-
mon debates; and avoiding simple dichotomies. Of course students are
not expected to learn these forms of argumentation simply from reading
examples, but the site does provide useful reference material for courses
in which students practice moral argumentation through a wide range of
pedagogies.
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”Distinctive Definitions” in the Teaching of Ethics

At some colleges the mission and special perspective of the institution may
permeate the teaching of ethics—providing a distinctive definition of moral
and civic responsibility, as described in Chapter Three. For example,
Haverford College, which is strongly rooted in Quaker values, requires all
students to take a course on ethics as social justice. The ethics requirement
at Shaw University, a historically black college in North Carolina, places
special emphasis on the ethics of influential African Americans such as
Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois, Malcolm X, and Martin Luther
King Jr. At many religious colleges, ethical issues and theories are con-
nected with theological and other religious issues. This can be valuable as
long as these courses encourage open inquiry and debate, critical evalua-
tion, and skills of analysis.

Most educators would agree that students need to develop clear con-
victions and a commitment to certain values, such as honesty, courage,
and mutual respect, and also learn to think through subtle and ambigu-
ous moral issues. Debates about the appropriate balance between these
two goals emerge from the distinctive definition of moral and civic devel-
opment at the United States Air Force Academy. The academy’s task is to
instill professional ethics within the military structure, which is charac-
terized by a tension between obedience to legitimate authority and per-
sonal responsibility for ethical choices. Among other things, academy
faculty are teaching a code of professional ethics. To some extent they are
teaching a set of rules—making sure cadets understand what is right and
why. Some express concern that this kind of clarity is rare in higher edu-
cation. Faculty we met at the academy referred to a recent public televi-
sion special in which a small group of students and professors talked
about whether it would be acceptable to cheat on a five-page paper if stu-
dents were given only a few days to write it when they were already over-
whelmed with work. In the televised discussion, only two of the students
and one professor thought that it was clearly wrong, a judgment very
much at odds with the norms about cheating reflected in the academy’s
strict honor code.

Many faculty teaching ethics at the academy believe it is important for
them to take clear positions on some of the ethical issues likely to arise in
the cadets’ later careers in the military, including corruption, such as over-
charging for supplies or falsifying equipment maintenance records. They
believe cadets need to learn the realities of the serious, even life-threatening
situations that have resulted from cutting corners in a military context, even
in cases where the violation seemed a fairly trivial matter when it occurred.
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Because many of the faculty are military officers themselves and have wit-
nessed unethical behavior and its impact at some point in their careers,
they can incorporate vivid stories into their teaching and help cadets con-
nect lessons from these examples with difficult situations they are already
beginning to face. Others at the academy believe it is more important to
prepare cadets to make autonomous judgments about situations in which
there are no obvious right or wrong answers. “Officers need the courage
to constructively dissent—they may well be called upon to do this,” one
professor told us. This alternative point of view is in part a different pre-
diction about what challenges cadets are likely to face as Air Force officers
and in part a pedagogical claim that students gain more from working
through dilemmas themselves than from being shown the implications of
rules they are being asked to follow.

Although the academy no doubt feels a stronger need to establish clear
ethical norms than most liberal arts programs do, many introductory
ethics courses would probably benefit from consideration of the many
basic values and beliefs around which moral philosophers substantially
agree. Introductory science courses typically begin by studying the many
areas in which there is wide agreement before moving to controversies or
unresolved cutting-edge issues. When a version of this approach is used
in ethics courses, it can reduce students’ confusion about moral relativism
(Ricks, 1999).

Supporting Transfer of Learning Beyond the Classroom

Recognizing how difficult it is to transfer skills learned in a classroom set-
ting to the more complicated and emotionally charged contexts of life,
many faculty incorporate experiential approaches into the teaching of
ethics. When students face difficult moral issues in personal or public life,
it will be important for them to consider multiple points of view and alter-
native courses of action and to appreciate the moral complexity of the
issues. Moreover, sometimes difficult moral dilemmas require an answer
urgently when there is no clear consensus on how they ought to be resolved.

Simulations can help students learn to make judgments in the face of
uncertainty as they will need to do many times in the future. At the Col-
lege of St. Catherine, students in health care fields participate in a num-
ber of ethical simulations: for example, they might sit on the board of a
fictitious insurance company, making decisions about whether to cover
certain kinds of experimental medical treatment. Guest experts such as
attorneys and health care managers provide background information and
varying perspectives on the issues, and then students must decide whether,
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for example, a patient with Parkinson’s disease should receive coverage
for his experimental implant.

Service learning plays an important role at many colleges because it
offers an effective way for students to engage the complexity of ethical
issues in the press and ambiguity of actual situations. This reflects the
understanding that context and content matter—that real moral dilem-
mas are not solved by learning and applying an abstract moral algorithm.
Debra Satz (2001), director of the Ethics in Society Program at Stanford
University at the time of our visit, speaks to this issue:

As a political philosopher, and as the head of an interdisciplinary ethics
program, I have frequently been struck by how ill equipped much
moral and political philosophy is to deal with the “limits of the possi-
ble.” By the limits of the possible, I have in mind the non-ideal aspects
of our world: that people don’t always do the right thing, that there
can be very high costs to doing the right thing when others do not, that
information is imperfect, resources are limited, interests are powerful,
the best options may not be politically or materially feasible, and that
collective action problems are everywhere. We need a moral and politi-
cal philosophy that integrates theoretical reflection on values with
practical knowledge about how the world sets limits on what we can
do and what we can hope for.

Satz and others in this program believe that making ethical judgments
within the limits of the possible, that is, within the constraints and prac-
tical complexities of real life, is qualitatively different from “doing” aca-
demic moral philosophy or even applied ethics, and that service learning
plays a vitally important role by placing students in contexts that give
them necessary experience with this kind of contextual thinking.

Pedagogical Strategies in Four Courses

Teaching for moral and civic responsibility along with other aspects of
academic learning requires faculty to address many different areas of un-
derstanding and foster a variety of skills while maintaining a course’s
coherence and building learning cumulatively across varied topics and
tasks. In powerful courses the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.
In order to convey a sense of some of these “wholes,” we devote the rest
of this chapter to describing the teaching strategies that make up the fab-
ric of four quite different courses, all of which centrally address moral and
civic learning. One of these courses prepares students for learning and ser-
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vice in the community, and another attempts to deepen and extend a ser-
vice experience students have just completed. A third incorporates service
preparation, action, and reflection on the action into a single semester,
and the last of the four combines the challenge of conducting a course
with these phases condensed with another challenge—attempting to reach
students who begin the course with skepticism about and alienation from
politics and civic life.

The Ethics and Politics of Public Service

The Ethics and Politics of Public Service is a course that grew out of a fac-
ulty service-learning institute organized by Stanford University’s Haas
Center for Public Service. It reflects the participants’ conviction, consistent
with research findings, that community service and service learning are
more likely to help the community and to support student learning when
students are well prepared before they embark on the work. The course
serves as a gateway for students who plan to participate in service activi-
ties or enroll in courses with service-learning components. Rob Reich, an
assistant professor in the Department of Political Science who was a
member of the group, developed and teaches the course, which is cross-
listed in six additional departments or programs—Human Biology, Ameri-
can Studies, Ethics in Society, Urban Studies, Public Policy, and Comparative
Studies in Race and Ethnicity.

Ethics and Politics, which is aimed primarily at freshmen and sopho-
mores, has two overarching goals: to prepare students for responsible ser-
vice and to integrate their service experiences with their academic life.
Reich believes that in preparing to engage with the community, students
need to understand the history of the relationship between Stanford Uni-
versity and the surrounding communities; learn about socioeconomic,
demographic, and political changes in the San Francisco Bay Area; and
become aware of experiences, perceptions, dilemmas, and challenges that
Stanford students have encountered previously while engaged in commu-
nity service.

Because an important goal is to expand students’ appreciation of cul-
tural differences and the very different perspectives they can entail, the
course naturally raises some of the same issues of moral and cultural rela-
tivism that arise in ethics courses. The challenge for Reich is to help stu-
dents develop a deep respect for diverse cultural understandings yet also
appreciate the importance of fundamental human rights. He hopes that
in the process they will come to see the value of ethical pluralism, which
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acknowledges legitimate differences in moral perspective without giving
up the belief that there are boundaries around what is morally acceptable
and valid grounds for evaluating moral claims. Among the other dilemmas
that Reich must negotiate are how to instill humility without triggering
paralysis and how to help students maintain a sense of efficacy even though
they can expect only limited success in many of their service endeavors.

Ethics and Politics meets twice a week, generally with one class each
week devoted to discussing broad philosophical questions raised in the
assigned readings such as: What does it mean to “do service”? Would ser-
vice be necessary in a just world? Can service do harm? The other meeting
explores the same questions in connection with examples of actual service
experiences, often through case studies written for the class by former
course participants who have subsequently taken part in community ser-
vice. During class, Reich alternates among small-group exercises; full-
group discussions in which he actively questions, probes, and pushes the
students; and mini-lectures in which he introduces or summarizes a set of
issues. In addition to class participation and extensive reading, students
write four papers exploring the history, dilemmas, and complexities of
public service.

PHASE 1: TO HELL WITH GOOD INTENTIONS. The first several weeks
of Ethics and Politics are designed to challenge the facile notion that ser-
vice is automatically a good thing. The challenge begins with readings and
discussions concerning various motives for doing service. Some students
think only people who are motivated by altruism are “good” service
providers, whereas others think that serving for self-interested reasons (for
example, wanting to build a better résumé) is acceptable. Reich pushes
students to recognize the prevalence of mixed motives and then asks the
class to consider the sufficiency of thinking only about motives. Reich
assigns several readings that illustrate how good intentions, even though
a desirable starting point, may lead to bad consequences. Most provoca-
tive on this point is the well-known essay “To Hell with Good Inten-
tions,” by Ivan Illich (1968). In an address to a group of U.S. volunteers
who were about to embark on a summer of service in Mexico, Illich tells
his audience:

You will not help anybody by your good intentions. . . . I am here to
tell you, if possible to convince you, and hopefully, to stop you, from
pretentiously imposing yourselves on Mexicans. . . . By definition, you
cannot help being ultimately vacationing salesmen for the middle-class
“American Way of Life,” since that is really the only life you know. . . .
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All you will do in a Mexican village is create disorder. . . . At worst,
in your “community development” spirit you might create just enough
problems to get someone shot after your vacation ends and you rush
back to your middle-class neighborhoods [pp. 1–4].

This paradox of good intentions yielding harmful outcomes is further
explored in Anne Fadiman’s The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down:
A Hmong Child, Her American Doctors, and the Collision of Two Cul-
tures (1997). An investigation of a true story, the book explores the treat-
ment of Lia Lee, a young Hmong girl with epilepsy, by her Hmong parents
and her American doctors. Although the child’s parents did not want their
daughter to suffer any pain during her epileptic seizures, they did not want
her to be “cured” of the disease—as the Hmong believe people with
epilepsy are closer to divinity, and consequently these individuals hold an
exalted status in the community. Lia’s American doctors, however,
believed the severity of her seizures would result in long-term brain dam-
age, and they wanted to treat her with medication. As the clash of views
and cultures played out, the outcome for Lia was tragic, despite the good
intentions on both sides. As Reich sees it: “The virtue of the book is that
it portrays the motives, intentions, and actions of everyone involved—the
parents, the community organizations, the doctors, the hospital adminis-
trators—from a sympathetic point of view. There’s no villain in the book,
yet the outcome is tragic.”

Both Illich and Fadiman make clear to students that good intentions
alone do not ensure a good outcome, that cultural differences can be too
great to bridge, and that well-intentioned people can sometimes unknow-
ingly do harm when they try to help. Readings like these might lead to a
classroom full of disheartened moral relativists who have come to see
community or public service as an irresponsible endeavor fraught with
insurmountable perils. But these readings are only the beginning of the
conversation, not the final word. Through the use of further readings,
classroom discussions, and written assignments, Reich attempts to move
students to a place where they are conscientious but also able to “embrace
the ambiguity” that is inherent in public service. Ultimately, he wants stu-
dents to see themselves as intentional, reflective service providers—even
“interventionists”:

I use [these readings] as a way to talk to about cultural differences in
doing service work and to talk about good intentions. One lesson I try
to draw out of [Fadiman’s] book is what it would mean to be a cul-
tural broker or interpreter and what kind of preparation or knowledge
one needs to play that role. . . . Is [the students’ role] as a service
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provider or service agent simply to forward the interests of the orga-
nization they’re working with, however they see it, or can you can be
interventionist and attempt to show [misguided individuals in the orga-
nization], tell them, explain to them, come into dialogue with them,
to say why you think what they’re doing is wrong or inappropriate or
ineffective.

Questions concerning moral relativism inevitably emanate from these
discussions. Reich uses strategic probing and challenges to confront stu-
dents who take relativistic or dogmatic positions, drawing out the impli-
cations of both. With thoughtful and difficult questions, he tries to bring
these students to an appreciation of the plurality of moral values and the
ways values can conflict as they do in The Spirit Catches You and You 
Fall Down:

If students are pressing a line of, “Well, you’ve got to respect cultural
beliefs,” I’ll press back with, “Does the state have an interest here?”
Or if people are saying, “The parents are going to kill Lia—if they
don’t do anything about her epilepsy, she’s going to have seizures and
die,” I’ll press more about parental interests. Ultimately, what I’m most
interested in is trying to get an appreciation of how both perspectives
need to be considered and of how values can conflict in a particular
case, as they do in this one.

Reich would like his students to be able to take multiple perspectives
on a given issue and to form reasoned positions in the face of difficult ethi-
cal dilemmas. He is quick to challenge students who try to avoid the hard
work of making moral judgments by simply saying, “Well, the Hmong
parents have their culture and I have mine, and they’re entitled to raise
their kid the way they want.”

PHASE 2: THE HISTORICAL AND SOCIOCULTURAL CONTEXTS OF SER-

VICE. Describing the second phase of Ethics and Politics, Reich says:

The goal is really to give Stanford students an understanding about
some of the local conditions. . . . So, if they do any volunteer service
they have some concrete knowledge about the history of the univer-
sity and the community. The goal is to prevent the stereotype of your
average sophomore who shows up at Stanford and thinks, “Oh, it’d
be great to do some service work.” He goes over and signs up for ten
hours of tutoring in East Palo Alto; logs in the ten hours and comes
back home; and thinks he’s struck some blow for goodness in the
world simply by having spent ten hours [tutoring], completely unaware
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of the rafts of Stanford students who have gone over there for twenty
or thirty years and the ill-will that might exist for good reason: the
sense in which these tiny, episodic kinds of service are the least effec-
tive ones in terms of establishing an ongoing relationship and a real
sense of connection between Stanford and East Palo Alto, not to men-
tion that they are unlikely to provide meaningful help to the students.

Service learning does not happen in a vacuum, so this part of the course
helps students understand the local context as well as the difficulties they
may face as they attempt to negotiate between two different worlds.
Among other things, students read Chuck Carlson’s Bled Dry by the Cut-
ting Edge: A Short History of Silicon Valley, and the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development report Gentrification Forces in East Palo
Alto in order to better understand Bay Area demographic and socio-
economic conditions. Work during this three-week period addresses ques-
tions about privilege and the ways that being a student at an elite university
can be a kind of stigma in the eyes of some who are less privileged. The
sense of their own privilege and the magnitude of the gulf between them
and the people they would like to help is paralyzing for some students. One
young woman described how active she was in high school (she started a
human rights club, for example, and worked with the Red Cross) but then
said that since coming to Stanford she has not been very involved in ser-
vice. She described feeling paralyzed by the Stanford name and struggling
with what it means to come from such an elite community. Through dis-
cussions of cases and other course readings, Reich tries to help students see
how they can maintain a sense of humility and realism about the compli-
cated politics of their local situation without succumbing to this paralysis.

PHASE 3: “PUSHING THE PEANUT FORWARD.” In the last week of Ethics
and Politics, students reflect on what they have learned and look forward
to applying it. Service learning is highlighted, as students discuss its mean-
ing, what one should know in order to be successful in service-learning
courses, and specific courses offered at Stanford. Many of the students
will go on to take these courses together, and Reich encourages them to
see each other as resources, not only for information but also for support.
The group talks about how to survive the “moral quicksand” of public
service. Even though service is fraught with difficult moral questions,
Reich does not want students to be immobilized by the ethical dilemmas
they will face. He tells them they must “embrace ambiguity” and advises
them “to strive for moral decency rather than moral perfection.” In dis-
cussing pieces by Robert Coles, bell hooks, and Parker Palmer, students
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acknowledge the importance of being reflective about their engagement
and willing to accept (even seek) constructive criticism.

The course ends on an inspiring note as students discuss “Pushing the
Peanut Forward,” a chapter from Peter Singer’s book (1998) on Henry
Spira and the animal rights movement. Spira reminds students that “it’s
crucial to take a long-term perspective. . . . And when a particular initia-
tive causes much frustration, I keep looking at the big picture while push-
ing obstacles out of the way. . . . It’s like this guy from the New York
Times asked me what I’d like my epitaph to be. I said, ‘He pushed the
peanut forward.’ I try to move things on a little” (p. 198).

Integrating Community and Classroom: Internship Reflection

Effective service learning requires not only preparation before the field
placement but also reflection and integration during and after it. The next
course we consider follows a service experience, helping students extend
and deepen their learning. Most service-learning courses are more con-
densed than this one, integrating academic learning with a service expe-
rience and reflection on that experience within the span of a semester or
in a few cases an academic year. In Duke University’s Service Opportuni-
ties in Leadership (SOL) Program, these basic elements are addressed in
three phases that take a full year to complete. In the spring, students take
a preparatory half-credit course, Civic Participation/Community Leader-
ship, in which they participate in a service project and explore the ways
in which values conflicts in local communities can affect civic participa-
tion and public policy.

After completing this course, students participate in the second phase—
summer internships in which they work on projects for community-based
organizations in the United States, Central America, or South Africa.
About half the students choose to conduct optional service-learning re-
search projects in conjunction with their internships. These research proj-
ects are designed collaboratively with the agency in which the students are
working so that they address a real need and result in reports or other
products that are genuinely useful to the agency. Research outcomes might
take the form of survey data, documentary articles, oral history inter-
views, feasibility studies and business plans, or program manuals. Some
recent project titles have been “Micro-Enterprise Development: Business,
Job Creation, and Community Building in the New South Africa,” “Child
Care and Education: Barriers to Self-Sufficiency for Participants in the
Supportive Housing Program,” and “Tradeswomen’s Stories, Trades-
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women’s Lives: Oral Histories of Women in Blue Collar Trades.” In addi-
tion to teaching valuable research skills, these projects can significantly
strengthen students’ sense of civic and political efficacy, because they serve
such important functions for the agencies.

Following their summer internships, SOL students begin the third phase
of the program, the one-semester full-credit course Integrating Commu-
nity and Classroom: Internship Reflection. This seminar, taught by Alma
Blount, a lecturer in Public Policy Studies, grapples with a number of is-
sues, including some of the same ones Rob Reich addressed with Stanford
students. Like many courses that attempt to foster long-term commitment
to public service, this course takes up the question of how to support stu-
dents’ sense of efficacy when the outcomes of their work are sure to be
mixed, so that students maintain resilience and hope rather than becom-
ing cynical in the face of the realities of civic and political life. The course
also builds on the students’ summer field experiences, connecting them
with deeper substantive knowledge and careful thought about the systemic
dimensions of the social problems students confronted. The course allows
students to place their service and research experiences in the context of
related research and policy analysis and to deepen their commitment to
civic participation.

Each week for seven weeks students read a diverse collection of texts
around a different theme, writing a reflective essay each week that ex-
plores the ideas in the readings and their meaning in light of each student’s
field experiences and ideas and the students’ questions about the theme.
These essays are meant to be a cumulative investigation, laying the ground-
work for a final essay on service leadership. Subgroups of students share
essays each week so that preparation for class discussion involves not only
doing the course reading and writing an essay but also at least skimming
the essays of several other students. This practice builds community among
the student groups, enriches the discussion, and stimulates discussion of
course-related issues outside the classroom. The themes around which the
readings and essays are organized are carefully designed to touch on key
issues in developing and sustaining responsible engagement and commit-
ment. They illustrate the interconnectedness of intellectual understanding
and motivational factors such as cynicism versus hope, the values making
up one’s moral compass, and personal models of inspiration. The theme
for Week 3, for example, is Facing Realities. Readings include selections
from Paul Rogat Loeb’s Soul of a Citizen: Living with Conviction in a
Cynical Time (1999) and the same Ivan Illich essay (“To Hell with Good
Intentions”) that Reich uses. Later weeks focus on the themes Perspectives
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and Principles; Integrity, Congruence, and the Inner Work of Leadership;
and Mentors, Models, and the Search for a Compass of Values, for which
students read and write about the life of a Nobel Peace Prize winner.

In addition to this intensive reading, writing, and discussion, each stu-
dent investigates an issue relating to the internship experience—thus pur-
suing problem-based, inquiry learning that builds directly on the summer
field placements. Students also create portfolios based on the investiga-
tion, using research, reflections, and other resources to illuminate and
focus the issue. Although these investigations and portfolios are individ-
ual projects, students have regular, structured opportunities for peer learn-
ing in connection with the projects. Each is assigned to a small group that
meets regularly to discuss the ongoing social issue investigations, offering
suggestions and feedback and helping plan presentations to the class. Then
students spend the last seven weeks of the course learning from each other
as they take turns presenting their research to the full group. Two elements
in the social issue investigation are an interview with an admired practi-
tioner in the student’s field of interest and a memo laying out policy or
action recommendations. The memo must grapple with questions like
these: “What are the underlying structures or systems that need to change
in order to make serious progress on this issue? Who are the key players
that need to be involved in the change process? What social policy options
do you see? Which option seems most viable? Where do you locate your-
self in these proposed actions?”

Alma Blount continues to refine what she calls the pedagogy of service
leadership that underlies not only the course but the full SOL experience.
Among other things, she is working with others at Duke to articulate the
parameters of community-based research as a teaching strategy and to
assess its impact on students. This systematic reflection on the pedagogies
represented in the program feeds back into ongoing course development
and provides a basis for national conversations with faculty at other insti-
tutions who are doing related work.

Ancients and Moderns: Democratic Theory and Practice

Sequences that connect one or more courses with service experiences over
the course of a year, or even longer in some cases, offer students a pow-
erful set of experiences, but these extended sequences are the exception
rather than the rule. Most faculty who teach for moral and civic devel-
opment take on the challenge of preparing students, facilitating their ser-
vice or other action projects, and helping them reflect and build on those
experiences within a single semester. A political science course at Provi-
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dence College illustrates how rich and demanding this kind of teaching
and learning can be. Rick Battistoni, professor of political science, is clear
about the goals of his political theory course, Ancients and Moderns:
Democratic Theory and Practice. He expects students to develop a begin-
ning understanding of democratic theory as represented in ancient Athens,
eighteenth-century Europe and the United States, and the United States
today, reading contemporaneous critics of democratic practices in each of
these times and places as well as historical accounts and theoretical analy-
ses. In addition to introducing important disciplinary concepts and other
substantive content, the course is meant to create a set of lenses, or con-
ceptual frames, through which the students can interpret their own expe-
riences and contemporary social and political issues; to provide experience
applying those lenses or modes of analysis; and to help students develop a
more examined and systematic sense of their own convictions about
democracy and their own role in it.

Battistoni uses a wide array of strategies to accomplish these goals. He
gives lectures periodically to provide an overview for each new section of
the course. The course also requires extensive reading and discussion, with
texts as wide ranging as Plato’s Republic, Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s On the
Social Contract, selected writings of Thomas Jefferson, and Amy Gutmann
and Dennis Thompson’s Democracy and Disagreement. Because many
aspects of the course concern the active use of theory and the relation of
theory and practice, Battistoni stimulates students to begin thinking about
the meaning of theory even before the course begins by articulating some
of the key ideas in the syllabus:

The course is about democracy, but it is also about theory (and, as a
result of theorizing, ultimately about practice). Political theory, simply
stated, is reflective discourse on the meaning of the political, delving
underneath the surface of political practice to ask questions and under-
stand the meaning of politics. In ancient Greek usage, theoria was a
journey taken by statesmen (yes, as we all know, women were ex-
cluded from public life) or citizens to other places and cultures. The
person making this journey would go study other governments,
cultures, customs, and practices, and report back to leaders of the
homeland. The “theorist” was thus a person who was able to exam-
ine these other cultures and abstract from his own experiences more
general understandings and standards of political behavior and action.
These could then be applied in criticizing, justifying, or amending insti-
tutions and practices in the home community. In this sense, then, polit-
ical theory is both a critical and a creative activity, for each generation
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to participate in a continuous tradition. And in this sense, we are all
theorists. So, I want you to read about theories and practices of democ-
racy in these three periods, but with a view to your own theorizing
about democracy.

The strategic use of simulations provides an experiential connection with
the democratic process. The course opens, for example, with a simulation
in which half the students are asked to design and act out a thoroughly
undemocratic classroom and the other half to design and act out a per-
fectly democratic classroom. Predictably, the undemocratic group creates
a form of dictatorial structure, and in the ensuing discussions students indi-
cate that their representation not only draws on textual and other depic-
tions of illegitimate authority systems but also represents an extreme
version of their own experiences in school. Interestingly, the democratic
group presentations tend to depict “inefficiency, disorder, even anarchy and
chaos.” In the discussions that follow the simulation, students in both
groups indicate their lack of experience with democracy, and many express
“their feeling that ‘real’ democracy is a nice idea, but utterly unrealistic,
and at some level, undesirable” (Battistoni, 2000, p. 2). This introductory
simulation uncovers on the first day of class some unexamined assump-
tions about democracy that might not have surfaced in a more general dis-
cussion of democracy.

As the course goes on, Battistoni uses a number of devices to bring demo-
cratic practices into the way the course operates. In a sense he makes the
hidden curriculum visible and intentional, making the “medium part of the
message.” Research indicates that this kind of approach can be an im-
portant part of civic education. In fact an extensive review of the political
socialization literature concluded that the most positive contribution a
teacher at any level can make to the acquisition of democratic values is to
foster democratic practices in the classroom and that this form of pedagogy
was more important than any particular curricular component (Ehman,
1980). However, partly because this approach is so unfamiliar to students,
it is sometimes difficult to introduce. Battistoni found, for example, that he
and the students had to work through together what it would mean for the
students to have some input into their grades for class participation. In Bat-
tistoni’s mind, class participation includes more than how much or how
well students speak in class:

If we interpret democratic class participation to mean active engage-
ment in the classroom, this includes not only giving voice to one’s
thoughts and opinions, but also what Langston Hughes once called
“listen[ing] eloquently.” It might also include preparation for class or
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discussions between students about course material outside of class. . . .
To the extent that our definition of class participation includes things
beyond the vocalizations that the faculty member can evaluate, then
the student should have input, not only as a power-sharing arrange-
ment but also because the student is the only one positioned to evalu-
ate these other things [Battistoni, 2000, p. 6].

Throughout the course, students keep an ongoing theory journal, in
which they respond to questions posed by Battistoni or derived from class
discussions, using the readings and discussions to evolve their own theo-
ries of democracy. This writing involves the active interrogation of the as-
signed texts, analysis of the texts’ meaning in a cumulative and recursive
way, and connection with a developing sense of what the students them-
selves believe. The journal writing, on which students receive regular eval-
uation and feedback from Battistoni, results in a document of seventy to
one hundred typed pages by the end of the course.

Finally, the students choose between two kinds of large course projects.
The most popular option is the Democratic Theory in Action Project. Stu-
dents are then grouped by project, and each group is instructed to orga-
nize itself democratically (whatever this means for the group), then create
and implement some “democratic action.” The nature of the action is up
to the group, but it must exemplify the democratic ideals and theories the
students have read about and discussed. The group submits a narrative
report that summarizes the action in light of democratic theory and also
chronicles the process followed by the group and the group’s reflections
on that process in light of democratic theory and principles. In addition,
each individual writes a paper explicating his own conclusions about
democracy and democratic theory in light of the experience of carrying
out the project. For one recent democratic action project, students chose
to address a perceived lack of democracy on the Providence College cam-
pus and sought to increase student input into decision making. The group
organized a forum that brought together representatives from the college’s
major institutions (faculty senate, student congress, student affairs, and
academic administration) to discuss student influence in decision making.

Alternatively, students can choose a more research-oriented option in
which they study an organization of their choice from the standpoint of
democratic theory, ideals, and values and their own understanding of what
is at stake with respect to the governance and operation of this organization.
Students are expected to spend a significant amount of time participating in
the work of the organization and interviewing key informants. The students
write a Democratic Organizational Biography based on this research, using
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democratic theory to analyze the particular patterns exhibited in the chosen
organization. One student studied the Providence College Student Congress,
another examined the democratic governance (or lack thereof) of her church,
and a third chose to compare the practices and ideals of the college’s Politi-
cal Science Department.

For Rick Battistoni, as for Alma Blount, pedagogy extends beyond the
end of the course. Each year Battistoni critically examines this course,
assessing the quality of student work and considering student evaluations
and comments. This assessment has led to important modifications and con-
tinual strengthening of the course. When he first introduced the Democratic
Organizational Biography project, for example, Battistoni provided a list
of organizations to be studied, and he found both the process and outcomes
of the projects to be disappointing. Students were not really engaged, and
unless they had had previous contact with the organization they studied,
they had no stake in the outcome of their findings. When he gave students
another choice for a major project (the democratic action project), so that
writing the organizational biography was optional, and allowed students
to choose organizations that matched their own interests, student engage-
ment and the quality of the outcomes improved dramatically.

In addition to adjusting his teaching strategies, Battistoni also con-
nected his teaching more broadly with his scholarship and used his class-
room experiences as one source for “rethink[ing] the relationship between
democratic theory, democratic pedagogy, and undemocratic power rela-
tions as they manifest themselves in higher education” (Battistoni, 2000,
p. 4). He has shared his reflections on teaching democratic theory and
practice with colleagues by presenting papers about the work at meetings
of the American Political Science Association and at other conferences.

Social and Environmental History of California

The courses we have considered so far are all directed primarily toward
students who bring a preexisting interest in community service or politics.
Courses that build on these interests and develop them further can help
sustain these students’ commitment and increase its effectiveness. But
undergraduate education also has the potential to awaken an interest in
social issues in students who have not experienced that interest before,
helping these students begin to see that they can and want to contribute
to something beyond their immediate personal sphere.

Gerald Shenk, associate professor of history, and David Takacs, asso-
ciate professor of earth systems science and policy, take on this challenge
in their course Social and Environmental History of California, at Cali-
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fornia State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB). The course is geared
toward juniors and seniors, particularly natural and behavioral science
majors, many of whom enroll in order to satisfy the CSUMB learning re-
quirements in the areas of Democratic Participation and U.S. Histories as
well as the state requirements in U.S. and California history. This multi-
disciplinary course looks at the way the geography of California has
shaped the evolution of the state’s diverse cultures and how the choices
people made have shaped the physical landscape. In a way that is remi-
niscent of Rick Battistoni’s aspirations regarding political theory, Shenk
and Takacs hope students will learn not only about history but also about
how to use historical analysis and knowledge to illuminate contemporary
issues and to clarify what they believe in and are prepared to act on.
Shenk and Takacs want students to understand themselves as “historical
beings in relationship to each other and to the Earth” and to “come to see
history as a tool they can use to understand and shape the world they live
in.” “Our primary goal,” they say in their syllabus, “is for students to use
what they learn in our class to become historically informed, self-aware,
ethical participants in the civic lives of their communities.”

Shenk and Takacs use a wide array of strategies to accomplish this, in-
cluding reading assignments, periodic short lectures, discussions in which
the forty students in the course frequently break into small groups and
then come back together, journal writing, research on historical issues,
and ambitious projects that include action in the community. “Every
minute is precious,” and Shenk and Takacs must make hard choices
between content and process. Their answer to this dilemma has been to
teach for thematic understanding, usable skills, and personal growth
rather than mastery of large bodies of content knowledge.

The centerpiece of the course is the Historically Informed Political Proj-
ect (HIPP). Constituting 75 percent of students’ final grade, the HIPP
brings together history, ecology, personal values, and political action. Proj-
ects must address a California issue that has both environmental and social
dimensions. Students conduct historical research as background to the proj-
ect, articulate the values and assumptions they bring to it, and reflect on
how those values and assumptions have changed as a result of engaging in
the project. The project must involve at least ten hours of community work
and lead to a set of policy recommendations informed by the historical re-
search and community experience. Students can choose to work together
on a joint project or do their work independently, but even those doing
individual projects have many opportunities to work through with others
the questions their projects raise. By centering on the HIPP, the course takes
advantage of the pedagogical strengths of multidisciplinary, project-based,
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collaborative, and service learning. These projects are extremely challeng-
ing for students. CSUMB students are accustomed to doing service-related
projects and reflecting on that service, but the HIPP demands in-depth his-
torical research and extensive analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Students
must place their political projects in a larger social and environmental con-
text and make policy recommendations based on what they learn through
their research and political action.

WHAT IS POLITICS? Because they recognize how difficult the projects are,
Shenk and Takacs organize course readings and activities to help students
construct them one step at a time. The first important milestone in doing
a HIPP is defining politics. Students write a one-page thought piece on the
following questions: “What is politics?” “What counts as politics for
you?” “Do you ever act politically?” This seemingly simple task initially
proves more a stumbling block than a cornerstone in constructing a HIPP,
because most of the students begin the course uninterested in or disgusted
by politics. With few exceptions, students in the course describe politics
in negative terms: for example, “a corrupt system driven by people pur-
suing their own self-interest.” Few students have any desire to become
politically active. As one student put it: “I don’t do anything political
because I see anyone who makes a living at doing politics, usually one in
government or in a position of power, as a little kid who is just squab-
bling over getting more money or more power. I do not want to be any
way a part of that mess . . . so I don’t do anything.”

In an effort to broaden and reframe the meaning of politics by con-
necting it with things the students do care about, Shenk and Takacs ask
students to consider the 1960s slogan: “The personal is political.” They
suggest to students that “virtually everything you do has some kind of
impact on others”—from the way you get to class to the toilet paper you
buy. To illustrate this point, Shenk and Takacs have students read Frank
Bardacke’s Good Liberals and Great Blue Herons (1994) and then take
them to the nearby town of Watsonville to meet with Bardacke and dis-
cuss his life and political commitments. A veteran of the civil rights, free
speech, and antiwar movements of the 1960s, Bardacke’s recent efforts
have focused on land use and labor issues in Watsonville. Referring to an
exchange that speaks to the perennial challenge of maintaining stamina
in the face of hard political realities, Takacs recalls with fondness Bar-
dacke’s response to a student who asked how many of his political bat-
tles he has actually won. “I have never won,” he answered. “Well,” she
replied, “then how can you go on?” His answer: “You have to find joy in
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the struggle.” In this, he echoes our comment in Chapter Four that part
of what students need to sustain a sense of efficacy is a love of the game.

The idea that politics can be defined more broadly than students ini-
tially thought and that many seemingly apolitical matters have political
implications intrigues most students, and they come to enjoy discussing
their conceptions of what counts as politics. In fact these discussions are
among the most dynamic of the semester as students grapple with defin-
ing politics in ways that reflect their personal values and ask each other
provocative questions: What forms of political participation are valid for
you, and what aren’t? What do you approve of others doing, and what
don’t you approve of? Is protesting or boycotting a valid a form of polit-
ical participation? Is breaking the law?

CYCLES OF ACTION AND REFLECTION. Shenk and Takacs use the
image of a triangle to help students think about the relationship between
their definition of politics, their personal values, and the political action
they would like to engage in for the HIPP. Students begin filling in the three
points of this triangle and discussing them in class early in the course, and
they repeat the exercise over and over as their historical and political un-
derstandings grow and their projects progress. This repeated exercise helps
students learn to articulate, revise, and refine the values and other assump-
tions that inform their beliefs about their responsibilities as citizens, and
allows them to see how the three points in the triangle connect to shape
the political projects they are pursuing. The hope is that they will inter-
nalize habits of mind that involve careful reflection, followed by action,
which is followed by a return to reflection on the action and possible
changes in values and other assumptions as a result of the cycle of action
and reflection.

As Shenk and Takacs describe it, the cycle consists of four steps: (1) re-
flection about oneself (that is, one’s assumptions, beliefs, and values) in
relation to one’s world, in order to understand what is important to one;
(2) exploration of various perspectives through study, research, and dis-
cussion with others on one or more of the issues identified as important;
(3) action that is informed by one’s understanding of oneself and by study,
research, and discussion; and (4) further reflection about the whole
process, and preparation to move through the cycle again.

Shenk and Takacs recognize the importance of students’ practicing the
skills and habits the course is intended to teach, so students engage in
many cycles of action and reflection over the course of the semester. Al-
though the HIPP itself can be viewed as one big cycle, it can also be seen
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as made up of several smaller cycles. For example, defining and redefin-
ing politics does not take place through a single discussion or journal
entry. It begins with students setting out their own assumptions about pol-
itics. Then they read Bardacke’s book, which “helps broaden students’
conception of political work and gets them thinking about how they
might act politically in the world in a way that is consistent with their val-
ues.” Following those discussions, students begin to design a HIPP and
contemplate taking action that reflects their current conceptions of poli-
tics. This leads to further reflection and a reexamination of the question
of what politics is. The changes in understanding of and feelings toward
politics can be striking for some students, although for others it is only
the beginning of what Shenk and Takacs hope will be an ongoing broad-
ening of perspective. As Shenk said: “I think all we can do is introduce
the cycle to them. It clicks for some, and maybe for the others—in five,
ten, or twenty years—it’ll click. . . . A lot of students are not ready for
this—they’re not ready for deep introspection—and we can’t require
it. . . . You can’t force it to be the deep kind of introspection you imag-
ined people would go through that would cause great transformation.”

The HIPPs for the year we visited focused on a wide range of topics,
including improving the health of a river, establishing an alternative cam-
pus newspaper, and changing the logging practices of a major lumber
company. A theme that emerged in several projects was the connection
between economic booms (surrounding, for example, the gold rush, oil,
aerospace, and, most recently, electronics and the Internet) and unfore-
seen environmental and social effects. Building on this theme and his long-
standing love of surfing, one student, Charles Tilley, used his project to
look at the extent to which natural surf breaks have been lost to devel-
opment on the California coast near CSUMB. At a nearby beach in Santa
Cruz, for example, the construction of a jetty has eroded the ocean floor
that produced surfable waves. Tilley’s project involved assessing the costs
and likely effects of building an artificial reef at the site, which would
improve the quality of waves. As he lobbied for the construction of the
reef, Tilley learned a great deal about local and state laws and policies as
well as relevant court cases elsewhere in California. The same theme—the
unintended consequences of development—informed the HIPPs of three
students whose collaborative project worked toward the passage of a local
ballot initiative (Measure E) designed to control urban sprawl and its neg-
ative effects on the environment. These students identified a candidate
(Bruce Delgado) who favored the initiative and who was running for a
seat on the Marina City Council. Among other things, they created signs
and went door-to-door campaigning for this initiative and this candidate.
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On election day the students were delighted to learn that Measure E had
been approved (54.2 percent of the vote) and that Delgado had won by
seven votes.

It is noteworthy, however, that this project was the only one that tack-
led electoral politics. Although there is no doubt that the course helped
students reconsider politics and find a way to think about politics that
was consonant with their values, electoral politics was still viewed by most
of them as “a real turn-off.” In order to better understand this and other
aspects of the course, Shenk and Takacs undertook a careful review of
their teaching and the students’ learning, which included systematic analy-
sis of the HIPPs. They developed two taxonomies to describe the range of
student outcomes, one consisting of ten ways in which students used his-
tory to inform their political projects, the other of eight ways in which
students thought or acted politically. They found that students were able
to use history in many different ways to inform their projects, including
analyzing systems of power relationships, seeing themselves as both prod-
ucts of history and actors in history, and drawing parables or lessons from
history. Students were most successful in identifying and using historical
themes to inform their action projects. Analyses of the ways students
thought and acted politically supported Takacs and Shenk’s impression
that students did develop politically in the course, even if many retained
some of their skepticism toward electoral politics: “Our initial reading
and subsequent analyses of the HIPPs confirms our impression that stu-
dents did seem to become less afraid of politics, more sophisticated in
their understanding of politics, more committed to political work, and
more aware of the connections between themselves and their communi-
ties” (Takacs & Shenk, 2001, p. 6).

Building Moral and Civic Learning into the Curriculum

At California State University, Monterey Bay, graduation requirements press
students who might otherwise not do so to take courses such as Social and
Environmental History of California that broaden their perspectives on
moral and civic issues. Takacs and Shenk’s course thus highlights one of the
central challenges of undergraduate moral and civic education—how to
reach students who are not already inclined toward civic participation.
CSUMB accomplished this by establishing a set of learning outcomes that
all students must meet in order to graduate. Alverno and Tusculum Col-
leges also use variants of this outcomes-based or abilities-based approach.
Other campuses we visited use different approaches. But all struggle with
the same dilemmas: how to integrate moral and civic learning throughout
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the academic curriculum in ways that will strengthen both moral and civic
learning and other aspects of intellectual and personal development, how
to ensure that work in academic majors and electives as well as in general
education will contribute to moral and civic development, and how to reach
the widest possible group of students. In the next chapter, we describe a
number of different designs for the undergraduate curriculum that repre-
sent a range of solutions to these dilemmas.
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6

WEAVING MORAL AND 
CIVIC LEARNING

INTO THE CURRICULUM

among the undergraduates at every college and university are some
who look for ways to contribute to something larger than themselves, who
are inspired by moral ideals or passionate about social or political issues.
They are primed to take advantage of the many ways a college education
can deepen their convictions and bring them to a higher level of intellec-
tual and practical sophistication and competence. Even so, not all of these
students find their way to the right developmental experiences; for some
the inspiration will fade during college, giving way to narrower, more self-
interested concerns so their earlier passion becomes only a memory. Other
students come to college less interested in questions of personal integrity
or social responsibility. They may have done some volunteer work and
found it discouraging or unexciting; they may find politics confusing or
even repellent. In our view, reaching this group of students—awakening in
them broader concerns and giving them a sense that they can grasp and
contribute to the complicated realities of civic and political life—is at least
as important as reaching those who are more immediately receptive.

Weaving moral and civic issues into the curriculum is schools’ best hope
of connecting with the hard-to-reach students and making sure that stu-
dents already on an inspired path will not lose their way. Extracurricular
life is rich with sites of moral and civic engagement. Its impact on students
can be transformative. But on many campuses it is difficult or impossible
to structure extracurricular programs that will touch all students. We
talked in Chapter Three about the encompassing nature of campus cul-
tures. Surely they reach everyone. But what is salient in the culture and
the meaning it conveys are not determined solely by what is objectively



“out there.” The lenses through which students notice and interpret their
cultural contexts are also critical to what is seen, and these lenses are
shaped by many things, including the intellectual frameworks students
develop through their coursework.

Even aside from its capacity to reach all students, the curriculum is cen-
tral to educating college students as citizens because so many key dimensions
of moral and civic maturity are fundamentally cognitive or intellectual—
rooted in understanding, interpretation, and judgment. In fact, by drawing
on a wide range of pedagogies, academic coursework can support not only
the most clearly intellectual dimensions of moral and civic development but
the full range of capacities and inclinations that make up moral and civic
understanding, skills, motivation, and ultimately, action.

But to say that the curriculum can support moral and civic develop-
ment is not to say that it usually does. In an essay on liberal education,
Louis Menand (1997) commented that many curricula assume that “val-
ues, citizenship, and so on are the stuff that rubs off when students are
busy learning other things” (p. 3). This assumption may be correct in
some sense. Through the campus and wider cultures and the messages im-
plicit in curricular and extracurricular experiences, some values and inter-
pretations of human nature, morality, and social institutions may indeed
rub off on students. The question is whether this inadvertent moral and
civic socialization is teaching what thoughtful educators want students to
learn. Too often undergraduate education also seems to assume that many
of the higher-order intellectual capacities that are central to both liberal
education and its moral and civic dimensions will somehow rub off. Many
curricula fail to explicitly address widely acknowledged goals like judg-
ment, integrative thinking, and facility in moving among multiple modes
of inquiry. Observers of higher education have commented, for example,
that in most curricula integrative learning happens only in students’ heads,
if at all (Anderson, 1997; Schneider & Schoenberg, 1998). Some students
do make these connections, and some grow morally and civically by
responding deeply to issues implicit in their courses. But more explicit
attention to those goals will make moral and civic development a more
reliable and widespread outcome of undergraduate education.

Unfortunately, curricular structures at most colleges and universities are
not particularly well suited to the goals of moral and civic learning or of
liberal education in general. The disciplinary focus and organization of the
curriculum at most institutions means that courses are seldom designed to
ensure the development of sophisticated cross-disciplinary capacities such
as complex problem solving, integrative thinking, or judgment, all of which
are central to moral and civic development. Because general education is
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most often organized around distribution requirements, with a wide range
of courses that can fulfill these requirements, it does not usually represent
a coherent or common core of undergraduate learning. As a result many
students go through their entire undergraduate experience without encoun-
tering courses that speak directly to their moral and civic development.
Furthermore, courses in different departments, and usually even within
departments, are routinely taught in isolation from each other so that
learning is not cumulative. This includes moral and civic learning, which
at most institutions is sporadic at best—a service-learning course here, an
ethics course there, or a teacher now and then who raises moral questions
connected with her discipline. The fact that courses do not build on each
other weakens their impact, because moral and civic development, like
other complex learning, is best supported by multiple sources that con-
tribute to the same goals and by clear connections among these different
sources so that learning becomes cumulative.

It is not easy to structure the curriculum so that it draws all students into
sustained and comprehensive moral and civic growth—but it can be done.
We have seen successful efforts in all kinds of institutions, using many dif-
ferent curricular structures. All these institutions integrate moral and civic
learning into their general education programs. In doing so they add vital-
ity to general education at the same time that they support moral and civic
growth. Most students, however, spend at least a third of their time in their
majors, so schools are missing important opportunities for moral and civic
learning when they restrict it to general education. Furthermore, in most dis-
ciplines, students’ grasp of their major fields will be incomplete if they never
grapple with the central moral issues and social implications inherent in the
discipline. At many of our case study campuses and some others we learned
about, moral and civic learning is threaded through the whole undergradu-
ate curriculum, including both general education and the major. Learning of
all sorts benefits when institutions treat undergraduate education as a whole
rather than splitting it sharply between general and specialized or disci-
plinary learning. This does not mean that every course should address moral
or civic themes, but it does mean that every student should have multiple
experiences with these themes. The impact will be even greater when these
multiple experiences are integrated and intentionally cumulative.

General Education

Almost all undergraduate curricula include some form of general educa-
tion. Despite frequent laments that general education is not as highly val-
ued as it should be, a recent survey of campuses in all Carnegie categories
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indicates that almost two-thirds report the general education curriculum
has been a rising priority in the past ten years and only 2 percent have re-
ported its decline. In the same survey, all institutions indicated that they
were either currently engaged in a review of their general education pro-
gram or had a review planned for the upcoming year (Ratliffe, Johnson, &
La Nasa, 2001).

There is a significant degree of broad consensus among institutions and
educators on the goals of general education, although particular programs
reveal variations around these central tendencies (Stearns, 2001). In es-
sence, general education represents a commitment to breadth in under-
graduate education. It is designed to contribute to the wide range of
knowledge and skills that are taken to represent the “educated person”
and to provide a broad context for the specialized expertise students gain
in the major. To achieve this, it seeks to endow students with some ground-
ing in various disciplinary approaches and methodologies and an intro-
duction to bodies of knowledge associated with different academic fields,
especially in the liberal arts and sciences. It is expected to introduce stu-
dents to the intellectual capacities needed for success in college, to pro-
vide experience with a range of options related to choosing a major, and
at least in some configurations, to instill cross-cutting or higher-order skills
and habits of mind, such as critical and independent thinking and both
quantitative and verbal literacies.

The most common approach to general education is to impose distribu-
tion requirements, mandates that students must take one or two courses
in a number of disciplinary categories (physical sciences, social sciences,
literature, and so on). In another general education configuration, students
are required to complete some form of shared core curriculum, which may
include one or more particular courses or courses chosen from a limited
set of specially designed alternatives. In yet another approach, some insti-
tutions achieve the goals of general education by requiring students to
show evidence of certain competencies rather than requiring them to com-
plete courses in prescribed categories, using models based on variants of
outcomes-based or abilities-based education.

Most colleges and universities draw from several curricular models,
combining them to create a configuration that is particular to that insti-
tution. Outcomes-based education, for example, is often combined with
some distribution requirements or required courses. Required core courses
are also frequently combined with distribution requirements. Some cur-
ricula with distribution requirements define some requisite categories in
terms of outcomes (such as the ability to conduct an ethical analysis) and
other categories in disciplinary terms.
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Whatever their approach, general education programs face some com-
mon challenges, dilemmas, and tensions, all of which bear on the cur-
riculum’s capacity to support moral and civic growth: how to weigh the
value of a common experience against the advantages of connecting with
students’ particular interests and needs; if the curriculum is to include a
common experience, how to determine its content and approach; how to
make general education extensive enough to accomplish its goals without
encroaching on electives; how to shape the program around learning goals
yet keep faculty engaged; how to make the coursework explicitly cumu-
lative without creating so much structure that it conflicts with student
choice. Answers to these dilemmas and challenges shape and constrain the
means available for moral and civic education.

Distribution Requirements

The form of general education that is least conducive to systematic moral
and civic education is, unfortunately, the most common curricular model—
a highly decentralized system of distribution requirements. Because many
courses meet these requirements, students shop around for classes, select-
ing according to their own personal tastes, which might mean courses that
most interest them, courses that best fit their schedules, or courses they
hope will require minimal effort. Much of what students learn is left to
chance as they choose from a hodgepodge of diverse courses with no over-
all intellectual focus or integration.

If they explicitly address moral and civic learning at all, these curricula
typically do so by requiring that students take a course in ethics. Some-
times this requirement is broad, and students can fill it with either an
ethics or a religion course or with any philosophy or religion course. Re-
quired ethics courses can help students learn to articulate moral questions,
assess competing claims, form and defend their own views, and engage in
critical reflection and decision making. These are worthwhile goals, and
many ethics courses do accomplish them. But unless specially designed to
help students connect what they learn with their own lives and roles as
citizens, these courses may provide little support for the development of
usable moral and civic understanding and skills and are unlikely to influ-
ence the motivational dimensions of moral and civic development. In fact,
in their most common form, they may even contribute to students’ moral
relativism and other confusions, as we discussed in Chapter Five.

If the requirement is defined more broadly, to include any course in reli-
gion or philosophy, it may not expose students to moral or civic issues at
all. Courses in the philosophy of language or church history, for example,
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are unlikely to address moral and civic concerns. At one faith-based insti-
tution we visited, the required introductory theology course was gener-
ally taught as a historical review of church doctrine, with little discussion
of how these doctrines reflected and shaped the church’s worldview or
their implications for the contemporary world and students’ own lives.
This was surprising because the institution views this course as a founda-
tion for students’ spiritual commitments and personal values. The prob-
lem, perhaps, is the assumption that this course automatically engages
moral and spiritual issues, and therefore there is no attempt by faculty to
provide a clear spiritual or moral focus for the course, nor does the de-
partment or institution provide guidelines suggesting this.

Distribution Requirements That Meet Explicit Criteria

Some institutions deal with just this kind of problem by establishing cri-
teria courses must meet if they are to satisfy a requirement. Proposed
courses are screened with reference to their intended learning goals and
sometimes their pedagogies. Duke University’s Curriculum 2000, for
example, requires students to take two courses in Ethical Inquiry as part
of its distribution requirements (see Chapter Three). In order for courses
to qualify as Ethical Inquiry they must address some specific objectives (as
we also described in Chapter Three): they must attempt to instill the
capacity for discernment and choice about diverse systems of values and
competing courses of action; a critical understanding of diverse meanings
of justice, goodness, and virtue; and the capacity to articulate ethical ques-
tions, to assess competing claims and approaches to ethical thought, and
to engage in careful and critical reflection about individual and social be-
havior, institutions, and ways of life. Ethical Inquiry courses must also do
one or more of the following:

• Explore ethical arguments and beliefs in one or more cultures,
religions, or philosophical, dramatic, or literary texts or traditions
from a critical standpoint.

• Examine ethical and political issues and controversies in a particu-
lar historical, disciplinary, professional, or policy context.

• Combine coursework and service experiences with rigorous
reflection and writing on ethical issues.

Explicit guidelines like these make the purposes of the requirement
clearer to both students and faculty and establish a template for new
courses built on a wide range of subject matter. Duke faculty design their
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own Ethical Inquiry courses, which are offered in nearly all departments,
from African studies to biology to economics, and are approved by a com-
mittee. Committee reviews are rigorous, and in the year we visited, only
23 percent of the proposed courses were judged to meet the criteria. This
approach encourages a strong mix of disciplinary as well as moral and
civic content, helping students learn about ethical issues inherent in par-
ticular fields of knowledge.

Like many universities, Duke also requires all freshmen to take a course
in writing. This kind of requirement, too, can be used as a site for moral
and civic learning if careful attention is given to its structure and guide-
lines. To promote this, Duke developed a set of special sections that fac-
ulty can use to integrate the values and skills of discourse into their
freshman writing courses. Beginning in 1997, Elizabeth Kiss, director of
Duke’s Kenan Institute of Ethics, and Van Hillard, director of the First-
Year Writing Program, began working together to infuse deliberative
ideals and values into the writing courses. They were concerned about
some common weaknesses in students’ writing, including “crossfire style
debate” (a failure to acknowledge nuances and complexities of issues and
a tendency to trivialize opposing arguments), “avoiding discernment” (a
failure to examine issues in depth and a tendency to rush to unearned con-
clusions), and avoiding engagement with moral disagreement. Kiss and
Hillard believed that teaching “the art of deliberation” would not only
contribute to students’ moral and civic development, it would dramati-
cally improve their writing. They accomplished this by structuring some
sections of the writing course around the idea of “disagreement, deliber-
ation, and community.” The project has grown tremendously in the past
few years. During its first year, the project included only 12 of the 120
sections of the writing course, and only one theme, race, was used to
anchor course writings and discussions. Three years later, 83 sections
offered a moral and civic focus, and they were structured around six issues
(taught in different strands): public health, race, technology and privacy,
crime, environmentalism, and celebrity culture.

We mentioned in Chapter Two that even in colleges and universities
with very loosely structured general education programs, students tend to
choose from the same rather limited range of courses. As a result some
courses predictably reach very large numbers of students, even when they
are not required. Efforts to structure these courses to incorporate moral
and civic learning would have a high payoff, reaching the great majority
of students without restricting their freedom of choice. For example, many
colleges and universities require students to take a mathematics course. For
students who expect to major in fields that are not math intensive, this can
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often lead to disengagement, raising the question, Why do I need to know
this? Mathematics with a civic focus may be especially effective for stim-
ulating an interest in math among students like these. In one such course,
Peter Alexander, a math professor at Heritage College, teaches probabil-
ity theory and other modes of mathematical analysis in social contexts. His
course, Math and Social Justice, prepares students to evaluate the signifi-
cance of the numbers they see attached to every aspect of U.S. society, help-
ing them gain a deep understanding of the media’s use of numbers by
looking at statistical accuracy, significance, and societal implications.

Core Curricula

Some colleges and universities have moved away from the distribution
model by creating a framework for general education that establishes a
well defined set of goals and a program of courses specially designed to
educate toward those goals. The purpose is sometimes to impart a canon-
ical body of knowledge, but more often it is to expose students to multi-
ple modes of thought or to accomplish some cross-cutting learning goals.
Such core curricula, especially when they are extensive, require a great
degree of administrative and faculty cooperation and buy-in. They require
more coordination across departments, faculty development, planning,
and oversight than general education that relies on distribution require-
ments. Efforts to establish core curricula can also run up against turf bat-
tles and faculty members’ desires to protect departmental budgets and
personnel. Even so, some institutions find the trade-offs worthwhile
because of the value of core curricula for students.

Core curricula can be extensive or consist of only one or two courses.
They can mandate one or more particular courses for all students or pro-
vide students with choices from a prescribed category (for example, fresh-
man seminar or senior capstone courses). We have seen examples of
successful integration of moral and civic learning in all varieties of core
curricula.

The central advantage of requiring one or more particular courses is that
it gives the entire student body a genuinely shared learning experience. This
experience can increase the sense of community on campus, and because
all students participate, it can establish a good basis for links between the
curriculum and extracurricular activities such as public speaker series or
residence hall programs. This may be more feasible for small institutions,
and in fact small schools are more likely to adopt this approach.

Requiring students to take and faculty to teach particular courses can
result in complaints from both, so this approach requires a strong ratio-
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nale justifying the need for students to learn that particular content. His-
torically, proponents of required courses, which were often Western civi-
lization courses, argued that they embody both content and principles that
any educated person ought to know. Now colleges are more likely to jus-
tify the courses with reference to the value of a shared experience or their
relevance to particularities of the school’s mission and history. For this
reason, required core courses almost always clearly reflect the institution’s
distinctive definition of moral and civic responsibility, as we described
these definitions in Chapter Three.

Like core curricula that offer choices, core curricula that include
required courses vary in scope, but because they limit student and faculty
choices, it is rare for them to be very extensive. A more common practice
is to provide a number of choices within each category of required core
courses. The alternatives are designed to be parallel, embodying the same
general goals, though pursuing these goals through varied subject matter.
This approach has the distinct advantage that students can choose courses
in which they have a special interest. Equally important is that this ap-
proach allows faculty to create courses that engage their enthusiasm rather
than requiring them to teach courses they have not designed themselves.
The key to making sure these courses support moral and civic develop-
ment or other particular goals is to specify the course guidelines clearly
and carefully review course proposals.

Comprehensive Core Curricula

It was once common for colleges to have extensive core curricula, and
those programs typically incorporated moral and civic themes. Although
this approach to general education is now unusual, some contemporary
institutions do have comprehensive core curricula that pay sustained atten-
tion to students’ moral and civic development. This was the case in two of
our case study schools—Portland State University and Tusculum College.
It is noteworthy that both these curricula arose out of institutional need,
even crisis in the case of Tusculum, as we described in Chapter Three. The
adoption of a core curriculum as extensive as that at Tusculum may seem
a rather high-risk strategy, but both faculty and students there seem happy
with the decision.

Tusculum’s program, the Commons Curriculum, is unusual in that it is
a comprehensive core curriculum composed of particular required courses.
Students are not offered multiple alternatives because the Commons Cur-
riculum is intended to provide intellectual common ground and create a
community by involving all students and most of the faculty in a shared
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experience. The curriculum focuses centrally on issues of citizenship, skills
of reflection and deliberation, and ethical decision making as well as other
academic skills and substance. This core curriculum, which is combined
with outcomes-based education, includes ten required courses. All new
students arriving at Tusculum take Our Lives in Community, in which
they explore and experience their roles as citizens in their local commu-
nities, in part through a service project and extensive writing. The core
curriculum also includes a two-part history course, The People Shall
Judge, which examines the evolving meaning of self-government and cit-
izenship in the United States from the first settlements in North America
to the present. Athens to Philadelphia, another required course, asks stu-
dents to explore how Greek and Roman ideas of self-governance and
democracy were taken up and reworked by Enlightenment thinkers and
ultimately by the authors of the U.S. Constitution.

Portland State’s University Studies program also tracks students through
all four years of college, requiring students to complete at least one course
and sometimes several from the program each year. University Studies
integrates goals such as communication and critical thinking with a strong
emphasis on moral and civic learning. A central goal throughout the pro-
gram is to help students develop ethical and social responsibility and com-
munity connections in the context of interdisciplinary courses that also
foster the capacity for integration. The program offers students choices at
each stage, and also ensures that the courses in each category share a com-
mon design and goals. All courses must meet an established set of crite-
ria and are reviewed by a committee before they are adopted.

The program begins with Freshman Inquiry, a yearlong, interdisci-
plinary course that is required for all students. The alternative offerings
for Freshman Inquiry are developed and taught by interdisciplinary fac-
ulty teams, and their content varies widely. An example illustrates the way
that substantive material from a number of disciplines; a wide range of
academic skills; and moral and civic understanding, skills, and motivations
are integrated in these first-year courses. The Columbia Basin: Watershed
of the Great Northwest, draws from economics, water resource manage-
ment, forest ecology, native wildlife populations, environmental concerns,
local art and literature, and Native American heritage. These diverse top-
ics are explored from an informed citizen’s perspective to build a holistic
understanding of the Columbia River and its continued influence on the
region’s social and biological ecology. If this set of issues does not interest
them, students can choose from a number of other courses, including Em-
bracing Einstein’s Universe: Language, Culture, and Relativity and The City:
Visions and Realities.
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The second phase of University Studies is Sophomore Inquiry, in which
students select one lower-level course from each of three interdisciplinary
clusters. These courses are designed to introduce students to research and
perspectives that are central to each cluster and that serve as gateways to
more advanced work in related disciplines. In the junior year, students
choose three courses from a single upper-division cluster that is linked
with their majors.

The final requirement is a senior capstone that involves interdisciplin-
ary student teams in work on in-depth community-based projects, usually
over two quarters. These projects provide students with opportunities to
apply, in a team context, both the academic and moral and civic learning
from their majors and other University Studies courses to a real challenge
emanating from the Portland community. For example, students in a cap-
stone course on refugees and immigrants learn about the diverse im-
migrant populations of the Pacific Northwest; study the historic, legal,
and political aspects of U.S. immigration policy; and learn about current
challenges to assimilation. In one community-based project, students cre-
ated a newsletter for the Refugee and Immigrant Consortium.

Required Courses

A much more common pattern than the comprehensive core curriculum
such as we saw at Portland State and Tusculum is the more modest core
curriculum that requires all students to take from one to three designated
courses, usually along with other courses as prescribed by distribution re-
quirements. Most popular among these courses are freshman seminars,
Western civilization or great books courses (which are often offered in the
freshman year as a variant of the freshman seminar), and senior capstone
courses. As with comprehensive core curricula, these more limited cores
may require the same particular courses for all students or may offer
choices among parallel courses structured around different content. Al-
though freshman seminars, great books and Western civilization courses,
senior capstones, and other core courses are all ideally suited to incorpo-
rate moral and civic learning, many do not take advantage of this oppor-
tunity. Nevertheless, at our case study institutions and elsewhere we saw
many engaging and intellectually demanding core courses that do centrally
address moral and civic issues.

Freshman seminars can be inspiring and memorable introductions to
the intellectual life of college, providing a moral and civic frame that sen-
sitizes students from the outset to connections between their classroom
learning and larger moral, civic, and political questions. Some (though by
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no means all) colleges and universities with academic freshman seminars
capitalize on this opportunity by focusing the seminars on social or ethi-
cal issues, cultural diversity, leadership, or the history and purposes of
higher education or the institution (Barefoot & Fidler, 1996, pp. 13–16).
These courses almost always use the format of a small discussion semi-
nar, allowing students to engage deeply with concepts and to develop per-
spectives from which to think about and debate difficult issues.

Frequently, freshman seminars are designed as inquiries into influential
books and ideas of Western (and, increasingly, world) civilizations or as
explorations of the various modes of knowledge and methods of inquiry
found in different disciplines. Like other freshman seminars, these courses
are designed to provide an intellectual foundation for college life, intro-
duce the goals and ideals of liberal arts education, and link intellectual
issues to various disciplinary perspectives and methodological approaches.
The subject matter of great books and Western civilization courses natu-
rally raises age-old questions about human existence—the nature of hu-
manity, heroism, friendship, truth, justice, the soul—that also have great
relevance for contemporary life. Some great books courses use these themes
to highlight the moral and civic issues inherent in the material.

Capstone courses or senior seminars are currently offered at about one
in twenty U.S. colleges and universities and are growing in popularity as a
means for enriching the senior year (Henscheid, 2000). Like the purposes
of freshman seminars, the purposes of senior capstones and seminars differ
from one institution, and even one department, to another. Capstones are
comprehensive, summative courses that synthesize learning within a major
or across disciplines, sometimes offering opportunities for advanced work
in the major or attempting to bring coherence to the academic experience
by linking the major to general liberal arts learning. Capstones often re-
quire final projects, theses, research projects, recitals, or internships, and
some institutions offer a final seminar that extends the major into the real
world via a field experience, practicum, internship, or community project.
More often than not, however, capstones are missed opportunities for inte-
grating learning across disciplines and incorporating moral and civic learn-
ing. Those within the major, for example, are often treated as preparation
for graduate study rather than as an opportunity for integration. Even so,
we learned of many that help students see how they can use what they
have learned in college to contribute to something beyond themselves.

COMMON REQUIRED COURSES. Most colleges are reluctant to require
more than one or two common courses. A typical pattern is to require both
a freshman course and a capstone or other senior year course. At the Col-
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lege of St. Catherine, for example, the core consists of the interdisciplinary
bookend courses we introduced in Chapter Three: The Reflective Woman,
a first-year course, and The Global Search for Justice, a senior capstone.
All St. Kate’s students take these courses, including transfer, returning, and
weekend college students, thus receiving a shared introduction to issues
central to the college’s mission, in essence its distinctive definition of moral
and civic responsibility, which centers on feminism and the Catholic social
justice tradition.

The Reflective Woman helps students draw from several moral, spiri-
tual, and intellectual traditions to create frameworks for thinking about
their lives. Its thematic sections address aesthetics, the search for truth, the
individual, and the person in the constellation of communities. The course
requires participation in structured controversies (as discussed in Chapter
Five), a reflective journal, and several papers and other writing exercises.
In connection with this course, students must also attend the college’s Core
Convocations, a series of public lectures and creative events that link the
core’s themes of social justice and diversity with the arts and life beyond
the campus. Recent speakers have included Sister Helen Prejean, author of
the book Dead Man Walking, who works with death row inmates, and
Dennis Halliday, former U.S. undersecretary of state for the Middle East.

St. Kate’s multidisciplinary senior seminar, The Global Search for Jus-
tice, helps prepare students for meaningful work and the pursuit of sys-
temic social change after college. Faculty teaching the course work
together in five-person interdisciplinary teams, creating a shared syllabus
around three organizing topics: the Catholic social justice tradition, fem-
inist perspectives, and non-Western, global, or multicultural perspectives.
Topics for recent sections included women and work, immigration, the
environment, and voices of dissent. Although the syllabus is shared by all
sections of the course, some activities vary across sections. One section
takes students to Mexico, where they spend two weeks learning Mexican
political, social, and economic history, followed by two weeks of doing
manual labor together with families in the rural hillsides. A special sum-
mer section, Overground Railroad, brings together students and faculty
from six colleges to travel to Underground Railroad and civil rights sites
in the American south. Students study the emancipation and civil rights
movements, meet people involved in the civil rights movement, and con-
sider how strategies from these movements, such as community-based
leadership and nonviolent conflict resolution, can be applicable today.

Spelman College also relies on an interdisciplinary, designated course cur-
riculum to provide an overall framework for students’ learning and for
their college experiences beyond the classroom. Like required courses at
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St. Kate’s, those at Spelman clearly reveal the college’s distinctive mission
and conception of moral and civic responsibility. Spelman’s core also com-
bines curricular and cocurricular components, but it focuses on students’
first two years of college, in contrast to St. Kate’s’ bookend approach.
Spelman’s combined curricular-cocurricular core consists of a full-year,
one-credit freshman orientation program (described in Chapter Eight); a
yearlong, interdisciplinary, writing-intensive first-year course, The African
Diaspora and the World; and a full-year sophomore assembly program.
All components center around the theme of black women as world citi-
zens, with the first year focusing primarily on historical, social, and eco-
nomic issues and the second year focusing on empowerment and culture.

The African Diaspora and the World is designed to help students under-
stand the African diaspora from historical, cultural, philosophic, artistic,
and scientific perspectives. The course provides a common intellectual expe-
rience relating to the college’s mission, helps students develop a sense of
community, and introduces them to some intellectual, moral, and civic val-
ues central to Spelman’s mission—“sisterhood, leadership, a love of learn-
ing, a sensitivity to cultural differences, the use of diverse methods of
scholarly investigation, and the association between learning and social
change.” The first semester of the course investigates the political, economic,
and social systems of the diaspora; the history of African and Native Amer-
ican societies, the emergence of colonialism, the slave trade, and the En-
lightenment; and connections between cultural expression and political
resistance in the United States, the Caribbean, and Latin America. The sec-
ond semester focuses on the aftermath of slavery in political, cultural, and
economic terms, including a consideration of Marxism, the industrial revo-
lution, African independence movements, social upheavals in the Caribbean
and Latin America, and the U.S. civil rights movement. Students complete at
least four writing assignments each semester, including a research paper at
the end of the course. They are also required to participate in group proj-
ects involving class presentations during both semesters.

Linked to these classroom assignments is a set of cocurricular common
presentations that include a freshman convocation speaker series and an
Africana film series. The common presentations range from explorations
of traditional and modern African and African diaspora art and literature
to films on topics such as the Harlem Renaissance to studies of historical
and contemporary social, economic, and political issues. All freshmen and
sophomores are required to attend at least two commons and freshman
convocation programs and at least two films each semester as part of the
core program, but many students, including a large share of upper-class
students, choose to attend most of them.
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Another college that requires both a freshman and a senior year course
is Eckerd College in Tampa, Florida. At Eckerd, all first-year students take
a two-course sequence called Western Heritage in a Global Context. Each
year the faculty who teach the course help select the texts, which must be
“classic and enduring” in some way and must include a mix of traditional
Western sources and nontraditional and non-Western sources. The course
addresses such themes as heroes and journeys; justice, truth, science and
nature in the ancient world; power; freedom; and the sacred. Students ex-
plore the theme of power, for example, by reading works that portray dif-
ferent uses, perceptions, and contexts of power: The Prince; King Lear;
Chushingura: The Treasury of Loyal Retainers; A World of Art, by Dorothy
Sayre; and Elie Wiesel’s Night. Each course segment is designed to foster
cross-cultural conversation and understanding, so the unit on the sacred
includes readings from the Bible; the Qu’ran; the Tao Te Ching; The Bud-
dhist Tradition in India, China, and Japan; and Dante’s Inferno. All stu-
dents in the course complete action projects. They work in groups on
projects that are meant to lead to personal growth and contribute to the
local community. At the end of the year, students present their projects to
each other in the campuswide Festival of Hope. Eckerd’s senior capstone,
Quest for Meaning, returns to the theme of social action, with students
reading texts that examine various conceptions of value, meaning, and
action, such as Václav Havel’s “A Sense of the Transcendent” and Martin
Luther King Jr.’s “Letter from Birmingham Jail.”

Other colleges require only a common freshman seminar. All first-year
students at Lewis and Clark College, for example, take a yearlong course,
Inventing America, that engages students and faculty in sustained con-
versation about citizenship, justice, equality, freedom, authority, and re-
lated issues. The course asks students to consider how the core ideas,
values, and conflicts that animated the founding and development of
America can help them define their place in a rapidly changing world. The
first semester focuses on the competing ideas, values, and interests behind
the American founding, drawing on political, constitutional, and eco-
nomic history and philosophy. The second semester explores the ideas and
practices of “the American experiment,” in part by focusing on the strug-
gles of groups such as women, Native Americans, and African Americans
to achieve equality, citizenship, and cultural recognition.

REQUIRED COURSES WITH ALTERNATIVE CONTENT. Many colleges
that require students to take freshman seminars, capstones, or other core
courses offer a wide range of choices. At some colleges virtually none of
the offerings include a moral or civic focus; at others students can choose
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from a pool of courses in which some address moral and civic issues and
others do not. Only a few institutions build moral and civic issues into all
the alternatives. One of these is Gustavus Adolphus College, a Lutheran
college in Minnesota.

Gustavus Adolphus requires students to take a First Term Seminar
(FTS), which links disciplinary learning with larger issues of values and
ethics by “encourag[ing] students to reflect on the values inherent in a par-
ticular body of knowledge, to recognize the social, moral, and ethical
implications of that knowledge, and to move toward intellectual, emo-
tional, and relational commitments” (E. Carlson, personal communica-
tion, October 12, 1998). Each fall more than sixty tenured and tenure
track faculty from nearly every department teach between thirty-five and
forty First Term Seminars on a wide range of topics. One recent FTS in
the social sciences, AIDS: The Modern Plague, examined the AIDS epi-
demic and how society and individuals have responded to it. Although
FTS faculty design their own seminars and choose their own topics, all
must meet a common set of criteria in order to be approved by the FTS
director and Curriculum Committee.

Outcomes-Based Education

Out of the conviction that what really matters in a college education is
not the courses students take but what they learn, a number of colleges
and universities have developed curricula that are organized around the
achievement of certain outcomes or competencies. Rather than requiring
students to complete a requisite number of credit hours in a particular set
of disciplines, outcomes-based curricula require students to master cer-
tain skills and abilities (or learning outcomes) such as written and verbal
communication and analytical and critical thinking. At many institutions
that take this approach the required learning outcomes include moral and
civic skills and capacities, such as various aspects of citizenship; social,
civic, and global knowledge; self-knowledge; reflective judgment; and eth-
ical reasoning.

In outcomes-based education the required abilities are meant to be
explicit in the minds of both students and faculty, and ideally students
receive regular feedback on their progress toward the outcomes and sys-
tematically work to attain mastery of them. In practice learning outcomes
are frequently structured like distribution requirements: students demon-
strate their achievement of required outcomes by completing courses that
include those outcomes among their objectives. Faculty design courses with
particular outcomes in mind and must justify to an oversight committee the
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relevance to the outcomes of the course syllabus and pedagogies, including
assessments. In many programs, courses and course procedures for student as-
sessment are designed so that students can do well only if they demonstrate
the outcomes the course has been designed to satisfy. A handful of schools,
including the leader in this approach—Alverno College—require students
to demonstrate mastery of outcomes outside the context of any particular
course, through portfolios of student work, presentations, and other as-
sessed performances. Like core curricula, outcomes-based curricula often
have greater coherence and more faculty participation in curriculum plan-
ning than do more decentralized curricular models.

Curricular approach did not enter into our choice of the twelve case study
schools, and we were surprised to learn how many use some form of out-
comes-based education. Alverno; California State University, Monterey Bay;
Kapi‘olani Community College; Tusculum College; and the United States Air
Force Academy clearly rely on variants of the outcomes-based approach,
often combined with core courses or distribution requirements. Several of
the other seven define some of their distribution requirements around abili-
ties rather than particular courses, illustrating how the lines between curric-
ular approaches can sometimes blur. Duke’s requirement that students take
courses that foster ethical inquiry, rather than courses in ethics, is a case in
point. Messiah College similarly defines some of its distribution requirements
around abilities. In all these institutions the required competencies promi-
nently include aspects of moral and civic responsibility, variously defined. In
Chapter Three, we described some of these and noted their convergences.

Alverno College represents the archetype of an outcomes-based ap-
proach (or abilities-based approach, as Alverno faculty call it). Students
are required to demonstrate mastery of eight abilities through their course-
work, portfolios, and performances for internal and external reviewers.
Four of the eight represent aspects of moral and civic learning—Valuing
in Decision Making, Social Interaction, Global Perspective, and Effective
Citizenship. Alverno’s Effective Citizenship requirement, for example, calls
for students to take these actions: “Be involved and responsible in the
community. Act with an informed awareness of contemporary issues and
their historical contexts. Develop leadership abilities” (Prospective Stu-
dents: Alverno’s Eight Abilities. Retrieved on September 27, 2002, from
http://www.alverno.edu/prospective_stu/eight_abilities.html). Like many
undergraduates, new Alverno students are drawn more to personal aspects
of citizenship, such as being a good neighbor and following the laws, than
to community participation or political engagement. The Effective Citi-
zenship requirement helps students gain a broader view of citizenship—
to view “active citizenship as something you ‘just do,’ or as a habit of the
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heart,” as President Joel Read put it (personal communication, Novem-
ber 4, 1999). In order to demonstrate achievement of this ability, students
must exhibit a number of skills, including the capacity to draw on their
disciplinary learning to make sound judgments about community issues;
to participate effectively in group decision making; and to “read” an orga-
nization’s structure, resources, and strategies for the achievement of a
common goal.

The two main ways Alverno students learn skills related to Effective
Citizenship are internships and a required course that addresses a politi-
cal or policy issue, such as human rights or water use, from the point of
view of the globalization of the world’s political and economic systems.
But Alverno does not assume that abilities such as Effective Citizenship
will necessarily be located in particular required courses or other prede-
fined experience. Much civic learning takes place through dispersed,
cumulative experiences and assignments in various courses rather than in
a few that focus directly on that outcome. One student explained that
many courses engage students in projects involving local issues, so stu-
dents often seek out and talk to community members and leaders, both
to understand the issues and to learn processes of change. Another com-
mented that the goal of Effective Citizenship runs through most Alverno
courses but is usually implied rather than explicit, so that only when stu-
dents are far along in their education can they look back and see connec-
tions and begin to understand how thoroughly that goal is infused in the
curriculum.

Kapi‘olani Community College uses a somewhat different approach to
ensure that students meet the competencies around which the curriculum
is organized. For example, in Kapi‘olani’s General College Competencies
program, Understanding Self and Community is identified as an outcome
that students in every degree program must achieve. Kapi‘olani faculty
submit courses for approval to a curriculum committee, and course pro-
posals must show how they will meet collegewide competencies, but there
is no requirement that every course must meet every competency or that
any given course must include particular competencies. As a result, fac-
ulty have leeway to select emphases that best fit their course content and
teaching goals. The Kapi‘olani faculty take very seriously the mandate to
build these competencies into their courses: Some elements of the Under-
standing Self and Community requirement were evident in virtually all of
the classes we visited, from Asian Philosophy to American Politics to
Nursing, and faculty were very clear about how the course supported the
development of the competency and how the course assessments evalu-
ated progress toward it.
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One of the courses we described in Chapter Five, David Takacs and
Gerald Shenk’s Social and Environmental History of California, illustrates
the way outcomes can be represented in coursework. At California State
University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), the curricula for general education
and for the majors employ specified learning outcomes, and Social and
Environmental History of California partially fulfills two of these require-
ments, Democratic Participation and U.S. Histories. Takacs and Shenk
plan the course with these outcomes in mind. The U.S. Histories univer-
sity learning requirement specifies four outcomes—historical understand-
ing, critical thinking, historical research methods, and historical writing,
all of which are integral parts of the major project in the course, the His-
torically Informed Political Project (HIPP). There are five outcomes con-
nected with the Democratic Participation requirement, four of which
concern content covered by this and several other courses. The fifth out-
come requires students to “understand and be able to use tools of political
action in a political project . . . and reflect on the values and assumptions
that inform their political participation” (University Learning Require-
ments: Democratic Participation. Retrieved on September 27, 2002, from
http://www.csumb.edu/academic/ulr/ulr/democratic. html). Clearly the
HIPPs and many of the steps leading to them address this outcome directly.

The Major

Although general education is a natural home for many of the cross-
cutting and integrative capacities of liberal education, including moral and
civic development, it is a mistake to think these learning goals can be fully
accomplished there. It is equally important to weave moral and civic
learning into the disciplines and into the majors, whether disciplinary or
not. Drawing out these disciplinary links is crucial because disciplines and
academic majors are the primary focus of undergraduate education. Stu-
dents define themselves to a great extent through their majors, and it is
through the major that they are most likely to explore directions for their
vocational futures. Majors and departments also offer students commu-
nities of interest and close relationships with their peers and with faculty.

Likewise, disciplinary identity and departmental allegiances are defini-
tive for most faculty. For this reason, departments and disciplines are impor-
tant leverage points for promoting moral and civic education. Academic
departments participate in institutional policy decisions and determine
how university-wide policy decisions are implemented at the departmen-
tal level. As powerful as departments are for faculty, disciplinary identifi-
cation may be even more important. For this reason, if an agenda for
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integrating moral and civic learning into the curriculum is to succeed, it
needs widespread support not only from faculty within their departments
but also from the disciplinary organizations that shape the direction of
the field and determine the kind of work that is seen as legitimate or valu-
able. Achieving this support requires discussion both at the national level
and within campus departments about what it means to address moral
and civic learning in specific disciplinary contexts.

Although most academic fields do not presently consider moral and
civic education central to their mandate (Association of American Col-
leges, 1990; Diamond & Adam, 1995), there are signs of change. Promi-
nent scholars and leaders in some organizations, such as the American
Political Science Association (1998), for example, have begun asserting
the need for greater attention to civic and political education in colleges
and universities, urging faculty to bring these topics into their teaching
and research agendas. In a similar vein, an American Psychological Asso-
ciation report on undergraduate education recommended that majors
include service learning. Similar recommendations for a greater commit-
ment to service and social engagement are included in recent statements
of several other disciplinary associations, including those for sociology,
economics, history, and philosophy (Association of American Colleges,
1990). Sometimes these calls for more attention to moral and civic con-
cerns in teaching and research are connected with debates about whether
a field has lost contact with issues of real concern and influence—issues
of “relevance”—not only for students but for the larger society. Alexan-
der Nehamas (1997) is not alone in suggesting that the field of philosophy,
for example, needs to question the dominance of analytical philosophy and
logical positivism and become a “more engaged and consequential enter-
prise of the sort envisioned by the American pragmatists as well as by most
of the great figures in its history” (p. 241).

Some disciplines offer bodies of knowledge, theoretical approaches, and
methodological tools that seem especially appropriate for educating citi-
zens. Indeed, learning about economic systems, political institutions,
ethics, historical processes and contexts, public policy, and a number of
other areas seems integral to the full preparation of citizens. And courses
in some of these disciplines are very popular choices as majors, distribu-
tion requirements, and electives. Institutions concerned about undergrad-
uates’ moral and civic development can accomplish a great deal by creating
courses in these fields that are designed explicitly to foster that develop-
ment. Without such efforts, there is no guarantee that courses in these fields
will contribute to moral and civic learning, because specialized and largely
technical or internal debates dominate learning in many fields of study.
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Although some fields may seem to offer an especially natural fit, moral
and civic learning can be integrated into every discipline in a way that will
strengthen rather than distort disciplinary learning. This is not to say that
moral and civic learning is a good fit with every course. Students need to
gain facility with the moral and civic issues of their chosen disciplines, but
this can be accomplished through some strong, strategically placed courses
and need not be a focus for all their coursework. In order for these se-
lected courses to have integrity, moral and civic issues must connect seam-
lessly with important disciplinary questions and be grounded in careful
conceptual analysis and rigorous methods. These integrations have to
come from within the fields; moral and civic issues cannot be grafted on
after the fact. The American Association for Higher Education offers some
models for this kind of work in its extensive and well-regarded mono-
graph series on service learning in the disciplines (Zlotkowski, 1998).

This book is not the place for a comprehensive review of moral and
civic education in the disciplines. But we can offer a sampling of the kinds
of things some faculty in the arts and sciences, undergraduate professional
education, and interdisciplinary programs are doing to incorporate moral
and civic issues into their courses.

Liberal Arts Disciplines and Fine Arts

We learned about courses in nearly every academic field that use moral
and civic issues to help students deepen their mastery of the discipline and
its debates, and could have discussed any of these. We offer examples
from several liberal arts and fine arts disciplines to provide a sense of the
range of strategies faculty use to link moral and civic learning with impor-
tant disciplinary questions and approaches. Some of these disciplines, such
as political science, offer obvious opportunities for moral and civic learn-
ing, while others, such as those in the sciences, may initially seem more
remote from this learning, but actually they offer equally powerful ways
to explore the ethical and civic dimensions of the field.

ECONOMICS. Many economics courses hold great promise for connect-
ing moral and civic learning with disciplinary learning. These courses may
address topics such as public sector economics and public goods, meth-
ods of collective decision making, labor economics and regulation, com-
parative economics, or the social, political, and cultural dimensions that
shape distinctive economic systems. Courses that focus on the historical,
international, and political contexts of economics can help students learn
about real-world economic problems, and study of economic history gives
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them a chance to evaluate the relative strength of competing economic
models, such as models of labor, by considering which provides the most
accurate prediction of historical events and how noneconomic factors can
influence behavior in the narrowly economic realm (Solow, 1997, p. 71).

In much current teaching of undergraduate economics, however, mod-
els that assume a narrow view of rationality coupled with sophisticated
mathematical and statistical techniques are squeezing out a focus on the
kinds of real-world economic problems that are most likely to contribute
to moral and civic development. A strong disciplinary bias toward ab-
stract analysis that avoids normative issues means that even the most
value-laden topics rarely acknowledge or discuss the values embedded in
economic models, the premises that inform them, or how phenomena
such as unequal distribution of income reflect particular values (Associa-
tion of American Colleges, 1990; Kreps, 1997). This approach is doubly
problematic because of the influence of economics on many other disci-
plines, such as political science and law. Many criticize economics for
assuming a narrow view of rationality, but perhaps a more serious prob-
lem is that these core assumptions are frequently presented as if they are
self-evident truths, almost a kind of natural law. This approach tends to
ignore the moral and social dimensions of the assumptions and methods
used in economics and to overlook the limitations of economic thinking
(Association of American Colleges, 1990; Kreps, 1997; Solow, 1997).

This is not the only approach possible, however. Alverno’s Zohreh
Emami, for example, teaches both lower- and upper-level economics
courses “from a values perspective.” Students not only learn the princi-
ples of micro- and macroeconomics but also come to recognize that those
principles are infused with particular values that sometimes conflict with
other personal and social values. Some of Emami’s courses include an in-
stitutional analysis of values, in which students learn to separate out the
competing values involved in institutional choices and commitments and
learn that economic issues are more complex and ambiguous than theo-
ries seem to suggest. Emami says that, especially at the introductory level,
her students readily accept the individualistic premises of economic theo-
ries and are quite willing to endorse their implied market values as the
centerpiece of U.S. society. She wants students to learn that “this is the
ethics of the market, but there is also the ethics of the public sphere, which
includes other community values, such as making commitments on the
basis of democracy, or paying taxes to provide public goods such as edu-
cation.” Emami also emphasizes that women need to understand eco-
nomics and take part in conversations about economic issues. She believes
this approach is particularly important at Alverno, a women’s college
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where a large percentage of students are from low-income families.
Emami’s approach has the added benefit of increasing her students’ inter-
est and academic performance. For many students, economics can feel
abstract and disconnected from their experience, so “making the course
relevant, both in terms of values and in terms of touching students per-
sonally has made [students] more interested in learning the techniques and
the math, and the micro and macro theories, no matter how abstract.”

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY. Among the best courses for
establishing the base of substantive knowledge required for responsible cit-
izenship are those in U.S. politics, public policy, and political philosophy.
There has been much disagreement, however, about whether civic educa-
tion should be a focus of political science as a discipline, sometimes in con-
nection with other internal debates, such as that over the increasing
emphasis on quantitative analysis and mathematical modeling in the field
(Lindblom, 1997; Smith, 1997). In recent years the American Political Sci-
ence Association’s Task Force on Civic Education in the Next Century
(1998) has led efforts to make civic engagement and civic education pri-
orities for research and teaching. The task force has sponsored panels, lec-
tures, and workshops at the association’s annual conferences and has been
working to change faculty reward structures to make civic education a more
valued professional pursuit. Although some political scientists have dispar-
aged these goals as “pure futility and waste,” others have embraced them
as a return to the original purposes of the discipline (American Political Sci-
ence Association, 1998; Bennett, 1999; Leonard, 1999; Schacter, 1998).

Some courses in politics are relatively detached from real-world social
and political issues, but many political scientists have designed courses
around important questions in the discipline that also involve topics that
can contribute to students’ civic education (Reeher & Cammarano, 1997).
In Chapter Five, for example, we described a course in political theory,
taught by Rick Battistoni at Providence College, which uses creative ped-
agogies to ensure that students are able to really use what they learn.

Another political theory course with a special focus on moral and civic
learning is James Farr’s Practicing Democratic Education, which he teaches
at the University of Minnesota. This course addresses a number of long-
standing debates about democracy, politics, and the education of citizens
through both theoretical and practical investigations. In addition to dis-
cussing major texts concerned with these debates, students put their
learning into practice by serving as “coaches” for Public Achievement, a
program at a local middle school where younger students are research-
ing their own questions about democracy and implementing projects that
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address problems in and around their school. Many of Farr’s students con-
tinue to serve as Public Achievement coaches long after the course is over,
and they report that the course has changed their understanding of their
own responsibilities as citizens.

Public policy and other courses focused on social problems such as home-
lessness or welfare can teach students how to draw together diverse knowl-
edge and perspectives to understand a complex problem and begin thinking
about and evaluating possible solutions. For example, Tom Ehrlich has
taught a service-learning course at San Francisco State University that stud-
ied the effects of welfare reform on several San Francisco neighborhoods
(Ehrlich, 1999). At Portland State University, Sy Adler teaches Theory and
Philosophy of Community Development, a course that includes a civic
engagement requirement. To fulfill this requirement, students become active
in such venues as neighborhood associations in their home community or
associations where they work or study; watershed stewardship councils;
and the offices of elected officials, labor unions, and various advocacy orga-
nizations, including electoral campaign organizations.

SCIENCES. Many critical social problems in the areas of world popula-
tion, energy production, pollution, and biodiversity involve an interaction
between science, public policy, and human values and belief systems. Top-
ics that involve such connections among science, technology, and society
and that consider the ethical implications of scientific work can be very
effective vehicles for teaching science, and there are signs that some sci-
ence disciplines are broadening their focus to embrace not only applied
research but also public science and participatory action research, in
which research is carried out in and with communities.

Science courses also present valuable opportunities to expose both
majors and nonmajors to the values that are foundational for science—
open-mindedness, honesty, risk taking, and the idea that convictions must
be arrived at “by examination of evidence, not through coercion, personal
argument, or appeal to authority” (Rapoport, 1957, p. 796). This is a goal
of Emory University’s Hughes Science Initiative, which includes a course
for science majors that focuses on the values and ethics of scientific work.
The initiative also sponsors the Summer Research (SuRE) program, which
teaches science majors about the way laboratories work, the potential for
conflicts of interest, the ethical issues surrounding experimentation, and
the demands of collegiality and partnership in research. Students in this
program are also encouraged to consider the social significance of their re-
search projects, exploring how they may be important to society. At
California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), students can choose
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from a number of science courses that include a focus on moral and civic
learning. One example is Water and Humanity, a team-taught interdisci-
plinary science course that analyzes the scientific, cultural, economic, polit-
ical, and ethical issues related to water usage and access, pollution, and
conservation at local, state, regional, national, and global levels. The course
combines classroom learning with field studies on ways to prevent degra-
dation of watersheds and oceans and to promote water resources manage-
ment, and on biodiversity and equitable access to clean water.

LITERATURE. There is no question that great literature, from King Lear
to Anna Karenina, Pride and Prejudice, and The Invisible Man, is shot
through with deep and enduring moral dilemmas and insights. Although
there are often sharp divisions in English and other fields of literature
among different and competing theoretical frameworks and between liter-
ature and composition faculty, almost any approach can be used to engage
students in reflection on questions of responsibility, honor, worldview, cul-
tural and historical context, human connectedness, and the relation of the
individual to the community and the state.

Stephen Feldman, professor of English at the University of Notre Dame,
teaches several literature courses that try to reach students “at every level
of their being”—integrating moral and spiritual learning into their study
of literature. Students say that his course Modern Jewish Writers not only
challenges them intellectually but also causes them to think more deeply
about the ways their religious upbringing has shaped their perspectives
on the world and the extent to which they view their moral lives and those
of others through a particular religious lens. Feldman tells of an incident
in that course triggered by a story in Art Spiegelman’s Maus, in which a
Jew refuses to pick up a black hitchhiker, calling him a racial epithet in
German. A black student in the class raised the question of how a Jew
could be so prejudiced after all the suffering Jews have experienced as the
result of ethnic hatred. The ensuing discussion explored the differences in
Jewish and Christian understandings of suffering, including the idea that
suffering as redemptive is central in Catholicism and many Protestant de-
nominations but not in Judaism.

THE ARTS. At CSUMB, the fine arts are connected with moral and civic
learning in many courses. One such course is Ways of Seeing: Seminar on
Philosophy and Ethical Thinking in Public Art, a highly participatory,
hands-on course that combines study of contemporary public art with eth-
ical theory in visual and public arts. Students in the course read case stud-
ies of controversies over public art, such as those that surrounded the
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Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., for example. The course
addresses questions of access, empowerment, cultural criticism, censor-
ship, and the politics of aesthetics. Students work in teams on creative
productions, with guest artists, slide lectures, videos, portfolio projects,
and field trips providing numerous ways to frame the controversies sur-
rounding contemporary public art.

Undergraduate Professional Fields

Integral to the very idea of a profession is the responsibility to serve the
public good and to follow the ethical norms of one’s professional com-
munity. Organizations that accredit professional education programs rec-
ognize this, and therefore they typically require students to learn the
ethical guidelines of the field. In this sense, moral and civic development is
acknowledged as essential to undergraduate professional education in
such areas as accounting, business, education, engineering, journalism,
and nursing and other health care fields. But this does not mean that these
majors offer deep and sustained experience with ethical judgment, respon-
sibilities, and dilemmas. Course requirements for these majors can be es-
pecially heavy, and too often this leads professional education programs
to be satisfied with a single ethics course, which may or may not be tai-
lored to address issues in that professional field. Some institutions go fur-
ther, however, attempting to shape professional identity and character as
well as to teach official ethical codes and regulations.

EDUCATION. At Spelman College, for example, issues of civic engage-
ment and responsibility are at the heart of several courses required for
education majors, including courses on urban education and research in
child development. Moreover, both faculty and students frequently bring
local and national issues related to education into the classroom. One
class focused for example on the implications of a Dateline report on the
impact of disparate school funding on the quality of education. Every edu-
cation course at Spelman has a field component—by the time they gradu-
ate, majors will have completed three hundred hours of fieldwork in local
classrooms. Because students spend so much time in local schools, they
regularly confront some of the most troubling issues of education. This
firsthand experience makes them assertive in raising issues related to their
fieldwork, stimulating passionate debates that connect their learning with
broader social issues. Some of these debates generate so much interest that
they spill onto the campus. After a heated discussion of biracialism, cul-
tural identity, and social acceptance, some students decided the topic was
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so important and touched so many of their peers that they organized a
campuswide forum on the subject.

One Spelman education professor told us he challenges his students in
every course to think about leadership and vision and “how you will lead the
next generation.” Many faculty in the department believe that helping stu-
dents reflect on “how we can try to give back to and revitalize the commu-
nity” is a necessary part of teacher education at Spelman, revealing the way
that the college’s distinctive definition of moral and civic responsibility—
community connections—is played out in this major.

ENGINEERING. Messiah College created a program that allows engi-
neering students to practice what they are learning through an interna-
tional service application. The first team of students and faculty in this
program traveled to Burkina Faso, Africa, to install a photovoltaic power
system. Two current service-learning projects are the West Africa Pump
Project, a two-part project to supply water to a clinic and improve the irri-
gation system in a rehabilitation garden for the handicapped, and the Tri-
cycle Project, which focuses on improving the design of a hand-powered
tricycle used by polio victims in West Africa.

Some engineering courses at the Air Force Academy and the University
of Notre Dame also involve moral and civic learning. Senior capstones in
design are typical of engineering programs nationwide, but in most cases
they involve considerations of service tangentially if at all. In contrast, at
the Air Force Academy all engineering students complete a capstone proj-
ect that will benefit an individual or a group, such as designing and build-
ing a house for a low-income family or a special wheelchair for a
handicapped child. Notre Dame has strong elements of moral and civic
learning concentrated in its Engineering Projects in Community Service
(EPICS) program. Through this program, which partners with Notre
Dame’s Center for Social Concerns, undergraduates work on engineering
projects in the local and sometimes international communities under fac-
ulty supervision. One of the founders of EPICS, Stephen Bass, described
the program as animated by the desire to show students what it means to
“practice a life of virtue” and apply the theoretical knowledge they have
acquired to the concrete needs of a community.

HEALTH CARE. At the Minneapolis campus of the College of St. Cather-
ine, a campus that specializes in preparing students for health care occupa-
tions, the curriculum emphasizes not only academic and practical expertise
but also diversity, ethics, and spirituality. The introduction of these goals
several years ago was partly a response to an influx of Hmong, Somali,
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Ethiopian, and other immigrant groups into the Twin Cities area. St. Kate’s
faculty believed that in order to provide quality health care, students
needed to learn to negotiate cultural differences. In nursing, physical ther-
apy, occupational therapy, and other health care programs, St. Kate’s fac-
ulty try to help students learn to deal with the ethical dilemmas that arise
when patients from immigrant communities enter health care institutions
that are structured around very different cultural assumptions and prac-
tices. They stress the importance of the advocacy role graduates will need
to play, negotiating the complexities of cultural interfaces between patients
and health care providers.

Health care faculty also emphasize the importance of meaningful and
compassionate relationships with clients, families, and neighborhoods,
rather than simply teaching students “how to deal with ‘the gallbladder
in Room 213.’” Some have been particularly creative in developing new
strategies for teaching the ethics of health care, using drama, fiction, sim-
ulations, and other media to foster in their students compassion for pa-
tients or clients and a deeper comprehension of the complexity of the
human situations they will face in their work. In many cases these courses
are taught in connection with practicums and other clinical experiences.

Finally, in addition to instilling cultural awareness, sensitivity, and eth-
ical responsibility, many St. Kate’s faculty try to increase their students’
understanding of the economic, political, and policy contexts of their
work, looking, for example, at pending legislation such as Minnesota’s
Alternative Health Care Bill and policies such as those governing federal
funding for health care.

Interdisciplinary Majors and Minors

Despite the enduring power of the disciplines, more and more faculty re-
search and professional identities are now interdisciplinary, and interdis-
ciplinary teaching is becoming commonplace. Reflecting the growing
importance of this work, many colleges and universities offer interdisci-
plinary courses and programs for students, including academic majors,
minors, and honors programs. These programs may reside in interdisci-
plinary departments or, more frequently, may draw from several discipline-
based departments.

Stanford’s interdisciplinary Ethics in Society Program, for example,
offers a minor or an honors concentration to students in any department
who want to enrich their studies through the exploration of moral issues
in personal and public life. Students must complete six courses centered
on moral and civic themes, and course configurations often cluster around
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ethics and politics, ethics and economics, or biomedical ethics. Students
in the honors program must also complete an honors thesis; some recent
titles are “Distribution of Costs in a National Health Insurance System:
Should Some People Pay More for Their Health Insurance,” “Genetic
Manipulation in Humans as a Matter of Justice,” and “Native Hawaiian
National Self-Determination.”

The Kenan Institute for Ethics is working to establish a cross-disciplinary
ethics minor at Duke. The minor would require students to take specially
designed introductory and capstone courses and five additional ethics
courses, with distribution requirements to ensure that students are ex-
posed to courses that focus on philosophical ethics, religion and ethics,
applied ethics, and ethics in a historical context. The proposal has been
approved by the chairs of philosophy, political science, religion, divinity,
public policy, and history.

Emory University’s Violence Studies Program also offers a minor. It
requires the completion of six courses including Introduction to the Com-
parative Study of Violence, which considers the major literature on vio-
lence in various disciplines and features guest speakers on topics such as
the Vietnam War and evolutionary perspectives on violence. The program
involves seventy faculty from twenty departments, programs, and schools,
including psychology, sociology, political science, anthropology, econom-
ics, women’s studies, and education. Students can enroll in a wide range
of courses that deal with violence, including both individual and collec-
tive violence in the United States and abroad, with a special focus on the
causes, representations, effects, prevention, and control of violence. Two
examples of these courses are Latin American Revolutions (political sci-
ence) and Evil: Philosophical and Literary Approaches (religion). In some
Violence Studies courses, including the capstone internship, students carry
out applied work like creating a violence-prevention program on campus
or serving community organizations concerned with violence.

Curricular Strategies Supporting Integration 
of Learning and Cumulative Learning

Like the learning of other complex capacities, moral and civic learning is
strengthened by educational experiences that are integrative and cumula-
tive. One of the important advantages of the holistic, intentional approach
characteristic of our case study schools is that it provides experiences that
reinforce and build on each other and helps students integrate what they
learn across different contexts. Even institutions that are not prepared to
mount that kind of full-scale, holistic effort sometimes offer programs that
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provide some of the same benefits, at least for some of their students. In
fact this is an important reason why curricular efforts such as those we
have reviewed here are so valuable—they contribute to the integration of
accumulated learning.

Interdisciplinary Course Clusters and Crosscutting Themes

Many required courses, like The Reflective Woman at the College of St.
Catherine or Sophomore Inquiry at Portland State University, are multi-
disciplinary and intentionally designed to foster students’ integrative
capacities. By introducing this experience in the first year of college, fresh-
man seminars show students that integrative thinking is a valued part of
academic life and gives them some early practice in this possibly unfa-
miliar set of skills. Clusters of courses, such as those in interdisciplinary
majors, minors, and honors programs and in Portland State’s core cur-
riculum, carry this experience through in upper-level courses, integrating
study within the major or minor and teaching students how to enrich their
understanding of issues in a field by drawing on relevant work in a wide
range of disciplines. And of course integration is the raison d’être of many
senior capstone courses. Similarly, outcomes-based education programs
are intentionally designed to highlight the learning of complex capacities
by pulling together experiences across a wide array of courses, as the
Alverno student observed about her learning for the Effective Citizenship
requirement.

In an effort to foster more integration of learning and cumulative learn-
ing across the curriculum, Kapi‘olani Community College established six
across the curriculum emphases that faculty in all departments incorporate
into their courses, giving students sustained experience with these emphases,
which include service learning and Hawaiian–Asian Pacific values. Leaders
in the service-learning program were concerned that brief, sporadic involve-
ment in unconnected service experiences did not support deeply meaning-
ful student learning or provide responsible service to the community. For
that reason they further organized the service learning across the curricu-
lum emphasis around a set of ten pathways, organized into two clusters—
school based and community based. Students generally remain on a single
pathway or move among closely related pathways within a cluster during
the whole of their time at Kapi‘olani. Most students choose pathways
related to their primary academic interests. The school-based cluster, which
works closely with the Education and English Departments, engages stu-
dents in teaching and mentoring local K–12 students through such means
as tutoring programs at two middle schools, literacy programs at twenty
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local elementary schools, and a program in which Kapi‘olani students work
with local teens in literacy circles. The community-based cluster offers path-
ways such as Promoting Health/Preventing HIV; Education for Citizenship,
in which students work with immigrants; and Caring Long-Term, in which
students work with home-bound elderly and HIV-positive individuals, learn-
ing about long-term care issues from both personal and public health per-
spectives and studying the impact of these issues on the community. The
pathway Adopting an Ahupua‘a (the Hawaiian term for a unit of land from
the mountains to the sea) is linked to the Hawaiian Studies Program and
involves students in environmental stewardship projects in east Honolulu,
such as watershed and taro restoration.

Learning Communities

Another approach to increasing the integration of learning and cumula-
tive learning in undergraduate education, one that has gained significant
currency in recent years, is the learning community. These programs pro-
vide opportunities for integration not only across the curriculum but also
with the cocurriculum. A variant of learning communities that capitalizes
on these connections is the living-learning community, in which students
both live and take courses together. We say more about living-learning
communities in Chapter Eight.

There are many types of learning communities, with different names on
different campuses, ranging from learning clusters to linked writing courses
to freshman interest groups to honors and “experimental” colleges such
as those created at the University of Wisconsin, Madison and University
of California, Berkeley. Learning communities typically address issues of
curricular coherence, civic leadership, student retention, active learning,
and faculty development and often incorporate team teaching, interdisci-
plinary themes, and active, collaborative pedagogies (Gabelnick et al.,
1990). Learning communities treat courses and disciplines as connected
rather than as separate, discrete experiences. Through curricula organized
around a common purpose, they also create close, ongoing fellowship
among students and faculty and ensure that day-to-day interactions rein-
force classroom learning. Among the most intensive and best-known exam-
ples of learning communities linked to moral and civic learning are those
at Evergreen State College. In 1970, the college’s founding faculty designed
the new college around yearlong, team-taught learning communities called
coordinated studies, with interdisciplinary themes (Jones & Newman,
1997). This program was to be a “moral curriculum,” grounded in the
humanities and social sciences, that would prepare students to participate
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actively in a democratic society (Cadwallader, 1994). The Evergreen expe-
rience inspired the creation of dozens of learning communities on other
campuses in the 1970s and 1980s.

At most institutions learning communities draw on regular course offer-
ings rather than specially designed courses as at Evergreen. This makes
learning communities an attractive option for campuses of every size and
type, from large state universities to community colleges, because they do
not require massive infusions of money or large-scale reorganization. At
the State University of New York, Stony Brook, for example, students can
select federated learning communities that pull together courses from
many fields around a common theme. In addition to taking these courses
together, students participate in a three-credit seminar that draws con-
nections between the courses. The learning community World Hunger, for
example, includes courses such as The Ecology of Feast and Famine, The
Economics of Development, and The History of Latin America. Social and
Ethical Issues in the Life Sciences, a learning community designed for
upper-division students majoring in biology or psychology, includes
courses such as General Genetics, The Healer and the Witch in History,
and Philosophy and Medicine (Gabelnick et al., 1990, pp. 26–27).

Learning communities can be especially useful for students at commu-
nity colleges and other institutions with many part-time students who are
often also working and caring for families. The intellectual communities
these programs provide can give part-time students a common sense of
purpose as well as stronger connections with the faculty, their fellow stu-
dents, and the institution. In Daytona Beach Community College’s Quanta
Program, for example, students work in teams with faculty from several
departments, with coursework integrated around a theme. In the fall
semester the theme is Quest: The Search for Intimacy and Identity, and in
spring semester it is Values and Visions: Creating a Better World. The pro-
gram satisfies general education requirements as it also helps students
explore connections among seemingly unrelated subjects and develop
closer relationships with faculty and other students.

Faculty Roles and Expertise

Clearly, the curricular approaches we recommend demand a lot from fac-
ulty. When core courses are offered, someone has to teach them—year
after year. Multidisciplinary courses require faculty with many disparate
areas of knowledge. The specialized faculty in U.S. higher education may
find this requirement daunting and uncomfortable, which means that the
requisite expertise must typically be brought to bear through collabora-
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tive planning, faculty development, or team-teaching. Such approaches
require difficult decisions about deployment of departmental resources
and involve a level of cooperation and compromise in the design and
teaching of courses that is outside the experience of most faculty. When
we call for faculty to integrate moral and civic issues into their courses in
the disciplines, we are well aware that this requires a high level of exper-
tise with those issues, expertise that few faculty have before beginning this
kind of integration. In the next chapter we look at why some faculty take
on challenges like this and what institutions can do to support them.
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7

FACULTY: THE CORNERSTONE

during alexander Astin and Helen Astin’s study of values, authentic-
ity, and stress in the lives of college faculty, one professor at a state uni-
versity told them: “Until this January I worked almost every night and
every weekend. Last year I took three weekends that I did not work on
academic stuff the entire academic year. That’s how it’s been, and I just
can’t do it any more” (Astin & Astin, 1999, pp. 18–19). This exhausted
professor was typical of many in the study. Most respondents reported a
lot of stress in their professional lives, and virtually all said they did not
have time to meet all their professional and personal responsibilities. Large
surveys have revealed the same results as the Astins’ qualitative study
(Sax, Astin, Korn, & Gilmartin, 1999).

The many demands on their time require faculty members to set strin-
gent priorities, and at most institutions faculty are not encouraged to place
students’ moral and civic development high on this list. Incentives to make
the moral and civic agenda, or even teaching more generally, a high prior-
ity are not built into the reward systems at many campuses, although this
varies a great deal across different kinds of institutions. Institutional pres-
sures make many faculty feel as if they are swimming upstream when they
focus their attention on innovative undergraduate teaching. As Stanford
professor Rob Reich told us: “It takes an active resistance to channel a lot
of your energy into teaching, which doesn’t get rewarded institutionally. I
don’t bemoan the fact, but I recognize that given my own interests in teach-
ing, I’m swimming against a current that’s strong on occasion.”

The kind of teaching we have described in this book requires a lot of
time and energy. Given the barriers to participation, it is remarkable how
many faculty do make serious commitments to undergraduate moral and
civic education. Faculty at many different types of institutions go to great
lengths to teach in ways that will engage students actively in working
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through difficult moral concepts, learning to operate in the complicated
and ambiguous contexts of the community, and finding ways of thinking
and feeling that will change their sense of who they are and what they can
contribute to the world. Over the past decade or so growth in the popu-
larity of service learning, for example, has been dramatic. Service learning
just began to have some currency in the mid-1980s, and yet the 1998–99
survey of undergraduate faculty by the Higher Education Research Insti-
tute reports that almost a fifth of faculty at two-year colleges (19.8 per-
cent) and almost a quarter at four-year colleges (24.1 percent) said they
had taught at least one service-learning course in the past two years (Sax
et al., 1999).

What is it that motivates faculty to invest the creative energy and sus-
tained effort it takes to teach for moral and civic learning, often in the
absence of institutional recognition and reward? Faculty who are consid-
ering a foray into this kind of work might want to know why others do
it, the ways in which these others find it rewarding, and the kind of insti-
tutional support they need. A better sense of why faculty are willing to
make these investments and what helps support their commitment to the
work might also be useful to administrators and program planners who
care about moral and civic education. Of course, administrative leaders
who want to make this a real priority on campus would do well to work
toward changes in well-known institutional impediments. We did see
some of this work going on at the case study schools. But in many insti-
tutions these structures are deeply entrenched, and dramatic changes are
not on the horizon. Fortunately, moral and civic education does not need
to wait for those changes.

To understand the motivation of faculty, it is important to recognize the
centrality of their moral and civic understanding, goals, and identities. In
our earlier discussion of vocationalism in higher education (Chapter Two),
we remarked on how important it is to understand the moral and civic sig-
nificance work has for many people (Colby, Sippola, & Phelps, 2001). This
is especially true for faculty who are teaching for moral and civic responsi-
bility. Of course institutional rewards are important to faculty. Few can
afford to ignore considerations of tenure, promotion, compensation, and
collegial respect. But this kind of external incentive is not the only thing driv-
ing their choices and directions. Perhaps even more important is how they
think about their work, what they believe in, care about, and find mean-
ingful and personally rewarding on a more human level. This sense of
meaning is what sustains them when the work is hard. If an understanding
of the various forms of faculty motivation does not inform the work of
administrators hoping to engage faculty or designing faculty development
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programs, there may be a disconnect between them and the faculty they are
trying to reach.

The work of most academics is central to their sense of who they are
and their desire to contribute something important to the world. In inter-
views that the Astins conducted with faculty from public and private col-
leges and universities, many respondents described their work as having
a kind of transcendent meaning for them. For example, when asked about
the meaning of his work and its possible connections with a sense of spir-
ituality, a scientist said: “I don’t know what greater respect I could pay to
a creator than to be so interested in the world that lives. I’m still in awe
of [the natural world] so if there’s any spirituality, then I guess I’m exer-
cising it to some degree when I see the biological world as being amazing
and beautiful, and I’m very fortunate to be studying its parts and pieces
and learning about it” (Astin & Astin, 1999, p. 7).

This sense of transcendent meaning is also an important part of what
students learn from their connections with these faculty. By conveying the
personal significance their academic work has for them, faculty can help
students understand the broader, more inspiring meaning of scholarship
and learning in almost any field.

Faculty Motives

Faculty who make the kinds of efforts we have been describing here derive
motivation primarily from their beliefs in the value of undergraduate edu-
cation, their sense of community, their satisfying relationships with stu-
dents, and their connections with research.

Conceptions of Undergraduate Education

If they are to invest themselves in their work as moral and civic educators,
faculty must believe that this kind of teaching is legitimate and important.
In fact faculty in large numbers do believe in the value and importance of
undergraduate moral and civic education. In a recent national survey, 36
percent of faculty said they believe it is important to “instill in students a
commitment to community service,” and 60 percent believe it is important
to “prepare students for responsible citizenship” (Sax et al., 1999).
Another national survey found that 45 percent of faculty rated promoting
“firm moral values” in students as a “very important” learning outcome,
and these numbers were even higher when only faculty at baccalaureate
institutions were considered. In addition, 20 percent of faculty at all insti-
tutions “strongly agree” and 41 percent “agree” that their own institution
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“should be actively engaged in solving social problems,” and a strong
majority of faculty “agree” or “strongly agree” that undergraduate educa-
tion would be improved by making it more relevant to contemporary life
and that “faculty in my discipline have a professional obligation to apply
their knowledge to problems in society” (Huber, 1998).

Many faculty we talked to spoke of their conviction that undergradu-
ate education should address the “whole person” and said that they take
very seriously the broader goals of liberal education, including education
for effective citizenship. Anything less would be too narrow, shortchang-
ing both the students and the worlds they will enter. This conception of
higher education clearly shaped the courses we described in Chapter Five.
In talking about why he teaches the way he does, for example, Stanford’s
Rob Reich referred to his understanding of the meaning of a liberal arts
education:

The ideal of a liberal arts education is one that exposes you to and
engages you with the history of important movements, thinkers,
thoughts, and ideas. It’s not only instrumental in making you a more
free person but also probably making you a better person. . . . I think
the tendency among most faculty is to resist the claim that you have
some agenda for improving humanity, but I think in the final analysis
you have to have some hope for that. And it’s not as if you’re trying to
transmit to students the way to live, but you’re hoping to transmit to
them an engagement with the variety of ways to live in the hope that
they may be better able to realize, on their own terms, a better life. If
push came to shove, I think I’d give you the naked admission that the
university should be engaged in making students better human beings.

David Takacs and Gerald Shenk talk about their teaching at California
State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB), as educating for the transfor-
mation of their students and ultimately of contemporary society. Takacs
comments:

For me, the purpose of my life is to envision an ideal world, think
about what the real world looks like, and think about ways to bridge
the gap between real and ideal. At the same time I’m thinking about
an ideal me, I’m thinking about the flawed human being I am, I’m
thinking about how to bridge the gap between the real me and the
ideal me and to find joy in doing that personal development while
making the world look more like the ideal world. . . . That’s what
motivates me, because teaching this way does that. At the same time,
all my classes make students try to do that same thing: to envision who
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they want to be, who they really are, and what they want the world to
look like . . . and to empower them to bridge that gap between the real
and ideal them while finding joy in making the world more like the
ideal place it could be. . . . That’s what motivates me.

Almost without exception the overriding concern of the faculty we
talked to was education—how to foster students’ learning, in the most
encompassing sense of that term. They really care about this; they think
hard about their goals for students and how to achieve them. Pedagogies
that support moral and civic development are understood as means to the
ends of both broad and specialized academic learning as well as ways to
educate responsible citizens. On many campuses, faculty say their origi-
nal interest in service learning, for example, arose from a belief that it
could help their students learn academic material more effectively.

In institutions that use outcomes-based learning, faculty help establish
institution-wide learning goals, including those relating to moral and civic
development. At Alverno College, for example, faculty have been instru-
mental in creating and shaping the abilities-based learning program, and
there is widespread faculty interest in thinking about how to help students
achieve the abilities selected. These faculty are outspoken in their convic-
tion that educating for citizenship and academic preparation more gener-
ally are mutually enhancing.

Just as the faculty we talked to believe in undergraduate education that
engages more of the student, they also appreciate the fact that they can
bring more of themselves to their teaching. Many say they have cared about
some transcendent value for a long time—it may be social justice, commu-
nity participation, or spirituality—and are grateful for a way to bring their
work and personal values together. Many faculty may have entered educa-
tion because they thought it would support this kind of integration and
were disappointed to find that in many settings it did not. They are later de-
lighted when they find themselves in an institution that supports and
encourages it. At CSUMB, for example, many faculty said they were drawn
to teach there because of CSUMB’s distinctive mission. A member of the
Social Sciences Division echoed others’ statements that they had been
attracted by CSUMB’s vision statement, saying that CSUMB had allowed
her to “come out of the closet as a humanist”—a social scientist who cares
about values of multiculturalism, social justice, and community commit-
ment. In her previous job she had longed to be at a campus where she
would be listened to instead of marginalized for her views. At CSUMB she
appreciated that she could be valued and respected for her commitments
and really be herself.
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Sense of Community

Faculty who incorporate moral and civic issues into their teaching also
derive tremendous satisfaction from the collaboration and sense of com-
munity this work engenders. Many new faculty look forward to joining
a community of scholars but are disappointed to find their work lives iso-
lating and private, with few opportunities to share their experience and
learn from others (Shulman, 1993). In almost every case, participation in
moral and civic education results in a change in that traditional pattern.
As they start to bring moral or civic issues into their courses, faculty begin
talking to each other about their teaching, something they had not done
before, and they see this as an unexpected institutional as well as personal
benefit of the work. On campus after campus we saw these faculty in reg-
ular communication, working to create something together. As a result,
they said, their teaching had improved and become more satisfying, not
only in the courses that specifically addressed moral and civic learning but
in their other courses as well.

At several of the campuses we visited, including the College of St.
Catherine, Kapi‘olani Community College, and Alverno College, cam-
puswide interest in moral and civic education has been stimulated through
study groups for faculty. The widely attended faculty study groups at St.
Kate’s led to new patterns of interacting and teaching that persisted long
after the formal groups had ended. One outcome of this process was the
establishment of the Teaching-Learning Network, which fosters collabo-
ration among faculty and even encourages them to sit in on each other’s
classes.

On other campuses, required courses with a moral or civic dimension
provide similar opportunities for faculty fellowship because they have
multiple sections taught by faculty from many departments. In order to
take a unified approach to these classes that involve material outside their
primary areas of expertise, faculty work together closely to develop the
syllabi and bring each other up to speed on unfamiliar subject matter. At
Spelman College there are about fifteen sections of the core course, The
African Diaspora and the World (ADW), taught mainly by tenured or
tenure track faculty from several disciplines. Many initially find teaching
the interdisciplinary course daunting. As one faculty member noted, a
sociology professor may feel completely unprepared to teach the section
on The Tempest, just as an English professor might feel uncertain about
teaching Marx and Engel’s Communist Manifesto. In the end, however,
faculty involved with ADW value the opportunity to stretch themselves
beyond traditional disciplinary boundaries, and wind up enjoying the
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challenges. Instructors typically teach ADW for several years before
“cycling out,” so from year to year some ADW faculty remain the same
and others are new to the program. This has proved a useful system for
ensuring continuity and expertise in the program and for preventing fac-
ulty burnout. Each spring the faculty who will teach ADW the following
year begin weekly workshops in which they plan the content and organi-
zation of the course and discuss teaching strategies. Because the course cov-
ers topics as disparate as Shakespeare, the blues music culture, medical
anthropologists’ research on early African American burial grounds, and
Caribbean history, sharing expertise across disciplines is essential, and each
person teaches the others about the areas in which she is knowledgeable,
sometimes sharing lecture notes or teaching techniques. Many faculty find
that involvement with ADW promotes “intellectual talk across disci-
plines” and has informed and improved their research as well as their
teaching. And by teaching the course together these faculty are led to talk
to each other about teaching in much greater depth than they ever have
before, and they say that the process has been energizing. Faculty who are
working collaboratively on other campuses are similarly enthusiastic.

Depending on the nature of the institution, the sense of community
created through participation in moral and civic education can encom-
pass just a few people, who may feel somewhat out of step with the cen-
tral priorities of their university, or most of the faculty on the campus.
On campuses like Alverno, Tusculum, and Messiah, students’ moral and
civic learning is so central to the college’s mission that it draws the major-
ity of faculty together in a common purpose. On these campuses where
moral and civic education is aligned with the central mission of the insti-
tution, it is easier to achieve recognition for this work, to be publicly rec-
ognized for contributing something valuable to the institution. Likewise,
faculty at community colleges, urban universities, and some land grant
universities (that is, the great majority of faculty) find that the goal of
connecting with the local communities is well aligned with the institu-
tion’s mission.

In more research-focused institutions, however, faculty who pursue the
goals of moral and civic education often echo Rob Reich’s comment that
they feel as though they are swimming upstream. We heard this at Emory
University, for example, which places a strong emphasis on scholarly pro-
ductivity. But even there and at other research institutions, such as Duke
University, faculty who seriously pursue moral and civic education ex-
perience a valuable sense of community—they tend to know and support
each other, forming an important network of like-minded colleagues.
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Satisfying Relationships with Students

Another powerful source of satisfaction for faculty who engage in moral
and civic education is their relationships with and impacts on their stu-
dents. In a large survey of college and university faculty, Sax et al. (1999)
found that this was the source of professional satisfaction that faculty
mention most often. Many of the faculty with whom we talked echoed
this sentiment. Student responses to his course were very satisfying to Rob
Reich, for example, and it is no wonder, with reactions like these:

He creates an environment of energy and interaction that motivates
you to learn. He is challenging but at the same time radiates warmth
and commitment. Prof. Reich, in his honest criticism and sincere sup-
port, has made me a better writer, thinker, citizen, and person.

Prof. Reich is the only professor at Stanford to make me seriously
think about this issue. I had thought about service before but had
failed to realize the implications of all types of service, particularly in
international arenas. The class forced me to ask myself some questions
that I did not necessarily like the answer to.

When he taught the course for the first time, Reich was awarded the
Distinguished Teaching Award of the Associated Students of Stanford Uni-
versity. Similarly, at Tusculum College we heard that “faculty here really
care about their students. It is not a place for people who want to teach
a few hours and leave. It is more like doing social service than teaching in
a research school.” Despite these heavy demands, many faculty say they
stay at Tusculum because of, not in spite of, these aspects of its mission.

In our campus visits we heard many faculty talk about their efforts to
form guiding relationships with their students, and we heard students
speak of the power those relationships have for them. Richard, a student
at Kapi‘olani Community College, talked about his transformation from
an uninvolved and underachieving high school student to a leader on his
college campus through the influence of Kapi‘olani faculty. He said that
one of his teachers “saw things in me that I didn’t know I had and led me
to get more involved.” When we saw him in his second year at Kapi‘olani,
he was doing well academically and was student body chairman and an
active member of the campus honor society and several other clubs. Civic
engagement has become central to his life. Similarly, a CSUMB student
said that her classes are all quite small so she has had a chance to get to
know her teachers, and she respects them a great deal. She knew that she
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was missed when she did not attend class and was not surprised that the
professor let her know, via e-mail, that the professor and the other stu-
dents missed her. Another student at CSUMB said that he knew the fac-
ulty were there “out of passionate commitment,” that they really cared
about their students, and that he and other students frequently had din-
ner with some of their teachers.

The power of these relationships is also clear in student letters sup-
porting teaching award candidates. In a program sponsored by The
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the Council
for the Advancement and Support of Education, colleges and universities
nominate “exceptional faculty members” as U.S. Professors of the Year.
Most of the nominees have not only inspired students with a passion for
their field and for learning in general but have also served as powerful role
models of caring, compassion, and a deep commitment to students’ learn-
ing and achievement. In a typical letter of support to the review commit-
tee, one former student described her political science professor as having
changed her choices for her education, work, and life:

As a student at . . . I was very heavily influenced by Steve’s brilliant
work in the classroom. Late at night, when I was talking with my
classmates about their lives, they routinely spoke about how Steve was
the one teacher who seemed to care for them. Many who were the first
in their families to attend college spoke of his respect for their lives
and the hope he seemed to have for them as individuals. I worked on
numerous faculty and student committees on which he also served. In
those venues, he was also a teacher, always calling us to be a more car-
ing, responsive, and honest community, showing us what that com-
munity would be. I also participated in his seminar focusing on work,
justice, and economic democracy in the United States. In that class, I
came to reevaluate my life’s goals, the kinds of relationships I wanted
for my life, the kind of work I wanted to do, the kind of community
and society I wanted to build. So profound was that experience that it
has continued to shape my choices and my education a decade later.

Connections with Research

Many faculty who engage in this kind of teaching were drawn to it in the
course of doing research or scholarship that addresses moral or civic
issues. Questions of social justice, and more recently of social capital and
civic participation and renewal, are of both professional and personal in-
terest to many faculty. Many are redefining their work in public terms (or
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have always defined it that way) and want to use their teaching and re-
search to contribute to the long-term revitalization of U.S. democracy.
Because much contemporary research and scholarship addresses issues of
public concern such as globalization, the environment, health care, edu-
cation, aging, and social and public policy, many faculty find that their
scholarly interests feed directly into teaching that addresses moral and
civic issues.

Academic life often reflects and contributes to social movements, di-
rectly through the incorporation of new perspectives into the work of fac-
ulty who are personally engaged in movements and reciprocally through
the academy’s power to shape public consciousness and debate. Many
faculty who have taken a special interest in various forms of moral and
civic learning have done so because of their interest or participation in
larger social movements, both personally and in their scholarly work. This
of course does not mean it is legitimate for faculty to use their classrooms
to indoctrinate students in the pursuit of their own ideological agendas.
When faculty bring their passion for social change into their teaching, they
should take extra care to invite dissent and diversity of opinion.

Such faculty interests can be clearly seen in the tremendous increase in
feminist scholarship and teaching over the past couple of decades. From the
beginning, feminist analyses across the full range of disciplines have been
accompanied by large-scale programs of curriculum reform. This reform
has included concerted (and fairly successful) efforts to “mainstream” gen-
der studies into many disciplines as well as the creation of interdisciplinary
women’s studies courses and programs. Feminist scholarship and teaching
has consciously sought to contribute to social change, often focusing not
only on gender equality but also on issues of race and class as they intersect
with gender. Although not typically billed as moral or civic education, this
work attempts to expand students’ social and moral perspectives and fos-
ter their concern for gender, racial, and social equality.

Sometimes faculty involved in this kind of work become leaders in per-
suading colleagues in other fields to raise issues of social justice in their
teaching. At Spelman College, for example, Beverly Guy-Sheftall, profes-
sor of women’s studies and founding director of the Women’s Research
and Resource Center, repeatedly called her colleague’s attention to the
need to take a critical perspective on their fields and the educational expe-
rience, identifying patterns that reinforce inequality. This led many fac-
ulty outside women’s studies to take a greater interest in moral and civic
education.

In part spurred by the moral concerns and continuing influence of the civil
rights movement and in part by a pragmatic recognition of this country’s
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dramatic demographic shifts, many faculty have become interested in issues
of racial, ethnic, religious, and other forms of diversity. Because multicul-
turalism is of institutional concern on many campuses, there is considerable
support for this kind of work. Furthermore, many faculty have incorporated
a multicultural perspective into their scholarship and so find it is natural to
extend this focus to their teaching.

The environmental movement has also inspired many faculty to focus
on moral and civic issues in their teaching. It has spawned new cross-
disciplinary departments and curricular programs, and environmental
issues are well represented among service-learning courses and other cur-
ricular and extracurricular approaches to moral and civic education. Be-
cause issues of individual and organizational responsibility and public
policy arise naturally in these courses, faculty working in this domain can
incorporate moral and civic issues quite seamlessly into their teaching.

For all these faculty, moral and civic issues are an especially good fit
with their disciplines and at least some of their courses. For them, this
kind of teaching often can be cast in a way that serves multiple purposes
as the lines between their scholarship, teaching, and personal commit-
ments are blurred by the strong substantive connections among them.

Supports for Moral and Civic Education

When the president or others in an institution’s administration want to
make moral and civic education a priority, they can provide institutional
support in a number of ways. We have already talked about reward struc-
tures and will not elaborate on those issues here, except to say that re-
wards need not always be formal. Sincere expressions of appreciation or
visible, public references to good teaching that addresses moral and civic
issues can contribute significantly to faculty morale. Other strategies
include faculty development, logistical support, and support for faculty
engagement with relevant national communities and organizations. Atten-
tion should be paid to non-tenure track as well as tenure track faculty,
because instructors and adjuncts play important roles in undergraduate
moral and civic education at many colleges and universities.

Faculty Development

Faculty development is essential to high-quality moral and civic educa-
tion. Many faculty lack the expertise to incorporate these issues into their
teaching in a sophisticated way. Faculty in fields like ethics may feel they
lack the substantive knowledge they would need to address the complex-
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ities of contemporary social or policy questions. Conversely, faculty with
the content knowledge often lack experience with ethical or policy analy-
sis. Faculty may also lack the pedagogical expertise needed to organize a
course around complex, open-ended problems, coach students in simula-
tions, or connect student learning to experiences in the community. Good
faculty development programs can address these challenges.

Informal opportunities for faculty development are present at all the
schools we visited and form a regular structure at many. For example, at
Alverno College there are no classes on Friday afternoons so that faculty
can get together in small working groups to take up issues relating to the
curriculum, pedagogical practices, assessment, and other topics of broad
concern. Because moral and civic development is so central to Alverno’s
mission, these conversations often focus on ways to support students in
that development.

At Portland State University, the Center for Academic Excellence offers
several ongoing discussion groups so that faculty can support each other
and learn from each other’s experiences. A monthly breakfast series, Cel-
ebrating Practices of Civic Responsibility in Higher Education, brings in
outside speakers, such as William Grace, executive director of the Center
for Ethical Leadership, who talked to the group about ethics, leadership,
and service and the creation of a just society. The breakfast series some-
times draws on shared readings, such as books by John Dewey (1916),
Amy Gutmann (1987), and Harry Boyte (1989) that focus on moral and
civic education. In addition to fostering discussions of literature in the
field, the meetings provide a chance for faculty to talk about such prac-
tical pedagogical issues as how to manage heated debates in community-
based learning courses and make sure that all perspectives are heard.
Despite the demands of heavy teaching loads, committee work, and their
own research, more than 150 faculty, administrators, staff, and commu-
nity partners have participated in the breakfast series.

Campus centers and campuswide programs can play critical roles in
facilitating these kinds of conversations and can also offer seminars and
other tools to help faculty gain new expertise and design new courses.
When Tufts University received a $10 million gift to incorporate civic con-
cerns into undergraduate education, one of the first steps the new Uni-
versity College of Citizenship and Public Service took was to establish
seminars for faculty interested in redesigning one or more of their courses.
Participants were drawn from physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, lit-
erature, international relations, political science, and history. Initially fac-
ulty thought teaching related to citizenship would be an “add-on,” layered
on top of the material already in their courses. The seminar asked them
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to think instead about how integrating a concern for active citizenship
throughout their courses could help them achieve their academic goals as
well as help the students develop as engaged and informed citizens. Semi-
nar participants worked together in small groups to develop a new model
for each course being redesigned. The teams worked on pedagogy as well
as content and also began to rethink their own roles, asking, Who am I
as a teacher?

Just as a large gift was pivotal in the development of the ambitious new
program at Tufts, even modest amounts of grant money or internal fund-
ing can enable faculty development seminars and small grants to faculty
who are designing new courses. Follow-up support is equally important,
because faculty who are inspired and enriched by a seminar with their
peers may lose steam quickly if they try to implement their new ideas in
settings that provide little validation or practical support.

Faculty development programs must be of high quality if they are to be
useful, and this may be particularly true of programs designed to help fac-
ulty bring moral and civic issues into their teaching because these issues
are complex and require careful attention to course content, pedagogical
approaches, and the classroom atmosphere. Good faculty development
programs provide participants with the understanding and tools that
allow them to be both experimental and reflective in identifying the issues
and pedagogical approaches best suited to their goals. In designing a
course on ethical issues, for example, instructors need opportunities to
think about and discuss such questions as, What is the right balance be-
tween discussions of difficult dilemmas and cases where the right course
of action is fairly easy to discern but perhaps more difficult to carry out?
What implicit messages do different answers to this question convey?

Faculty who are engaged in moral and civic education also need struc-
tured opportunities to confront the place of their own values in their
teaching, sorting out those values on which they believe it is legitimate to
take a firm stand and those that represent their own take on issues that
are more debatable. Often it is easier for faculty to see the values they are
directly and explicitly affirming (you must be respectful of others, every-
one can find some way to contribute to improving society, and so forth)
than those that are present but unstated (such as personal attitudes toward
religion or politics).

Faculty development programs can also be useful for devising strate-
gies to manage interactions among students. Faculty need to understand
that the teacher is not the only social force at play in the classroom. In
order to deepen the discourse among students while keeping the conversa-
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tion open to dissent, they will sometimes need to play devil’s advocate or
support students’ articulation of positions with which they strongly dis-
agree, helping students make a case as well as it can be made (as we de-
scribed in Chapter Five).

Sometimes faculty development programs that focus on moral and civic
learning are too watered down to be very helpful. These programs need
to be intellectually engaging as well as useful on a very practical level. For
this reason it may be helpful to offer several different programs from
which faculty can choose, so that, for example, a “layperson” teaching
an ethics course for the first time has opportunities to learn about basic
theories and techniques; a teacher with expertise in teaching these theo-
ries can select a more sophisticated program.

Supportive Infrastructure

In addition to opportunities for continuing education about moral and
civic issues and unfamiliar pedagogies, faculty need a supportive institu-
tional infrastructure. Without institutional support, they may be too busy
to design new courses, especially courses that are quite different from
those they have taught in the past. Logistical support, ethics centers, ser-
vice-learning offices, and teaching and learning centers make it possible
for busy faculty to focus on their students’ learning rather than being con-
sumed by the practical complexities of teaching that connects with the
community. Some campuses have centers specifically charged with sup-
porting moral or civic education; on others, teaching and learning centers
with broader missions play this role. In Chapter Three we talked about
the important leadership role these centers can play. Moral and civic edu-
cation at Duke University, the University of Notre Dame, and the United
States Air Force Academy, for example, would not be the same without
these institutions’ very powerful centers that catalyze and support faculty
work in this domain.

Logistical support is especially important for service learning, because
establishing relationships with community organizations is time consuming
and benefits greatly from continuity over time. This kind of infrastructure
helps faculty with many things they may not have thought about at all,
including student safety and liability issues, transportation, and guidelines
for protecting community partners from well-intentioned but inexperienced
students. Often the more advanced students play key roles in providing
logistical support while developing further their capacities as leaders, gain-
ing a sense of competence, and serving as guides for other students.
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National Ties

The sense of community and participation in a shared endeavor that we
saw on so many campuses can extend well beyond the campus when fac-
ulty members engage with national educational movements and the asso-
ciations that support them. Conferences, cross-institutional networks,
organizations such as Campus Compact, and publications such as the
Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning and the American Asso-
ciation for Higher Education’s monograph series on service learning in the
disciplines (Zlotkowski, 1998), along with visible national leadership on
the importance of the issues, help to sustain a national community of peo-
ple working to develop effective approaches to undergraduate moral and
civic education. Achieving recognition beyond one’s campus for this kind
of work can also consolidate support for it at home. Robert Franco and
others at Kapi‘olani Community College have led the development of ser-
vice learning in the wider University of Hawaii system and among com-
munity colleges nationally. This not only ties Franco and his colleagues
into the national network but makes their work a source of pride for
Kapi‘olani, thus stimulating greater interest in service learning there.

Sometimes these collegial networks are facilitated by regional and
national meetings of higher education organizations such as the American
Association for Higher Education (AAHE) and the Association of Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities as well as by meetings of organizations whose
missions are specifically targeted toward moral and civic education like
Campus Compact, the Association for Practical and Professional Ethics,
and the Society for Ethics Across the Curriculum. AAHE, for example,
sponsors three major conferences every year, each drawing many faculty
and administrators from across the country. One is the full annual meet-
ing, the second focuses on faculty roles and rewards, and the third
addresses assessment. For each conference, groups of faculty interested in
particular issues propose sessions on topics of interest. The meetings typi-
cally include sessions focused on service learning, problem-based learning,
and faculty participation in learning communities.

Enlistment of Non-Tenure Track Faculty

At many institutions, adjunct and other non-tenure track faculty play a
central part in undergraduate moral and civic education. In fact, adjunct
faculty are doing about 40 percent of the teaching throughout higher edu-
cation. It is not surprising then that many service-learning courses are
taught by adjunct, usually part-time, faculty. At CSUMB, where this num-
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ber has increased significantly over time so that now almost half of the
service-learning courses are taught by adjuncts, Seth Pollock, director of ser-
vice learning, is worried about what appears to be a trend: “It’s frustrat-
ing because a lot of our strongest supporters, who are really grappling with
how to do service learning and be a good service-learning practitioner, are
our part-timers. I have a graph that tracks it from the beginning—first
semester almost everyone teaching it was full-time faculty, and now we’re
at about 50 percent, which is the university average for courses being
taught by adjuncts. That’s where the trend is headed, but I don’t know if
we’ll stay at the average or keep sliding. It’s a real concern.”

Portland State University has also seen a decreasing proportion of
community-based learning and core curriculum (University Studies)
courses taught by tenure track faculty. This is especially true of the labor-
intensive senior capstone courses. Portland State’s former provost, Michael
Reardon, believes it is critical to engage more senior faculty in University
Studies in order to avoid segregating University Studies from the rest of
the curriculum. A primary danger of such segregation is that it can create
a division of labor in which tenured and tenure track faculty consider their
work “the real work” of the campus and fail to understand fully or value
the work of adjunct faculty. We heard at other institutions, such as St.
Kate’s and Kapi‘olani Community College, that a major concern among
faculty has been the struggle to ensure fair compensation and benefits poli-
cies for adjunct faculty and to ensure that these teachers are fully incor-
porated into the life of the campus and respected for their contributions,
which often go far beyond classroom teaching.

Although it is undesirable for moral and civic concerns to be repre-
sented only in courses taught by lecturers and adjuncts, these faculty can
be an extremely valuable resource for and play important roles in moral
and civic education because they offer a wider range of backgrounds and
expertise than that of tenure track faculty. Many of them, especially those
who teach part-time, have strong ties to the local community, many bring
pedagogical skills and interests that are not well represented among the
tenure track faculty, and most are free of the pressures imposed by depart-
mental politics.

At Emory University as at other campuses, many of the faculty who
have played leadership roles in introducing ethical and civic issues into
their courses are on a lecture track, though most are on long-term, full-
time contracts. There is considerable solidarity among the lecture track
faculty and a sense that they can have real impact on teaching at Emory
by bringing in foundation and government grants to support new pro-
grams that bring ethical concerns into undergraduate science education
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and into other fields that have not previously given these issues much
attention. It may be that having the stability of long-term contracts and
the flexibility afforded by operating outside the research-dominated tenure
and promotion system puts these faculty in a strong position to do this
kind of work.

Faculty Recruitment

Some campuses that take a holistic and intentional approach to moral and
civic education explicitly or implicitly include faculty interest and experi-
ence in this area among their hiring criteria. At the two-year Minneapolis
campus of the College of St. Catherine, search committees look explicitly
for people with a desire to educate for moral and social responsibility. As
one administrator said: “We’re very deliberate about it. We have developed
a ‘profile of a mission-oriented teacher’ here at St. Kate’s Minneapolis to
use for recruiting candidates.” Both the hiring and the promotion programs
at Alverno College emphasize the institution’s commitment to moral and
civic learning. All faculty who apply for teaching positions are asked to pro-
vide a philosophy of education statement. Alverno is conscious that it takes
a particular kind of person to be happy there and that it is important to find
the right fit. The college pays a great deal of attention to cover letters, look-
ing to see whether applicants emphasize their interest in teaching or focus
primarily on their research. At the Air Force Academy, “the development
of officership” is brought up during hiring interviews and the impression
among current faculty is that the academy’s whole person model of educa-
tion is an attraction for many civilians as well as military faculty. At com-
munity colleges, involvement with the local community is generally a
criterion for evaluating faculty performance, so it is not surprising that evi-
dence of commitment and expertise in this area plays an important part in
hiring decisions at Kapi‘olani and Turtle Mountain Community Colleges.
Nevertheless, many institutions, especially research-intensive universities,
do not consider it appropriate to use an interest in moral or civic education
as a criterion for evaluating prospective faculty (except for those who will
teach in special programs with this kind of focus).

When hiring criteria seek “mission-oriented teachers” of various sorts
but do not specify the need to adhere to any particular values or ideology,
policies that give preference to candidates with an interest in moral or
civic education should not pose any threat to academic freedom. To en-
sure that this so, campuses must be careful that this kind of recruitment
does not impose an unspoken filter, that criteria have been made explicit
to candidates and reviewers (and the larger community), and that a ratio-
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nale is offered for using these criteria. For example, some institutions may
recruit faculty with a particular religious affiliation, as Roman Catholic
institutions may do, and this is generally recognized as legitimate because
these preferences are a matter of public record and are justified as a means
of preserving the religious identity and mission of the schools.

The Rewards of This Work

There is no question that the kind of teaching we described in Chapters
Five and Six is demanding. And there is no question that many faculty in
higher education feel stressed, too busy, even burned out in many cases.
But paradoxically, many faculty who feel too busy to take on one more
thing actually feel energized when they do decide to incorporate moral
and civic concerns and more engaged pedagogies into their teaching. This
kind of teaching is deeply rewarding for many who do it, fully justifying
its considerable costs. Faculty who teach service-learning courses, for
example, say they are constantly renewed when their students are learn-
ing outside the classroom—that is, outside what the faculty members
themselves know. Students bring these new insights into discussions with
their teachers, thus enriching the faculty and enlarging their understand-
ing. This feeling that they are learning from their own teaching is another
of the many rewards that faculty report when they do this work.

In talking about the inspiration he has drawn from Socrates, Rob Reich
expresses the personal meaning this kind of engaged teaching has for him
and for many who practice it: “In an immediate sense, I think Socrates is a
guiding light, a beacon both pedagogically and substantively in the sense
that everything should be submitted to critical thought and reflection and
nothing should be taken for granted. And the result of that makes educa-
tion itself into a spiritual enterprise in a way, because ultimately it’s about
reflecting upon who you are and how you fit into the universe.” For many
faculty we met, the spiritual or moral enterprise, the sense of pursuing
something they believe in, is not only the students’ enterprise but their own.
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8

MORAL AND CIVIC LEARNING
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

when college graduates think back on their undergraduate years,
especially when they reflect on the experiences that changed them per-
sonally, they may remember a few special courses or professors as hav-
ing been especially powerful, but they are more likely to recall important
relationships with friends, the general feel of being at college, and per-
haps some especially engaging activity, like involvement with the theater,
a musical group, or the student newspaper. This is especially true for peo-
ple who attend residential colleges, but memories of powerful experiences
outside the classroom are also salient for many at commuter campuses.
This makes sense, because undergraduates spend the majority of their
time in pursuits other than their classes and related work. Not all of this
time of course is discretionary. The majority of students work in paid
jobs (Boyer, 1987; National Center for Education Statistics, 1996), and
many also have family responsibilities. Yet even for the busiest under-
graduate, who commutes to campus and has both a job and a family,
learning in college can be significantly enriched by experiences beyond
the classroom.

Summarizing a number of studies, Alexander Astin (1985b) concluded
that extracurricular involvement is directly linked to the amount of time
students spend on campus, the quality of that experience, and students’
persistence in college. More recent research also reveals that involvement
in extracurricular activities has a strong positive influence on students’
satisfaction with their college experience. An extensive survey of Har-
vard students found that a commitment to one or two activities other
than coursework—for as much as twenty hours per week—does not af-
fect students’ grades, but such commitments are related strongly to sa-
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tisfaction with college life. The more involved students are, the more sat-
isfied they are with their college experience (Light, 2001, p. 26). This
finding is consistent with earlier studies of undergraduates at a range of
institutions (Kapp, 1979; Kegan, 1978; Pascarella, 1980). Even more
striking, there is a strong indication that the only factor that predicts
adult success—whatever outcome measure is used, including income—is
involvement in extracurricular activities during college (Krumboltz, 1957;
Power-Ross, 1980).

Many students spend their out-of-class time in activities that contribute to
their well-being and intellectual and personal development. But some
extracurricular pursuits are less benign. The corrosiveness of big league, inter-
collegiate sports is well known. A study of intercollegiate athletes by Sharon
Stoll (1995), for example, concludes that “the present competitive model is
doing more harm than good” (p. 12) in the realm of moral development (see
also Shulman & Bowen, 2001). As early as 1929, a Carnegie Foundation study
reported that “more than any other force, [intercollegiate athletics have]
tended to distort the values of college life” (Savage, 1929, p. 307). Boyer
(1987) concluded that the situation had not improved in the six decades
between his and Savage’s studies: “The tragedy is that the cynicism that stems
from the abuses in athletics infects the rest of student life, from promoting
academic dishonesty to the loss of individual ideals” (p. 184).

The commercialism on many campuses is fed by but extends beyond
intercollegiate competition in sports and is reinforced by aspects of the U.S.
culture beyond the campus. The many hours some students spend watch-
ing television help promote this commercialism (Boyer, 1987). The hazing
and racism that characterize some fraternities is well known, and the long-
standing problem of binge drinking among college students is growing
(Wechsler et al., 2002). It is clear that not all activities outside the class-
room are productive and educationally valuable. The challenge for higher
education is to find ways to capitalize on the potential of positive out-of-
class experiences. Efforts to involve a majority of students in a systematic
way that has real educational impact, however, are impeded by some of
the trends we outlined in Chapter Two. These include the increased num-
ber of older students and students who work, commute, or have family re-
sponsibilities, as well as the huge increase in the sheer number of students
in higher education. The new student profile makes it much more difficult
to engage students in a coherent set of extracurricular experiences. Com-
plicating matters further, student autonomy has increased dramatically,
largely as a result of activism in the 1960s and 1970s, leading colleges to
set aside close regulation of residence halls, compulsory chapel services,
convocations, and other required extracurricular activities.
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In Chapter Two we also pointed to the unity of early American higher
education—its holistic approach to educating the mind, body, and spirit—
and the sharp separation between academic affairs and student life that
emerged in the twentieth century. Although the value of integrating cur-
ricular and extracurricular learning is widely recognized, these two do-
mains are distinctly bifurcated in contemporary higher education. The
dichotomy found at most colleges and universities is rooted in the admin-
istrative separation of the two domains. Provosts and presidents rarely
have firsthand experience in student affairs until their appointments, and
few are able to develop a coherent vision of student development that inte-
grates academic with nonacademic learning. Faculty do not see student
affairs as their responsibility, and student affairs staff are generally dis-
connected from the faculty and curricular matters. Graduate training for
faculty and for student affairs professionals establishes areas of expertise
for these two groups that intersect very little, and perpetuates a concep-
tion of the two domains as almost entirely distinct.

As a result, student life and academic life are rarely integrated produc-
tively, and students are given relatively little guidance in their extracur-
ricular involvements (Kuh, Douglas, Lund, & Ramin-Gyurnek, 1994). On
most campuses the many cultural events available to students receive little
attention or support from faculty. Faculty seldom urge students to attend
important lectures or other events and seldom connect these out-of-class
educational events to ongoing classroom teaching (Boyer, 1987). On vir-
tually every campus there are many worthwhile extracurricular activities,
but whether students will get involved in programs that support their
development is generally left to chance. In addition, some activities that
have great potential to support moral and civic development, as well as
other kinds of learning, fail to realize that potential. Students generally
need support and guidance in order to make the most of activities they
choose. For example, help from a journalism professor or other adviser
can stimulate the integration of journalistic ethics into the work of a stu-
dent newspaper, but this kind of guidance is rare. Unfortunately, many
faculty and staff members are hesitant to provide moral guidance, as
David Brooks (2001) recently suggested in The Atlantic Monthly. In
extensive discussions at Princeton and other elite university campuses,
Brooks found that “when it comes to character and virtue, these young
people have been left on their own. . . . We assume that if adults try to
offer moral instruction, it will just backfire, because our children will re-
ject our sermonizing. . . . We assume that such questions have no correct
answer that can be taught. Or maybe the simple truth is that adult insti-
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tutions no longer try to talk about character and virtue because they sim-
ply wouldn’t know what to say” (pp. 40, 53).

Given all these complexities, the steps colleges and universities might
take to make most of campus life beyond the classroom supportive of stu-
dents’ moral and civic development are not at all obvious. Developing
strategies to provide a positive developmental experience for more stu-
dents requires careful thought. A heavy-handed approach will not work.
Students will not give up their autonomy and adult status, especially when
so many have been out of high school for years. Furthermore, there is
clear evidence that students engage longer in and learn more from activ-
ities they choose themselves (see, for example, Cordova & Lepper, 1996).
Many of the important out-of-class experiences for college students are
generated by the students themselves, especially informal activities involv-
ing interactions with their fellow students, and are therefore largely out-
side the control of the institution. Despite these challenges, there are things
that colleges and universities can do if they want to take best advantage
of the time and energy students spend on pursuits other than attending
and preparing for their classes.

At our case study campuses and some others we learned about, we saw
many creative attempts to ensure a positive extracurricular experience for
students while still respecting their freedom to follow their own interests and
inclinations. These efforts begin early—even before freshman year—through
setting a tone in literature about the school, asking students to prepare the
summer before entering college, and establishing clear expectations when
students arrive on campus, including the articulation of an honor code on
some campuses. In Chapter Three we described the cultural climates the case
study schools have developed. In their daily lives at these schools, students
encounter not only the kinds of cultural symbols and routines we described
earlier but also administrators and faculty who are prepared and able to take
advantage of the “teachable moments” for moral and civic learning that
arise naturally in any complex community. On campuses where student bod-
ies are racially or religiously diverse, students need help connecting across
the lines of ethnic division. Structured programs to encourage these connec-
tions begin early at most of the campuses we visited. And perhaps the heart
of developmental out-of-class experiences is found in the huge variety of
clubs and other organizations available to students, including many that
involve students in service to others. Finally, recognizing that college is only
one segment of an ongoing developmental process—some colleges and uni-
versities have put programs in place to help students maintain their com-
mitment to social responsibility beyond their college years.
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Hallmarks of Quality

How can all these approaches best be accomplished? George Kuh and his
colleagues (1991, 1994) have studied campuses that have especially pos-
itive effects on students, and their research reveals a number of hallmarks
of high-quality extracurricular programs. They are intentionally designed
with specific learning outcomes in mind, they are aligned with the mission
of the campus as a whole so that the various academic and extracurricu-
lar programs reinforce each other, their organizers collaborate with each
other, they are overseen and guided by student affairs staff or faculty, and
they are regularly assessed to document and guide program improvement.
We found evidence of these hallmarks on the campuses we visited and on
some we learned about in other ways, and the presence of these hallmarks
is part of what we mean when we call moral and civic education on these
campuses holistic and intentional. Although Kuh and his colleagues’ hall-
marks represent an ideal that few campuses, even our case study schools,
can fully achieve, they provide a sense of direction for institutions that are
trying to move toward more effective programming.

On most campuses extracurricular activities are not intentionally de-
signed with specific developmental goals in mind nor are they coordi-
nated with each other or with the curriculum. We were struck by the
special efforts taken at many of the campuses we chose for site visits to
think about the goals of their student life activities and to integrate the
work of faculty and professional staff, linking academic learning with
extracurricular life. Alverno College, for example, is characterized by a
high degree of collaboration between faculty and student services. Mem-
bers of the student affairs staff are often invited by faculty to talk about
their work at regular Friday afternoon faculty discussions, and student
affairs staff are also involved in faculty-led revisions of the curriculum.
It is common for Alverno faculty and staff to work together on both cur-
ricular and extracurricular matters. For instance, members of Alverno’s
counseling office often collaborate with academic programs, working for
example with nursing students to create a poster session on breast can-
cer for their spring health fair. The counseling office also partners with
some faculty members in courses and special programs. When counsel-
ing staff learned that a faculty member had invited leaders from Legal
Action of Wisconsin to speak to her class about domestic violence and
services for victims of domestic violence, the counseling office worked
with the professor to open the program to all Alverno students, staff, and
faculty.
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Messiah College has also worked hard to build cooperation and link-
ages among a wide array of programs. The Office of External Programs
oversees a number of curricular and extracurricular programs and centers
that reach beyond the borders of the campus, including the Agapé Cen-
ter for Service and Learning, the Career Center, International Programs,
the Internship Center, and the Latino Partnership Program. Each has artic-
ulated student development objectives that complement and build on stu-
dents’ academic learning. The staff of the Office of External Programs
work closely with faculty and other administrators to ensure that strength-
ening moral and civic learning along the lines of the college’s mission
statement is a common goal and that all programs and centers develop
strategies for connecting those goals with their work (Messiah College,
2001, pp. 8–9). Messiah is able to link all these programs and centers
around a common set of moral and civic themes partly because its evan-
gelical Christian mission attracts students, faculty, and staff who are pre-
pared to help build a community dedicated to a common vision built on
faith as well as reason. Nevertheless, this kind of integration does not
come naturally at any institution, and most faith-based campuses have
not achieved Messiah’s level of intentional collaborations. Size is a key
factor as well. Its small, residential campus gives Messiah obvious advan-
tages over larger campuses, especially commuter campuses, in promoting
a coordinated approach to student life.

Another hallmark of good practice for powerful extracurricular activ-
ities is careful involvement, guidance, and oversight by faculty, student af-
fairs staff, and administrators. Some students come to college knowing
that they want to be engaged in the theater or the student newspaper or
some other area. But most are unsure. Campuses where students receive
guidance not only about curricular choices but also about extracurricu-
lar choices and the ways these choices can complement each other are
much more likely to find that their students choose a positive path that
matches their interests and the institution’s educational goals. At Messiah
College, for example, all first-year students enroll in a fall semester sem-
inar, and as part of this seminar the director of the EpiCenter (Experien-
tial Programs Information Center) makes presentations about the college’s
off-campus program opportunities.

Although every campus can benefit from programs that help students
plan their extracurricular involvement, these programs are particularly
important at commuter campuses, which have more obstacles to student
involvement than other schools and which lack the residences that are nat-
ural settings for small-group activities. Alverno College’s efforts are
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notable in this regard, because Alverno has a high proportion of return-
ing and commuting students.

Developmental Impact

The power of extracurricular and other out-of-class experiences for moral
and civic development derives from their multiplicity, their emotional
immediacy, and their encompassing quality. They are both figure and
ground in campus life. They can be experienced as the sea in which stu-
dents swim as well as the dives and explorations those students make.
Experiences outside the classroom can change students’ frameworks for
interpreting reality, their sense of what is important, their confidence in
their own ability to affect the world around them, and their sense of who
they are and who they want to be. Because extracurricular and other stu-
dent life activities so often involve action as well as reflection, students
engaged in them can learn skills that they may not be likely to derive from
classroom learning. These activities also allow students to consolidate and
extend skills such as critical thinking and writing that are important to
their academic coursework.

Campus culture, student life broadly construed, and structured ex-
tracurricular programs all provide opportunities for the institution to
embody its distinctive understanding of moral and civic development,
focusing on connections with various communities, establishing expecta-
tions of integrity and personal responsibility in all pursuits, and support-
ing efforts to contribute to positive social change. But the multiplicity of
student life also makes it an arena in which an institution can reasonably
broaden its conception of what is morally and civically important, going
beyond its dominant themes to incorporate other themes and goals that
are valuable for full development even though less obviously central to
the institution’s identity.

From a developmental point of view, it is important for student life to
contribute to students’ moral and civic learning for some of the same rea-
sons that it is important for faculty to take advantage of the wide array
of pedagogies we described in Chapter Five. Learning how the world
works, learning to resolve problems and make judgments in the world be-
yond the academy, and learning in a deep and flexible enough way to re-
member and use what they have learned requires students to engage in
complex practices in settings that include uncertainties, uncontrolled vari-
ance, and unpredictable forces, things academic study too often filters out
(Menand, 1997; Shulman, 1997). Depth and persistence of learning are
enhanced by opportunities to consolidate and apply new ideas in more
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complicated situations, in multiple contexts, and in actual practice. In fact
extracurricular activities and other experiences outside the classroom can
be vitally important for the development of the full range of understand-
ing, motivation, and skills that is entailed in moral and civic maturity. Re-
search confirms this impact. George Kuh and his colleagues (1991, 1994)
have examined carefully the ways in which learning outside the classroom
can contribute directly to students’ development. As their work and exten-
sive national studies by Alexander Astin (1984, 1985a) show, the more en-
gaged students are in multiple, mutually reinforcing activities, the more
likely they are to learn in a variety of areas. Extracurricular activities can
also have a significant influence on students’ personal development and
acquisition of important values and skills, including development related
to moral and civic learning (Harnett, 1965; Kuh et al., 1991; Whitla,
1981). Not surprisingly, the nature of the activity in which students en-
gage is directly related to its developmental impact. Activities that offer
leadership experiences, for example, are more likely than more individu-
ally focused activities to enhance abilities to work with and motivate oth-
ers (Kuh et al., 1991; Schuh & Laverty, 1983).

Many students engage in some form of community service as an extra-
curricular activity, and this participation has been shown to have a posi-
tive effect on their moral and civic development. A survey of more than
3,000 students from forty-two institutions found that (compared to non-
participating students and adjusting for preexisting differences) student
involvement in community service is associated with gains in academic
engagement (such as aspirations for advanced degrees), civic responsibil-
ity (such as sense of efficacy to change society, commitment to influence
social values, and future plans to volunteer), and life skills (including lead-
ership, interpersonal, and conflict resolution skills) (Astin & Sax, 1998).
A study of more than 12,000 alumni of college programs, funded by the
Corporation for National and Community Service, also shows that under-
graduate volunteer experiences have a positive influence on many behav-
ioral and value outcomes, including frequency of socializing with diverse
people, helping others in difficulty, developing a meaningful life philoso-
phy, and volunteering and participating in community action programs;
these experiences also promote racial understanding and a sense of effi-
cacy (Astin, Sax, & Avalos, 1999). Other studies show that democratic
political attitudes are enhanced among students who participate in extra-
curricular activities such as community service and that involvement is
positively related to the development of high levels of political efficacy, in-
creased valuing of democratic processes, and greater community and po-
litical activism (see, for example, Hepburn, Niemi, & Chapman, 2000).
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Further, a landmark study on civic voluntarism found that student partici-
pation in extracurricular activities was a powerful predictor of subsequent
involvement in political activities (Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995).

Extracurricular activities that encourage interactions with diverse peers
show particular promise for promoting moral and civic development. Stu-
dents who reported interactions with diverse peers in terms of race, in-
terests, and values showed greater openness to diverse perspectives and a
willingness to question their own beliefs (Pascarella, Edison, Nora, Hage-
dorn, & Terenzini, 1996). Longitudinal studies of undergraduates also indi-
cate that interaction with racially diverse peers is associated with many
moral and civic values and skills, including increases in cultural knowledge
and understanding, commitment to promoting racial understanding, accep-
tance of people from different races and cultures, tolerance of people with
different beliefs, and leadership abilities (Antonio, 1998b; Hurtado, 1997;
Milem, 1994). Evidence suggests that the most effective forms of interaction
with diverse peers reflect engagement on a range of topics, participation in
activities that focus on social diversity and intergroup dialogue, and par-
ticipation in race awareness workshops that promote communication
(Antonio, 1998b; Springer, Palmer, Terenzini, Pascarella, & Nora, 1996).

There is a lot that institutions can do to create an environment condu-
cive to this kind of moral and civic development. They can set the stage
for incoming students from the very beginning, calling attention to moral
and civic goals as integral to students’ understanding of the undergradu-
ate experience. They can create a community based in positive values and
establish a cultural fabric rich in moral and civic learning opportunities.
They can connect with and build on the values and interests students
bring to college, broadening, deepening, and sometimes transforming
those values and interests. And in various ways they can support the per-
sistence of moral and civic learning beyond the college years.

Setting the Stage: Introduction to Campus Life

Most colleges and universities send prospective students materials about
course selection and other aspects of the academic work and also about the
nuts and bolts of beginning college. But many of these colleges fail to use
those introductory materials to articulate specifically what the faculty and
administration expect students to gain in terms of either their academic
or moral and civic development. A few institutions, with a strong com-
mitment to the moral and civic dimensions of undergraduate education,
use their early contacts with students to establish a frame of expectations
that encompasses themes of community, integrity, diversity, respect, and
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moral and civic growth. Even at this early stage they begin calling atten-
tion to the values the institution stands for, the standards and expectations
for students, what is most important in the college experience, and what
is likely to be exciting and inspiring about it. These messages encourage
students to view their experience through a moral and civic lens from the
start, alerting them to pay attention to the moral and civic aspects of their
education and conveying the idea that “we are a community; we are in
this together; we have high expectations for you; and here are some of the
big ideas that college life will address.” When conveyed memorably and
powerfully, these messages can shape the interpretive frame through which
students will make sense of their educational experience.

Miami University, a public residential campus of about 16,000 students
in Oxford, Ohio, carefully articulates expectations for students’ academic
and moral and civic learning through a series of summer newsletters sent
to incoming students and titled “First Things First.” Soon after admission,
students receive the first of several newsletters. It stresses key dimensions
of the Miami undergraduate experience and is written in a vivid style that
encourages new students to read them carefully and consider their sug-
gestions. As part of the recurring theme of academic excellence, this news-
letter includes engaging stories of students with outstanding academic
records, and lively faculty profiles are added as a way to invite students
to form relationships with their teachers. Students are urged to explore
the entire range of the liberal arts, and not to choose a major, let alone a
career, too quickly. The importance of being responsible, active members
of the Miami campus community is a second key theme, emphasized in
stories that show how extracurricular activities relate to students’ academic
and personal interests and their overall college experience. A third theme
is the history and traditions of Miami University, stressed to strengthen the
sense of campus community. The fourth theme is the responsibility of every
student to discover and appreciate racial, ethnic, and cultural differences.

These themes are emphasized throughout Miami University’s orienta-
tion programs. In order to engage students in thinking about diversity, the
members of each incoming class are asked to read a provocative book in
the summer before they begin college. In 1998, for example, students read
The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, a series of twenty-two
interlinked stories about life on the Spokane Indian Reservation, by Sher-
man Alexie (1993). Then Alexie spoke at the freshman convocation that
year, and students discussed the book and its insights in small groups led
by faculty and staff. In part because Miami University is named for an in-
digenous tribe, Native American culture is a frequent focus for helping stu-
dents appreciate the value of diverse cultures. In other years other cultures
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and perspectives have been highlighted by summer reading books such as
Cornel West’s Race Matters (1993), Julia Alvarez’s How the García Girls
Lost Their Accents (1991), and Abraham Verghese’s My Own Country
(1994). As these titles suggest, Miami University’s summer reading pro-
gram stresses issues of racial, ethnic, and socioeconomic diversity. This is
a crucial part of introduction to college life, because most students at
Miami University, like those at many colleges and universities, come with
little experience outside of the towns where they grew up, and many have
had no interactions with people from different racial or ethnic groups.

Many campuses have similarly found that summer reading programs
and student discussions draw students together around complex issues
that relate to larger questions of student life and learning. Harvard Uni-
versity, for example, sends incoming freshmen a series of essays. A typi-
cal packet included pieces by then-president Neil Rudenstine on civility,
faculty member Henry Louis Gates Jr. on the conflicting pressures faced
by those entering college, Henry David Thoreau on self-reliance, and
Anne Fadiman on keeping an open mind, particularly when reading lit-
erature. The packet also included several essays written by undergraduates
with different backgrounds about their experiences at Harvard. Incoming
students read these essays during the summer, and soon after they arrive
on campus they meet in small groups with a faculty member to discuss
the readings and issues such as how they will grapple with the diversity
of their fellow students and society as a whole (Light, 2001).

Colleges can also set the stage for students’ moral and civic learning
through orientation programs, which may last from a day or two to a
week and are designed to help acclimate students to college life. Many
campuses use orientation programs to inform students about expectations
for student behavior such as campus regulations and policies, and some
use them to introduce newcomers to the college’s values by emphasizing
themes such as community involvement, personal growth, and respect for
diversity. A growing number of campuses are incorporating opportunities
for student volunteerism and community service into their orientation
activities. Duke University’s orientation week, for example, includes an
open house at the community service center and a scheduled opportunity
to participate in Project Child, a program to support Durham Public
Schools. Building community service activities into orientation programs
can be an excellent way to introduce students to the idea of service and
community involvement as a valuable and natural part of the undergradu-
ate experience.

In addition to short orientation programs, an increasing number of cam-
puses offer yearlong freshman seminars that serve as extended orienta-
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tion, or “college survival,” seminars. Although the primary focus of these
seminars is enhancing students’ overall academic success, many also cover
topics such as diversity and gender issues, academic integrity, student
rights and responsibilities, drug and alcohol use, the values of academic
life, and other campus policies and expectations (Barefoot & Fidler,
1996). The quality of these extended orientation seminars varies widely,
and many seem to have little careful planning or overarching structure.
They usually do not offer the same kinds of opportunities for linking deep
academic work with moral and civic learning as do standard courses. If
they are taught well, however, extended orientation seminars can be effec-
tive methods for introducing new students to the campus mission and val-
ues and helping them think about what is important to them during and
after college. For example, Emory University freshmen take part in a six-
week advising and mentoring program that involves self-exploration as
well as orientation to the university and local community. Among other
things, students are helped to think about what they are good at, what
they like doing, and what it is important to do for the well-being of the
world. They are asked to think about the points where two or three of
these categories might intersect and the ways their experiences in college
might expand the first two categories and their understanding of the third
as well as increasing the all-important intersection among all three. Spel-
man College recently transformed its one-week orientation into a year-
long, one-credit course linked to the core academic program. Freshman
Orientation begins with an intense week of activities for incoming stu-
dents prior to the start of classes, followed by a yearlong series of fresh-
man convocation speakers and biweekly classes with a professor who
serves as a mentor to the group. During recent years the theme of the pro-
gram has been Women as Citizens of the World: Demonstrating Vision,
Integrity, Values and Involvement, focusing on urgent issues confronting
world citizens in the twenty-first century.

Creating a Community Based in Positive Values

Not all important elements in student life are located in formal programs
such as orientation seminars or clubs and organizations. Some are part of
the ethos of campus life and the campus’s sense of community. Institutions
of higher education, like all communities, have expectations for and make
demands on their members as well as providing them with benefits. Var-
ious constituencies, subcultures, and incidents convey both consistent and
conflicting messages to students. Prominent among these messages are the
reactions of administrative leaders and faculty to problems that arise when
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cherished values conflict, as they inevitably will. Intentional efforts to cre-
ate ongoing conversations about actual and potential conflicts constitute
another important element in the moral and civic environment, as do in-
tentional communities formed to enhance the experience of those under-
graduates who live as well as study together. It is the richness and flux of
this array that leads us to call student life the encompassing ocean and the
ground as well as the figure of the college experience.

Honor Codes and Other Codes of Conduct

In searching for values around which higher education in a pluralistic soci-
ety can find common ground, there is perhaps none clearer than academic
integrity. It therefore provides a credible entry point for almost any insti-
tution that wants to strengthen its moral and civic climate. It is undeni-
able that honesty, including intellectual honesty, is indispensable to the
academic enterprise, and educational institutions universally tell students
that they must be honest in their academic work. Although campuses
make this value highly explicit, it is nevertheless violated with growing
frequency. National studies show that cheating in college has increased
considerably since the 1960s (Pavela, 1997). Research suggests that many
students do not understand or share the values of academic integrity. They
excuse their cheating on the grounds that their studies are not relevant to
their goals or that they need good grades in order to get jobs or accep-
tance to graduate school. They say that cheating is easy and the risks are
low (Gehring, Nuss, & Pavela, 1986).

Unfortunately, many faculty are not fully committed to campus poli-
cies on academic integrity and do not follow established procedures and
policies regarding cheating (Jendrek, 1989). The reasons for this are nu-
merous: the time and effort required to monitor cheating, the high bur-
den of proof needed, a lack of clarity in the judicial system or guidelines,
dissatisfaction with judicial board proceedings, and a focus of attention
on research rather than teaching (McCabe, 1993; McCabe & Trevino,
1993). Faculty at colleges with honor codes are much more likely to ad-
here to established procedures, but only 68 percent of faculty even in
those schools say they consistently report students who cheat to the desig-
nated authority (versus 33 percent at non-honor code schools) (McCabe,
1993). This widespread failure to enforce campus codes and policies is
unfortunate, because it sends a message to students that these matters are
not important. It can even encourage cheating, because students’ behav-
ior is greatly influenced by their perceptions of faculty attitudes and be-
havior toward cheating (McCabe & Pavela, 1997).
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In response to this alarming situation more institutions are adopting
honor codes and paying serious attention to how these codes can be im-
plemented effectively. Many campuses are recognizing the need for serious
conversations about the important connections among fundamental val-
ues, campus rules, and student behavior. This is a positive development for
moral and civic education more broadly, because strong honor codes and
the kinds of conversations they stimulate not only help deter academic dis-
honesty1 but also seem to raise an interest in a wider range of moral issues
and foster a climate of trust, civility, self-restraint, and mutual respect (Bok,
1990; Cole & Conklin, 1996). Honor codes work partly by promoting a
campus culture of integrity. One study asked students at thirty-one cam-
puses, half of which had honor codes, what they thought about academic
integrity. Students at honor code campuses frequently referred to the honor
code as an integral part of a broader culture of integrity that permeates
their institutions, a culture based on community values, communication,
the influence of positive peer pressure, mutual responsibility, and respect.
Students at institutions without honor codes rarely engaged in this type of
discussion (McCabe, Trevino, & Butterfield, 1999).

One of the oldest traditions at Rhodes College, in Tennessee, is its
Honor System, which goes beyond academic honesty to address “the spir-
itual, moral, and intellectual development of the individual student” and
of the college as a whole. Rhodes emphasizes that the Honor System,
which applies to students, faculty, and staff, contains “a moral ideal by
which to guide [our] actions. This ideal is absolute honesty to oneself and
to others in all aspects of life. It is not only a guide for college life, it is
also a principle which Rhodes students believe to be fundamental in eth-
ical life, both during and after college” (Rhodes College, 2001). Surveys
show that the Honor System enjoys wide support and that most students
take it seriously.2 Responses to a series of controversies on campus indi-
cate that many students have thought deeply about the significance of the
code for the campus community. In one campus newspaper article criti-
cizing a prank involving the rigging of student government elections, a
student journalist noted: “This is not a moral plea, but rather an explana-
tion of attitude. If you choose to break the Honor Code . . . you will be
held accountable. This sounds like a lecture, but is a simple application
of the responsibility and repercussions at work in a functioning society
like ours (i.e. the ‘real world’). The ‘deeper meaning’ of the code might
not be freedom and trust alone, but a sense of campus unity and poten-
tial for personal growth” (Bogner, 1996). The Honor System fosters a
sense of concern and respect among community members, said another
Rhodes student: “It is this sense of respect which leads to a feeling of
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belonging and unity. This idealism provides an opportunity to tie the
group together as one” (May, 1996). Exchanges like these indicate the
extent to which honor codes, conduct codes, and other campus guidelines
can shape students’ understandings of the campus community and their
responsibilities to it. They also reveal that making these policies salient to
students—emphasizing their values and purposes and creating a strong
sense of student ownership in them—can result in valuable opportunities
for moral learning when problems arise, as they do at all campuses.

Duke’s Center for Academic Integrity has been a leader in efforts to
study and improve honor codes. To foster an ethic of responsibility, the
center advocates policies that require students to recognize their own
responsibilities to the campus community and take responsibility for the
actions of others. It recommends making as few conduct rules as possi-
ble, stating them broadly, and ensuring—through persuasive public justi-
fications and rationales for rules, procedures, and decisions—that they
make sense to students. The recommended model explicitly links clear
expectations of honorable student behavior with the idea of responsible
citizenship, helping students understand that the values and behaviors
required of them as members of their campus community parallel the re-
quirements of good citizenship in any community.

A crucial factor in building effective codes is involving all members of
the campus community in honest discussions about academic values
(Pavela & McCabe, 1993). Research suggests that guidelines for student
conduct should not be created and imposed by an administration acting in
isolation but should represent collaborations among students, faculty, and
administrators. Because some students graduate and others enter every year
and some faculty and staff leave and new faculty and staff are hired, these
processes should operate continually rather than as one-time events.

Strong faculty involvement in honor and conduct codes is important
not only in helping to determine rules but also in maintaining and apply-
ing them. Instructors can emphasize the importance of the policies by dis-
cussing them in their classes and making explicit the relationship between
academic integrity in scholarly work and student honesty in their courses
(Cole & Conklin, 1996). Clearly, having an honor code significantly
increases the likelihood that faculty will maintain and apply the rules, but
the fact that almost a third of faculty even at honor code institutions do
not consistently follow established procedures for reporting breaches of
the code indicates that many campuses could benefit from more effective
communication with faculty about how they can best foster academic
integrity and why it matters.
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The participation of students in the process is at least as critical. Rec-
ognizing this, Connecticut College has engaged students actively in every
aspect of the college’s code. At the beginning of each year all new and
returning Connecticut College students sign the C-Book, which contains
the Honor Code Pledge. This pledge states that students are honor-bound
to report their own violations to the judiciary board and that students
who are aware of violations by others must remind them to report them-
selves. Students also have the primary responsibility for deciding what is
covered by the Honor Code Pledge—a student committee meets once or
twice each semester to review what goes into the C-Book, and faculty
review all decisions. The Student Judiciary Board deals with all infractions
(for the C-Book text and further information about the Connecticut Col-
lege Honor System, see Connecticut College, Student Government Asso-
ciation, 2002). Former Connecticut College president Claire Gaudiani
(1995) emphasizes that the student-run honor code provides students “an
opportunity to live under a set of rules and to judge themselves within its
framework.” The honor code “makes clear to students the moral choices
they have—to cheat or not to cheat, for instance—to meet or not to meet
the expectations of the community. They see the repercussions of their
personal choices on the quality of everyone’s common life. It shapes
opportunities for students to live the values that connect the college com-
munity members: self-discipline, self-reliance, fairness, trust, patience,
compassion, and loyalty.” The expectations of personal integrity expressed
in the Honor Code Pledge yield ongoing campus discussions about jus-
tice, consideration for the dignity of others, individual rights, and personal
and community responsibilities. Students feel a strong sense of ownership
of the code and its values and realize the benefits of meeting these expec-
tations, including the freedoms and leadership opportunities they gain as
a result of having the trust of the faculty and administration.

Students’ perception that their institution’s honor system has value and
legitimacy is essential because peer attitudes are among the most important
factors affecting student behavior in a range of areas, including cheating
(McCabe & Trevino, 1997). Integrated, comprehensive, and student-
centered approaches to academic integrity are vital because students learn
what is acceptable through talking to other students as well as by inter-
acting with faculty and administrators and participating in many differ-
ent subcultures on the campus and beyond. Students will understand and
accept responsibility for their own and others’ conduct only when all cam-
pus “signals” are sending this message, from the president welcoming
freshmen, to faculty talking with students and advisers with advisees, to
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students talking to each other at midnight in a residence hall corridor
(Cole & Conklin, 1996).

For these reasons, it is beneficial for the returning students to serve as
the primary educators of new students about honor and conduct codes.
Duke University’s student-run Honor Council, for example, sponsors a
freshman orientation to the honor code and judicial system, dormitory dis-
cussions on academic integrity, campuswide symposia featuring leading
thinkers in ethics, surveys gauging the status of academic integrity at Duke,
and town hall meetings to establish dialogues on honor code issues. At the
United States Air Force Academy, student honor representatives help medi-
ate conflicts related to the honor system, working with individuals on both
sides of a case in the discovery and negotiation phases of a hearing, and
serve on the honor board that decides honor code cases. At many other
schools, student groups such as judicial boards or honor councils have pri-
mary responsibility for hearing and handling some or all complaints.

High standards for student conduct have little influence unless they are
consistently and fairly enforced. At the Air Force Academy, sanctions for
violating the honor code are severe although they have been tempered some-
what over time. In the past, any cadet found in violation of the academy’s
honor code was immediately and summarily disenrolled. This policy was
revised in the 1980s, and a more developmental system was instituted,
allowing cadets to be put on probation in some circumstances, depending
on the severity of the offence, whether the cadet turns himself or herself in
voluntarily, and the cadet’s year in school. (Usually, probation is an option
only for freshmen and sophomores.) A cadet on probation is confined to
the campus for six months, which is considered a very stern penalty, and
participates in a number of developmentally oriented activities, including
working with a mentor, writing a regular journal, undertaking special proj-
ects, and working to make other students aware of the importance of the
honor code. In the view of the program staff and some cadets we talked to,
this set of disciplinary and developmental experiences is positive and pow-
erful for most who go through it.

Penalties for violating honor codes and other campus policies should
provide students with structured opportunities to learn from their mis-
takes, as the academy program does. The University of Maryland program
Citizenship and Ethical Development includes the Academic Integrity Sem-
inar, a six-week, noncredit educational seminar sponsored by the Student
Honor Council and taught by staff members or graduate assistants. Stu-
dents who violate the school’s honor code are often required to complete
this course, which uses provocative short readings to engage students in
ethical dialogue around academic integrity issues. Student violations of
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honor codes are opportunities—teachable moments—for moral learning
not only for the offending student but also for those who know about the
violation, those who struggle with their own responsibility in the situa-
tion, and those who are involved in administering the disciplinary systems.
Honor codes and similar codes of conduct, when they are broadly con-
strued and thoughtfully implemented, can help a student develop habit-
ual behaviors of scrupulous honesty, a sense of identity as a person of
integrity, and a deeper understanding of the responsibilities and con-
straints entailed in being a member of a community. For students involved
in establishing and administering the codes, this experience constitutes an
apprenticeship in democracy.3

Teachable Moments and Campus Conversations

Disciplinary incidents represent just one of many kinds of moral and civic
teachable moments that arise in academic life. Often these moments arise
out of clashes of values within or across groups, real dilemmas with no
obvious right answers. These conflicts can be public and contentious and
therefore are not generally welcomed by college and university adminis-
trations. But if handled well, the very fact that they are so public enhances
their scope and impact. Handling them well is far from easy, however, and
highlights the importance of the moral qualities of the president and oth-
ers in leadership roles, that is, the need for administrative leaders to have
wisdom and judgment themselves.

An incident that faced Tom Ehrlich when he was president of Indiana
University illustrates the kind of clash that can become a teachable mo-
ment. An alumnus had bequeathed a farm in Mississippi to the Indiana
University Foundation, a nonprofit organization that raises funds for the
university. But the farm was losing money, and the president and board
were eager to sell it. After some years a buyer was found—a waste disposal
company that promised its new plant would not only add jobs in one of
the state’s poorest counties but also be environmentally sound. The local
city council and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) supported the plant, and the sale promised needed funds
for the university. But an environmental group charged that this was a case
of environmental racism and that the farm was seen as an appropriate
location for the plant only because the local population was largely African
American. A small but vocal student group took up these arguments and
urged President Ehrlich to reject the sale, threatening a sit-in. When the
student newspaper also took up the cause, the issue threatened to explode.
In response Ehrlich asked a member of the foundation board, who was
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also a popular teacher at the Law School and a leading lawyer, to conduct
an open inquiry into all the facts and issue a report. The lawyer held exten-
sive meetings with student groups and many others over the course of sev-
eral weeks, during which time they explored the facts of the situation from
the perspectives of those living near the farm, those involved with the waste
disposal company, and others who had a stake in the outcome. This was
a learning experience for all involved, and when the lawyer issued his
report supporting the sale, complete with extensive analysis and clear artic-
ulation of his reasons, there was campuswide support for his conclusion,
even among many of those who had previously opposed the sale.

Student activism frequently provides a catalyst for teachable moments.
Over the past four decades student groups on many campuses have held
protests against the Vietnam War and for civil rights; demonstrations to
urge colleges and universities to divest their investment portfolios of hold-
ings in businesses connected with South Africa in the days of apartheid;
rallies in support of organizing agricultural workers, many of whom are
immigrants; and protests demanding better working conditions and wages
for college service workers. Most recently, campuses have experienced
clashes between students supporting the Israelis and those supporting the
Palestinians in the Middle East conflict.

When the issues are directly related to the campus, as they are in many
student protests (Levine & Cureton, 1998), the protests often entail con-
flicts between groups of students. These conflicts can produce especially
powerful teachable moments, because they require students to learn how
to deal constructively with competing interests in a community. A recent
incident is a case in point. In the spring of 2001, a full-page advertisement
was offered to many student newspapers. It was titled “Ten Reasons Why
Reparations for Slavery Is a Bad Idea for Blacks—and Racist Too.” The
ten points included the claims that blacks as well as whites benefited from
slavery and that reparations have already been paid to African Americans
in the form of welfare benefits and racial preferences. Most student news-
papers rejected the ad, generally on the grounds that it was racist. But
some papers printed it, often with explosive results. At Brown University
“student activists . . . trashed 4,000 copies of the paper . . . nearly the
entire press run. . . . Papers bearing the ad were (also) shredded at the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley and burned at the University of Wiscon-
sin at Madison” (Brownstein, 2001, p. A55).

The antireparation ad raised complicated issues and competing values—
the right to freedom of speech and of the press on the one hand and the
use of words that deeply offended some members of campus communi-
ties on the other. When issues of race are involved, as in this case, it is enor-
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mously difficult to avoid polarizing a campus. But students at some cam-
puses recognized that this ad could also be the occasion for promoting
serious dialogue about complicated social and economic issues related to
the legacy of slavery and about the nature of a campus community: What
is owed the descendants of slaves and why? What should be the limits on
viewpoints expressed on college campuses and in student newspapers?
What should happen when those limits are exceeded? And so forth. At
Stanford University, for example, the student paper ran the ad as a guest
column on one page and printed a response by the Stanford Black Student
Union on the facing page (“Ten Reasons . . .,” 2001; Stanford Black Stu-
dent Union, 2001). This approach opened the issue to discussion in an
atmosphere of reasoned debate, and although there were strong negative
responses to the arguments offered in the ad, these responses occurred as
part of an ongoing exchange and did not involve the angry thefts and at-
tacks that occurred on other college campuses.

Some campuses have created ongoing forums, or campus conversations,
that encourage sustained attention to the kinds of issues raised by episodic
teachable moments. Several of our case study campuses offer regular,
structured opportunities for campuswide dialogue about controversial
issues throughout the year. Every month or two the College of St. Cather-
ine sponsors community meetings open to all students, faculty, and staff.
There are clear guidelines for discussion that center on three rules: speak
for yourself, not others; be civil; and don’t take more than two minutes.
Each meeting is evaluated at its conclusion. Many of the community meet-
ings are proposed, organized, and run by students, sometimes in connec-
tion with issues that arise in classes and particularly in St. Kate’s core
courses, The Reflective Woman and The Global Search for Justice. Oth-
ers are triggered by controversial events on campus. One well-attended
meeting was organized after feminist activist and author Gloria Steinem
gave a talk on campus to promote voting. During the question period a
student asked Steinem about her views on abortion, and Steinem re-
sponded that she had had an abortion herself and believed every woman
should have the freedom to make that choice. The local St. Paul newspa-
per ran a story the next morning with the headline “Steinem Promotes
Abortion at St. Kate’s,” even though this topic represented only a few
minutes of the talk. The newspaper story prompted the local archbishop
to chastise the college, resulting in a call for a community meeting focused
on the meaning of the college’s Catholic identity, an issue complicated by
the fact that less than half of St. Kate’s students are Catholic.

The meetings at St. Kate’s have two goals that are sometimes difficult
to balance. One is to create a sense of community. The other is to educate
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students for a public culture in which they will encounter people who are
different from themselves. Neither goal is easy to achieve. Discomfort with
open disagreement and controversy is evident on nearly every college cam-
pus. This was apparent in a St. Kate’s community meeting on gay and les-
bian issues, in which some new students said they did not feel “safe” at
the session. Upper-class students, however, viewed the discussion differ-
ently and pressed younger students to clarify the meaning of the word safe
and the idea of a safe place for discussion. This prompted a follow-up
meeting at which students talked more about what safe means and how
people can feel comfortable while expressing divergent views.

Making this kind of forum productive is extremely difficult, and the
community meetings at St. Kate’s are still evolving. Problems include par-
ticipants’ hesitation to challenge each other sharply enough, imbalances
in attendance such that one side of a controversy is sometimes much bet-
ter represented than the other, and lack of continuity in the discussion
when speakers make independent statements rather than building on or
engaging with the prior comments. As one student said, “Sometimes we
just run out of time and we think, ‘What did we really accomplish here?’
We all got in what we wanted to say, but we didn’t really answer any-
thing.” Despite the flaws in the community meetings, the very task of
working together to improve them is a valuable learning experience, re-
quiring participants to pay conscious attention to the dynamics that lead
to deep and productive debate and to work on implementing strategies to
move the group toward more effective interactions.

At Emory University, sustained conversations about campus issues or
cultural events like visiting speakers are carried out electronically, through
the campus’s LearnLink e-mail network. LearnLink enables students, fac-
ulty, and staff to hold public conversations about issues on campus, to re-
flect together about recent campus speakers and other events, and to
interact about coursework. The system is widely used, drawing into shared
discourse even some people who would be reluctant to engage in face-to-
face interchange and debate. Often the exchanges begun electronically are
followed by in-person discussions that pursue the issues further.

Residential Learning

Part of the value of mechanisms like community meetings and LearnLink
is the community-building function they serve. Especially in large insti-
tutions, creating a strong sense of community across the entire campus is
difficult, so many schools work to foster community in smaller units. Port-
land State University’s Freshman Inquiry courses (see Chapter Six) inten-
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tionally create close-knit groups of first-year students, which is important
on this nonresidential campus because it is particularly difficult for stu-
dents on such campuses to connect with each other and the institution.
Residential colleges and universities have community-building opportu-
nities not available to campuses where students commute. Unfortunately,
most residential institutions do not take full advantage of these opportu-
nities. We have seen several that do, however, and the benefits are clear.
In Chapter Three, we mentioned for example that one of Nannerl Keo-
hane’s first decisions as president of Duke University was to bring all the
freshmen together into one group of dormitories in order to create a
stronger sense of community among them at the outset of their college
experience.

The University of Notre Dame brings its strong Roman Catholic iden-
tity to the task of making residential life central to students’ moral and
spiritual development. All freshmen are assigned to one of the twenty-
seven single-sex residences, each of which has a distinct character. Stu-
dents usually remain in the same residence for all four years, forming
small, close communities that serve as the backbone of the larger campus
community. Even the few students who move off campus later in their col-
lege careers maintain their residence hall affiliations. Each residence has
scores of teams, clubs, and other organizations, and the student govern-
ment is residence hall based. Each residence also has a service commis-
sioner, and service is a dominant focus of activity, particularly in the
women’s residences. Notre Dame’s residences are also important arenas
for developing students’ moral and spiritual life. The university con-
sciously decided not to use the student life model of staffing, staffing the
residences instead with full-time rectors, most of whom are priests or
nuns. The rectors live in the halls, often staying for a decade or more,
serving as spiritual advisers and attending to the spiritual life of the com-
munity. They see themselves not only as religious advisers but also as
counselors, helping students work through moral and spiritual challenges.
“We are in the business of character development,” one rector explained,
“and most of it takes place when someone steps in a chuckhole.” By this
he meant that rectors find teachable moments in students’ missteps.

A number of campuses are finding effective ways to link the intellectual
life of students in their academic work and the residences through living-
learning programs. In Vanderbilt University’s Mayfield Living/Learning
Lodges, for example, groups of ten students live together and pursue a
self-directed, yearlong program of educational cocurricular activities that
include community service projects. These educational programs often
feature moral and civic issues. Some of the titles of the 1999–2000 lodge
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programs were A Living History—Nashville’s Multicultural Past, Build-
ing Relationships with the Homeless, Commitment to Companionship,
Friendship Foundation, Project Share, and Urban Poverty. Each lodge
sponsors lectures by professors and other staff, regular meetings and din-
ners with advisers, and participation in an educational program for the
entire campus community (for more information, see Vanderbilt Univer-
sity Office of Housing and Residential Education, 2002).

Many residential campuses include one or more theme dormitories,
some of which focus on moral and civic issues such as peace, community
service, or environmental stewardship or on a culture or ethnicity, such
as Asian-Pacific culture or, more generally, multiculturalism. Hobart and
William Smith Colleges in Geneva, New York, for example, has desig-
nated one residence as the Community Service House; residents are
selected for their service activities and interests. Each member of the house
completes at least five hours of service each week and also participates in
planning and implementing a house project. At Stanford University, stu-
dents who live in theme houses, such as the Multicultural Theme House,
are responsible for teaching both their own house members and the larger
campus community about their theme by sponsoring speakers, seminars,
and other theme-related activities. Each of these living-learning programs
provides important ways for students to connect their intellectual and aca-
demic learning with their lives beyond the classroom.

Building on Students’ Values and Interests

Students come to college with a great variety of values and interests and
a huge range of experience with and commitment to civic and political
engagement—from none at all to a very great deal. A few students are
extremely activist and politically concerned. Many are less politically ori-
ented but idealistic nevertheless and accustomed to participating in com-
munity service. A growing number, even on secular campuses, are deeply
religious and looking for ways to maintain and express their spirituality.
There are many opportunities on campus for students like these. Their
interests lead them into activities that deepen these commitments, offer
them a more mature and sophisticated understanding of the issues they
are confronting, sharpen and broaden their skills, and engage them with
people who are different from them in many ways. Interests also create
solidarity among the like-minded. Joining friends in intense experiences
around civic and political issues can help students develop a “love of the
game” and can solidify their moral and civic identities as people who can-
not stand on society’s sidelines.
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Sometimes students engage with these activities not because they have
done so before and are committed to service, social change, or spiritual-
ity, but because the friends they have fallen in with are doing it or they
“want to meet girls” (or boys), as many activists in the 1960s later ad-
mitted. Many students pursue community service at least in part because
it makes their résumés more competitive for jobs or graduate school. No
doubt most have mixed motives. But if they become engaged in activities
that broaden their horizons and connect them with people they respect
and can learn from, some will undergo what we have called a “transfor-
mation of goals.” They may form relationships with people they admire
who push them toward new ways of thinking about what they are doing
or new commitments. By engaging in community service or other broad-
ening pursuits, even if initially for largely pragmatic or self-interested rea-
sons, they may be surprised to find that they begin to care about issues
and people that had not previously concerned them.

Other students come to college with interests that have no obvious rel-
evance to moral and civic issues; they want to become involved in clubs
and activities that will support their passions, advance their careers, or
provide social connections or entertainment. Many of these clubs and
organizations, however, can also awaken a concern for moral and civic
issues or a desire to contribute to the campus or the wider community.
Sometimes the impetus for this broadening of organizational aims comes
from vocal and influential students who convince the others to add com-
munity service or a political slant to a club’s repertoire. Sometimes cre-
ative faculty or staff mentors see how a group can incorporate more
inspiring goals without distorting or diminishing its original focus. When
that happens, these organizations can awaken moral and civic concern in
the many students who are not invested in these issues when they come
to college. This is not to say that clubs and organizations always achieve
this potential. Many do not. In order for organizations to have a lasting
effect on students’ moral and civic development, they have to connect with
students’ existing passions and convictions and then expand those pas-
sions and convictions through powerful relationships and experiences and
new ways of understanding what one is doing.

Whether or not students choose extracurricular activities that are di-
rectly relevant to moral and civic issues, their participation in any extra-
curricular activity can have important developmental benefits if it teaches
them to work with people different from themselves, connects them with
both peers and adults who inspire them and offer new models of the type
of person they would like to be, helps them learn or extend a wide variety
of skills, and gives them a sense of their own effectiveness. Participation in
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clubs and other activities can also give students a sense of solidarity or
community within the broader campus, an outcome that is important at
any institution but especially in large universities and nonresidential insti-
tutions. Many extracurricular activities also have the potential to help stu-
dents integrate their academic and personal interests, enhancing their
learning in both domains.

The very multiplicity of student clubs and organizations gives them
enormous potential to connect with a wide range of students. Some stu-
dents are attracted to programs that balance their academic interests and
offer relief from academic pressure. Others seek out programs that en-
hance their disciplinary work or career aspirations or affirm the value they
place on academic excellence. These programs may not have any connec-
tion with moral or civic issues, but many do make this connection and
can be influential in supporting moral and civic growth. The Stanford Film
Society, for example, cosponsors the United Nations Annual Film Festi-
val (UNAFF), which brings to the campus documentaries dealing with
human rights and other United Nations issues, made by filmmakers from
many countries. This kind of program benefits both the students who
organize the series and those who attend.

Student organizations based in academic disciplines, majors, or pro-
fessions, such as history and premed clubs, can be a powerful bridge be-
tween students’ classroom experiences and their personal lives. They can
also help students explore dimensions of their majors beyond the cur-
riculum, including the moral and civic dimensions. Sassafras, the sociology
and anthropology club at Spelman College, began with a strictly dis-
ciplinary focus but quickly became extremely active both on the campus
and in the local community, evolving a mission that “bridges scholarship
and activism.” The group, which has strong faculty involvement, has
raised awareness and concern about the gentrification of the local com-
munity near the campus, sponsored programming for local youths, and
demonstrated outside Spelman’s annual fashion show to protest the over-
emphasis on appearance and materialism at Spelman and in the culture
more broadly.

Disciplinary and other academically oriented clubs can be especially
helpful on nonresidential campuses, where students often feel their
strongest affiliation is to their major. Turtle Mountain Community Col-
lege, for example, offers the Health Careers Opportunity Program, which
is designed to increase the number of Native Americans in health profes-
sions, with the further goals of providing better health care on the Turtle
Mountain reservation and training medical staff who are sensitive to tra-
ditional cultural beliefs about holistic medicine and community health.
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Students in the Kapi‘olani Community College chapter of Phi Theta
Kappa, the main honor society for two-year colleges, are concerned not
only about their own academic excellence but also academic achievement
by others. Among other things, they mentor underprepared students in a
program called Holomua, which pairs underprepared high school students
with chapter members who become friends and guides to college life,
offering advice, counseling, study tips, and campus information to help
smooth the transition to college. This is just one of many service activi-
ties that Kapi‘olani’s Phi Theta Kappa chapter sponsors, and members
describe the club as promoting an attitude of lifelong service.

In addition to the almost endless array of topical clubs and organizations,
there are also many organizations that focus directly on issues of citizenship
or moral concern. The most prominent among them are community service
programs, political clubs and organizations, religious clubs and activities,
and leadership programs.

Community Service Programs

Young people’s increasing interest in performing community service is one
of the most characteristic features of the current generation of college stu-
dents. Linda Sax (1999), for example, reports that the percentage of incom-
ing freshmen who had done volunteer work during their senior year in high
school reached a record high of 74.2 percent in 1998, and one of the most
important predictors of service involvement during college is having been
similarly involved in high school. It is not clear how many high school stu-
dents have performed community service in order to help their case for col-
lege admissions, how many have been required to participate, and how
many gain real personal satisfaction from their service. But those who do
participate, no doubt for a variety of reasons, are known to be likely to
continue and to experience developmental benefits as a result.

Community service in some sense is part of many, maybe even most, stu-
dent clubs and organizations, especially if one considers activities like the
public performances of music and plays and the publication of campus
newspapers and literary magazines to be a service to the campus commu-
nity. There are also many clubs and organizations that are more centrally
defined by their service mission. These cover a huge variety of causes, may
be local or connected with national organizations, and can lead to short-
or long-term student involvement.

Generally, service programs are organized around particular issues and
activities, which can connect with varied interests or tastes and lead to par-
ticular kinds of learning as well as learning that is common across different
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kinds of service. Many address some aspect of poverty. These include both
national programs such as Habitat for Humanity and Christmas in April
and local efforts to staff homeless shelters, tutor low-income children, and
the like. Other service programs focus on the environment or social issues
such as the death penalty or discrimination against particular racial or eth-
nic groups. Moreover, many student service organizations are linked
together through a national student organization focused on civic engage-
ment, the Campus Outreach Opportunity League (COOL, 2002).

Many campuses have centers that coordinate student community ser-
vice programs and offer support for faculty using service learning. Stan-
ford University’s Haas Center for Public Service, for example, houses over
forty service organizations and a variety of staff-run programs. They vary
considerably in size, focus, ideology, and the level of time commitment
required. Through the center, students can get involved in hands-on ac-
tion, government service, policy research, service-related work-study, fel-
lowships, and leadership programs. The Haas Center was established by
former Stanford president Donald Kennedy, who was especially support-
ive of educating undergraduates for active citizenship. Student groups
have also been active in the creation of these service program centers, par-
ticularly during the 1960s and 1970s. Student-initiated centers include the
Center for Social Concerns at Notre Dame, the Community Involvement
Center at San Francisco State University, and the Community Action Vol-
unteers in Education at California State University, Chico.

Housed near the center of the Notre Dame campus, the Center for
Social Concerns brought together a number of disparate programs and is
now linked with about forty student groups. The center offers many
extracurricular service experiences, including short programs such as
Urban Plunge during break periods and more extensive service projects in
the summer. Most students in summer service projects live with alumni
families. We talked with a group of students involved with the center, and
they told us that the Center for Social Concerns represents values such as
social conscience and commitment to one’s community that often seemed
to get lost in the highly ambitious, career-driven atmosphere of the cam-
pus. Many also said that the center is one of the best places on campus
for developing mature and enduring friendships, including friendships that
cross racial, gender, and cultural lines. Several said that their involvement
with the center had made them change their minds about their majors or
career goals, making them decide they wanted “a career that includes
service.”

On just about any campus, students can participate in community ser-
vice during a single weekend, regularly over the course of the year, or very
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intensively during spring break or over the summer. Spring break and
summer programs can be especially transformative for students because
they are so completely absorbing. When these programs involve travel to
an unfamiliar part of the world, either in this country or abroad, they
often open students’ eyes to vivid new realities. The College of St. Cather-
ine offers the spring break program Reaching Out for Justice, in which stu-
dents travel with members of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, the
college’s founding order, to Denver to work in homeless shelters. The pro-
gram represents a partnership among the Sisters, Campus Ministry, and
Multicultural and International Programs and Services. Students are asked
to write journals about the experience, and their reflections reveal the
extent to which the experience touched their lives, often producing dis-
comfort and challenging earlier views, in some cases even leading them to
question whether they are capable of helping in any meaningful way. One
student wrote: “I feel frustrated about the world we live in and its empha-
sis on consumerism, profits, and wealth, frustrated that I’m very much a
part of that world, frustrated that there is so much I can’t do.” This stu-
dent and others struggle to think about what they can do that will make
a difference in problems of such enormous proportions. As another stu-
dent said: “One thing I can do about [this problem] is to educate people
about issues, talk about it with people, and be aware and question all that
is going on around me and in the world. I may not be able to change all
the unfairness and injustices that are going on in this world, but if I can
change one person’s perception about an issue, it’s worth the effort.”

Reactions like this call attention to the challenge of helping students
make sense of their experiences in a way that will foster their development
of a mature understanding of the relationship of individual responsibility
to major social issues, supporting their engagement even when their poten-
tial impact in the short run is in question. Structured reflections on their
experiences, including discussions guided by faculty or staff, can be cru-
cial in helping students make sense of their newfound appreciation of the
depth and complexity of the social problems they are trying to address.
The program at the College of St. Catherine includes this kind of reflec-
tion, as do others that have been shown to have a strong positive impact.
The kind of extended consideration of the meaning, potential, and limits
of service that was exemplified in Alma Blount’s course Integrating Com-
munity and Classroom, at Duke, and Rob Reich’s The Ethics and Politics
of Public Service, at Stanford (discussed in Chapter Five), can be especially
helpful. Many institutions recognize this and connect some of their inten-
sive service experiences or internships with courses. Some summer pro-
grams are not only connected with courses the student participants will
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take, they also prepare the students to take real responsibility on campus
by assisting faculty who are incorporating community service into their
teaching. One such program is the Summer of Service Leadership Acad-
emy (SOSLA) at California State University, Monterey Bay, an intensive
four-week internship program that trains a group of about fifteen students
in effective community involvement and leadership. Students apply for the
program after taking the introductory service-learning course required of
all students, and they receive a small stipend for their living expenses.
They can also enroll concurrently in advanced service-learning courses,
which allows them to earn academic credit for the internship.

Participants in SOSLA train to be University Service Advocates, or
USAs, who assist with service-learning courses and are responsible for
raising student awareness of service opportunities and issues. They
develop communication abilities and other leadership skills and learn from
a variety of community leaders in the Monterey area. The program in-
cludes activities such as a community scan, in which students visit local
community agencies and organizations to learn about them and their
roles, and volunteering in various local organizations. Working in small
teams, students engage in a number of service projects over the course of
the summer, such as helping to restore a park and chaperoning youths on
a visit to an amusement park. The whole group also works together to
plan and implement a larger project in collaboration with a community
organization or group of organizations. Each of these projects involves
preparation, reflection, and evaluation. After the summer program ends,
students design action projects they will complete in the fall term. One stu-
dent, for instance, worked to raise awareness of hunger issues in the local
community. New USAs serve as assistants for introductory service-learning
courses and help facilitate other students’ involvement with community
organizations as well as continuing to work in those organizations them-
selves. Many students we spoke to love the SOSLA program and feel that
it has changed them dramatically. They emphasized that the experience
had influenced their studies and thinking about their future careers and
life goals. Many affirmed the sentiments of the student who said: “Service
isn’t something that’s done from two to four on Monday and Wednesday;
it’s a way of living and being, an attitude.”

Service organizations vary greatly in the extent to which they incorpo-
rate policy or political concerns as well as provide direct service to those
who need help. In fact the relative legitimacy and value of these two
approaches is a subject of debate among students on many campuses. In
our view it is beneficial to students’ learning when direct service programs
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do find ways to connect their work with policy or other systemic analy-
sis, though this effort need not be the central focus. Students themselves
are the ones who most often press for these political connections. Many
environmental groups, for example, are adamant in their commitment to
policy agendas that they see as essential for long-term success in protect-
ing the environment. And many see themselves as political activists work-
ing for social as well as environmental justice. Members of Students for
Environmental Action at Stanford University (SEAS), for example, de-
scribe themselves as “a group of activists dedicated to fighting for envi-
ronmental and social justice on campus, in the surrounding communities
and beyond.” One of their recent campaigns has been “to stop the Stan-
ford Medical Center from incinerating its medical waste at a dioxin
spewing incinerator in East Oakland (a low-income community of color,
classic environmental racism)” (Students for Environmental Action at
Stanford, 2002).

Political Clubs and Organizations

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between organizations that focus on
service and those that take an overtly political approach, because the degree
of focus on systemic issues and policy solutions is a continuum and may
even fluctuate over time within the same organization. For some clubs,
however, the focus is clearly political. Many campuses have political clubs
tied to specific political organizations in the surrounding community or
state or linked to national political parties. Although these clubs reach pri-
marily the relatively few students who already care about politics, they pro-
vide enormously valuable learning experiences for those students.

George Washington University, for example, has an active chapter of
College Democrats of America, which was recently chosen as the univer-
sity’s Student Organization of the Year. In addition to the campaign volun-
teering, voter drives, and speaker series that most political clubs host,
these College Democrats engage in both political action and community
service. Similarly, at Texas A&M University an active College Republicans
club hosts speakers, sponsors get-out-the-vote drives, and organizes de-
bates on controversial issues such as abortion and gun control. During
the 2000 campaign, this club registered over 2,000 students to vote and
campaigned actively for Republican candidates. Many of these groups,
particularly those connected with political parties, contribute to the polit-
ical interest and understanding of their peers by publicizing local politi-
cal issues, such as Proposition 209, an anti-affirmative action measure in
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California, or by helping organize voter registration drives on campus or
in local communities.

Student governments would seem to be among the most obvious train-
ing grounds for future political and civic leaders, but involvement in stu-
dent government is generally in decline, even among residential campuses.
Too often these organizations are (perhaps correctly) seen as lacking any
real power on campus and so are not taken seriously. The failure of higher
education institutions to take full advantage of student governments is
unfortunate because these groups can provide important apprenticeships
in the democratic process not only for the elected leaders but also for the
students that form their constituencies. There are exceptions to the gen-
eral pattern, however, and they can provide models of what this kind of
organization can achieve. The Associated Students of Missouri, for exam-
ple, links the student governments of the four campuses of the University
of Missouri not only to each other but also to the state legislature. This
network is coordinated by a board of directors from each campus. These
boards, supported by a staff of student interns, meet once each month to
discuss issues and decide what action to take on legislation and other mat-
ters. The student interns lobby at the state capitol and make a trip to
Washington, D.C., each year to represent University of Missouri under-
graduates’ interests. The student internships are coordinated through each
campus’s political science department so academic credit may be earned.
Student “ambassadors” also help with student government events and
activities, with the express aim of building interest in politics and inform-
ing students of active campus issues and what they can do to be heard on
those issues. A Web site, the Internet Headquarters for Student Govern-
ment, provides a steady source of information about issues to all students
on the four Missouri campuses.

Religious Organizations and Activities

As much as fifteen years ago, Boyer (1987) noted the marked increase in
student religious organizations and activities. He and his colleagues were
surprised by the frequency of religious revivals, study groups, and song-
fests even at public colleges and universities. These events drew many stu-
dents from evangelical Christian denominations but were not limited to
that group. Jewish, Roman Catholic, and some mainstream Protestant
students were also quite active. Since that time, voluntary religious activ-
ity among college students has surged even more. Membership in the
major evangelical student groups has almost doubled in the past five years
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(Mahoney, Schmalzbauer, & Youniss, 2001). But evangelical Christians
do not account for all of the growth in attention to religion and spiritu-
ality. Student religious life is characterized by striking and growing reli-
gious pluralism, and many schools have multifaith chapels serving their
remarkably diverse student bodies, which may include Muslim, Buddhist,
and Hindu students as well as Christians and Jews.

A recent study found that despite the visibility of conservative Christian
groups, the majority of undergraduates prefer to use the word spirituality
instead of religion when describing their attitudes and practices and were
drawn more to personal experience of God or ultimate values than to orga-
nized religion. The study concluded that most undergraduates are better
characterized as “spiritual seekers rather than religious dwellers,” con-
structing their spirituality without much regard to denominational or orga-
nizational boundaries (Cherry, DeBerg, & Porterfield, 2001, p. 10). Many
students have moved away from organized religion because they are
offended by the idea that only one religious tradition can have a monopoly
on the truth. But this skepticism of orthodoxy has not stood in the way of
the strong revival of interest in spiritual matters. At all kinds of institutions,
including the most secular, students take religious studies courses, organize
prayer groups and discussion groups focused on the Bible and other religious
texts, and participate in interfaith gatherings (Kiely, 2001). As religion pro-
fessor Robert Kiely (2001) says about his campus: “at Harvard [these activ-
ities] would have been quite rare twenty-five years ago. Today they are
commonplace. Whereas in the not-too-distant past, religion was regarded as
a private matter not to be displayed in public (and, in many cases, not even
to be acknowledged), it is now very much out in the open” (p. 24). Because
of students’ strong interest in understanding the theological and historical
traditions as well as the practices of religion and spirituality, this is an ideal
set of issues around which to connect curricular and extracurricular life. As
in other areas of student life, the engagement of faculty and staff can be
extremely valuable in helping students make these connections.

In these endeavors, religious pluralism on campus and in U.S. society
is often seen as a valuable cultural resource. But religious convictions can
also come into conflict with each other and with secular perspectives. We
have already mentioned the tension around Gloria Steinem’s reference to
abortion at the College of St. Catherine. Reproductive rights and other
issues of sexuality are sites of potential conflict on many campuses. Stu-
dents often need help in working through these and other religious con-
flicts in ways that make the disputes learning experiences rather than
sources of alienation and bitterness.
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Leadership Programs

Like community service programs and religious and spiritual activities,
leadership development programs have multiplied in recent years at every
type of institution across the country. Why have they become so popular?
On the face of it, leadership programs need not concern themselves with
moral and civic issues, and it is reasonable to assume that much of their
appeal lies in the promise of personal advancement or at best in the idea
of “doing good by doing well.” This is no doubt part of the reason for
their popularity. And some “leadership training” programs or workshops
respond to this demand by offering skills development with an instru-
mental approach that pays little attention to the moral and civic under-
pinnings and aims of responsible and authoritative leadership. We believe
that these programs not only neglect participants’ moral and civic learning
but also fail even to support leadership development in any meaningful
sense. Fortunately, recognition of the moral and civic character of effec-
tive leadership does seem to inform the goals of most undergraduate lead-
ership programs. A recent study (Zimmerman-Oster & Burkhardt, 1999)
of leadership programs at thirty-one campuses showed that the outcomes
expected of participants nearly always include goals involving civic
responsibility and engagement: civic, social, and political awareness was at
the top of the list (92.6 percent), with civic and political efficacy (78.6 per-
cent) and civic and political activity (70.4 percent) not far behind.

Naturally, leadership development efforts vary in quality and in the
extent to which they incorporate experiences and state goals that foster
morally and civically responsible leadership. Some of the strongest have
multiple components that entail deep and extended involvement. Many,
whether curricular or extracurricular, include an intellectual or theoreti-
cal component, so that students are stimulated to think carefully about
what leadership means. This component may include discussion of influ-
ential theories and models from different cultures and historical eras as
well as those of the present culture and era and their relationship to lead-
ership in the contemporary world. It is also important to offer opportu-
nities to practice leadership and to connect this practice with theoretical
understanding. The more ambitious programs draw together and integrate
students’ academic coursework, their structured extracurricular activities,
and often their more spontaneous campus engagements. At their best the
programs can have significant developmental impact, leading to intellec-
tual learning, more mature judgment in complex situations, practical skills,
passionate commitments, a strong sense of efficacy, and a sense of self
organized around moral and civic engagement.
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Miami’s Leadership Commitment is the title for a cluster of programs
at Miami University, in Ohio, including programs for prospective and new
students, many curricular programs (including service-learning courses
and courses taught in the residence halls), a wide array of extracurricular
programs, and several programs designed to “launch students into the
work of active community citizenship.” Students undertaking Miami’s
Leadership Commitment are also encouraged to engage in multiple rein-
forcing experiences. No student could take part in all these programs, but
many undergraduates participate in several, and the cumulative impact is
impressive. The staff and faculty who lead the various components work
together around a set of common goals to ensure that programs comple-
ment and reinforce each other. The student life staff monitor the impact
of Miami’s Leadership Commitment through surveys of freshmen and
seniors. These surveys indicate high levels of participation in and satis-
faction with the program (Roberts, 2001).

The story of one student we talked to illustrates the way extended
involvement in this kind of multifaceted program can lead to the transfor-
mation of students’ goals, especially when the program enables them to
establish important relationships with people they admire. This student’s
initial motivations and interests were superceded as he moved from instru-
mental to moral and social concerns, and other students we interviewed
showed a similar pattern. Steven Wittman Jr. (class of 2001) came to
Miami University from a sheltered, homogeneous community and had not
had much occasion to question his values and beliefs. Financial and career
success and recognition were his primary goals when he entered college.
In order to move this personal agenda forward, Steven decided in his
freshman year that he would like to organize a public lecture on campus,
bringing in a corporate CEO to talk about leadership. Steven approached
Denny Roberts, the director of Miami’s Leadership Commitment, to pro-
pose the idea. As Steven said, “I was just this little kid with a crazy idea,
but Dr. Roberts believed in me. He taught me a lot about dealing with
people, and we had long philosophical discussions about character and
leadership development.” Roberts supported the idea of a lecture, and as
a result of these discussions, Steven invited the CEO of Procter & Gam-
ble to come to campus to talk about leadership and character. At Roberts’s
urging, Steven attended an institute on leadership the following summer,
where he was asked to develop a vision of something he would like to ac-
complish and make it happen the following year. Steven’s vision was to
increase awareness of character on the Miami campus, and he accom-
plished this by organizing the lecture series Character Counts. After the
success of that series, several campus groups, such as the Diversity Affairs
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Council, wanted to collaborate with Steven in creating some events for
the following year. This resulted in Miami Celebrates Character—a week-
long series with a broader range of speakers and a “multicultural fest.”

Due to his own evolving thinking and his collaborations with Denny
Roberts and various student groups, the focus of the programs that Steven
organized evolved from corporate leadership to the moral dimensions of
leadership to a multicultural theme: “Character is not just about you but
also about affirming other people’s dignity.” The audience for the events
also changed, expanding beyond the business students who were attracted
to the first lecture to become a very large and diverse group. Steven de-
rived tremendous satisfaction not only from his own sense of personal
growth but also from the feeling that he had been able to contribute some-
thing important to so many other students. In his senior year, Steven
moved into a living-learning community organized around leadership,
where he lived and worked with a more diverse group of students than he
had ever encountered before. His relationships with these students, many
of whom saw moral, social, and political issues very differently than he
did, challenged his thinking anew. Thus each step Steven took, each proj-
ect he took on, led to another, quite different set of developmental op-
portunities and learning experiences. In some ways he left college a
different person from the person he was when he had entered, and these
changes will help determine the experiences he chooses after college and
what he will make of them.

Like the program at Miami, Duke University’s Hart Leadership Pro-
gram mixes many elements and leads to long-term participation for many
students. The most intensive of Duke’s programs is the twelve-month
sequence of academic coursework and internships called Service Oppor-
tunities in Leadership (SOL). According to its director, Alma Blount
(2001), SOL is designed to help students become “engaged citizens in a
democratic society,” to help them develop a rich understanding of public
life and ultimately to deepen their commitments to service, philanthropy,
and civic participation no matter what careers they choose (p. 3). Blount
and her colleagues have identified five outcome goals for the SOL pro-
gram, all of which revolve around moral and civic learning. These goals
include learning to negotiate with community partners, developing an
appreciation for the complexities of working with people from different
backgrounds, and understanding the links between leadership and sys-
temic change.

Service Opportunities in Leadership begins with a service-learning
course in the spring that explores a series of questions about “reinventing
democracy at the grassroots.” Studying theoretical frameworks and case
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studies in which value differences hinder or help public problem-solving
efforts, students analyze the ethical dimensions of decision making in a
democratic society. Students then participate in summer internships in
community service organizations across the country. The internships are
customized for each student to ensure a good fit between student interests
and community needs and to offer students sustained opportunities to
develop a wide range of understanding, skills, and personal qualities.
These include the abilities to negotiate and to collaborate toward com-
mon goals; an appreciation of the complexities of working with people
from different cultural, economic, and racial backgrounds; and develop-
ment of an identity that includes agency for social change. The substan-
tive focus of students’ work varies depending on their interests and the
organizations with which they work. Past internships have included cre-
ating a microlending program for immigrant families in Charlotte and
assisting a refugee resettlement program in Boston. In addition to their
service work some of the students also conduct research designed to bene-
fit the organizations for which they are working. When the SOL interns
return to Duke in the fall, they participate in the research seminar we
described in Chapter Five (Integrating Community and Classroom: Intern-
ship Reflection), in which they reflect on their work experiences and inte-
grate what they have learned with concepts about service, social change,
citizenship, and leadership. The course involves extensive reading, dis-
cussions, essay writing, and research on a policy issue connected with the
summer internship.

The story of a recent participant illustrates the transformative impact of
this kind of extended program and its complex relationships with other
sources of moral and civic learning during college. Like most other college
students, Tico Almeida, a first-generation American from a Cuban immi-
grant family, had no serious interest in politics or social justice prior to his
SOL internship in the summer after his sophomore year (see Baerman,
1998; Blount, 2001; Kiss, n.d.). He spent that summer working with the
Union of Needletrade, Industrial and Textile Employees (UNITE) in New
York City, teaching English and citizenship classes to Latino garment work-
ers. He also helped workers prepare complaints to the U.S. Department of
Labor about back wages owed, forced overtime, and subminimum pay,
and even did undercover work for the department by pretending to be an
immigrant and working in a substandard garment factory. Tico’s interest
in the conditions of low-wage workers led him to collaborate that summer
with students from other colleges to plan the Sweatshop-Free Campus
Campaign. The group members studied international labor standards and
monitoring mechanisms as they drafted a code of conduct to be adopted
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by college campuses that license apparel manufacturers. When Tico
returned to Duke in the fall, he helped organize Duke Students Against
Sweatshops (SAS), which sought meetings with the university administra-
tion to discuss the group’s concerns. Although the administration initially
did not agree with the group’s recommendation, over time administrators
came to recognize the moral legitimacy as well as the educational value of
the issue and invited students to participate in drafting a new code of con-
duct for Duke licensees. As a result, in 1998, Duke became the first campus
to adopt a code of conduct requiring a process for monitoring manufac-
turers of college-licensed products.

Almeida and Duke Students Against Sweatshops then redirected their
efforts, putting pressure on the Collegiate Licensing Company, the licens-
ing agent for 170 institutions, to adopt the Duke code. When the com-
pany released a draft code that did not require public disclosure of factory
locations, Almeida and other students waged a strong campaign, urging
President Keohane to reject it. They publicly confronted her on the cam-
pus one cold winter day, arguing that the code would be ineffective with-
out a provision requiring public disclosure of factory locations. Almeida
then held a megaphone for Keohane to respond. She said she recognized
the code’s weaknesses, but argued that it was an important first step and
that a stronger code was simply not feasible at that point: “For Duke to
back out now would make the best the enemy of the good” (Kiss, n.d.,
p. 2). Disappointed with that decision, Almeida and other SAS students
spent a month educating, organizing, and planning and then marched into
the administration building and confronted Keohane again. They were
allowed to stay in the building, and after thirty-one hours of negotiation,
SAS and the administration were able to work out a compromise: Duke
would sign the code but would also press the Collegiate Licensing Com-
pany to strengthen it. University administrators wrote to each of Duke’s
licensees notifying them that they would have one year to publicly dis-
close factory locations, and if they chose not to do so they would no
longer be eligible to sell products with the Duke trademark. One student
involved with the protests said she felt that “we’ve just written a new page
in history” (Kiss, n.d., p. 2).

Supporting Persistence of Moral and Civic Learning

Clearly, Tico Almeida went through a dramatic transformation on a par
with that of the students Douglas McAdam (1988) chronicled in Freedom
Summer (see Chapter Four). It is not surprising that after college he con-
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tinued to pursue his passion for workers’ rights, doing student outreach
around sweatshop issues for the AFL-CIO and then using a Fulbright Fel-
lowship to study international trade and labor rights. He is now attend-
ing Yale Law School with the expectation of continuing that work. This
level of personal transformation during college is unusual, however. Even
Virginia Durr, who went on to become a powerful leader in the civil rights
movement, experienced much more subtle, incremental shifts that changed
her partly by increasing her susceptibility to later influences; she did not
complete her transformation during college (see Chapter One). For most
students, the stability of learning and personal growth is at greater risk.
When they leave the college setting and face intense pressure to achieve
career success and provide for themselves and their families, they may pull
back from the commitments they developed in college.

Many factors combine to determine the extent to which positive
changes in college will be enduring and generative of further development
in later life. Moral and civic learning outside the classroom can contribute
to this persistence in a number of ways. The kinds of activities and expe-
riences we have described in this chapter have the potential to establish
deeply engrained patterns of behavior, irreversibly profound changes in
ways of understanding the world, expert skills, and a sense of oneself as
a morally and civically concerned and engaged person—an identity tested
and consolidated in multiple and intersecting contexts.

Some institutions try to bolster the stability of these shifts by provid-
ing some scaffolding for the transition to postcollege life. Many incorpo-
rate moral and civic values explicitly in graduation ceremonies. In order
to reach beyond that one-day event, a group of graduating seniors at
Humboldt State University in 1988 started a movement that has since
spread to scores of campuses and many thousands of students through-
out the country, from Whitman College to the University of Kansas to the
University of Notre Dame and to Harvard University. Students at Hum-
boldt State took the Pledge of Social and Environmental Responsibility,
in which each one promised he or she would “explore and take into
account the social and environmental consequences of any job I consider
and will try to improve these aspects of any organizations for which I
work.” The pledge has been modified in minor ways from campus to
campus, but always underscores a public commitment that moral and
civic concerns will be part of decisions about employment and about how
work is conducted. Graduates who signed the pledge have turned down
jobs about which they had moral qualms and have worked to make
changes in their workplaces. For example, they have promoted recycling,
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removed racist language from a training manual, and helped convince an
employer to refuse a contract to work on chemical weapons (Manchester
College Peace Studies Institute, 2002).

Some institutions also educate students about postcollege opportuni-
ties that connect moral and civic values with academic, career, or personal
interests. Career centers can play an important role by ensuring that there
are internship and job recruitment opportunities for students interested
in careers that involve public service, nonprofit work, or other forms of
community leadership and service, such as teaching. Too often college
career centers are strongly focused on attracting corporate recruiters and
helping students find jobs in business rather than also working to ensure
that students carefully consider which jobs best match their own interests
and values. The Messiah College Career Center is particularly focused on
helping students integrate their personal faith and values with their career
decisions, and some other institutions bring their own distinctive ap-
proaches to bear in helping their students bridge the transition from col-
lege to full-time work.

Duke, Stanford, and some other universities and colleges offer fellow-
ships for graduating students who want to pursue research or action proj-
ects related to social or ethical concerns. Stanford’s Ethics into Action
prize provides $3,000 to support a graduating senior in any department
in developing an idea from his or her honors thesis that seeks to improve
some aspect of society; one such idea was to create a Web site that tracks
environmental hazards. In addition, Stanford’s Haas Center for Public Ser-
vice works with the university’s Career Center to provide workshops for
students who want to pursue careers in public service or nonprofit orga-
nizations. As we mentioned in Chapter Three, Notre Dame’s Center for
Social Concerns sponsors the Alliance for Catholic Education, which sup-
ports students who become teachers in low-income schools in the South.

Even after students have graduated, colleges and universities can still
provide important opportunities for their former students to pursue moral
and civic learning and community improvement. At Indiana University
and Notre Dame, for example, alumni clubs in cities throughout the coun-
try are focused on service, and this sends a clear signal to graduates about
the expectations their alma maters have for them. Other colleges work
with local alumni association chapters to sponsor guest lectures or spe-
cial alumni trips that involve learning as well as sight-seeing, both of
which can place special emphasis on social issues and problems.

Some institutions also provide regular opportunities for alumni engaged
in public life to connect with the students currently attending their college or
university. For example, Stanford’s Haas Center and the Stanford Alumni
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Association cosponsor the Visiting Mentor Program, which brings back to
the campus Stanford alumni with distinguished accomplishments in public
and community service. These “mentors,” who are an ethnically and pro-
fessionally diverse group, share their public service experiences with stu-
dents, providing a perspective on public service from the “real world” and
helping them think about directions for their service work beyond college.
Visiting mentors have included a lawyer working for Amnesty International,
the director of San Francisco Peer Resource Programs, a civil rights attor-
ney and policy consultant, a former Republican Congressman from Cali-
fornia, and a member of the Arizona State Legislature.

In these and other ways, colleges and universities can increase the
chances that the development they have fostered will be only one phase,
albeit a pivotal phase, in a much longer story of deepening commitment
and effective action.

Notes

1. Surveys in 1990, 1995, and 1999, involving over 12,000 students on forty-
eight campuses, all show that honor codes, especially those with high
student involvement, reduce academic dishonesty. Cheating on tests, for
example, is typically 30 to 50 percent lower at honor code campuses: 53
percent of undergraduates at non-honor code campuses self-reported one or
more instances of cheating on tests compared to 29 percent of students at
honor code schools (see, for example, McCabe & Trevino, 1993, 1997).

2. For example, a survey performed by the student newspaper, Sou’wester,

showed that the honor code enjoys widespread support among students.
Over 80 percent of respondents agreed both that the code is effective and
that the student Honor Council is effective; 63 percent stated that they take
the code “very seriously,” and 34 percent said they take it “somewhat
seriously” (The Sou’wester Online, 1996).

3. It is notable in this regard that in the late 1970s, after becoming disen-
chanted with moral dilemma discussions as a sufficient means of moral
education, Lawrence Kohlberg moved to what he called “just community
schools,” in which students make and administer their own systems of
rules. Kohlberg believed that changes in moral conduct as well as thinking
required this more experiential approach, and subsequent research supports
this conviction (Kohlberg & Higgins, 1987; Power, 2002).
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9

ASSESSMENT IN MORAL AND
CIVIC EDUCATION

as in education generally, in moral and civic education quality varies
and quality matters. But what is quality, and how do you measure it? Tak-
ing this question seriously requires us to take a look at assessment—
assessment of courses, programs, and student learning.1 Higher education
is struggling with these issues, and there are no easy answers even for dis-
ciplinary learning, let alone for moral and civic learning. We cannot offer
answers or prescriptions. And we are heedful of the wisdom in the
reminder that Albert Einstein is said to have had hanging above his desk
at Princeton: “Not everything that counts can be counted, and not every-
thing that can be counted counts.” So here we suggest some general direc-
tions, offer some caveats, and describe some efforts to assess teaching and
learning that we saw in our campus visits. Overall, we learned that pro-
grams to foster students’ moral and civic development are seldom
assessed, like most programs in higher education. This is too bad, because
more attention to assessment would strengthen programs and enlighten
the field. But we do not call for more assessment lightly. Quality matters
in assessment too, and we are well aware how hard it is to achieve.

Student Assessment

In student assessment, problems are legion, and some issues, such as grade
inflation, are particularly explosive at the moment. In the moral and civic
domain these problems are complicated further by the question of what
should count toward grades, course credit, and program completion. In
this area we have more caveats than answers.
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Students are assessed for three quite different purposes, and it is impor-
tant to keep the purposes distinct even though they intersect in practice.
First, assessment of student learning provides a basis for specific feedback,
which can help students improve their performance. Second, assessment
provides the grounds for assigning course credit and grades. And third,
assessment of student learning lets faculty know whether they need to ad-
just their teaching. We introduce the first two purposes here and discuss
the third later in this chapter.

Feedback to Students

The American Association for Higher Education’s “Principles of Good
Practice for Assessing Student Learning” (Astin et al., 1992) suggest that
student assessment should address knowledge, abilities, values, attitudes,
and habits of mind that affect academic success and performance beyond
the classroom. In order to do that, these principles recommend assess-
ments “that use a diverse array of methods, including those that call for
actual performance, using them over time to reveal change, growth, and
increasing degrees of integration” (p. 2). This kind of assessment recog-
nizes the complexity of learning and provides feedback on many devel-
opmental dimensions.

Informative feedback is essential for learning, and many students say
they would like feedback more regularly. Teaching and learning are often
represented as an apprenticeship, and regular feedback leading to adjust-
ments of performance, followed by additional feedback, is a critical ele-
ment of a successful apprenticeship. It is important to recognize, however,
that expressions of approval or disapproval (that answer was right or
wrong, that performance was good or bad) do not constitute informative
feedback. Students need more detail and precision than that for feedback
to support learning. It is noteworthy that when undergraduates at Har-
vard University were asked to describe their best course, their answers
pointed to courses that gave regular, immediate feedback (Light, 2001).

When courses incorporate moral and civic learning, the scope of under-
standing and skills on which students may benefit from feedback broad-
ens, and it can be especially important for them to receive feedback not
only from teachers but also from peers, supervisors in field placements,
and others with whom they work. When managed well, service learning,
experiential learning, collaborative work, and other kinds of active learn-
ing include systematic feedback. This feedback, especially when it is dis-
connected from the assignment of grades, helps students progress on the
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many dimensions that make up moral and civic maturity. Feedback on
unexamined assumptions and social, civic, and political skills can be espe-
cially helpful. When students are learning skills for reasoned discourse
about controversial issues, for example, they will often know whether they
have succeeded in convincing their classmates through other students’ re-
actions, so informative feedback is built into the task. This is akin to Wig-
gins and McTighe’s (1998) suggestion that in golf a key piece of feedback
is whether the ball goes into the hole, and in writing, whether readers fall
asleep while reading the paper.

Assignment of Grades and Course Credit

It is not easy to assess substantive knowledge, communication skills such
as persuasive writing and speaking, or aspects of analytical or critical
thinking such as the capacity to formulate and defend positions on diffi-
cult issues or the ability to take multiple perspectives into account. But
faculty ought to assess progress toward these educational goals in any
case, whether the content is relevant for moral and civic development or
not. And that content should not change the assessment criteria. Includ-
ing moral and civic goals in coursework should not affect the way grades
are assigned.

Many dimensions of moral and civic development should not con-
tribute to a student’s grade, even if they are goals of the course. A faculty
member might expect and hope that her service-learning course will lead
to a greater sense of political efficacy, for example, but she should not give
lower grades to students who still believe at the end of the course that
their political actions cannot have a significant impact. This is especially
true for dimensions of moral and civic motivation—values, convictions,
moral identity, and the like—but it holds for some aspects of moral and
civic understanding as well, including maturity of moral judgment or
beliefs about political issues. It is often useful for students to take part in
activities, such as journal writing, that help them become more aware of
their values, moral identity, sense of political efficacy, and the like, but it
should be made clear to them that the content of their responses does not
contribute to their grades.

Sometimes students think that their teachers unfairly assign grades
based on the moral or ideological content of students’ views, favoring
papers or other products that conform to the faculty member’s beliefs. A
student at one of the case study campuses, for example, suspected that he
had received a lower grade on a course paper because he had argued that
homosexuality is morally wrong. His teacher denied that this entered into
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the grade. In such cases it is incumbent upon the faculty member to define
clearly the grading criteria and to show the student the particular features
of his or her product (features that are presumably independent of ideo-
logical content) that did not fully meet those criteria.

Assessment of Abilities-Based or 
Outcomes-Based Education

Alverno College and other institutions that have adopted an outcomes-
based approach place systematic, carefully designed feedback to students
at the center of undergraduate education. In these institutions both exter-
nal and self-assessment are understood to be essential to learning (Alverno
College Faculty, 1994). This approach requires explicit articulation of
required learning outcomes and innovative strategies for assessing those
outcomes.

Alverno, which does not use grades, has been a leader in arguing that
traditional testing is not adequate for plumbing the depths of an individ-
ual’s developing abilities (Alverno College Faculty, 1994). Instead, it uses
a multidimensional process in which active student performances are
observed and judged on the basis of public, developmental criteria. These
assessments may involve the creation and analysis of portfolios of student
work and performance observations in real and simulated situations as
well as more traditional approaches such as feedback on student papers.
In one of these performance assessments, students are asked to demon-
strate capacities relating to their responsibilities as citizens by participat-
ing in a simulated board meeting. Students act as members of a Citizens
Advisory Council convened to address a controversy about the kinds of
books that should be used in teaching high school students, the ways deci-
sions about books for courses should be made, and the individuals who
should have a voice in those decisions. Students are evaluated by a trained
outside panel and also assess themselves on their abilities to do the fol-
lowing things: take a position, consider alternative ideas (show awareness
of multiple perspectives), contribute to group problem solving, communi-
cate with an awareness of their audience, think through and organize ideas,
define problems and plan for solutions, and formulate appropriate action.
Specific criteria further define each of these abilities. Students who per-
form well at “defining problems and planning for solutions” are said to
show these characteristics: identifies and sets priorities among key tasks,
demonstrates accurate awareness of major goals of the advisory council,
shows informed awareness of constraints, identifies pertinent relationships
between issues in different parts of the simulation, identifies meaningful
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implications, effectively organizes ideas, and suggests feasible alternative
strategies.

Proponents of outcomes-based education argue that assessment is fairer
in this kind of system. Because the criteria for passing at each level are pub-
licly articulated and students are given many opportunities to demonstrate
what they have learned, outcomes-based approaches are said to reduce sub-
jectivity and arbitrariness in assessment. The outcomes and criteria are
sometimes described as a kind of contract between students and faculty.
Faculty assure students that they will have the learning opportunities nec-
essary to achieve the outcomes and as many assessment opportunities as
they need to demonstrate that learning (A. Driscoll, personal communica-
tion with T. Ehrlich, March 8, 2002). Another advantage of outcomes-
based assessment is that it makes the learning goals and requirements
explicit so both faculty and students can look at them critically. This allows
them to determine whether the outcomes require of students more mature
intellectual capacities than they can reasonably be expected to possess or
the adoption of particular moral beliefs, ideologies, or interpretations of
social problems, which would not be legitimate. This kind of review is
essential when the assessments have high stakes attached, such as assign-
ment of grades, granting of course credit, or college graduation.

Assessment of Courses and Teaching

Faculty teaching courses that are meant to foster moral and civic devel-
opment often want to know whether the courses are achieving their goals.
Teachers can go a long way toward assessing the quality of their courses
by thinking carefully about what they are trying to accomplish and how
they are going about it. If they pay explicit and scrupulously honest atten-
tion to a few key criteria of quality and go to some effort to find out
whether the course seems to meet the criteria, their teaching is very likely
to benefit, even if the assessment effort is quite informal or impressionis-
tic. We saw faculty looking carefully at their courses in this way at some
of the campuses we visited, but most could benefit from more explicit re-
flection. (See Chapter Five for some examples of faculty efforts to evaluate
and improve their courses. Also, the Assessment Forum of the American
Association for Higher Education has published numerous materials that
may be helpful for these purposes; see, for example, Gardiner, Anderson,
& Cambridge, 1997.)

Faculty interested in pursuing this informal assessment should ask
whether the course goals, including moral and civic goals, are clearly ar-
ticulated and whether their students understand and accept them. It is not
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possible to learn whether the course needs adjustment or what kind of
adjustment it might need without clarity and specificity about its goals.2

It is especially important to review specific course goals and strategies
when an institution is relying on distribution requirements to ensure stu-
dents’ exposure to moral and civic education. Otherwise, courses that ful-
fill the requirements may not address students’ moral or civic development
at all (see Chapter Six).

In thinking about the effectiveness of their courses, faculty must also
ask themselves whether their students seem to be learning what the course
is intended to teach. Even teachers who are not evaluating their courses
systematically routinely use indicators from class discussions, student
questions, papers, and tests to gauge student learning and adjust their
teaching. Evaluating the success of a course entails assessing student learn-
ing, so the more explicit faculty can be about identifying evidence of stu-
dent learning (or its absence) on all dimensions represented in the course
goals, the more useful the course evaluation will be.

Faculty should also think carefully about whether the pedagogical ap-
proaches they are using to pursue particular goals are consistent with
what is known about student learning and development (see the initial
sections of Chapter Five and the works cited there). Among other things,
faculty should ask themselves whether they are asking students to prac-
tice what they hope the students will learn, including practice in under-
standing moral and civic concepts and in intellectual and practical skills.
As we said in Chapter Five, if teachers want students to develop genuine
understanding of a difficult concept, they must ask students to explain it,
represent it in new ways, apply it in new situations, and connect it to their
lives, rather than asking students simply to recall the concept in the form
in which it was presented. Moral and civic issues should be integrated
thoroughly with disciplinary material so that growing understanding in
each domain enhances learning in the other. Sharing syllabi and talking
with colleagues who are teaching related courses at the same or another
institution can be very helpful to this kind of exploration.

Teachers can also ask students whether they think the course had a pos-
itive effect on the targeted dimensions of their moral and civic develop-
ment. For example, do students believe at the end that they have developed
an increased understanding of and interest in ethical or social issues? Do
they expect to pursue these issues further, either intellectually or in some
practical activity? Has the course changed the way they think about their
own beliefs or goals?

The extensive research on service learning has provided useful criteria for
evaluating service-learning courses: Are the service placements challenging
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(providing growth in important moral and civic skills)? Are students well
prepared for the placements? Do the field experiences contribute directly to
the academic goals of the course? Does the course have a structured reflec-
tion component that examines the issues addressed by the service in terms of
systemic causes and policy responses as well as in interpersonal terms? Do
students use the reflection opportunities to think through their assumptions,
values, and identities when appropriate as well as to focus on the substan-
tive issues raised in the service experience? Was the student participation
effective from the point of view of the community partners?

Assessment of service-learning courses and programs has been more
fully developed than assessment of other approaches to moral and civic
education, just as service learning has been more fully examined in re-
search. Two monographs, both published with support from Campus
Compact, provide a great deal of information about how to approach this
kind of evaluation. The first, a workbook, was issued as a “companion
volume” to the Michigan Journal of Community Service Learning (2001).
It is intended to help faculty members design service-learning courses that
will promote civic learning as well as enhance academic learning goals.
The second, published by Campus Compact, is Assessing Service-Learn-
ing and Civic Engagement, by Sherril B. Gelmon, Barbara A. Holland,
Amy Driscoll, Amy Spring, and Seanna Kerrigan (2001). It outlines a rich
array of methods for assessing student learning and the impact of service-
learning programs on faculty, the campus, and participating community
organizations as well as on students. These methods include surveys, inter-
views, focus groups, various modes of observation and documentation,
and student journals. To assess an institution’s commitment to service, for
example, the book suggests examining the centrality of the service com-
mitment to the institution by looking at such key indicators as the school’s
mission statement; promotion, tenure, and hiring standards; and organi-
zational structure.

The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

If individual faculty members are conscious of exactly what they hope
their students will learn, including their goals for moral and civic develop-
ment, and attempt to specify how they will know whether that learning
is taking place, this preparation should go a long way toward ensuring
quality in moral and civic education, as it does for teaching and learning
more generally. Even so, we believe that if some institutions and faculty
are in a position to move beyond individual and impressionistic reflections
on their own teaching to more systematic and potentially public methods,
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this shift will improve not only their own teaching but the field of moral
and civic education as well.

In writing on the scholarship of teaching and learning, Patricia Hutch-
ings and Lee Shulman (1999) have discussed the private nature of teach-
ing and the fact that creative teaching is too seldom documented and
shared in ways that allow others to build on it. As we said in Chapter
Two, the scholarship of teaching and learning involves purposive reflec-
tion, documentation, assessment, and analysis in a public and accessible
manner. Its purpose is to make teaching public: to subject it to peer review
and critique—as other scholarship is—and to share it with others in order
to move toward the improvement and understanding of learning and
teaching in a given discipline or field. Objects of investigation include par-
ticular courses, student learning across courses, and aspects of teaching
that transcend any particular course context.

The kinds of questions faculty are addressing through the scholarship of
teaching and learning are also pertinent to the pursuit of quality in moral
and civic education. Answering these questions requires investigations of
the relative effectiveness for student learning of different pedagogical
approaches; descriptive studies that explicate the constituent features of a
course (for example, the dynamics of class discussions of contested issues);
documentation of what Lee Shulman calls “visions of the possible” (for
example, close examination of a course with an unusual and ambitious
goal, Hutchings, 2000); and studies that attempt to formulate a new con-
ceptual framework for illuminating teaching and learning in a particular
area. Faculty conducting these investigations into their own teaching use a
wide array of methods, with both questions and methods shaped to a large
extent by their own disciplines (Huber & Morreale, 2002). The scholarship
of teaching and learning draws on course portfolios, the collection and sys-
tematic analysis of student work (often by secondary readers), focus groups,
ethnographic interviews and observations, questionnaires, and standard-
ized instruments. Communities of faculty interested in the scholarship of
teaching and learning are emerging on many campuses and in some pro-
fessional associations, and the American Association for Higher Education
offers rich programming in this area as well.

This new field has just begun to address the moral and civic goals of
undergraduate education. Barbara Mae Gayle, for example, professor of
communication at the University of Portland, uses her public speaking
courses to teach students to conduct reasoned interactions on divisive top-
ics such as school vouchers, animal rights, or Megan’s law. Students
choose an issue, conduct extensive research on the topic, and make sev-
eral presentations to the class, arguing for different points of view in each
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presentation. Through structured attitude change instruments and the-
matic coding of presentations and journal entries, Gayle learned that stu-
dents actively engaged in investigating the issue and speaking about it
from multiple perspectives were more likely to change their opinions than
students who listened to the presentations. Some listeners did change their
opinions, however, and both the speakers and the listeners whose attitudes
changed said they were most influenced by the evidence presented and by
an increased understanding of the consequences of adopting a particular
position. Those who did not change their minds referred to their personal
experience or personal opinion as the primary reason for the maintenance
of their original views. Although attitude change is not always a desirable
outcome, if one takes attitude change in this case as a rough proxy for
open-mindedness on the issue, it appears that active involvement in mak-
ing the case for multiple perspectives on highly charged issues may sup-
port students’ capacity for open-minded civil discourse. The study also
highlights the probability that an emphasis on personal experiences as
grounds for opinion formation on complex social policy issues may get in
the way of open-minded consideration of evidence. This has important
educational implications, because students can no doubt learn to recog-
nize the limitations of their personal experiences with complex issues and
develop the capacity to integrate these experiences better with a broad
range of evidence. Importantly, Gayle also found that the public speaking
skills of the students in courses that focused on discourse about divisive
issues improved as much as the skills of students in comparison courses
that focused more explicitly on teaching those public speaking skills.

If more faculty begin to address moral and civic learning goals in their
investigations into teaching and learning, their assessments will build a rich
base of insights about what works to support development along the vari-
ous dimensions of moral and civic maturity, what methods are most use-
ful for documenting and evaluating that development, and how best to
integrate moral and civic learning with academic learning so that both ben-
efit. The field of moral and civic education could be advanced significantly
if faculty had the resources and motivation to build on each other’s work.

Program Assessment

We described in Chapter Eight a rich array of extracurricular programs
that are as important to students’ moral and civic development as cur-
ricular programs. Very few of these programs are being evaluated sys-
tematically, which means that we have only an impressionistic sense of
which ones are engaging and effective. Likewise, it is rare for schools to
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assess formally curricular programs consisting of collections of courses,
such as general education programs with moral and civic goals or pro-
grams that enable the teaching of ethics across the curriculum. This kind
of assessment is extremely labor intensive and difficult to do well. We are
not recommending that administrative leaders require assessment of these
programs. Even so, we believe that high-quality program assessments can
be very fruitful.

Program assessment can take very different forms, depending on its
purpose and audience. Most often the purpose is clarifying program goals,
reviewing progress toward those goals, and identifying areas in which the
program can be improved. This kind of assessment may have multiple
audiences: program leaders and staff, administrative leaders with over-
sight for the program, funders, and people interested in replicating or
adapting the program for use at other institutions. Sometimes assessments
are conducted for the purpose of demonstrating a program’s value to a
specific audience (for example, policymakers, funders, or skeptics). Grow-
ing demands for “accountability” in education often motivate this kind
of assessment.

Assessment for Program Improvement

One form of program assessment that can be very useful is the visiting
committee, which involves bringing in critical friends to take a close look
at the program’s goals, strategies, and products (including evidence of stu-
dent learning and development). Critical friends are people who are deeply
knowledgeable about the kind of work the program and others like it are
doing, who are sympathetic with the program goals, and who have enough
distance from the program to see things about it that may be invisible to
someone who is thoroughly immersed in it. When well done, visits like this
can be very productive—clarifying goals, gathering information about
whether these goals are being met, delineating strengths and weaknesses,
and producing a broad perspective on the program through comparison
with other, related efforts. As in the case of institutional accreditation vis-
its, the external group can be a catalyst for self-examination, and prepa-
ration for the visit, though time consuming, can force staff to clarify their
thinking in ways that would not otherwise happen. The Center for Social
Concerns at the University of Notre Dame and the Center for Character
Development at the United States Air Force Academy have both used this
approach.

For program evaluators who want to go beyond the advice of a visit-
ing committee to look more systematically at the program’s processes and
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outcomes, the long tradition of educational program assessment provides
a rich literature on how to evaluate the quality of programs and investi-
gate their dynamics in ways that can strengthen them. Systematic assess-
ment of programs intended to foster moral and civic development can lead
to significant program improvement as well as deepening educators’ un-
derstanding of what works and why, what it means when something is
said to “work,” and even how educators conceive of moral and civic de-
velopment. But in order for assessment to accomplish these things, it is
essential that educators use descriptive, often qualitative methods to look
at the processes through which the program operates, the nature of stu-
dents’ experiences, and the changes students undergo, and that they do
not rely entirely on outcome measures, especially measures remote from
the phenomena for which these measures are indicators. This kind of ap-
proach represents what we might call high-yield assessment.

In contrast, assessments that examine a few outcome measures and do
not look closely at the processes underlying the program’s operation can-
not say much about the nature of the program, the specific experiences of
participating students, the processes that may be operative, and the nature
of changes the students may undergo. This is especially true when assess-
ments rely on outcomes measures that are highly condensed indicators of
an underlying dimension, often standardized measures that are chosen for
convenience or economy of use despite the fact that they are not authen-
tic representations of the learning and development the course or program
seeks to foster (Shulman, 2000). These low-yield assessments provide lit-
tle information that can be used to improve the programs being evaluated.
When the expected increases on outcome measures are not obtained, it is
very difficult to interpret the significance of the finding. It may have
resulted from an ineffective program, an inappropriate choice of measures,
or an important but correctable weakness in an otherwise strong program.
Unfortunately, evaluations that rely entirely on assessment of a few out-
comes do not provide any information about which of these factors might
be the operative one.

Low-yield assessments include not only this kind of program evalua-
tion but also such assessments of individuals as screening and selection
tests like the SAT and GRE, the standardized tests required for high school
graduation, and many institutional assessments meant to hold education
accountable to standards generated at the state or national level. Low-
yield assessments are frequently applied in both K–12 and higher educa-
tion to individuals and institutions, and in many cases these assessments
have very high stakes attached, determining admission to selective pro-
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grams, certification, accreditation, allocation of resources within an insti-
tution or across institutions, and elimination of programs.

There are a number of risks associated with these high-stakes, low-yield
assessments. One risk is that they may drive programs in the wrong direc-
tion. When there are high stakes attached for the institution, it is natural
that faculty will begin to “teach to the test.” Teaching to the test can be a
good thing when the test captures faithfully the skills and other learning
outcomes it is most important for the course or program to impart. But
it is very difficult for low-yield assessments to do this, and most do not.
Because low-yield assessment is so ubiquitous, many people assume it is
the only option, which makes them reluctant to assess the impact of their
programs. With some justification they fear that they will learn little that
is useful or, worse, that the evaluation might seriously underestimate a
worthwhile program’s impact and thus result in loss of support. This may
be especially true for moral and civic education programs because the out-
comes of interest are so difficult to measure, especially with instruments
that can be used economically on a large scale.

Portland State University is unusual in the degree to which it conducts
ongoing assessments of the courses in its general education program, Uni-
versity Studies. Participating faculty see these assessments as not only
acceptable but worthwhile, in part because they are high yield and have
relatively low stakes attached. The course assessments are designed to pro-
vide immediate, usable feedback to faculty and to provide the university
administration and the Center for Academic Excellence (the teaching and
learning center) with a sense of how well this relatively new program is
doing. The overall assessment initiative is built around asking faculty to
articulate student learning expectations and connect them to assignments
that demonstrate learning. Somewhat different assessments are used for
each of the components of University Studies (Freshman Inquiry, Sopho-
more Inquiry, and capstone courses), but all use multiple methods, includ-
ing student self-report, standardized scales, and analyses of student work.

Freshman Inquiry courses, the first component of University Studies,
are interdisciplinary explorations of issues such as community, the en-
vironment, faith and reason, and personal and social change. In any aca-
demic year, students choose from among six or seven Freshman Inquiry
courses, each with a different content focus but all sharing the more
general goals of University Studies to teach inquiry and critical thinking,
communication, the variety of human experience, and ethics and social
responsibility (see the description in Chapter Six). Evaluation of each sec-
tion of Freshman Inquiry involves a guided “free write” by students in
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about the fifth week of the term, a student focus group, administration of
the Classroom Environment Scale around the middle of the term, a course
evaluation and survey of students’ perceptions of their progress toward
the stated learning objectives at the end of the year, and a portfolio review
in which a random sample of student portfolios is scored using rubrics for
writing, critical thinking, appreciation of diversity, and understanding of
ethics and social responsibility. During the summer after the course, fac-
ulty teams teaching comparable sections of Freshman Inquiry meet to
review the results of the previous year’s assessment and give the Freshman
Inquiry Coordinator a report of the team’s course improvement goals. The
Freshman Inquiry Coordinator uses these reports, along with information
from the assessments, to plan faculty development efforts for the follow-
ing year (Portland State University, Office of University Studies, 1994).

Although all Freshman Inquiry courses share some overarching goals
and common assessment strategies, more specific learning objectives are
spelled out in each particular course. The course called Metamorphosis,
for example, investigates the process of change in human existence: How
do people envision and experience transformation in their bodies, their
minds, and their social lives? How do they shape and interact with the en-
vironments they inhabit? What are the processes of social, political, and
paradigmatic change? What types of change are likely to affect individu-
als, systems, and society? Among other assessment efforts, the faculty who
teach the two sections of Metamorphosis developed a scoring rubric for
analyzing students’ final research papers in order to assess the extent to
which students had achieved this central course goal: “Students will be
able to describe and evaluate the probable success of various means of
promoting personal, social/cultural/political, and paradigmatic change.”
Participating faculty found the process of developing the scoring rubric
very useful because it gave them a common language for codifying the
dimensions of good research writing and grasp of the concepts in the
course. The application of the rubric revealed that students varied greatly
in the extent to which they had achieved the specified learning outcomes
but that the majority had not fully achieved the course goals by the end
of the year. For example, most students still had difficulty seeing multiple
sides of an issue, and most tended to avoid dealing with structures and
mechanisms of social change, focusing instead on personality changes and
on the outcomes of change. This was important information for faculty
thinking about how they might teach the course somewhat differently in
the future.

Because many elements of the program assessments are common across
sections and across academic years, it is possible to look at variation
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across sections and across time. This has helped faculty see which aspects
of which courses need strengthening. For example, in end-of-year course
evaluations, students consistently report that their Freshman Inquiry
courses helped them to improve their critical thinking and writing skills,
to explore ethical issues, and to examine their understanding of social
responsibility, but many fewer believe the courses helped them use num-
bers, charts, tables, or graphs to communicate, another stated objective
of Freshman Inquiry.

Methods and Tools

In conducting assessments that are useful in understanding the dynamics
of a program and the ways to strengthen it, careful identification of out-
comes and thoughtful, creative approaches to measuring those outcomes
are critical. Informal assessments of courses and programs can involve
questioning student focus groups, conducting quick checks of student
learning, like the “minute papers” that students are sometimes asked to
complete at the end of class (Cross, 1995), or reading student papers with
a rubric that highlights features of interest to the faculty member. For both
formal or systematic program assessments and research on moral and
civic development and education, instrumentation is a major challenge.
There are twin dangers here to be avoided. The first danger is the temp-
tation to use a standardized measure that is not quite appropriate in order
to avoid costly investment in instrument development. Even an outcome
like critical thinking, which has been studied fairly extensively, takes dif-
ferent forms in different fields; so the adoption of a rubric that was devel-
oped for another purpose may generate misleading results. Paradoxically,
the second danger is the misguided assumption that each campus or
assessment effort must invent its own instruments de novo. Instrument
development and validation are extremely difficult, and few projects are
in a position to do them well. Furthermore, when different studies use dif-
ferent instruments, it is very difficult to integrate the findings across the
field. These twin dangers create a dilemma for research and program
assessment, pointing to the need for a shareable toolkit that includes a
wide array of valid measures of important dimensions of moral and civic
development.

In the past few years there have been a number of efforts to develop cat-
alogues of the relevant instruments and new instruments that are best able
to assess important aspects of moral and civic development. For example,
Robert Bringle and his colleagues (Bringle, Phillips, & Hudson, in press)
at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis are compiling a book
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of instruments that measure constructs associated with student learning in
service-learning classes. Although of particular interest to service-learning
practitioners, this volume will be useful to a wide range of faculty as many
of the scales are not specific to service-learning experiences and may be
used to assess student outcomes in other courses or programs. A particu-
larly useful instrument was developed by Scott Keeter at George Mason
University (sponsored by Pew Charitable Trusts) to elaborate a set of
“youth civic engagement indicators.” Research and evaluation are only as
good as the instruments they use, so all of this instrument development
work should make very useful contributions to the field.

Making the Case for a Program

One purpose of assessment for most educational innovations, including
moral and civic education programs, is to persuade others, including skep-
tics, of new programs’ value. At many institutions there are faculty who
demand evidence that new curricula or teaching methods are effective. As
Judith Ramaley (2000) has pointed out, these skeptics often assume the
effectiveness of the old approaches without offering any support for that
assumption, thus applying a double standard to the question of what does
and does not require justification. Moreover, in attempting to show the
effectiveness of educational innovations, program proponents often allow
their critics to define the terms of what will count as evidence, designing
assessments that will yield simple quantitative results, even when this gives
a distorted picture of a program’s effectiveness, because some of the in-
tended outcomes cannot be readily quantified. The problem with too
strong an emphasis on quantitative evidence of effectiveness is that this
approach is likely to reduce complex phenomena to oversimplified indi-
cators rather than rich representations of process or outcomes that capture
something important about the work itself.

An alternative to the reductionist approach to persuading skeptics is to
create exhibitions of student work and performance that show the learn-
ing that has occurred and to ask the evaluative questions in the context
of rich documentation of a program or course. For example, student jour-
nals or papers written over the course of a semester may be analyzed to
highlight important changes in students’ understanding that have emerged
during the program or course. This kind of analysis can be especially con-
vincing when it uses independent coders. Similarly, documentation of stu-
dent performances early and late in the course can reveal dramatic changes
in skills. It is sometimes appropriate to supplement these exhibitions with
numbers, but it is difficult for numbers alone to demonstrate the value of
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a complex educational undertaking. In order for this kind of demonstra-
tion to be convincing to skeptical audiences, it may be necessary to edu-
cate audiences so they are better able to interpret what they are seeing.
Increasing an audience’s understanding of a program’s goals and methods
opens productive communication in a way that a more narrowly defined
presentation of statistical results does not. It is also important to bear in
mind, however, that it may not be possible, or even necessary, to persuade
all of a program’s critics (Ramaley, 2000). Complete consensus on the
value of new educational approaches is no doubt an unrealistic goal on
most campuses.

Research on Moral and Civic Education

In general, program assessments are intentionally local, contextually
bounded (closely tied to the particular intervention being assessed), and
not centrally concerned with results that can be generalized beyond that
local context. Unlike program assessment, educational research is cen-
trally concerned with generalization to the broader universe of which the
particular programs being studied are representative instances. For this
reason, additional methodological issues become important, often involv-
ing designs that control for confounding variables, ensure comparability
across different sites of data collection, and address a range of competing
interpretations of the results. High-quality educational research is not lim-
ited to experimental design and hypothesis testing approaches, but even
when methods such as ethnographies and case studies are used, a concern
for generalization beyond the particular instance is central. It must be
clear in case studies, for example, what the instance under study is “a case
of” (Shulman, 1981) and why it is valid or useful to treat this case as rep-
resentative of that larger class.

Systematic empirical research is usually resource intensive, and not all
institutions are in a position to undertake such research on moral and
civic learning. But this research is very important in giving educators a
better understanding of the development of moral and civic maturity, the
kinds of educational experiences that foster it, and the reasons these expe-
riences are important. We urge both foundations and higher education
institutions to invest in this research, which we believe has already had
tremendous payoff, most notably through the extensive research on ser-
vice learning. Even educators’ conceptions of what constitutes quality in
service learning have been shaped by research comparing service-learning
experiences that lead to the desired student outcomes with those that do
not. As a result of this work it is known that participating students’
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academic performance improves, their concern for and involvement with
social issues and political efficacy grows, and other aspects of their moral
and civic maturity increase only when the courses include such key fea-
tures as challenging service placements and structured reflections on the
course content (Eyler & Giles, 1999). More recent research suggests that
students benefit even more when they have leadership responsibility in
their service placements, adding another factor to educators’ understand-
ing of high-quality service learning (Morgan & Streb, 2001).

Longitudinal research is especially valuable in helping educators under-
stand the way moral and civic development unfolds over time and the
long-term impact of various experiences. Longitudinal studies of moral
and civic education (and of naturally occurring experiences thought to
affect moral or civic development) demonstrate that assessments con-
ducted immediately following an experience or program can overstate the
apparent impact. It is not unusual for effects to disappear over time as
graduates leave college and enter new contexts (Astin, Sax, & Avalos,
1999). Conversely, short-term assessments can understate the impact of
the experience or program. Sometimes developmental effects are exhib-
ited gradually over time or emerge only later in life. Jennings and Stoker
(2001) report that their longitudinal analyses show that adolescent expe-
riences in civic organizations have a positive effect on adult involvement in
voluntary organizations but the effect is delayed, emerging gradually and
increasingly strongly as individuals approach middle age. In psychology,
this is known as a “sleeper effect.” Longitudinal studies that have looked
at college students’ development over time have contributed greatly to the
understanding of moral and civic development (we reviewed some of these
findings in Chapter Four).

Longitudinal research is extremely resource intensive and requires well-
developed social science expertise, so it should not be undertaken lightly.
But if researchers or program evaluators expect that they may want to
conduct longitudinal follow-ups later, there are some simple things they
can do initially to make these follow-ups more feasible. First, it is impor-
tant to prepare and ask students to sign a form by which they consent to
be recontacted. Second, to make it easier to find the participants later, the
form should ask them for the names and addresses of one or two people
(usually close relatives) who are likely to remain at the address given and
who will always know where to find the participant. Finally, it is impor-
tant that the data collected in the initial study be documented and stored
in an orderly way so they will be available for comparison if a follow-up
is conducted. This applies to both computer-coded data and the original
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materials when they are qualitative (for example, interview transcripts)
and therefore not entirely redundant with the coded data.

Investing in Assessment

Assessment is an area of relative weakness as well as heated debate in edu-
cation generally, and assessment of moral and civic learning is even more
difficult, even less well developed. Nevertheless, some institutions have
worked hard to create innovative methods for assessing student perfor-
mance along moral and civic dimensions or for evaluating the effective-
ness of their programs that enhance moral and civic development. As we
discussed in Chapter Five, some faculty routinely evaluate their own
teaching and improve it based on what they learn. At most of the institu-
tions we reviewed, however, programs addressing moral and civic devel-
opment were not assessed at all. Although we recognize how difficult such
assessment is, we believe that more systematic efforts to assess program
effectiveness would be worth the considerable investment they require.
The development of instruments and methods and the careful documen-
tation of courses and programs, along with empirical research on differ-
ent modes of moral and civic education, would yield more effective
program design, better understanding of what works for which students,
increased communication among educators so they could build on each
other’s work, and more useful feedback to students and thus more reli-
able learning.

Notes

1. Some writers in higher education use the term evaluation rather than assess-

ment to refer to some aspects of each of these categories or to course and
program evaluation, reserving the term assessment for the assessment of
students. The terms are not consistently distinguished in the field, however,
and because assessments (or evaluations) of courses, programs, and stu-
dents intersect, we use same term (assessment) to refer to all three.

2. In their book Understanding by Design, Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe
(1998) suggest a process faculty may employ to think through what they
want students to learn, how they can best ensure that learning, and how to
assess it. Wiggins and McTighe’s framework centers on a conception of
genuine understanding much like the one we discussed in Chapter Five.
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10

BRINGING MORAL AND 
CIVIC LEARNING 

TO CENTER STAGE

in chapter one we compared undergraduate education to preparing for
an expedition, with the explorers mastering bodies of knowledge and sci-
entific techniques they will need, collecting tools and learning to use them,
establishing collaborative relationships with team members, studying maps,
and working out routes. Most educators hope and expect that like the
explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, college graduates will not
just be traveling forward and trying to survive the journey but also learn-
ing and accomplishing valuable things along the way. They may also hope
that the college experience will shift graduates’ life trajectories just a bit
and give them new ways of responding to later experiences, as Lewis’s
preparation did, so that the shift in direction will be magnified over time
and the long-term impact significant.

Both personally and professionally, today’s college graduates will be
doing many things in their lives, and even they cannot predict the many
roles they will take on. But whatever else students do, we hope they will
also be active citizens and positive forces in the world. The central premise
of this book is that this expectation and hope of engaged and responsible
citizenship should enter into the preexpedition preparation students
undertake. Whatever specific life patterns and occupations they choose,
these will be enriched and strengthened if they conduct their personal and
professional lives with integrity and a sense of purpose. Their preparation
will benefit from taking the moral and civic dimensions of their tasks and
destination into account as well. In the view of many educators, especially
those who draw on the traditions of liberal education, the preparation for
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citizenship, honorable work, and personal integrity lies at the heart of
preparation for life.

This goal was central to American undergraduate education in its early
years but has been pushed aside in many colleges and universities today,
in practice if not in principle. If the undergraduate years are to contribute
fully to the well-being of students and the world, this agenda must be
brought back from the margins into the front and center of higher edu-
cation. Overall, however, students’ moral and civic development is not a
high priority in U.S. higher education today. We have been struck again
and again by the many lost opportunities for moral and civic growth in
curricular and extracurricular programs on most campuses. But despite
the number of challenges and impediments this developmental work faces,
some colleges and universities have made education for moral respon-
sibility and engaged citizenship an integral part of their undergraduate
programs. They are institutions of every type—large urban universities,
religiously affiliated and secular colleges, highly selective research univer-
sities, community colleges, historically black and tribal colleges, residen-
tial and commuter campuses, and institutions with mostly older students
as well as those whose students come straight from high school. Like any
complicated enterprise, these efforts require strong leadership. Often,
though not always, this includes leadership from the highest administra-
tive levels. But leadership can also come from interested faculty and cam-
pus centers, in collaboration with administrative leadership or in its
absence (see Chapter Three). Many faculty believe in educating for moral
and civic growth and go to great lengths to take it on, but they are almost
invariably stretched too thin and need support in this work (see Chapter
Seven).

We have described twelve institutions that make moral and civic educa-
tion a central priority (see Chapter Three). All twelve are characterized by
approaches that are intentional, holistic, and designed to reach all of their
students. Although there has been no research comparing them to colleges
and universities with less far-reaching programs, our site visits gave us the
strong impression that this more comprehensive, intentional approach has
a greater impact on more students. But this comprehensive approach is not
the only way to provide effective moral and civic education to undergrad-
uates. Complete institutional buy-in is not necessary for a college or univer-
sity to take this agenda seriously. There is a lot that interested administrative
and faculty leaders, and even individual faculty and staff members, can do
even when they are at schools where the climate is receptive to moral and
civic learning but where that focus is not a central institutional commitment.
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Although we have made many suggestions for designing and improving
undergraduate moral and civic education, we do not mean to imply that in-
stitutions must act on the full array of these suggestions in order to have a
significant impact on students. Clearly, some of these ideas will be more fea-
sible and appropriate than others on any given campus, and even targeted
programs can be very important to the students they reach.

Both in our case study institutions and in the many others we reviewed,
we saw a great deal of exceptionally creative and engaging programming,
including classroom teaching, extracurricular programs, and rich cultural
practices, that supported students’ moral and civic growth. We have
described in some detail what we consider to be some of the best of these
efforts. In this concluding chapter we lay out in condensed form some
basic principles we derived from our observations and analyses of these
programs. These principles are offered as a framework for strengthening
efforts currently in place and for planning future directions. The parame-
ters and guidelines that interested faculty and administrators should keep
in mind can be seen as answers to three questions:

1. How can educators be sure that programs address the full range of
developmental dimensions we have called moral and civic under-
standing, motivation, and skills?

2. How can educators take advantage of the most useful sites for
moral and civic education in institutions of higher education?

3. How can educators be sure to touch on the three basic themes
spelled out in Chapter Three, all of which are important to a full
conception of moral and civic maturity: moral and civic virtue,
systemic social responsibility, and community connections?

Developmental Goals and Dimensions
(Question 1: Are All Important Dimensions Addressed?)

Moral and civic maturity is not a unitary phenomenon. It is made up of
multiple dimensions, and undergraduate education can address the full
range of these dimensions (see Chapter Four). It may be helpful for cam-
puses to create an inventory of their existing programs as they begin
thinking about which developmental areas are well represented, which
need strengthening, and which are not being addressed at all. The dimen-
sions fall into three broad categories:

• Moral and civic understanding. Moral and civic understanding
includes moral interpretation and judgment; the understanding of key eth-
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ical concepts such as equity and moral relativism and civic concepts such
as civil liberties and procedural impartiality; knowledge of democratic
principles and institutions; and substantive expertise in the fields with
which one becomes engaged.

• Moral and civic motivation. Moral and civic motivation arises out
of emotions such as hope and compassion; the adoption of such values as
an interest in politics and a desire to be an engaged citizen; a sense of
political efficacy; and a sense of one’s own identity that places moral and
civic responsibility at the core of one’s self-definition.

• Moral and civic skills. Moral and civic skills include well-developed
capacities for communication of various kinds; the ability to collaborate,
compromise with, and mobilize others; and various skills of democratic
participation.

Sites of Moral and Civic Education
(Question 2: Are All Useful Sites Exploited?)

There are three main sites of moral and civic education, and all are impor-
tant: the curriculum, including both general education and the major;
extracurricular activities and programs; and the campus culture, includ-
ing honor codes, residence hall life, and spontaneous teachable moments,
as well as various cultural routines and practices—symbols, rituals, social-
ization practices, shared stories, and the like. Although we discuss them
separately, some of the most effective programs integrate learning from at
least two of the sites—usually curricular and extracurricular—and some-
times all three. In fact part of what we mean when we say the case study
institutions use a holistic approach is that moral and civic education takes
place in all major sites and is well aligned and dynamically interconnected
across sites.

The Curriculum

If curriculum planners want to be sure that courses intended to serve the
purpose of moral and civic education actually accomplish that purpose,
it is helpful to establish clear goals and criteria and review the courses to
determine whether they meet these ends. In addition, if institutions wish
to connect with students who arrive on campus with no particular inter-
est in moral and civic issues, they need to make sure that those issues are
not dealt with only in electives that will be chosen only by students who
already show a strong interest in ethical concerns or social responsibility.
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• Mutual enhancement. Moral and civic learning, touching not only
on understanding but also on motivation and skills, should be thoroughly
integrated with the rest of academic learning. When this is done success-
fully, moral and civic learning and academic learning are mutually enhanc-
ing (see Chapters Five and Six).

• Pedagogies. Both moral and civic learning and academic learning
benefit from a wider array of pedagogies than lecture and discussion. Fac-
ulty teaching for moral and civic development should consider using a
wide range of pedagogies, including service learning and other field place-
ments, simulations, collaborative work, and projects that grapple with
complex, open-ended problems (see Chapter Five).

• General education. There are several effective ways to incorporate
moral and civic issues into the general education curriculum (see Chap-
ter Six).

Distribution requirements. Highly decentralized distribution
requirements are often the least effective way to ensure that moral
and civic learning is represented in general education. This can be
corrected when courses that satisfy requirements intended to repre-
sent moral and civic education are carefully screened with refer-
ence to clearly articulated criteria. In addition, even in very loosely
structured general education programs, some courses predictably
reach very large numbers of students. Whenever possible, it is
especially useful to incorporate moral and civic learning into those
courses.

Core courses. A second option is to require particular courses
designed to foster moral and civic development. These are often
interdisciplinary but need not be. Institutions may require one or
more core courses that are common to all students, thereby pro-
viding a shared learning experience for the whole student body.
Alternatively, students may be offered choices within a given
category of required course, such as the freshman seminar 
or senior capstone. This approach allows students and faculty to
choose subject matter of particular interest to them while ensuring
that parallel sections, even though they have different content,
embody the same goals and general approach.

• Abilities- or outcomes-based education. A third way to ensure that
moral and civic learning in the curriculum reaches all students is to estab-
lish certain moral and civic competencies (along with other competencies)
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as requirements for graduation. These competencies can be assessed
directly both within and outside the classroom context or faculty can
build them into the criteria for success in their courses. A centralized or
departmental curriculum committee should review the courses to make
sure they address the educational outcomes in question. Required out-
comes should not be defined to include particular moral and civic values,
beliefs, or interpretations of social or political issues.

• Academic majors. It is also important to incorporate moral and civic
issues into the major. Almost all fields naturally raise these issues, and edu-
cation in the major is incomplete if they are not addressed. Faculty can be
encouraged to weave these issues into the many courses in the major for
which they are relevant, or department faculty can design common re-
quired courses, particularly entry-level courses and senior capstones, that
address the ethical issues and social implications of the disciplinary con-
tent. It can be especially beneficial to employ both entry-level and cap-
stone courses.

• Faculty development. Many faculty are interested in incorporating
moral and civic learning into their courses but lack the substantive knowl-
edge and pedagogical expertise to do so. They can benefit from structured
faculty development seminars, ongoing discussion groups, and connec-
tions with national programs that support moral and civic education, such
as Campus Compact. They should also have regular opportunities to col-
laborate with and learn from colleagues on their own or other campuses
who are doing this kind of work (see Chapter Seven).

• Logistical support. Faculty also need logistical support, especially
when they are using service learning or other field placements. This sup-
port may include help with service placements, liability issues, transpor-
tation to field sites, and guidelines for protecting community partners.
Even modest amounts of funding for course development and assessment
can also be very helpful.

• Campus centers. Campus centers are often very effective in provid-
ing both faculty development and logistical support. Several kinds of cen-
ters can provide these services: teaching and learning centers, which are
present on most campuses; centers for service learning, which are grow-
ing in popularity; and centers charged with stimulating and overseeing
moral and civic education on the campus, a relatively unusual but very
powerful model. (In Chapter Three we discuss the important leadership
in moral and civic education that campus centers provide.)

• Non-tenure track faculty. It is also important to recognize the con-
tributions of non-tenure track faculty to undergraduate moral and civic
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education and offer these teachers development opportunities and logisti-
cal support. They can be a valuable resource for moral and civic educa-
tion because they bring a wide range of backgrounds and expertise to
their efforts.

Moral and Civic Learning Beyond the Classroom

Moral and civic learning beyond the classroom occurs both through struc-
tured extracurricular programs and activities and many aspects of the
environment or culture. All are important potential sites for moral and
civic education (see Chapters Three and Eight).

• Extracurricular programs. Leadership programs; service activities;
disciplinary, religious, and political clubs; and programs designed to fos-
ter communication and respect among diverse individuals and groups are
most directly relevant to students’ moral and civic growth, but moral and
civic learning can be incorporated into virtually any kind of student activ-
ity with sensitive guidance and support from faculty and staff advisers.

• Precollege efforts. Programs that foster moral and civic development
should begin even before students arrive on campus with precollege read-
ings that introduce a moral and civic lens. Then new student orientations
can include discussions of institutional values and expectations, including
respect for ethnic, religious, political, gender, and other kinds of diversity.

• Postcollege efforts. Programming can also continue after college if
campuses reach out to alumni, helping sustain their interest in serving the
public good in the midst of the pressures of postcollege life and connect-
ing them with current students around public service issues and activities.

• Campus culture. Campus cultures convey many, often conflicting,
messages. It may be useful to review some of the campus’s most promi-
nent physical symbols, iconic stories, socialization practices, and widely
shared ideas, and to talk with students about what aspects of the culture
are salient to them and how they understand their meaning. Although
efforts to manipulate these features of the culture intentionally may be
perceived as artificial and thus be ineffective, an increased awareness can
lead naturally to changes that will benefit students’ moral and civic devel-
opment. When institutions have a vibrant tradition of social contribution,
a rich set of public events that explore social and political issues, or a fac-
ulty that is especially engaged with the local or national community, they
should highlight and build on these strengths.

• Spontaneous opportunities. Campus life also presents many teachable
moments for moral and civic learning, opportunities for wise administra-
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tors and faculty to use even conflicts or serious infractions of civility to
developmental advantage. Conflicts directly related to the campus can pro-
duce especially powerful teachable moments, because they help students
learn to deal constructively with competing interests in a community.

• Honor codes. Honor codes are an important way to highlight some
of the central values of higher education—honesty, trust, self-restraint,
civility, and mutual respect. In order for an honor code to contribute to a
climate that supports these values, it should involve faculty support, stu-
dent participation in its development and implementation, thoughtful dis-
cussions of its meaning and rationale, discussion that makes explicit the
links between honorable student behavior and responsible citizenship in
the campus and broader communities, and fair and consistent enforcement.

• Residence halls. Residence halls can be effective sites for moral and civic
learning through community building within the residential unit, residence-
based service programs, links with the curriculum, and theme-oriented resi-
dences that focus on diversity, community service, leadership, active
citizenship, or particular social issues.

Assessment

• Student assessment. Validly assessing student learning is complex and
difficult in any domain, and this is especially true in the domain of moral
and civic development (see Chapter Nine). Informative feedback is essen-
tial to student learning and is as appropriate in the moral and civic
domain as in other areas. That feedback can come from peers, field place-
ment supervisors, and community partners as well as from faculty. Many
areas of moral and civic learning, including substantive knowledge in
fields such as ethics, political theory, or government and skills such as
well-argued and persuasive writing, are already evaluated in coursework,
and the incorporation of moral and civic issues does not affect criteria for
assessing these areas.

• Course assessment. Faculty members and program directors should
not be routinely expected to assess formally the impact of their courses
and programs. That will not be feasible in many cases. All should, how-
ever, make sure that their intended learning goals are clear to and accepted
by students and make at least informal efforts to determine whether the
program as designed and implemented seems to be accomplishing those
goals, making changes when some aspects of the course or program seem
problematic (see Chapter Five for examples).

• Program assessment. For more systematic course or program evalu-
ations, we recommend employing descriptive, often qualitative methods
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(high-yield assessments) that document students’ experiences and the
processes through which the program operates as well as learning out-
comes, rather than relying entirely on quantitative outcome measures (see
Chapter Nine).

Thematic Perspectives
(Question 3: Are the Three Basic Themes Represented?)

In our analyses of observations at the twelve case study institutions, we
identified three themes, or emphases, that represent different conceptions
of what is important to moral and civic responsibility: community con-
nections, moral and civic virtue, and social justice (which we also call sys-
temic social responsibility). These three emphases represent different
aspects of fully developed moral and civic education. For reasons we artic-
ulated in Chapter Three, we believe that moral and civic education is
incomplete if it does not somehow take account of all of these themes.

• Community connections. It is important for students to develop a sense
of being members of various communities, to understand the responsibili-
ties entailed in community membership, and to have both the inclination
and capacity to contribute in important ways to those communities. Rele-
vant communities include the campus itself or some part of the campus,
local neighborhoods, particular groups to which students feel allegiance and
responsibility, groups to which the institution feels such allegiance and duty,
and the broader national or international communities.

• Moral and civic virtue. A full program of moral and civic education
must include support for the central values and virtues of the educational
enterprise and a democratic society. As in the case of community connec-
tions, different institutions will bring distinctive approaches to their inter-
pretation of key values, but some are important for all. These include
intellectual integrity and concern for truth, mutual respect and tolerance,
open-mindedness, concern for both the rights and the welfare of individ-
uals and the community, and commitment to rational discourse and pro-
cedural fairness. Adoption of core values connected with more specific
cultural or religious traditions can also be appropriate, as long as these
are consistent with fundamental democratic values and made clear to
prospective students and faculty.

• Systemic social responsibility. When drawing on the theme of sys-
temic social responsibility, it is important to have curricular and extracur-
ricular programs that help students learn how democratic processes work
and how citizens can have influence, encourage them to take responsibil-
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ity for participating actively in the democratic process, and make con-
nections between moral and civic values and social policy analyses. Few
students bring an initial interest in policy, electoral, or more broadly politi-
cal issues, and without explicit efforts to foster that interest, institutions
will reach only those few students who are already active. It is also impor-
tant to reach the large numbers of students who begin from a position of
distaste for or lack of interest in politics.

Extending coverage. Although a systemic, social policy, or political
focus will not be relevant for all courses and programs, many can
be enriched and strengthened through the incorporation of that
focus. This area is currently relatively neglected on many campuses
and should be given greater attention.

Freedom of opinion. Faculty should not pressure students to adopt
a particular partisan or ideological point of view but should rather
encourage political participation from a broad range of perspec-
tives, beliefs, interpretations, and explanations of or solutions to
social problems.

• Creating a distinctive yet comprehensive approach. In order to cre-
ate approaches to moral and civic education that are well suited to their
institutional mission, history, philosophy, strengths, and student body
characteristics and needs, it is appropriate for colleges and universities to
specialize to some extent in the relative emphasis they place on these three
different ways of framing moral and civic education and on the way each
of the three is defined. Although it is important for programming to touch
on all three, every institution should create its own individual approach.

Renewing the Importance of Moral and Civic Education

This book was completed less than a year after the terrorist attacks in New
York and Washington, D.C., and the war in Afghanistan and other events
that followed. Those happenings were a jolting example of the way that his-
torical events can present teachable moments for moral and civic develop-
ment. In response to the tragic events of September 11, 2001, most college
and university campuses held memorial services and discussion sessions.
Many sponsored informational programs about Islam in efforts to promote
religious respect and tolerance. Some sponsored extensive and searching
inquiries on the causes and nature of terrorism, U.S. foreign policy, global
interdependence, and civil liberties. Students throughout the country con-
tributed to the national outpouring of support for and solidarity with the
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victims of the attacks. The power of this educational opportunity was
heightened by the extraordinary degree to which the issues engaged peo-
ple’s passionate feelings. Whether in the long run the new interests that were
kindled will lead to sustained learning and increased social concern and
civic engagement remains to be seen. But in the short run the responses of
campuses and their students have been heartening.

Surveys in the immediate aftermath of September 11, 2001, suggest that
the attacks led to shifts in the civic attitudes of college students (Lake Snell
Perry & Associates, Inc., 2002). For some those events elicited feelings of
national pride and patriotism, which were previously largely absent in the
overwhelming majority of undergraduates. Numerous earlier polls had
shown that most students had little pride or trust in their country and less
in its government. They were cynical about public affairs, particularly on
the national level. In the wake of the attacks many campuses have sought
to capitalize on emerging civic feelings of students and also to address the
complexities of nationalism, international affairs, military and legal
responses, and the historical background to the events.

These recent events are also a reminder that students, like all other indi-
viduals, are developing in a particular historical context and that histor-
ical events can affect their moral and civic development in important ways
for better or for worse. National crises often trigger significant changes in
the ways students, along with the public more generally, view public issues
and react to those issues. The rise of student involvement in the civil rights
movement during the first half of the 1960s and the protests against U.S.
involvement in the Vietnam War are two prime illustrations.

When historical events dramatically affect the lives of a generation of
young people, as in the case of the two World Wars, for example, they can
create a generational identity that becomes key to the way members of
that generation understand themselves and their stance toward the world
as well as toward their country and its government. As Kathleen Newman
(1996) has written, “An intense generational identity shapes and defines
the individuals who fall within its boundaries and separates them from
others who have no claim on its immediacy” (p. 374). Generally, the crea-
tion of this kind of intense generational identity requires political, eco-
nomic, or cultural upheavals that force dramatic and sustained departures
from the normal course of daily life for a large group of people in a given
generation. For example, in The Generation of 1914, Robert Wohl (1979)
traces the impact of World War I on the young men who fought in it. Ac-
cording to Wohl, the pointlessness and unprecedented brutality of the
Great War in the minds of its survivors led them to adopt a worldview
characterized by cynicism and disengagement from society’s institutions.
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In contrast, Putnam (2000) and others (for example, Brokaw, 1998) have
described the very different response of the generation that fought in
World War II. The civic engagement of that generation marked a high
point from which U.S. citizens have been declining with every succeeding
generation.

As we write, it is too early to know whether terrorism or any other set
of social or economic events will create a clear-cut generational identity for
the young people of today. Likewise, the moral and civic architecture of
their generational identity is unpredictable. We do know, however, that his-
torical contexts and events affect people’s lives in part through the meaning
they have for those who experience them. Colleges and universities do not
create the cataclysmic events that create generational identity, but they can
have enormously important roles in shaping the meaning their students
make of those and other experiences, including the implications of these
experiences for students’ moral and civic sense of themselves.

Finally, terrorist attacks and the military and political responses to them
underscore the importance of the moral and civic life of this nation at
every level. They make it very clear that if we are fighting to protect our
basic moral values, our freedoms, and our democracy, we had best do all
we can to ensure that succeeding generations gain the understanding,
skills, and motivations needed to preserve and promote those values and
freedoms. This book has been written with that purpose at center stage.
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